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Comparison of State Black-Letter Rules to Model Rule 8.4(g) 

 

 

Summary: Twenty-three states and the District of Columbia have adopted black-letter rules 

dealing with “bias” issues.
1
 Thirteen states have adopted a comment, while the remaining 

fourteen states have adopted neither a rule nor a comment addressing the issue.  

 

Each of these black-letter rules differs from ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) and is in some significant 

way narrower than that rule. Examples of the differences between state black-letter rules and 

Model Rule 8.4(g)’s expansive scope include – 

 Many states’ black-letter rules apply only to unlawful discrimination and 

require that a tribunal (other than a state bar adjudicatory body) find that an 

attorney engaged in unlawful discrimination before disciplinary action can be 

initiated.  

 Many states limit their prohibition to “conduct in the course of representing a 

client,” in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s expansive scope of “conduct 

related to the practice of law.”  

 Many states require that the conduct be prejudicial to the administration of 

justice.  

 Almost no state black-letter rule enumerates all eleven of the Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s protected characteristics, particularly socioeconomic status, gender 

identity, and ethnicity.  

 While many state black-letter rules protect “legitimate advocacy,” none 

utilizes the Model Rule 8.4(g)’s “circular non-protection” that covers 

“legitimate advocacy . . . consistent with these rules.” 

This comparison of the state black-letter rules is not intended to be comprehensive but provides 

an initial comparison of each state’s black-letter rule with ABA Model Rule 8.4(g).  It does not 

include a comparison of the thirteen states’ comments that are not black-letter rules. Nor does it 

include any examination of state ethics opinions or court decisions regarding the rules or 

comments. 

  

                                                 
1
 Anti-Bias Provisions in State Rules of Professional Conduct, App. B, ABA Standing Comm. on Ethics and 

Professional Responsibility, Working Discussion Draft Revisions to Model Rule 8.4, Language Choices Narrative, 

July 16, 2015, 

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/language_choice_narrative

_with_appendices_final.authcheckdam.pdf 

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/language_choice_narrative_with_appendices_final.authcheckdam.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/language_choice_narrative_with_appendices_final.authcheckdam.pdf
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1) California 

California’s Rule 2-400 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. In order for discriminatory conduct to be actionable, it must first be found to be 

unlawful by an appropriate civil administrative or judicial tribunal under 

applicable state or federal law. Until there is a finding of civil unlawfulness, there 

is no basis for disciplinary action under the rule. Model Rule 8.4(g) does not 

require that discriminatory conduct be unlawful. 

 

2. California’s rule is limited to “in the management or operation of a law practice,” 

in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s broader scope of “conduct related to the 

practice of law.” 

 

3.   Even then, the California rule applies only to: 

1) employment or  

2) accepting or terminating representation of a client. 

 

4.  California’s rule does not include ethnicity, gender identity, marital status, or   

socioeconomic status as protected characteristics, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

5.  California’s rule does not explicitly apply to speech. 

 

6.   California’s rule applies only to discrimination, not to harassment. 

 

2) Colorado 

Colorado’s Rule 8.4(g) and accompanying Comment 3 are narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) 

because: 

 

1. Colorado’s rule applies only to conduct “in the representation of a client,” in 

contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s broad scope of application to “conduct related to 

the practice of law.” 

 

2. Colorado’s rule does not include ethnicity or gender identity as protected 

characteristics, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 
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3) Florida 

 

Florida’s Rule4-8.4(d) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Florida’s rule prohibits “conduct in connection with the practice of law that is 

prejudicial to the administration of justice,” whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) deleted 

the limitation, which had been found in the former Comment 3, that the conduct 

be “prejudicial to the administration of justice.” 

 

2. Florida’s rule is limited to “discriminat[ion] against litigants, jurors, witnesses, 

court personnel, or other lawyers,” whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) covers any 

discrimination against “others.” 

 

4) Illinois 

 

Illinois’ Rule 8.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Illinois’ rule requires that the conduct “violate a federal, state or local statute or 

ordinance that prohibits discrimination,” in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g), which 

does not require that the conduct be unlawful before an attorney is subject to 

disciplinary charges. 

 

2. Under Illinois’ rule, “[n]o charge may be brought . . . until a court of 

administrative agency . . . has found that the lawyer has engaged in an unlawful 

discriminatory act, and the finding of the court or administrative agency has 

become final and enforceable and any right of judicial review has been 

exhausted.” Again, Model Rule 8.4(g) does not require that a tribunal have found 

that the conduct was unlawful before a disciplinary charge can be brought. 

 

5) Indiana 

 

Indiana’s Rule 8.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Indiana’s rule gives greater protection to “legitimate advocacy” by specifically 

providing that “[l]egitimate advocacy respecting the foregoing factors does not 

violate this subsection,” in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s circular non-protection, 

which protects “legitimate advocacy” only if it is “consistent with these rules.” In 

other words, “legitimate advocacy” does not violate Model Rule 8.4(g) if it does 

not violate Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

6) Iowa 

Iowa’s Rule 32:8.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Iowa’s rule prohibits only “unlawful discrimination,” in contrast to Model Rule 

8.4(g), which does not require that the conduct be unlawful before an attorney is 

subject to disciplinary charges.  
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7) Maryland 

Maryland’s Rule 19-308.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. Maryland’s rule prohibits only words or conduct that are “prejudicial to the 

administration of justice,” whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) deleted the limitation, 

which had been found in the former Comment 3, that the conduct be “prejudicial 

to the administration of justice.” 

 

2.  Maryland’s rule does not include ethnicity, gender identity, or marital status as 

protected characteristics, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3.  Maryland’s rule protects “legitimate advocacy,” in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s 

circular non-protection, which protects “legitimate advocacy” only if it is 

“consistent with these rules.”  

 

8) Massachusetts 

Massachusetts Rule 3.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. Massachusetts’ rule is limited to conduct “before a tribunal,” in contrast to Model 

Rule 8.4(g)’s broad application to “conduct related to the practice of law.” 

 

2. Massachusetts’ rule does not include ethnicity, gender identity, marital status, or 

socioeconomic status as protected characteristics, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3. Massachusetts’ rule protects “legitimate advocacy,” in contrast to Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s circular non-protection, which protects “legitimate advocacy” only if it is 

“consistent with these rules.” 

 

4. Massachusetts’ rule does not define “conduct” explicitly to include words or 

verbal conduct, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g).  
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9) Michigan 

Michigan Rule 6.5 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. Michigan’s rule requires a lawyer to take particular care to avoid treating any person 

discourteously or disrespectfully because of the person’s race, gender, or other 

protected personal characteristic, which approaches attorneys more as the 

professionals they are than does Model Rule 8.4(g).  

2. Michigan’s rule requires a lawyer serving as an adjudicative officer to treat every 

person fairly without regard to race, gender, or other protected personal characteristic 

with courtesy and respect, as well as those under his or her control and direction. 

3. Michigan’s rule does not speak in terms of harass or discriminate, unlike Model Rule 

8.4(g). 

4.  Michigan’s rule speaks in terms of the lawyer’s right to speak and write that must be 

balanced with the requirement to be courteous and respectful and recognizes that it is 

not possible to write a hard and fast rule that properly balances the two. 

  

5. Michigan’s rule respects attorneys’ rights of expression when it states in its comment 

that: “A lawyer must pursue a client's interests with diligence. This often requires the 

lawyer to frame questions and statements in bold and direct terms. The obligation to 

treat persons with courtesy and respect is not inconsistent with the lawyer's right, 

where appropriate, to speak and write bluntly. Obviously, it is not possible to 

formulate a rule that will clearly divide what is properly challenging from what is 

impermissibly rude. A lawyer's professional judgment must be employed here with 

care and discretion. 

 

6.  Michigan’s rule urges that: “A lawyer must take particular care to avoid words or 

actions that appear to be improperly based upon a person's race, gender, or other 

protected personal characteristic. Legal institutions, and those who serve them, should 

take leadership roles in assuring equal treatment for all.” 
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10) Minnesota 

Minnesota Rules 8.4(g) & (h) are narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. Minnesota’s rules prohibit unlawful discriminatory acts, defined as “a 

discriminatory act prohibited by federal, state, or local statue or ordinance,” in 

contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g), which does not require that the conduct be 

unlawful before an attorney is subject to disciplinary charges.  

 

2.  Minnesota’s rules prohibits unlawful discriminatory acts that “reflect[] adversely 

on the lawyer’s fitness as a lawyer,” in contrast to Model Rule 8.4(g), which does 

not require that a discriminatory act necessarily reflect adversely on the lawyer’s 

fitness as a lawyer. 

3. Minnesota’s rules do not include gender identity or socioeconomic status as 

protected characteristics, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). In addition, Minnesota’s rules 

limit “socioeconomic status” to “status with regard to public assistance,” which is 

narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g)’s use of “socioeconomic status.” 

4. Minnesota’s rules provide some additional protection for attorneys’ freedom of 

speech and free exercise of religion when it provides in its comment: “For 

example, it would also be relevant that the lawyer reasonably believed that his or 

her conduct was protected under the state or federal constitution or that the lawyer 

was acting in a capacity for which the law provides an exemption from civil 

liability. See, e.g., Minn. Stat. Section 317A.257 (unpaid director or officer of 

nonprofit organization acting in good faith and not willfully or recklessly).” 

 

11) Missouri 

 

Missouri Rule 4-8.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Missouri’s rule largely restates the former Comment 3 to Model Rule 8.4(g), 

whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) greatly exceeds the former Comment’s scope. 

 

 2.  Missouri’s rule applies only to conduct in the course of representing a client. 

 

3.  Missouri’s rule does not include socioeconomic status, gender identity, marital 

status, or ethnicity in its protected characteristics. 

 

4. Missouri’s rule gives greater protection to “legitimate advocacy” than does Model 

Rule 8.4(g), which protects only “legitimate advocacy” that is “consistent with the 

rules.” Comment clarifies that: “Rule 4-8.4(g) excludes those instances in which a 

lawyer engages in legitimate advocacy with respect to these factors.” 
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12) Nebraska 

 

Nebraska Rule 3-508.4(d) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  Nebraska’s rule basically adopts former Comment 3, which is much narrower than 

Model Rule 8.4(g).  Comment 4 to Rule 3-508.4(d) adopts former Comment 3 

verbatim.   

 

2.  While Rule 3-508.4(d) is not a verbatim reproduction of Comment 3. It is quite 

close and, therefore, narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3.  It appears that Rule 3-508.4(d) prohibits conduct that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice. 

 

4.  Nebraska’s rule is limited to conduct when employed in a professional capacity, 

which is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g), which is not limited to when a lawyer 

is “employed.” 

 

5.  Nebraska’s rule is limited to “adverse discriminatory conduct,” which is narrower 

than the “harass or discriminate” prohibition in Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

6.  Nebraska’s rule is limited to treatment of specific persons (“litigants, witnesses, 

lawyers, judges, judicial officers or court personnel”) whom a lawyer encounters 

in the legal context and not all persons as covered by Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

7.  The protected characteristics in Nebraska’s rule do not include ethnicity, gender 

identity, sex, or marital status (instead protecting “gender” rather than “sex”). 

 

8.  Nebraska’s rule is more protective of “legitimate advocacy” than is Model Rule 

8.4(g). 
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13) New Jersey 

 

New Jersey Rule 8.4(g) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

1. It requires that the conduct be intended to or likely to cause harm, while Model 

Rule 8.4(g) does not require a showing of harm or intent to cause harm. 

2. It does not apply to employment discrimination unless there has been a final 

agency or judicial determination of discrimination, whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) 

applies to all employment situations. 

3.  It applies to conduct when the lawyer is acting “in a professional capacity,” which 

is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g), which covers “conduct related to the practice 

of law.” 

4.  It does not cover two characteristics covered by Model Rule 8.4(g), which are 

ethnicity and gender identity. 

 

14) New Mexico 

 

New Mexico Rule 16-300 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  It is limited to words or conduct “in the course of any judicial or quasi-judicial 

proceeding before a tribunal,” as opposed to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s much broader 

application to “conduct related to the practice of law.” 

 

2.  It requires intent to manifest bias or prejudice. 

 

3.  It does not cover ethnicity, gender identity, or socioeconomic status as does Model 

Rule 8.4(g). 

 

4. It does not preclude “legitimate advocacy” that “is material to the issues in the 

proceeding,” which is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g)’s circular protection of 

“legitimate advocacy” that is “consistent with these rules.” 
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15) New York 

 

New York Rule 8.4 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  It prohibits only discrimination that is unlawful, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

2. It requires that a complaint of unlawful discrimination be heard before a tribunal 

with jurisdiction in the first instance. 

 

3.  It does not include ethnicity, socioeconomic status, gender identity, or religion 

(unless creed is considered a synonym for religion). 

 

16) North Dakota 

 

North Dakota Rule 8.4(f) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  It retains the requirement that the conduct be “prejudicial to the administration of 

justice.” 

 

2.  It applies only “in the course of representing a client” as opposed to Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s application to “conduct related to the practice of law.” 

 

3.  It does not cover ethnicity, socioeconomic status, marital status, or gender identity, 

unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

4. It gives broader protection to “legitimate advocacy,” as opposed to Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s circular protection of “legitimate advocacy” that is “consistent with the 

rules.” 

 

17) Ohio 

 

Ohio Rule 8.4(g) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  Ohio’s rule prohibits only discrimination that is “prohibited by law,” as opposed to 

Model Rule 8.4(g), which is not limited to unlawful discrimination. 

 

2. Ohio’s rule does not cover ethnicity, gender identity, or socioeconomic status, 

unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3.  Ohio’s rule applies to conduct “in a professional capacity,” in contrast to Model 

Rule 8.4(g), which applies to all “conduct related to the practice of law.” 

 

4.  Ohio’s rule does not apply to “legitimate advocacy” in contrast to Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s circular protection of “legitimate advocacy . . . consistent with these 

rules.” 
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18) Oregon 

Oregon Rule 8.4 (a)(7) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Oregon’s rule is limited to conduct “in the course of representing a client,” as 

opposed to Model Rule 8.4(g)’s broader scope of “conduct related to the practice 

of law.” 

 

2.  Oregon’s rule does not cover discrimination based on socioeconomic status. 

   

3.  Oregon’s rule protects “legitimate advocacy” without the circular non-protection 

of Model Rule 8.4(g), which only protects “legitimate advocacy . . . consistent 

with the rules.” 

  

4.  Oregon’s rule prohibits conduct that “intimidates or harasses” but not necessarily 

conduct that “discriminates,” leaving punishment of discrimination to federal, 

state, and local laws generally. 

 

19) Rhode Island 

 

Rhode Island Rule 8.4(d) is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1.  It is limited to “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice” rather 

than the broader scope of Model Rule 8.4(g), which applies to “conduct related to 

the practice of law.” 

 

2.  It does not cover ethnicity and gender identity, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3.  It gives greater protection to “legitimate advocacy” in its comment, than does 

Model Rule 8.4(g), which gives circular non-protection to “legitimate advocacy . . 

. consistent with the rules.” 
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20) Texas 

 

Texas Rule 5.08 is narrower than Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Texas’ rule is limited to words or conduct “in connection with an adjudicatory 

proceeding,” as opposed to Model Rule 8.4(g), which applies more broadly to 

“conduct related to the practice of law.” 

 

2. Texas’ rule does not cover socioeconomic status, marital status, ethnicity, or 

gender identity, as does Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3. Texas’ rule requires that the attorney act “willfully,” in contrast to Model Rule 

8.4(g)’s broader requirement of “knowingly.” 

 

4. Texas’ rule does not apply to “confidential information,” whereas Model Rule 

8.4(g) does not provide that limitation to its scope. 

 

5. Texas’ rule does not preclude advocacy that is necessary to an adjudicatory 

proceeding and is in conformity with the tribunal’s rulings and orders. 

 

6. Texas’ rule allows peremptory challenges that are otherwise constitutional that are 

based on the protected characteristics, according to Comment 4, while Comment 

5 to Model Rule 8.4(g) merely says that a finding that peremptory challenges 

were exercised on a discriminatory basis does not alone establish a violation of 

the rule. 

 

21) Vermont 

 

Vermont Rule 8.4(g) is narrower than ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Vermont’s rule applies only to discrimination in employment, whereas Model Rule 

8.4(g) has a much broader scope. 

 

2. Vermont’s rule does not cover ethnicity, gender identity, and marital status, it 

qualifies disability to be “against a qualified handicapped individual,” and it 

covers socioeconomic status only in the comment, not in the black-letter rule. 

 

3. Vermont’s rule protects “legitimate advocacy” more than Model Rule 8.4(g), 

which gives circular non-protection to “legitimate advocacy . . . consistent with 

these rules.” 
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22) Washington 

 

Washington Rules 8.4(g) and (h) are narrower than ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

1. Washington’s Rule 8.4(g) is limited to a “discriminatory act prohibited by state 

law.” 

 

2. Washington’s Rule 8.4(h) is limited to conduct “in the course of representing a 

client,” whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) applies to “conduct related to the practice of 

law.” 

 

3. Washington’s Rule 8.4(h) is limited to conduct that “a reasonable person would 

interpret as manifesting bias or prejudice,” whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) lacks the 

“reasonable person” standard. 

 

4. Washington’s Rule 8.4(h) is limited to conduct that is prejudicial to the 

administration of justice, whereas Model Rule 8.4(g) deleted that limitation.  

 

5. Washington’s Rule 8.4(h) is limited toward conduct that is directed at “judges, 

lawyers, or LLLTs, other parties, witnesses, jurors, or court personnel or 

officers,” where Model Rule 8.4(g) broadly applies to conduct directed toward 

“others.” 

 

6. Washington’s Rules 8.4(g) and (h) do not cover socioeconomic status, ethnicity, 

and gender identity, which Model Rule 8.4(g) covers. 

 

7. Washington’s Rule 8.4(h) does not apply to legitimate advocacy, in contrast to 

Model Rule 8.4(g)’s circular non-protection  for “legitimate advocacy . . . 

consistent with these rules.” 

 

23) Wisconsin 

 

Wisconsin Rule 20:8.4(h) is narrower than ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) because: 

 

 1.  Wisconsin’s rule prohibits harassment but not discrimination. 

 

2. Wisconsin’s rule does not cover socioeconomic status, ethnicity, and gender 

identity, as does Model Rule 8.4(g). 

 

3.  Wisconsin’s rule does not prohibit “legitimate advocacy,” in contrast to Model 

Rule 8.4(g)’s circular non-protection of “legitimate advocacy . . . consistent with 

these rules.” 
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24) Washington, D.C. 

 

Washington, D.C., Rule 9.1, is narrower than Model Rule8.4 (g) because: 

 

 1.  It applies only to employment discrimination. 

 

2.  It does not include ethnicity, gender identity, or socioeconomic status among its 

protected characteristics, and its definition of “physical handicap” may not 

encompass all disability, unlike Model Rule 8.4(g).  

 

3.  It states that it “is not intended to create ethical obligations that exceed those 

imposed on a lawyer by applicable law.”  
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 1 

Scenario 1 

Racial Harassment 

Judge Smith entered his court to attend to any matters that had arisen after his clerk had finished 
with garnishments, interrogatories, etc.  When he came into the courtroom, he overheard a group 
of lawyers standing around talking amongst themselves.  

Lawyer Larry said, “So, who do you think killed more people, Hitler or Stalin?”  The judge 
could not hear the response. 

Lawyer Joe said a few minutes later, “wish the docket would start…money doesn’t grow on 
trees.”  

“No, but it has a high cotton content.” 

“Do you know why the cotton gin was made?”   

Larry then turned to Judge Smith’s clerk, who was an African American woman.  He looked at 
her for a moment and then asked, “so, have you ever picked cotton?”  

She replied, “no, and why would you think I did?” 

“Well, only slaves picked cotton.”  The lawyers then started talking about the movie “Roots.”  
The clerk asked them to stop.  At this point, Judge Smith intervened and stopped everything.  
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 2 

Scenario 2 

Differential Treatment of Minority Associates 

Biglaw Firm has actively recruited associates. Once hired, the associates are assigned to a 
mentor. 

Over lunch, three litigation associates were talking about their work assignments. The three 
associates all graduated the same year from law school and started the same time at the firm. In 
comparing their work assignments, Jared, an African-American graduate who graduated first in 
his class, learned that the other associates were taking depositions and handling complex 
litigation matters. Jared found this information to be disturbing because the work assigned to him 
was limited to reviewing written discovery. This work was far less challenging than the work 
assigned to the other associates. 

Jared decides that he should talk to his mentor. When Jared talks to the mentor, the mentor 
explains that the firm has been working hard to improve retention rates of minority associates 
and therefore is not demanding long hours that would interfere with the associate’s work-life 
balance. 
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 3 

Scenario 3 

Cultural Competence & Implicit Biases 

Mr. and Mrs. Shilpa built a successful business that imports apparel from India. They asked their 
accountant to refer a lawyer to handle their estate plan. The accountant recommended his niece, 
Alice. Alice obtained her L.L.M. in tax and thereafter worked in a firm that specialized in estate 
planning and tax work. Now Alice practices as a solo practitioner. 

The Shilpas arranged to meet with the Alice at her office. On arrival, Alice noticed that Mrs. 
Shilpa was wearing a sari (traditional clothing worn in India and Southern Asia). Alice 
commented that the sari must get hot in the summer. Alice also noted that the office was warm. 
She removed a jacket, revealing that she was wearing a tight dress with a low neckline. 
Thereafter, Alice interviewed the Shilpas, repeatedly calling them by their first names. 

Alice completed the interview and quoted a flat fee for preparing an estate plan. Mr. Shilpa 
indicated that they would let Alice know if they wanted to move forward with the work. 

Once outside Alice’s office, both the Shilpas shook their heads. Mrs. Shilpa stated, “So much for 
casual Fridays, that attorney dresses like she is on her way to a club . . . Let’s hire someone we 
can trust.” 
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 4 

Scenario 4 

Handling a Client’s Biases When Assigning Work to Associates 

Betty worked as an electrical engineer, installing wind turbines on farms. While working on one 
job site, Betty fell and was paralyzed. After many surgeries, she was able to walk with a crutch. 
Four years later, Betty graduated from law school and obtained a job with a boutique firm that 
specialized in legal work involving alternative energy. 

Betty’s supervising attorney has been very impressed with her work. Because of her background, 
Betty excelled in representation that required an understanding of technology. The supervising 
attorney has asked Betty to handle a complex arbitration hearing that is scheduled to run for two 
weeks. The client is defending a large products liability claim related to the failure of wind 
turbines. 

Shortly after the supervising attorney introduced Betty to the client, the client called the 
supervising attorney. In the call, the client stated that his own daughter has medical problems and 
that the client is concerned that Betty may not have the endurance to handle the arbitration. 
Despite the supervisor’s assurance that Betty would do an exceptional job, the client stated that 
he wanted another associate to handle the arbitration. 
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 5 

Scenario 5 

Sexual Harassment 

Lawyer Mike employed a female legal assistant, Yolanda.  One day Yolanda was in the file room 
retrieving a file from the bottom drawer of a file cabinet.  To access this file, Yolanda had to 
crouch down on her hands and knees.  While she was doing so, Mike entered the doorway to the 
file room, stared at her, and said, “That’s how I like my women—on all fours.” 
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 6 

Scenario 6 

Discrimination in Declining Representation 

Andrew and Allen have lived together in Manhattan for many years. After New York passed the 
Marriage Equality Act, Andrew and Allen married. Shortly thereafter, they determined that they 
wanted to raise a family in a small town in the country. Having learned about difficulties with 
adopting children in the U.S., they identified an attorney who was the leading expert in assisting 
couples interested in adopting children from abroad. Andrew made an appointment to meet with 
the attorney, Attorney Anna. 

At the time of the appointment, Anna appeared to be shocked when she walked into the 
conference room and discovered that Andrew and Allen were the couple interested in pursuing 
the adoption. Without getting any information on their circumstances, Anna stated that Andrew 
and Allen would likely be more comfortable with an attorney in Manhattan or another liberal 
community. When Andrew and Allen pursued the matter, the attorney noted “I am not a public 
utility. I carefully select the couples I represent.” 
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Should the VSB Adopt and Anti-Discrimination Rule? – Page 7 

Scenario 7 

Discriminatory Conduct by a Supervising Attorney 

For the last two years, you have worked in the State Office of Informational Technology. 
Recently, the Office posted a job opening for an entry level staff attorney. The supervising 
attorney has asked you to identify applicants to invite for interviews. After going through twelve 
applications, you identify three applicants for interviews. All three applicants stood out because 
of their strong credentials, including having degrees in computer science. 

When you present all three applications to the supervising attorney, he asks you to set up 
interviews with two of the three applicants. When you ask about the third applicant, the 
supervisor simply states that he was not interested in interviewing the third applicant. When you 
politely seek an explanation, the supervisor states, “The people of our state would not want 
someone by the name of Mohammed-Al-something to have access to our state’s information 
technology.” 
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*+,,-..//�*+,,/0.123456�7899:;;66�<=8>;6=�;5:?�@AB6�<?�<�98C6�?ADD:ED;�<E=�A?6FAB�?;<;696E;�C6G<C=:EG�;56�?D8>6�8F�;56�C6B<;:8E?5:>�H6;I66E<�B<IJ6C�<E=�;56�DB:6E;K�L8I6M6CN�;56�7899:;;66�98M6=�;56�B<EGA<G6�8F�><C<GC<>5�OHP�8F�;56�QRQ�S8=6B�@AB6�;8�;5678996E;�?6D;:8E�?;JB6=�TUE=6>6E=6ED6�FC89�7B:6E;V?�W:6I?�8C�QD;:M:;:6?T�?:ED6�:;�<>>6<C?�98C6�<>>C8>C:<;6�<?�<78996E;�;5<E�<�@AB6K�XAH?6YA6E;�><C<GC<>5?�I6C6�C6=6?:GE<;6=�<DD8C=:EGBJK456�7899:;;66�<==6=�;56�F8AC;5�?6E;6ED6�:E�78996E;�Z[\�C6YA:C:EG�B<IJ6C?�;8�<=M:?6�DB:6E;?�8F�=:?>A;6�C6?8BA;:8E>C8D6??6?�;5<;�9:G5;�H6�T<>>C8>C:<;6KTUE�78996E;�Z]\N�;56�7899:;;66�A?6=�;56�M6CH�T?5<BBT�;8�9<;D5�;56�9<E=<;8CJ�?;<E=<C=�8F�;56�̂_̀a_b_c�defg�<E=�;56?6@AB6?Khi/�1,/0j,/0.k�/ll/m.-n/�o10p123�qr�sttur�1jj/j�v2/k/0.�v121w21vi�xjy�10j�2/j/k-w01./j�l+2,/2�v121w21vi�xjy1k�v2/k/0.�v121w21vi�x/yz{p|/�qz}~-|-w/0m/x1y ���|1�3/2�ki1||�1m.��-.i�2/1k+01�|/�j-|-w/0m/�10j�v2+,v.0/kk�-0�2/v2/k/0.-0w�1�m|-/0.zx�y ���|1�3/2�ki1||�0+.�-0./0.-+01||3�l1-|�.+�m1223�+p.�1�m+0.21m.�+l�/,v|+3,/0.�/0./2/j�-0.+��-.i�1�m|-/0.�l+2v2+l/kk-+01|�k/2n-m/kr��p.�,13��-.ij21��1k�v/2,-../j�p0j/2�{p|/�qzq�zxmy ���|1�3/2�ki1||�0+.�-0./0.-+01||3�v2/�pj-m/�+2�j1,1w/�1�m|-/0.�jp2-0w�.i/�m+p2k/�+l�.i/�v2+l/kk-+01|�2/|1.-+0ki-vr/�m/v.�1k�2/�p-2/j�+2�v/2,-../j�p0j/2�{p|/�qz��10j�{p|/�}z}z*+,,/0.Z[\�Q�B<IJ6C�?58AB=�>AC?A6�<�9<;;6C�8E�H65<BF�8F�<�DB:6E;�=6?>:;6�8>>8?:;:8EN�8H?;CAD;:8E�8C�>6C?8E<B�:ED8EM6E:6ED6�;8�;56B<IJ6CN�<E=�9<J�;<�6�I5<;6M6C�B<IFAB�<E=�6;5:D<B�96<?AC6?�<C6�C6YA:C6=�;8�M:E=:D<;6�<�DB:6E;V?�D<A?6�8C�6E=6<M8CK�QB<IJ6C�?58AB=�<D;�I:;5�D899:;96E;�<E=�=6=:D<;:8E�;8�;56�:E;6C6?;?�8F�;56�DB:6E;�<E=�I:;5��6<B�:E�<=M8D<DJ�A>8E�;56DB:6E;V?�H65<BFK�L8I6M6CN�<�B<IJ6C�:?�E8;�H8AE=�;8�>C6??�F8C�6M6CJ�<=M<E;<G6�;5<;�9:G5;�H6�C6<B:�6=�F8C�<�DB:6E;K�Q�B<IJ6C5<?�>C8F6??:8E<B�=:?DC6;:8E�:E�=6;6C9:E:EG�;56�96<E?�HJ�I5:D5�<�9<;;6C�?58AB=�H6�>AC?A6=K��gg�@AB6�[K�K�Q�B<IJ6CV?�I8C�B8<=�?58AB=�H6�D8E;C8BB6=�?8�;5<;�6<D5�9<;;6C�D<E�H6�5<E=B6=�<=6YA<;6BJKZ�\�Q==:;:8E<BBJN�B<IJ6C?�5<M6�B8EG�C6D8GE:�6=�;5<;�<�98C6�D8BB<H8C<;:M6N�>C8HB69�?8BM:EG�<>>C8<D5�:?�8F;6E�>C6F6C<HB6�;8<E�<=M6C?<C:<B�?;C<;6GJ�:E�>AC?A:EG�;56�DB:6E;V?�E66=?�<E=�:E;6C6?;?K�78E?6YA6E;BJN�=:B:G6ED6�:EDBA=6?�E8;�8EBJ�<E<=M6C?<C:<B�?;C<;6GJ�HA;�<B?8�;56�M:G8C8A?�>AC?A:;�8F�;56�DB:6E;V?�:E;6C6?;�:E�C6<D5:EG�<�?8BA;:8E�;5<;�?<;:?F:6?�;56�:E;6C6?;?�8F<BB�><C;:6?K�456�DB:6E;�D<E�H6�C6>C6?6E;6=��6<B8A?BJ�:E�6:;56C�?6;;:EGKZ�\��6C5<>?�E8�>C8F6??:8E<B�?58C;D89:EG�:?�98C6�I:=6BJ�C6?6E;6=�;5<E�>C8DC<?;:E<;:8EK�Q�DB:6E;V?�:E;6C6?;?�8F;6E�D<E�H6<=M6C?6BJ�<FF6D;6=�HJ�;56�><??<G6�8F�;:96�8C�;56�D5<EG6�8F�D8E=:;:8E?��:E�6�;C696�:E?;<ED6?N�<?�I56E�<�B<IJ6C�8M6CB88�?�<?;<;A;6�8F�B:9:;<;:8E?N�;56�DB:6E;V?�B6G<B�>8?:;:8E�9<J�H6�=6?;C8J6=K��M6E�I56E�;56�DB:6E;V?�:E;6C6?;?�<C6�E8;�<FF6D;6=�:E?AH?;<ED6N�58I6M6CN�AEC6<?8E<HB6�=6B<J�D<E�D<A?6�<�DB:6E;�E66=B6??�<E�:6;J�<E=�AE=6C9:E6�D8EF:=6ED6�:E�;56�B<IJ6CV?;CA?;I8C;5:E6??K
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)*+�,-./00�12/�3/.4156-0257�50�1/385-41/9�40�736:59/9�5-�;<./�=>=?@�4�.4AB/3�026<.9�C433B�1236<D2�16�C6-C.<056-�4..�8411/30<-9/314E/-�F63�4�C.5/-1>�GF�4�.4AB/3H0�/87.6B8/-1�50�.5851/9�16�4�07/C5F5C�8411/3@�12/�3/.4156-0257�1/385-41/0�A2/-�12/8411/3�240�I//-�3/06.:/9>�GF�4�.4AB/3�240�0/3:/9�4�C.5/-1�6:/3�4�0<I014-154.�7/3569�5-�4�:435/1B�6F�8411/30@�12/�C.5/-1068/158/0�84B�400<8/�1241�12/�.4AB/3�A5..�C6-15-</�16�0/3:/�6-�4�C6-15-<5-D�I4050�<-./00�12/�.4AB/3�D5:/0�-615C/�6FA512934A4.>�J6<I1�4I6<1�A2/12/3�4�C.5/-1K.4AB/3�3/.4156-0257�015..�/L5010�026<.9�I/�C.435F5/9�IB�12/�.4AB/3@�73/F/34I.B�5-A3515-D@�06�1241�12/�C.5/-1�A5..�-61�85014E/-.B�0<7760/�12/�.4AB/3�50�.66E5-D�4F1/3�12/�C.5/-1H0�4FF4530�A2/-�12/�.4AB/3�240C/40/9�16�96�06>�M63�/L487./@�5F�4�.4AB/3�240�24-9./9�4�N<95C54.�63�4985-5013415:/�736C//95-D�1241�7369<C/9�4�3/0<.149:/30/�16�12/�C.5/-1�I<1�240�-61�I//-�07/C5F5C4..B�5-013<C1/9�C6-C/3-5-D�7<30<51�6F�4-�477/4.@�12/�.4AB/3�026<.9�49:50/�12/C.5/-1�6F�12/�76005I5.51B�6F�477/4.�I/F63/�3/.5-O<5025-D�3/076-05I5.51B�F63�12/�8411/3>)P+�Q�.4AB/3�026<.9�7.4-�F63�C.5/-1�7361/C156-�5-�12/�/:/-1�6F�12/�.4AB/3H0�9/412@�9504I5.51B@�5874538/-1@�63�5-C474C51B>�R2/7.4-�026<.9�I/�5-�A3515-D�4-9�026<.9�9/05D-41/�4�3/076-05I./�41163-/B�C474I./�6F�84E5-D@�4-9�A26�240�4D3//9�16�84E/@4334-D/8/-10�F63�12/�7361/C156-�6F�C.5/-1�5-1/3/010�5-�12/�/:/-1�6F�12/�.4AB/3S0�9/412@�5874538/-1@�63�5-C474C51B>TUVWUXUY�Z[\]�Z[̂ _YVÙ[Xa512�3/D439�16�7434D3472�b4c@�J;�?K=d=bec�3/O<53/9�1241�4�.4AB/3�f411/-9�736871.B�16�8411/30�<-9/314E/-�F63�4�C.5/-1�<-15.C687./1/9�63�<-15.�12/�.4AB/3�240�7367/3.B�4-9�C687./1/.B�A512934A-�F368�3/73/0/-15-D�12/�C.5/-1>f�gh�?K*�0141/9�1241�4.4AB/3�026<.9�fD5:/�4773673541/�411/-156-�16�250�./D4.�A63E>f�h4-6-�i�0141/9�1241�f4�.4AB/3�026<.9�3/73/0/-1�4�C.5/-1j/4.6<0.B�A5125-�12/�I6<-90�6F�12/�.4A>fk434D34720�bIc�4-9�bCc�49671�12/�.4-D<4D/�6F�J;�iK=d=bQcblc�4-9�J;�iK=d=bQcbmc�6F�12/�nopqoros�tuvw>Z[̂ Ûxx]]�Z[̂ ]̂XxYVyR2/�h688511//�499/9�J;�iK=d=bQcblc�4-9�J;�iK=d=bQcbmc�F368�12/�nopqoros�tuvw�40�7434D34720�bIc�4-9�bCc�6F�1250�;<./5-�639/3�16�84E/�51�4�863/�C687./1/�0141/8/-1�4I6<1�F<.F5..5-D�6-/H0�6I.5D4156-0�16�4�C.5/-1>�Q995156-4..B@�12/�h688511//499/9�12/�0/C6-9�7434D3472�16�12/�h688/-1�40�4�3/85-9/3�16�.4AB/30�1241�12/3/�50�6F1/-�4-�4773673541/�C6..4I63415:/C6876-/-1�16�j/4.6<0�49:6C4CB>z{]�Ŷ ]X\̂ ]Xx̀�]||]}xU~]��]�V�YVy���������@�499/9�h688/-1�)P+>���]����Z[̂ �̂XU}YxU[X�Y� ����Y�y]V�̀{Y����]]_�Y�}�U]Xx�V]Ỳ[XY��y�UX|[V̂ ]\�Y�[�x�x{]�̀xYx�̀�[|�Y�̂Yxx]V�YX\�_V[̂ _x�y�}[̂ _�y��Ux{V]Ỳ[XY��]�V]��]̀x̀�|[V�UX|[V̂ YxU[X���� ����Y�y]V�̀{Y���]�_�YUX�Y�̂Yxx]V�x[�x{]�]�x]Xx�V]Ỳ[XY��y�X]}]̀̀YVy�x[�_]V̂ Ux�x{]�}�U]Xx�x[�̂Y�]�UX|[V̂ ]\\]}ÙU[X̀�V]WYV\UXW�x{]�V]_V]̀]XxYxU[X��}� ����Y�y]V�̀{Y���UX|[V̂ �x{]�}�U]Xx�[|�|Y}x̀�_]VxUX]Xx�x[�x{]�̂Yxx]V�YX\�[|�}[̂ �̂XU}YxU[X̀�|V[̂ �YX[x{]V�_YVxy�x{YxŶy�̀UWXU|U}YXx�y�Y||]}x�̀]xx�]̂ ]Xx�[V�V]̀[��xU[X�[|�x{]�̂Yxx]V�Z[̂ ]̂Xx
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)*+�,-./�0123.24.25�6437�31�899:�3-9�0;.923�.2<1=>96�.20;469/�?�6437�31�?6@./9�3-9�0;.923�?A143�3-9�?@?.;?A.;.37�1<�6./:439=9/1;43.12�:=109//9/�3-?3�>.5-3�A9�>1=9�?::=1:=.?39�31�3-9�0;.923B/�51?;/�3-?2�3-9�.2.3.?;�:=109//�0-1/92C�D1=�9E?>:;9F.2<1=>?3.12�1A3?.296�64=.25�?�;?G79=H31H;?G79=�29513.?3.12�>?7�5.@9�=./9�31�012/.69=?3.12�1<�?�:=109//F�/40-�?/>96.?3.12F�G-9=9�3-9�:?=3.9/�3-9>/9;@9/�014;6�A9�>1=9�6.=903;7�.2@1;@96�.2�=9/1;@.25�3-9�6./:439C)IH�J+�KLK�MNOPQ�RSQP�T1>>923/�213�?61:396C)U+�,-9�0;.923�/-14;6�-?@9�/4<<.0.923�.2<1=>?3.12�31�:?=3.0.:?39�.239;;.5923;7�.2�690./.12/�01209=2.25�3-9�1AV903.@9/�1<�3-9=9:=9/923?3.12�?26�3-9�>9?2/�A7�G-.0-�3-97�?=9�31�A9�:4=/496F�31�3-9�9E3923�3-9�0;.923�./�G.;;.25�?26�?A;9�31�61�/1C�D1=9E?>:;9F�?�;?G79=�29513.?3.25�12�A9-?;<�1<�?�0;.923�/-14;6�:=1@.69�3-9�0;.923�G.3-�<?03/�=9;9@?23�31�3-9�>?339=F�.2<1=>�3-90;.923�1<�01>>42.0?3.12/�<=1>�?213-9=�:?=37�?26�3?89�13-9=�=9?/12?A;9�/39:/�3-?3�:9=>.3�3-9�0;.923�31�>?89�?�690./.12=95?=6.25�?2�1<<9=�<=1>�?213-9=�:?=37C�W�;?G79=�G-1�=909.@9/�<=1>�1::1/.25�0142/9;�?2�1<<9=�1<�/933;9>923�.2�?�0.@.;0123=1@9=/7�1=�?�:=1<<9=96�:;9?�?5=99>923�.2�?�0=.>.2?;�0?/9�/-14;6�:=1>:3;7�.2<1=>�3-9�0;.923�1<�.3/�/4A/3?209�42;9//:=.1=�6./04//.12/�G.3-�3-9�0;.923�-?@9�;9<3�.3�0;9?=�3-?3�3-9�:=1:1/?;�G.;;�A9�42?009:3?A;9C�XPP�Y4;9�*CIZ?[C�\@92�G-92�?0;.923�69;95?39/�?43-1=.37�31�3-9�;?G79=F�3-9�0;.923�/-14;6�A9�89:3�?6@./96�1<�3-9�/3?34/�1<�3-9�>?339=C�W69]4?07�1<01>>42.0?3.12�69:926/�.2�:?=3�12�3-9�8.26�1<�?6@.09�1=�?//./3?209�.2@1;@96C�D1=�9E?>:;9F�.2�29513.?3.12/�G-9=9�3-9=9�./3.>9�31�9E:;?.2�?�:=1:1/?;F�3-9�;?G79=�/-14;6�=9@.9G�?;;�.>:1=3?23�:=1@./.12/�G.3-�3-9�0;.923�A9<1=9�:=10996.25�31�?2?5=99>923C�̂2�;.3.5?3.12�?�;?G79=�/-14;6�9E:;?.2�3-9�5929=?;�/3=?3957�?26�:=1/:903/�1<�/4009//�?26�1=6.2?=.;7�/-14;6012/4;3�3-9�0;.923�12�3?03.0/�3-?3�>.5-3�.2V4=9�1=�019=09�13-9=/C�_2�3-9�13-9=�-?26F�?�;?G79=�1=6.2?=.;7�0?2213�A9�9E:9039631�69/0=.A9�3=.?;�1=�29513.?3.12�/3=?3957�.2�693?.;C�,-9�54.6.25�:=.20.:;9�./�3-?3�3-9�;?G79=�/-14;6�<4;<.;;�=9?/12?A;9�0;.9239E:903?3.12/�<1=�.2<1=>?3.12�012/./3923�G.3-�3-9�6437�31�?03�.2�3-9�0;.923B/�A9/3�.239=9/3/F�?26�3-9�0;.923B/�1@9=?;;=9]4.=9>923/�?/�31�3-9�0-?=?039=�1<�=9:=9/923?3.12C)̀+�_=6.2?=.;7F�3-9�.2<1=>?3.12�31�A9�:=1@.696�./�3-?3�?::=1:=.?39�<1=�?�0;.923�G-1�./�?�01>:=9-926.25�?26�=9/:12/.A;9?64;3C�a1G9@9=F�<4;;7�.2<1=>.25�3-9�0;.923�?001=6.25�31�3-./�/3?26?=6�>?7�A9�.>:=?03.0?A;9F�<1=�9E?>:;9F�G-9=9�3-9�0;.923./�?�0-.;6�1=�/4<<9=/�<=1>�>923?;�6./?A.;.37C�XPP�Y4;9�*C*JC�b-92�3-9�0;.923�./�?2�1=5?2.c?3.12�1=�5=14:F�.3�./�1<392.>:1//.A;9�1=�.2?::=1:=.?39�31�.2<1=>�9@9=7�129�1<�.3/�>9>A9=/�?A143�.3/�;95?;�?<<?.=/d�1=6.2?=.;7F�3-9�;?G79=�/-14;6?66=9//�01>>42.0?3.12/�31�3-9�?::=1:=.?39�1<<.0.?;/�1<�3-9�1=5?2.c?3.12C�XPP�Y4;9�*C*eC�b-9=9�>?27�=143.29�>?339=/�?=9.2@1;@96F�?�/7/39>�1<�;.>.396�1=�100?/.12?;�=9:1=3.25�>?7�A9�?==?2596�G.3-�3-9�0;.923C�f=?03.0?;�9E.59207�>?7�?;/1�=9]4.=9?�;?G79=�31�?03�<1=�?�0;.923�G.3-143�:=.1=�012/4;3?3.12Cghijjklmhno�pnqkrstihkn)u+�̂2�/1>9�0.=04>/3?209/F�?�;?G79=�>?7�A9�V4/3.<.96�.2�69;?7.25�3=?2/>.//.12�1<�.2<1=>?3.12�G-92�3-9�0;.923�G14;6�A9;.89;7�31�=9?03�.>:=46923;7�31�?2�.>>96.?39�01>>42.0?3.12C�,-4/F�?�;?G79=�>.5-3�G.3--1;6�?�:/70-.?3=.0�6.?521/./�1<�?0;.923�G-92�3-9�9E?>.2.25�:/70-.?3=./3�.26.0?39/�3-?3�6./0;1/4=9�G14;6�-?=>�3-9�0;.923C�W�;?G79=�>?7�213�G.3--1;6.2<1=>?3.12�31�/9=@9�3-9�;?G79=B/�1G2�.239=9/3�1=�012@92.9209C�Y4;9/�1=�014=3�1=69=/�51@9=2.25�;.3.5?3.12�>?7�:=1@.69�3-?3.2<1=>?3.12�/4::;.96�31�?�;?G79=�>?7�213�A9�6./0;1/96�31�3-9�0;.923C�Y4;9�eCJZ6[�6.=903/�01>:;.?209�G.3-�/40-�=4;9/�1=1=69=/Cvwxywzw{�|}~��|}��{xw�}zY4;9�*CJZ?[�./�/4A/3?23.?;;7�/.>.;?=�31��Y�̀H*�*ZT[�1<�3-9�����������NOP�G-.0-�/3?396���W�;?G79=�/-?;;�899:�?�0;.923=9?/12?A;7�.2<1=>96�?A143�>?339=/�.2�G-.0-�3-9�;?G79=B/�/9=@.09/�?=9�A9.25�=9269=96C�f?=?5=?:-�ZA[�-?/�21�6.=903�014239=:?=3�.2�3-9�����������NOPC�\T�uH��/3?396�3-?3�?�;?G79=��/-14;6�9E9=3�-./�A9/3�9<<1=3/�31.2/4=9�3-?3�690./.12/�1<�-./�0;.923�?=9�>?69�12;7�?<39=�3-9�0;.923�-?/�A992�.2<1=>96�1<�=9;9@?23�012/.69=?3.12/C��\T��HI/3?396�3-?3��?�;?G79=�/-14;6�<4;;7�?26�:=1>:3;7�.2<1=>�-./�0;.923�1<�>?39=.?;�69@9;1:>923/�.2�3-9�>?339=/�A9.25�-?26;96<1=�3-9�0;.923C�
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*+,�-./,0*1�2+3*,4,5�/*6�6785-,9�:�.32;,5�<3;�07*�=/6-.76,�68-+�/0>75<3*/70�,?-,@*�36�38*+75/A,=�75�5,B8/5,=�C;�*+,�D8.,67>�E57>,66/703.�F70=8-*�75�7*+,5�.329GH3I�J+,�58.,6�K74,50/0K�-70>/=,0*/3./*;�7>�/0>75<3*/70�3@@.;�*7�3�.32;,5�2+7�5,@5,6,0*6�30�75K30/A3*/70�7>�2+/-+�*+,.32;,5�/6�30�,<@.7;,,9GLI�J+,�5,B8/5,<,0*�7>�<3/0*3/0/0K�-70>/=,0*/3./*;�7>�/0>75<3*/70�5,.3*/0K�*7�5,@5,6,0*3*/70�3@@./,6�*7�K74,50<,0*.32;,56�2+7�<3;�=/63K5,,�2/*+�*+,�@7./-;�K73.6�*+3*�*+,/5�5,@5,6,0*3*/70�/6�=,6/K0,=�*7�3=430-,9MNOPQRSTUV�WSXYZQXNRUG[I�:�.32;,5�/6�/<@./,=.;�38*+75/A,=�*7�<3\,�=/6-.7685,6�3C78*�3�-./,0*�2+,0�3@@57@5/3*,�/0�-355;/0K�78*�*+,5,@5,6,0*3*/701�,?-,@*�*7�*+,�,?*,0*�*+3*�*+,�-./,0*]6�/06*58-*/706�75�6@,-/3.�-/5-8<6*30-,6�./</*�*+3*�38*+75/*;9�̂0�./*/K3*/701>75�,?3<@.,1�3�.32;,5�<3;�=/6-.76,�/0>75<3*/70�C;�3=</**/0K�3�>3-*�*+3*�-3007*�@57@,5.;�C,�=/6@8*,=1�75�/0�0,K7*/3*/70�C;<3\/0K�3�=/6-.7685,�*+3*�>3-/./*3*,6�3�63*/6>3-*75;�-70-.86/709G[3I�_32;,56�>5,B8,0*.;�0,,=�*7�-7068.*�2/*+�-7..,3K8,6�75�7*+,5�3**750,;6�/0�75=,5�*7�-7<@,*,0*.;�5,@5,6,0*�*+,/5�-./,0*6̀/0*,5,6*69�:0�74,5.;�6*5/-*�5,3=/0K�7>�*+,�=8*;�*7�@57*,-*�-./,0*�/0>75<3*/70�278.=�5,0=,5�/*�=/>>/-8.*�>75�.32;,56�*7�-7068.*2/*+�,3-+�7*+,51�2+/-+�/6�30�/<@75*30*�<,306�7>�-70*/08/0K�@57>,66/703.�,=8-3*/70�30=�=,4,.7@<,0*9�:�.32;,5�6+78.=,?,5-/6,�K5,3*�-35,�/0�=/6-866/0K�3�-./,0*̀6�-36,�2/*+�307*+,5�3**750,;�>57<�2+7<�3=4/-,�/6�678K+*9�:<70K�7*+,5�*+/0K61*+,�.32;,5�6+78.=�-706/=,5�2+,*+,5�*+,�-7<<80/-3*/70�5/6\6�3�23/4,5�7>�*+,�3**750,;a-./,0*�@5/4/.,K,�75�7*+,5�3@@./-3C.,@57*,-*/7069�J+,�.32;,5�6+78.=�,0=,3475�2+,0�@766/C.,�*7�=/6-866�3�-36,�/0�6*5/-*.;�+;@7*+,*/-3.�75�3C6*53-*�*,5<69�̂03==/*/701�@5/75�*7�6,,\/0K�3=4/-,�>57<�307*+,5�3**750,;1�*+,�3**750,;�6+78.=�*3\,�5,36703C.,�6*,@6�*7�=,*,5</0,�2+,*+,5�*+,3**750,;�>57<�2+7<�3=4/-,�/6�678K+*�+36�3�-70>./-*9�J+,�3**750,;�>57<�2+7<�3=4/-,�/6�678K+*�<86*�C,�-35,>8.�*7�@57*,-**+,�-70>/=,0*/3./*;�7>�*+,�/0>75<3*/70�K/4,0�C;�*+,�3**750,;�6,,\/0K�3=4/-,�30=�<86*�07*�86,�68-+�/0>75<3*/70�>75�*+,3=430*3K,�7>�*+,�.32;,5�75�3�*+/5=�@35*;9G[CI�F7<@./30-,�2/*+�D8.,�b9cd3e�</K+*�/0-.8=,�>8.>/../0K�=8*/,6�80=,5�D8.,�b9bL1�5,K35=/0K�3�-./,0*�2/*+�30�/<@3/5<,0*9G[-I�F7<@./30-,�2/*+�D8.,�b9cdCed[e�</K+*�5,B8/5,�3�25/**,0�-70>/=,0*/3./*;�3K5,,<,0*�2/*+�*+,�78*6/=,�3K,0-;�*7�2+/-+*+,�.32;,5�=/6-.76,6�/0>75<3*/709GcI�_32;,56�/0�3�>/5<�<3;1�/0�*+,�-7856,�7>�*+,�>/5<]6�@53-*/-,1�=/6-.76,�*7�,3-+�7*+,5�/0>75<3*/70�5,.3*/0K�*7�3�-./,0*�7>�*+,>/5<1�80.,66�*+,�-./,0*�+36�/06*58-*,=�*+3*�@35*/-8.35�/0>75<3*/70�C,�-70>/0,=�*7�6@,-/>/,=�.32;,569Gc3I�_32;,56�/047.4,=�/0�/068530-,�=,>,06,�275\�*+3*�/0-.8=,6�68C</66/70�7>�=,*3/.,=�/0>75<3*/70�5,K35=/0K�*+,�-./,0*̀6-36,�*7�30�38=/*/0K�>/5<�<86*�C,�,?*5,<,.;�-35,>8.�*7�K3/0�-706,0*�>57<�*+,�-./,0*�3>*,5�>8..�30=�3=,B83*,�=/6-.7685,9F./,0*�-706,0*�*7�@574/6/70�7>�/0>75<3*/70�*7�*+,�/068530-,�-355/,5�=7,6�07*�,B83*,�2/*+�-706,0*�*7�@574/=,�*+,�/0>75<3*/70*7�30�78*6/=,�38=/*759�J+,�.32;,5�<86*�7C*3/0�6@,-/>/-�-706,0*�*7�=/6-.76,�*+,�/0>75<3*/70�*7�*+3*�38=/*759�E856830*�*7�*+,.32;,5̀6�=8*;�7>�.7;3.*;�*7�*+,�-./,0*1�*+,�.32;,5�6+78.=�07*�5,-7<<,0=�*+3*�*+,�-./,0*�@574/=,�68-+�-706,0*�/>�*+,=/6-.7685,�*7�*+,�38=/*75�278.=�/0�67<,�23;�@5,f8=/-,�*+,�-./,0*9�ghijk�lmnopq�rsotout�vwxyz{�jss|u}h~����mnh���s|h�h�u�|m�u���o|iotoj{��hsmh��h|�y�{�w���9WSXYZQXNRU�MV�URXU�OQ��ZSU�OGcCI�J+,�-70>/=,0*/3./*;�58.,�/6�68Cf,-*�*7�./</*,=�,?-,@*/7069��72,4,51�*7�*+,�,?*,0*�3�.32;,5�/6�5,B8/5,=�75�@,5</**,=�*7=/6-.76,�3�-./,0*]6�-70>/=,0-,61�*+,�-./,0*�2/..�C,�/0+/C/*,=�>57<�5,4,3./0K�>3-*6�2+/-+�278.=�,03C.,�*+,�.32;,5�*7�-7806,.3K3/06*�3�2570K>8.�-7856,�7>�3-*/709�J+,�@8C./-�/6�C,**,5�@57*,-*,=�/>�>8..�30=�7@,0�-7<<80/-3*/70�C;�*+,�-./,0*�/6,0-7853K,=�*+30�/>�/*�/6�/0+/C/*,=9
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)*+�,-.-/01�2345043672�8524�9-�:32437;532<-:=)*0+�>3/24?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�764�B6572-1�6/�022324�0�B13-74�37�B67:5B4�4<04�32�B/383701�6/�C/05:51-74=�DEE�F51-�G=HIBJ=,38310/1A?�0�10@A-/�<02�0�:54A�57:-/�F51-�K=KI0JILJ�764�46�52-�C012-�-.3:-7B-=�M<32�:54A�32�-22-743011A�0�2N-B301�372407B-�6C4<-�:54A�N/-2B/39-:�37�F51-�G=HIBJ�46�0.63:�02232437;�0�B13-74�37�B/383701�6/�C/05:51-74�B67:5B4=)*9+�,-B67:?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�<0.-�9--7�3776B-741A�37.61.-:�37�N024�B67:5B4�9A�4<-�B13-74�4<04�@02�B/383701�6/�C/05:51-74=O7�25B<�0�234504367�4<-�10@A-/�<02�764�.36104-:�F51-�G=HIBJ?�9-B052-�46�PB6572-1�6/�022324P�B/383701�6/�C/05:51-74�B67:5B4/-Q53/-2�R76@37;�4<04�4<-�B67:5B4�32�6C�4<04�B<0/0B4-/=)*B+�M<3/:?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�1-0/7�4<04�0�B13-74�374-7:2�N/62N-B43.-�B/383701�B67:5B4=�S2�2404-:�37�N0/0;/0N<�IBJIGJ?�4<-10@A-/�32�6913;04-:�46�/-.-01�25B<�37C6/804367�3C�4<-�B/38-�32�/-0267091A�B-/4037�46�/-2514�37�:-04<�6/�25924074301�96:31A<0/8�46�0764<-/�6/�25924074301�37T5/A�46�4<-�C3707B301�374-/-242�6/�N/6N-/4A�6C�0764<-/=�U054367�32�@0//074-:�02�34�32�.-/A:3CC3B514�C6/�0�10@A-/�46�PR76@P�@<-7�N/6N62-:�B/383701�B67:5B4�@311�0B45011A�9-�B0//3-:�654?�C6/�4<-�B13-74�80A�<0.-�0B<07;-�6C�837:=�OC�4<-�B13-74V2�374-7:-:�B/38-�32�N-/T5/A?�4<-�10@A-/�8524�166R�46�F51-�K=KI0JILJ�/04<-/�4<07�N0/0;/0N<�IBJIGJ=)W+�X<-7�B6723:-/37;�:32B1625/-�57:-/�N0/0;/0N<�I9J?�4<-�10@A-/�2<651:�@-3;<�25B<�C0B46/2�02�4<-�7045/-�6C�4<-�10@A-/Y2/-1043672<3N�@34<�4<-�B13-74�07:�@34<�4<62-�@<6�83;<4�9-�37T5/-:�9A�4<-�B13-74?�4<-�7045/-�6C�4<-�B13-74Y2�374-7:-:�B67:5B4?4<-�10@A-/Y2�6@7�37.61.-8-74�37�4<-�4/0720B4367?�07:�C0B46/2�4<04�80A�-Z4-7504-�4<-�B67:5B4�37�Q5-24367=�X<-/-�N/0B43B01?4<-�10@A-/�2<651:�2--R�46�N-/250:-�4<-�B13-74�46�40R-�0NN/6N/304-�0B4367=�O7�07A�B02-?�0�:32B1625/-�0:.-/2-�46�4<-�B13-74Y2374-/-24�2<651:�9-�76�;/-04-/�4<07�4<-�10@A-/�/-0267091A�9-13-.-2�7-B-220/A�46�4<-�N5/N62-=)W0+�[0/0;/0N<�I9JI*J�/-B6;73\-2�4<-�6.-//3:37;�.015-�6C�13C-�07:�N<A23B01�374-;/34A�07:�N-/8342�:32B1625/-�/-0267091A7-B-220/A�46�N/-.-74�/-0267091A�B-/4037�:-04<�6/�25924074301�96:31A�<0/8=�,5B<�<0/8�32�/-0267091A�B-/4037�46�6BB5/�3C�34@311�9-�25CC-/-:�38837-741A�6/�3C�4<-/-�32�0�N/-2-74�07:�25924074301�4</-04�4<04�0�N-/267�@311�25CC-/�25B<�<0/8�04�0�104-/�:04-3C�4<-�10@A-/�C0312�46�40R-�0B4367�7-B-220/A�46�-1383704-�4<-�4</-04=]_̂̀abcdce)f+�OC�4<-�10@A-/Y2�2-/.3B-2�@311�9-�52-:�9A�4<-�B13-74�37�804-/3011A�C5/4<-/37;�0�B65/2-�6C�B/383701�6/�C/05:51-74�B67:5B4?4<-�10@A-/�8524�@34<:/0@?�02�2404-:�37�F51-�G=GgI0JIGJ=)f0+�SC4-/�@34<:/0@01�4<-�10@A-/�32�/-Q53/-:�46�/-C/037�C/68�80R37;�:32B1625/-�6C�4<-�B13-74Y2�B67C3:-7B-2?�-ZB-N4�0264<-/@32-�N/6.3:-:�37�F51-�G=g=�h-34<-/�4<32�F51-�76/�F51-�G=WI9J�76/�F51-�G=GgI:J�N/-.-742�4<-�10@A-/�C/68�;3.37;�7643B-6C�4<-�C0B4�6C�@34<:/0@01?�07:�4<-�10@A-/�80A�0126�@34<:/0@�6/�:320CC3/8�07A�6N37367?�:6B58-74?�0CC3/804367?�6/�4<-�13R-=)f9+�X<-/-�4<-�B13-74�32�07�6/;073\04367?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�9-�37�:6594�@<-4<-/�B674-8N104-:�B67:5B4�@311�0B45011A�9-B0//3-:�654�9A�4<-�6/;073\04367=�X<-/-�7-B-220/A�46�;53:-�B67:5B4�37�B677-B4367�@34<�4<32�F51-?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�80R-37Q53/A�@34<37�4<-�6/;073\04367�02�37:3B04-:�37�F51-�G=GKI9J=îjkl_m�nopqmbp̂pr�c�scdtmbuj�nopalq_)Gv+�X<-/-�0�1-;01�B1038�6/�:32B3N1370/A�B<0/;-�011-;-2�B68N13B34A�6C�4<-�10@A-/�37�0�B13-74Y2�B67:5B4�6/�64<-/�832B67:5B46C�4<-�10@A-/�37.61.37;�/-N/-2-7404367�6C�4<-�B13-74?�4<-�10@A-/�80A�/-2N67:�46�4<-�-Z4-74�4<-�10@A-/�/-0267091A�9-13-.-27-B-220/A�46�-2409132<�0�:-C-72-=�M<-�208-�32�4/5-�@34<�/-2N-B4�46�0�B1038�37.61.37;�4<-�B67:5B4�6/�/-N/-2-7404367�6C�0C6/8-/�B13-74=�M<-�10@A-/Y2�/3;<4�46�/-2N67:�0/32-2�@<-7�07�022-/4367�6C�25B<�B68N13B34A�<02�9--7�80:-=�[0/0;/0N<�I9JIHJ:6-2�764�/-Q53/-�4<-�10@A-/�46�0@034�4<-�B688-7B-8-74�6C�07�0B4367�6/�N/6B--:37;�4<04�B<0/;-2�25B<�B68N13B34A?�26�4<04
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*+,�-,.,/0,�123�4,�,0*24560+,-�43�7,089/-6/:�-67,;*53�*9�2�*+67-�827*3�<+9�+20�12-,�0=;+�2/�200,7*69/>�?+,�76:+*�*9-,.,/-@�9.�;9=70,@�28856,0�<+,7,�2�879;,,-6/:�+20�4,,/�;911,/;,->�A+,7,�872;*6;245,�2/-�/9*�87,B=-6;625�*9�*+,�52<3,7C024656*3�*9�,0*24560+�*+,�-,.,/0,@�*+,�52<3,7�0+9=5-�2-D60,�*+,�;56,/*�9.�*+,�*+67-�827*3C0�200,7*69/�2/-�7,E=,0*�*+2*�*+,�;56,/*7,089/-�288798762*,53>�F/�2/3�,D,/*@�-60;590=7,�0+9=5-�4,�/9�:7,2*,7�*+2/�*+,�52<3,7�7,209/2453�4,56,D,0�60�/,;,00273�*9D6/-6;2*,�6//9;,/;,@�*+,�-60;590=7,�0+9=5-�4,�12-,�6/�2�12//,7�<+6;+�5616*0�2;;,00�*9�*+,�6/.9712*69/�*9�*+,�*764=/25�979*+,7�8,709/0�+2D6/:�2�/,,-�*9�G/9<�6*@�2/-�288798762*,�879*,;*6D,�97-,70�97�9*+,7�2772/:,1,/*0�0+9=5-�4,�09=:+*�43�*+,52<3,7�*9�*+,�.=55,0*�,H*,/*�872;*6;245,>IJK2L�F.�*+,�52<3,7�60�;+27:,-�<6*+�<79/:-96/:�6/�<+6;+�*+,�;56,/*C0�;9/-=;*�60�61856;2*,-@�*+,�7=5,�9.�;9/.6-,/*6256*30+9=5-�/9*�87,D,/*�*+,�52<3,7�.791�-,.,/-6/:�2:26/0*�*+,�;+27:,>�M=;+�2�;+27:,�;2/�2760,�6/�2�;6D65@�;7616/25�97879.,0069/25�-60;6856/273�879;,,-6/:@�2/-�;2/�4,�420,-�9/�2�<79/:�255,:,-53�;9116**,-�43�*+,�52<3,7�2:26/0*�*+,�;56,/*@97�9/�2�<79/:�255,:,-�43�2�*+67-�8,709/N�.97�,H2185,@�2�8,709/�;52616/:�*9�+2D,�4,,/�-,.72=-,-�43�*+,�52<3,7�2/-�;56,/*2;*6/:�*9:,*+,7>�O�52<3,7�,/*6*5,-�*9�2�.,,�60�8,716**,-�43�8272:728+�P4QPRQ�*9�879D,�*+,�0,7D6;,0�7,/-,7,-�6/�2/�2;*69/�*9;955,;*�6*>�?+60�208,;*�9.�*+,�S=5,�,H87,00,0�*+,�876/;685,�*+2*�*+,�4,/,.6;6273�9.�2�.6-=;6273�7,52*69/0+68�123�/9*�,H8596*�6**9�*+,�-,*761,/*�9.�*+,�.6-=;6273>�O0�0*2*,-�249D,@�*+,�52<3,7�1=0*�12G,�,D,73�,..97*�872;*6;245,�*9�2D96-�=//,;,00273-60;590=7,�9.�6/.9712*69/�7,52*6/:�*9�2�7,87,0,/*2*69/@�*9�5616*�-60;590=7,�*9�*+90,�+2D6/:�*+,�/,,-�*9�G/9<�6*@�2/-�*9�94*26/879*,;*6D,�97-,70�97�12G,�9*+,7�2772/:,1,/*0�16/616T6/:�*+,�760G�9.�-60;590=7,>UVWXYZW[\]W�̂_̀]\aVW]�b]c[V\]d�Z\�e[_̀Z\Vf]dIJJL�F.�2�52<3,7�60�;255,-�20�2�<6*/,00�*9�:6D,�*,0*619/3�;9/;,7/6/:�2�;56,/*@�240,/*�<26D,7�43�*+,�;56,/*@�8272:728+�P2Q7,E=67,0�*+,�52<3,7�*9�6/D9G,�*+,�2**97/,3g;56,/*�876D65,:,�<+,/�6*�60�28856;245,>�hH;,8*�20�8,716**,-�43�S=5,�i>jP-Q@�*+,52<3,7�1=0*�;91853�<6*+�*+,�.6/25�97-,70�9.�2�;9=7*�97�9*+,7�*764=/25�9.�;918,*,/*�B=760-6;*69/�7,E=676/:�*+,�52<3,7�*9:6D,�6/.9712*69/�249=*�*+,�;56,/*>IJRL�?+,�S=5,0�9.�k79.,0069/25�l9/-=;*�6/�D2769=0�;67;=10*2/;,0�8,716*�97�7,E=67,�2�52<3,7�*9�-60;590,�6/.9712*69/7,52*6/:�*9�*+,�7,87,0,/*2*69/>�mnn�S=5,0�R>i@�i>i�2/-�j>J>�F/�2--6*69/�*9�*+,0,�879D6069/0@�2�52<3,7�123�4,�9456:2*,-�978,716**,-�43�9*+,7�879D6069/0�9.�52<�*9�:6D,�6/.9712*69/�249=*�2�;56,/*>�A+,*+,7�2/9*+,7�879D6069/�9.�52<�0=8,70,-,0�S=5,J>o�60�2�12**,7�9.�6/*,787,*2*69/�4,39/-�*+,�0;98,�9.�*+,0,�S=5,0@�4=*�2�87,0=18*69/�0+9=5-�,H60*�2:26/0*�0=;+�20=8,70,0069/>e__Z\p]q�rVWXZpd[X_IJiL�M,5.g7,:=52*69/�9.�*+,�5,:25�879.,0069/�9;;2069/2553�852;,0�2**97/,30�6/�2<G<27-�8906*69/0�<6*+�7,08,;*�*9�*+,679456:2*69/0�*9�;56,/*0�2/-�*9�*+,�879.,0069/>�k272:728+�P;QPRQ�7,E=67,0�2/�2**97/,3�<+9�+20�6/.9712*69/�6/-6;2*6/:�*+2*2/9*+,7�2**97/,3�+20�D6952*,-�*+,�S=5,0�9.�k79.,0069/25�l9/-=;*@�5,27/,-�-=76/:�*+,�;9=70,�9.�7,87,0,/*6/:�2�;56,/*�2/-879*,;*,-�20�2�;9/.6-,/;,�97�0,;7,*�=/-,7�S=5,�J>o@�*9�7,E=,0*�*+,�8,7160069/�9.�*+,�;56,/*�*9�-60;590,�*+,�6/.9712*69//,;,00273�*9�7,897*�*+,�160;9/-=;*�*9�-60;6856/273�2=*+976*6,0>�F/�7,E=,0*6/:�;9/0,/*@�*+,�2**97/,3�1=0*�6/.971�*+,�;56,/*�9.255�7,209/2453�.97,0,,245,�;9/0,E=,/;,0�9.�49*+�-60;590=7,�2/-�/9/g-60;590=7,>IJjL�O5*+9=:+�8272:728+�P;QPRQ�7,E=67,0�*+2*�2=*+976T,-�-60;590=7,�4,�12-,�87918*53@�2�52<3,7�-9,0�/9*�D6952*,�*+60�S=5,43�-,5236/:�6/�7,897*6/:�2**97/,3�160;9/-=;*�.97�*+,�16/61=1�8,769-�9.�*61,�/,;,00273�*9�879*,;*�2�;56,/*C0�6/*,7,0*0>�s97,H2185,@�2�52<3,7�16:+*�;+990,�*9�890*89/,�7,897*6/:�2**97/,3�160;9/-=;*�=/*65�*+,�,/-�9.�56*6:2*69/�<+,/�7,897*6/:-=76/:�56*6:2*69/�16:+*�+271�*+,�;56,/*C0�6/*,7,0*0>IJt�g�JuL�vwv�xyzn{�|}{n�l911,/*0�/9*�2-98*,->~Z\�]\��YV]p_
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*+,-./0�12�345�67-�2-82-9-./:/,1.�;,++�2-9<+/�,.�:.�<.2-:91.:=+-�>,.:.*,:+�=<2?-.�1.�/7-�+:;@-2�12�7:9�=--.�2-.?-2-?<.2-:91.:=+@�?,>>,*<+/�=@�/7-�*+,-./ABC:2:D2:87�3*5�,9�,?-./,*:+�/1�EF�GHIJK3L5AC:2:D2:87�3?5�,9�=:9-?�1.�EF�GHIJK3E5M�=</�?1-9�.1/�:??2-99�?1*<N-./9�,.�/7-�+:;@-2O9�>,+-9�3;7,*7�:2-�7:.?+-?�<.?-28:2:D2:87�3-5AC:2:D2:87�3-5�,9�.-;APQRRSTTUU�PQRRUVTWXY67-�821Z,9,1.9�1>�EF�GHIJK�1>�/7-�[\]̂\_\̀�abcd�?-2,Z-?�N12-�>21N�efe�gbcdh�ijhd�IAIk�/7:.�>21N�,/9�*1<./-28:2/�,./7-�efe�gbcdh�abcdM�EF�GHIIJA�l**12?,.D+@M�/7-�L1NN,//--�D-.-2:++@�:?18/-?�/7-�efe�gbcdh�ijhdM�=</�9<=9/,/</-?�/7-B,++-D:+�12�<.m<9/B�+:.D<:D-�>21N�EF�GHIJK3n53G5�>12�/7-�B*2,N,.:+�12�>2:<?<+-./B�+:.D<:D-�1>�/7-�efe�gbcdh�ijhdAl??,/,1.:++@M�/7-�L1NN,//--�9<=9/,/</-?�/7-�+:.D<:D-�1>�EF�GHIJK3L5�>12�/7:/�1>�8:2:D2:87�3*5�1>�/7-�efe�gbcdh�ijhd�/1N:o-�,/�*+-:2�/7:/�:�+:;@-2M�,.�*,2*<N9/:.*-9�,.Z1+Z,.D�*1<2/�821*--?,.D9M�7:9�:.�:>>,2N:/,Z-�?</@�/1�2-p<-9/�+-:Z-�1>�*1<2//1�;,/7?2:;A�67-�L1NN,//--�2-*1NN-.?-?�8:2:D2:87�3-5�,.9/-:?�1>�:�B82-m<?,*-B�9/:.?:2?�:9�=-,.D�N12-�-:9,+@<.?-29/11?�:.?�:88+,-?�=@�+:;@-29AqrU�WRUVsRUVTt�UuuUvTSwU�xWVyWXY�z{�|}}~M�,.�8:2:D2:87�3-5M�>,29/�9-./-.*-M�,.9-2/-?��/7-2->12-M�<81.�/-2N,.:/,1.�1>�/7-2-82-9-./:/,1.M�/719-�,/-N9��=-/;--.��*+,-./�:.?��:.?��97:++M��,.9-2/-?��;,/7,.�:�2-:91.:=+-�/,N-��=-/;--.��2-/<2.-?��:.?�/1�/7-�*+,-./M��:.?�,.9-2/-?��12�/7-�*+,-./�9�.-;�*1<.9-+��=-/;--.��/7-�*+,-./��:.?��<81.�2-p<-9/0�,.�8:2:D2:87�3-5M�/7,2?9-./-.*-M�9<=9/,/</-?��l+91�<81.�/-2N,.:/,1.M��>12���81.�2-p<-9/M��,.9-2/-?��<81.�2-p<-9/��=-/;--.��/7-�*+,-./��:.?�N<9/�:+91M��,.9-2/-?��;,/7,.�:�2-:91.:=+-�/,N-��=-/;--.��821Z,?-?��:.?��*18,-9M��,.9-2/-?��/2:.9*2,8/9��=->12-�/7-82-9-./�;12?��8+-:?,.D9M��:.?�,.9-2/-?��12�*1++-*/-?��=-/;--.��82-8:2-?��:.?��>12�/7-�*+,-./0�,.�8:2:D2:87�3-5M�:??-?�/7-+:9/�9-./-.*-0�:.?�:??-?�L1NN-./��II�A�y�U�z�z��W�U��u��W���XWvTSvU���W�YUX�QX�W��W��uSXR�RWY�tU���QX��yXvrWtU�W��W���XWvTSvU{��WXTSW��Y�QX�SV�STt�UVTSXUTY{�SVv�ysSV���QQs��S��{�Su�TrUuQ��Q�SV��vQVsSTSQVt�WXU�tWTStuSUs��W� �qrU�tU��UX�vUWtUt�TQ�UV�W�U�SV�TrU��XSwWTU��XWvTSvU�Qu��W�{�QX�SV�TrU�WXUW�Qu��XWvTSvU�TrWT�rWt��UUV�tQ�s{�SV�TrU�UQ�XW�rSv�WXUW�SV��rSvr�TrU��XWvTSvU�rWt��UUV�vQVsyvTUs{�U�vU�T�TrU��W�YUX�RWY��XWvTSvU��W���rS�U�QV�tTWuu�QuW��y��Sv�W�UVvY�QX��U�W��tUXwSvUt�UVTSTY��rSvr��XQwSsUt��U�W��tUXwSvUt�TQ�TrU��QQX{�QX�Wt�SV�rQytU�vQyVtU��TQ�W�ytSVUtt���� qrU�UVTSXU��XWvTSvU{�QX�TrU�UVTSXU�WXUW�Qu��XWvTSvU{�St�tQ�s�TQ�QVU�QX�RQXU��W�YUXt�QX��W��uSXRt�����v� ��vTyW���XSTTUV�VQTSvU�St��SwUV��Y�TrU�tU��UX�TQ�UWvr�Qu�TrU�tU��UX�t�v�SUVTt��Wt�sUuSVUs��Y�TrU�TUXRt�Qu�TrU��XQ�QtUstW�U��XU�WXsSV���z� �TrU��XQ�QtUs�tW�U�WVs�TrU�SsUVTSTY�Qu�TrU��yXvrWtUX��|� �WVY��XQ�QtUs�vrWV�U�SV�TrU�TUXRt�Qu�TrU�uyTyXU�XU�XUtUVTWTSQV�SVv�ysSV��TrU�uUU�WXXWV�URUVT�
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)*+,,-,./�,01+,2234�25�1+5678,29�/:,�1+521,;/76,�;37,./�-)4�)325�;5.2,./�/5�/:,�3)<4,+=2�2>?2,@>,./�>2,�5A�7.A5+-)/75.+,;,76,8�A+5-�/:,�1+521,;/76,�;37,./BCDE �F6,.�7.�/:,�)?2,.;,�5A�).�)*+,,-,./9�>.8,+�1)+)*+)1:�G;H9�/:,�3)<4,+�72�.5/�1+5:7?7/,8�A+5-�+,1+,2,./7.*�)�;37,./�<7/:7./,+,2/2�)86,+2,�/5�/:52,�5A�/:,�1+521,;/76,�;37,./�7.�/:,�2)-,�5+�)�2>?2/)./7)334�+,3)/,8�-)//,+�>.3,22�/:,�3)<4,+�:)2+,;,76,8�A+5-�/:,�1+521,;/76,�;37,./�7.A5+-)/75.�/:)/�;5>38�?,�27*.7A7;)./34�:)+-A>3�7A�>2,8�7.�/:,�-)//,+�).8�/:,3)<4,+�?,37,6,2�/:)/�).�,AA,;/76,�2;+,,.�;5>38�.5/�?,�,.*)*,8�/5�1+5/,;/�/:,�;37,./BCIE �J.8,+�1)+)*+)1:�G;H9�/:,�1+5:7?7/75.�7.�/:72�K>3,�72�7-1>/,8�/5�5/:,+�3)<4,+2�)2�1+5678,8�7.�K>3,�LBLM9�?>/9�>.8,+1)+)*+)1:�G8HGLH9�7-1>/)/75.�-)4�?,�)6578,8�7A�/:,�3)<4,+�5?/)7.2�/:,�7.A5+-,8�;5.2,./9�;5.A7+-,8�7.�<+7/7.*9�5A�?5/:/:,�1+521,;/76,�).8�)AA,;/,8�;37,./2B�N.�/:,�)3/,+.)/76,9�7-1>/)/75.�-)4�?,�)6578,8�7A�/:,�;5.87/75.2�5A�1)+)*+)1:�G8HGOH)+,�-,/�).8�)33�872@>)37A7,8�3)<4,+2�)+,�/7-,34�2;+,,.,8�).8�<+7//,.�.5/7;,�72�1+5-1/34�*76,.�/5�/:,�1+521,;/76,�;37,./).8�/:,�3)<4,+�+,)25.)?34�?,37,6,2�/:)/�).�,AA,;/76,�2;+,,.�<733�1+5/,;/�/:,�;5.A78,./7)3�7.A5+-)/75.�5A�/:,�1+521,;/76,;37,./B�P)+)*+)1:�G8HGOHG7H�85,2�.5/�1+5:7?7/�/:,�2;+,,.,8�3)<4,+�A+5-�+,;,767.*�)�2)3)+4�5+�1)+/.,+2:71�2:)+,,2/)?372:,8�?4�1+75+�7.8,1,.8,./�)*+,,-,./9�?>/�/:)/�3)<4,+�-)4�.5/�+,;,76,�;5-1,.2)/75.�87+,;/34�+,3)/,8�/5�/:,-)//,+�7.�<:7;:�/:,�3)<4,+�72�872@>)37A7,8BCQE �R5/7;,9�7.;3>87.*�)�*,.,+)3�8,2;+71/75.�5A�/:,�2>?S,;/�-)//,+�)?5>/�<:7;:�/:,�3)<4,+�<)2�;5.2>3/,89�).8�5A�/:,2;+,,.7.*�1+5;,8>+,2�,-1354,89�*,.,+)334�2:5>38�?,�*76,.�)2�255.�)2�1+);/7;)?3,�)A/,+�/:,�.,,8�A5+�2;+,,.7.*�?,;5-,2)11)+,./BCTE �U5+�/:,�8>/4�5A�;5-1,/,.;,�5A�)�3)<4,+�<:5�*76,2�)2272/).;,�5.�/:,�-,+7/2�5A�)�-)//,+�/5�)�1+521,;/76,�;37,./9�2,,�K>3,LBLB�U5+�)�3)<4,+=2�8>/7,2�<:,.�)�1+521,;/76,�;37,./�,./+>2/2�6)3>)?3,2�5+�1)1,+2�/5�/:,�3)<4,+=2�;)+,9�2,,�K>3,�LBLVBWXYZ[�\]̂�_�\]̂̂�_�̀aXb[ZYac�dbe�fghce�idcjk�lZXjcdYWXYZ�\]̂menh[acob�cZpcZ[Zbjhbq�d�rYhZbjs�d�YdtkZc�[gdYY�ZuZcrh[Z�hbeZpZbeZbj�pcavZ[[habdY�wXeqxZbj�dbe�cZbeZc�rdbehe�denhrZ]�obcZbeZchbq�denhrZs�d�YdtkZc�xdk�cZvZc�baj�abYk�ja�Ydt�yXj�ja�ajgZc�rab[heZcdjhab[�[Xrg�d[�xacdYs�Zrabaxhrs�[arhdYdbe�paYhjhrdY�vdrjac[s�jgdj�xdk�yZ�cZYZndbj�ja�jgZ�rYhZbjz[�[hjXdjhab]àxxZbj{|}~��}������|�CLE���;37,./�72�,./7/3,8�/5�2/+)7*:/A5+<)+8�)867;,�,01+,227.*�/:,�3)<4,+=2�:5.,2/�)22,22-,./B��,*)3�)867;,�5A/,.�7.6536,2>.13,)2)./�A);/2�).8�)3/,+.)/76,2�/:)/�)�;37,./�-)4�?,�8727.;37.,8�/5�;5.A+5./B�N.�1+,2,./7.*�)867;,9�)�3)<4,+�,.8,)65+2�/52>2/)7.�/:,�;37,./=2�-5+)3,�).8�-)4�1>/�)867;,�7.�)2�);;,1/)?3,�)�A5+-�)2�:5.,2/4�1,+-7/2B��5<,6,+9�)�3)<4,+�2:5>38�.5/?,�8,/,++,8�A+5-�*767.*�;).878�)867;,�?4�/:,�1+521,;/�/:)/�/:,�)867;,�<733�?,�>.1)3)/)?3,�/5�/:,�;37,./BCOE��867;,�;5>;:,8�7.�.)++5<34�3,*)3�/,+-2�-)4�?,�5A�37//3,�6)3>,�/5�)�;37,./9�,21,;7)334�<:,+,�1+);/7;)3�;5.278,+)/75.292>;:�)2�;52/�5+�,AA,;/2�5.�5/:,+�1,513,9�)+,�1+,85-7.)./B�P>+,34�/,;:.7;)3�3,*)3�)867;,9�/:,+,A5+,9�;).�25-,/7-,2�?,7.)8,@>)/,B�N/�;5>38�)325�7*.5+,9�/5�/:,�;37,./=2�872)86)./)*,9�/:,�+,3)/75.)3�5+�,-5/75.)3�A);/5+2�8+767.*�)�8721>/,B�N.�2>;:)�;)2,9�)867;,�-)4�7.;3>8,�/:,�)86)./)*,29�872)86)./)*,2�).8�)6)73)?737/4�5A�5/:,+�8721>/,�+,253>/75.�1+5;,22,2�/:)/�-7*:/?,�)11+51+7)/,�>.8,+�/:,�;7+;>-2/).;,2BCO)E�N/�72�1+51,+�A5+�)�3)<4,+�/5�+,A,+�/5�+,3,6)./�-5+)3�).8�,/:7;)3�;5.278,+)/75.2�7.�*767.*�)867;,B��3/:5>*:�)�3)<4,+�72.5/�)�-5+)3�)86725+�)2�2>;:9�-5+)3�).8�,/:7;)3�;5.278,+)/75.2�7-17.*,�>15.�-52/�3,*)3�@>,2/75.2�).8�-)4�8,;7276,347.A3>,.;,�:5<�/:,�3)<�<733�?,�)1137,8B
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*+,�-�./0123�456�17891::/6�;9�048/01</6�5:=�3>1�/5?619�@;9�8A91/6�31.>20.5/�5<B0.1C�D>12�:A.>�5�91EA1:3�0:�45<1�F6�5./0123�17819012.1<�02�/1G5/�453319:H�3>1�/5?619�456�5..183�03�53�@5.1�B5/A1C�D>12�:A.>�5�91EA1:3�0:�45<1�F6�5�./01230217819012.1<�02�/1G5/�453319:H�>;?1B19H�3>1�/5?619I:�91:8;2:0F0/036�5:�5<B0:;9�456�02./A<1�02<0.5302G�3>53�4;91�456�F102B;/B1<�3>52�:390.3/6�/1G5/�.;2:0<19530;2:C*J,�K53319:�3>53�G;�F16;2<�:390.3/6�/1G5/�EA1:30;2:�456�5/:;�F1�02�3>1�<;4502�;@�52;3>19�89;@1::0;2C�L540/6�453319:�.5202B;/B1�89;F/14:�?03>02�3>1�89;@1::0;25/�.;481312.1�;@�8:6.>05396H�./020.5/�8:6.>;/;G6�;9�:;.05/�?;9=M�FA:021::�453319:.52�02B;/B1�89;F/14:�?03>02�3>1�.;481312.1�;@�3>1�5..;A2302G�89;@1::0;2�;9�;@�@0252.05/�:81.05/0:3:C�D>191�.;2:A/3530;2?03>�5�89;@1::0;25/�02�52;3>19�@01/<�0:�03:1/@�:;413>02G�5�.;4813123�/5?619�?;A/<�91.;4412<H�3>1�/5?619�:>;A/<�45=1:A.>�5�91.;4412<530;2C�-3�3>1�:541�3041H�5�/5?619I:�5<B0.1�53�03:�F1:3�;@312�.;2:0:3:�;@�91.;4412<02G�5�.;A9:1�;@�5.30;202�3>1�@5.1�;@�.;2@/0.302G�91.;4412<530;2:�;@�178193:CNOOPQRST�UVWRXP*Y,�Z2�G12195/H�5�/5?619�0:�2;3�1781.31<�3;�G0B1�5<B0.1�A230/�5:=1<�F6�3>1�./0123C�[;?1B19H�?>12�5�/5?619�=2;?:�3>53�5./0123�89;8;:1:�5�.;A9:1�;@�5.30;2�3>53�0:�/0=1/6�3;�91:A/3�02�:AF:352305/�5<B19:1�/1G5/H�4;95/�;9�13>0.5/�.;2:1EA12.1:�3;�3>1./0123�;9�3;�;3>19:H�<A36�3;�3>1�./0123�A2<19�\A/1�]CJ�456�91EA091�3>53�3>1�/5?619�5.3�0@�3>1�./0123I:�.;A9:1�;@�5.30;2�0:91/531<�3;�3>1�91891:123530;2C�-�/5?619�;9<02590/6�>5:�2;�<A36�3;�02030531�02B1:30G530;2�;@�5�./0123I:�5@@509:�;9�3;�G0B1�5<B0.13>53�3>1�./0123�>5:�02<0.531<�0:�A2?5231<H�FA3�5�/5?619�456�02030531�5<B0.1�3;�5�./0123�?>12�<;02G�:;�588159:�3;�F1�02�3>1./0123I:�023191:3C_̂̀a_b_c�defg�dehic̀_jebk>191�?5:�2;�<091.3�.;A23198593�3;�3>0:�\A/1�02�3>1�l0:.08/02596�\A/1:�;@�3>1�mnopnqnr�stuvC�l\�Yw]xyz{|�89;B0<1<�3>53�5/5?619�}:>5//�2;3�819403�5�819:;2�?>;�91.;4412<:H�148/;6:H�;9�856:�>04�3;�912<19�/1G5/�:19B0.1:�@;9�52;3>19�3;�<091.3�;991GA/531�>0:�89;@1::0;25/�~A<G4123�02�912<1902G�:A.>�/1G5/�:19B0.1:C}�����w��:3531<�3>53�}*5,<B0.1�;@�5�/5?619�3;�>0:�./0123211<�2;3�F1�.;2@021<�3;�8A91/6�/1G5/�.;2:0<19530;2:CCCC�Z2�5::0:302G�>0:�./0123�3;�915.>�5�89;819�<1.0:0;2H�03�0:�;@312�<1:095F/1@;9�5�/5?619�3;�8;023�;A3�3>;:1�@5.3;9:�?>0.>�456�/15<�3;�5�<1.0:0;2�3>53�0:�4;95//6�~A:3�5:�?1//�5:�/1G5//6�81940::0F/1CCCC�Z23>1�@025/�525/6:0:H�>;?1B19H�3>1�<1.0:0;2�?>13>19�3;�@;91G;�/1G5//6�5B50/5F/1�;F~1.30B1:�;9�413>;<:�F1.5A:1�;@�2;2/1G5/@5.3;9:�0:�A/304531/6�@;9�3>1�./0123CCCC}dehh_��gg�dehhgb�c̀�k>1��;4403311�5<;831<�3>1������tuv�����v�B19F5304�F1.5A:1�03�:13:�@;93>�4;91�./159/6�3>52�3>1�l0:.08/02596�\A/1:�3>1:.;81�;@�5�/5?619I:�5<B0:;96�9;/1C���g�����b�g̀hgf_c̀���g�chgbfhgb�j�g��g��_�g��cb�c̀���������H�3>0:�9A/1�?5:�<1/131<�02�03:�12309136C���g������c��c�_eb��è��jg������_̀f� g̀jebj¡c¢ �£��c¤�g̀�c��j�cj�g�c��c�è�¥��g¦ch_b_ba�c���_gb�§j��gac��c��c_̀j�cbf�̀giè�_ba�c¥e�����gh��e���g���_gb��è��ee��g̀j�
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SECTION III.   CANONS OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT FOR THE  

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

 

PREAMBLE 

  

Our legal system is based on the principle that an independent, fair and competent judiciary will 

interpret and apply the laws that govern us.  The role of the judiciary is central to American concepts 

of justice and the rule of law.  Intrinsic to all sections of these Canons are the precepts that judges, 

individually and collectively, must respect and honor the judicial office as a public trust and strive to 

enhance and maintain confidence in our legal system.  The judge is an arbiter of facts and law for the 

resolution of disputes and a highly visible symbol of government under the rule of law. 

The Canons of Judicial Conduct are intended to establish standards for ethical conduct of judges. 

They consist of broad statements called Canons, specific rules set forth in Sections under each Canon 

and Commentary. The text of the Canons and the Sections is authoritative. Each Commentary, by 

explanation and example, is advisory and provides guidance with respect to the purpose and 

meaning of the Canons and Sections. The Commentary shall be considered when interpreting the 

meaning of the Canons.  To the extent that the Commentary contains examples or express 

statements that certain conduct is permissible or impermissible, the Commentary shall be 

considered to be a part of the rule that the Commentary seeks to explain. When the text uses “shall” 

or “shall not” or “must” or “must not” it is intended to impose binding obligations the violation of 

which can result in disciplinary action. When “should” or “should not” is used, the text is intended as 

a statement of what is or is not appropriate conduct but not as a binding rule under which a judge 

may be disciplined. When “may” is used, it denotes permissible discretion or, depending on the 

context, it refers to action that is not covered by specific proscriptions. 

The Canons and Sections are rules of reason. They should be applied consistent with constitutional 

requirements, statutes, other court rules and decisional law and in the context of all relevant 

circumstances. The Canons are to be construed so as not to impinge on the essential independence of 

judges in making judicial decisions.  

 

The Canons are designed to provide guidance to judges and candidates for judicial office and to provide 

a structure for regulating conduct through the Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission. They are not 

designed or intended as a basis for civil liability or criminal prosecution. Furthermore, the purpose of 

the Canons would be subverted if the Canons were invoked by lawyers for mere tactical advantage in 

a proceeding.  

 

The text of the Canons and Sections is intended to govern conduct of judges and to be binding upon 

them. It is not intended, however, that every transgression will result in disciplinary action. Whether 

disciplinary action is appropriate, and the degree of discipline to be imposed, should be determined 

through a reasonable and reasoned application of the text and should depend on such factors as the 

seriousness of the transgression, whether there is a pattern of improper activity and the effect of the 

improper activity on others or on the judicial system.  

 

These Canons apply to (1) all active Justices of the Supreme Court of Virginia, and Judges of the Court 

of Appeals of Virginia, Circuit Courts, General District Courts, Juvenile and Domestic Relations 

District Courts, Members of the State Corporation Commission and the Virginia Workers' 

Compensation Commission; (2) retired Judges and Members eligible for recall to judicial service; (3) 

substitute Judges and Special Justices; and (4) persons selected for a full-time judgeship either by 

election by both houses of the General Assembly or appointment by the appropriate authority who are 

not already justices, judges or retired judges, but who have not taken the oath of office as a justice or 

judge; and (5) Judges pro tempore while acting as a Judge pro tempore. Magistrates are not bound by 



 

 

these Canons. However, Canons of Conduct for Virginia Magistrates were adopted by the Committee 

on District Courts effective January 1, 1980.  

 
CANON 1. 

 

A JUDGE SHALL UPHOLD THE INTEGRITY AND INDEPENDENCE OF THE JUDICIARY.  

 

A.  An independent and honorable judiciary is indispensable to justice in our society. A 

judge should participate in establishing, maintaining and enforcing high standards of 

conduct, and shall personally observe those standards so that the integrity and 

independence of the judiciary will be preserved. The provisions of these Canons are to 

be construed and applied to further that objective.  

 

Commentary:  

 

Deference to the judgments and rulings of courts depends upon public confidence in the integrity and 

independence of judges. The integrity and independence of judges depends in turn upon their acting 

without fear or favor. Although judges should be independent, they must comply with the law, 

including the provisions of these Canons. Public confidence in the impartiality of the judiciary is 

maintained by the adherence of each judge to this responsibility. Conversely, violation of this Canon 

diminishes public confidence in the judiciary and thereby does injury to the system of government 

under law.  

 

CANON 2. 

 

A JUDGE SHALL AVOID IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY IN 

ALL OF THE JUDGE'S ACTIVITIES.  

 

A.  A judge shall respect and comply with the law and shall act at all times in a manner that 

promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.  

 

Commentary:  

 

Public confidence in the judiciary is eroded by irresponsible or improper conduct by judges. A judge 

must avoid all impropriety and appearance of impropriety. A judge must expect to be the subject of 

constant public scrutiny. A judge must therefore accept restrictions on the judge's conduct that might 

be viewed as burdensome by the ordinary citizen and should do so freely and willingly.  

 

The prohibition against behaving with impropriety or the appearance of impropriety applies to both 

the professional and personal conduct of a judge. Because it is not practicable to list all prohibited acts, 

the proscription is necessarily cast in general terms that extend to conduct by judges that is harmful 

although not specifically mentioned in the Canons. Actual improprieties under this standard include 

violations of law, court rules or other specific provisions of these Canons. The test for appearance of 

impropriety is whether the conduct would create in reasonable minds a perception that the judge's 

ability to carry out judicial responsibilities with integrity and impartiality is impaired.  

 

See also Commentary under Section 2C.  

 

A judge may vote in a primary election conducted by the State Board of Elections that is open to all 

registered voters qualified to vote pursuant to Code § 24.2-530. Voting in such a primary election does 

not constitute an act of partiality by a judge as prohibited by subdivision A. The act of a judge voting 



 

 

Commentary:  

 

Membership of a judge in an organization that practices invidious discrimination gives rise to 

perceptions that the judge's impartiality is impaired. Section 2C refers to the current practices of the 

organization. Whether an organization practices invidious discrimination is often a complex question 

to which judges should be sensitive. The answer cannot be determined from a mere examination of an 

organization's current membership rolls but rather depends on how the organization selects members 

and other relevant factors, such as that the organization is dedicated to the preservation of religious, 

ethnic or cultural values of legitimate common interest to its members, or that it is in fact and effect 

an intimate, purely private organization whose membership limitations could not be constitutionally 

prohibited. Absent such factors, an organization is generally said to discriminate invidiously if it 

arbitrarily excludes from membership on the basis of race, religion, sex or national origin persons who 

would otherwise be admitted to membership.  

 

Although Section 2C relates only to membership in organizations that invidiously discriminate on the 

basis of race, sex, religion or national origin, a judge's membership in an organization that engages in 

any discriminatory membership practices prohibited by the law of the jurisdiction also violates Canon 

2 and Section 2A and gives the appearance of impropriety. In addition, it would be a violation of Canon 

2 and Section 2A for a judge to arrange a meeting at a club that the judge knows practices invidious 

discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion or national origin in its membership or other policies, 

or for the judge to regularly use such a club. Moreover, public manifestation by a judge of the judge's 

knowing approval of invidious discrimination on any basis gives the appearance of impropriety under 

Canon 2 and diminishes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary, in violation 

of Section 2A.  

 

CANON 3. 

 

A JUDGE SHALL PERFORM THE DUTIES OF JUDICIAL OFFICE IMPARTIALLY AND 

DILIGENTLY.  

 

A. Judicial Duties in General. -- The judicial duties of a judge take precedence over all the 

judge's other activities. The judge's judicial duties include all the duties of the judge's 

office prescribed by law. In the performance of these duties, the following standards 

apply.  

 

B. Adjudicative Responsibilities. -- 

 

(1) A judge shall hear and decide promptly matters assigned to the judge except 

those in which disqualification is required.  

 

(2) A judge shall be faithful to the law and maintain professional competence in it. 

A judge shall not be swayed by partisan interests, public clamor or fear of 

criticism.  

 

(3) A judge shall require order, decorum, and civility in proceedings before the 

judge.  

 

Commentary:  

 

"Require." The rules prescribing that a judge "require" certain conduct of others are, like all of the 

rules in these Canons, rules of reason. The use of the term "require" in that context means a judge is 



 

 

to exercise reasonable direction and control over the conduct of those persons subject to the judge's 

direction and control.  

 

In performing the duties of his or her judicial office, a judge may explain the judicial process, while 

maintaining impartiality.  A judge may also inform unrepresented persons of free legal aid and similar 

assistance that is available. 

 

(4)  A judge shall be patient, dignified and courteous to litigants, jurors, witnesses, 

lawyers and others with whom the judge deals in an official capacity, and shall 

require similar conduct of lawyers, and of staff, court officials and others 

subject to the judge's direction and control.  

 

Commentary:  

 

The duty to hear all proceedings fairly and with patience is not inconsistent with the duty to dispose 

promptly of the business of the court. Judges can be efficient and businesslike while being patient and 

deliberate.  

 

(5)  A judge shall perform judicial duties without bias or prejudice. A judge shall not, 

in the performance of judicial duties, by words or conduct manifest bias or 

prejudice, including but not limited to bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, 

religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic 

status, and shall not permit staff, court officials and others subject to the judge's 

direction and control to do so. This Section 3B(5) does not preclude proper 

judicial consideration when race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, 

sexual orientation or socioeconomic status, or similar factors, are issues in the 

proceeding.  

 

Commentary: 

  

A judge must refrain from speech, gestures or other conduct that could reasonably be perceived as 

sexual harassment and must require the same standard of conduct of others subject to the judge's 

direction and control. 

  

A judge must perform judicial duties impartially and fairly. A judge who manifests bias on any basis 

in a proceeding impairs the fairness of the proceeding and brings the judiciary into disrepute. Facial 

expression and body language, in addition to oral communication, can give to parties or lawyers in the 

proceeding, jurors, the media and others an appearance of judicial bias. A judge must be alert to avoid 

behavior that may be perceived as prejudicial. 

  

(6)  A judge shall require all persons appearing in proceedings before the judge to 

refrain from manifesting, by words or conduct, bias or prejudice based upon 

race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or 

socioeconomic status, against parties, witnesses, counsel or others. This Section 

3B(6) does not preclude legitimate advocacy when race, sex, religion, national 

origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic status, or other 

similar factors, are issues in the proceeding. 

  

(7)  A judge shall accord to every person who has a legal interest in a proceeding, or 

that person's lawyer, the right to be heard according to law. A judge shall not 

initiate, permit, or consider ex parte communications, or consider other 
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Women in the Legal Profession 

United States Census Bureau, January 18, 2019.  https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/05/women-
lawyers.html

Women in Private Practice 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 

 
 

 
1 2017 Report on Diversity in U.S. Law Firms. National Association for Law Placement, January, 2017. 
www.nalp.org/uploads/2017NALPReportonDiversityinUSLawFirms.pdf 
2 Report of the Tenth Annual National Survey on Promotion and Retention of Women in Law Firms. 
National Association of Women Lawyers and NAWL Foundation, September 2017. 
http://www.nawl.org/d/do/663 
3 Report on Promotion and Retention of Women in Law Firms. National Association of Women Lawyers 
and NAWL Foundation, 2018.  https://www.nawl.org/page/2017.  Women are 22% of firmwide managing 
partners and 20% of office-level managing partners.  
4 2018 Report on Diversity in U.S. Law Firms. National Association for Law Placement, February 1, 2019. 
Quoted in Legal Intelligencer: https://www.law.com/thelegalintelligencer/2019/02/01/law-firm-associates-can-play-an-
important-role-in-diversity-effort/ 
5 2017 Report on Diversity in U.S. Law Firms. National Association for Law Placement, January, 2017. 
www.nalp.org/uploads/2017NALPReportonDiversityinUSLawFirms.pdf 

Women 38.0%

Men 62.0%

22.7% 

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/05/women-lawyers.html
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/05/women-lawyers.html
https://www.nawl.org/page/2017
https://www.law.com/thelegalintelligencer/2019/02/01/law-firm-associates-can-play-an-important-role-in-diversity-effort/
https://www.law.com/thelegalintelligencer/2019/02/01/law-firm-associates-can-play-an-important-role-in-diversity-effort/
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Women in Corporations 

Fortune 500 General Counsel 

8 Stats You Need to Know about the Male-Female General Counsel Divide. Lawgeex, December 6, 2018. 
https://blog.lawgeex.com/8-stats-you-need-to-know-about-the-male-female-general-counsel-divide/ 

Fortune 501-1000 General Counsel 

MCCA’s 18th Annual General Counsel Survey: Breaking Through the Concrete Ceiling, One Woman at a 
Time. Minority Corporate Counsel Association, Winter 2017. 
http://www.diversityandthebardigital.com/datb/winter_2017/MobilePagedReplica.action?pm=1&folio=8#pg 8 

Men 70.0%

Women 30.0%

Men 76.2%

Women 23.8%

https://blog.lawgeex.com/8-stats-you-need-to-know-about-the-male-female-general-counsel-divide/
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Law School Administration - Deans

National Law Journal, January 10, 2019.  https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/01/10/more-minority-women-
ascend-to-law-dean-jobs/?fbclid=IwAR2-5ymSbZeehfFNK2t18G1LyXGcF5HgLhqHsbmvUV9H38jV-JMbINqv1MQ 

Women in Law Schools 

12016 JD Matriculants by Gender & Race/Ethnicity, Fall 2016. American Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions 
to the Bar. 
2ABA Required Disclosures (Standard 509 Reports), American Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the 
Bar. The ABA reported a total enrollment of 110,156 students as of Dec. 15, 2017. 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_the_bar/statistics/2017_509_enr
ollment_summary_report.authcheckdam.pdf 
3Wisconsin Bar Association, October 17, 2018.  
https://www.wisbar.org/newspublications/insidetrack/pages/article.aspx?volume=10&issue=18&articleid=26639&fbcli
d=IwAR0BRiWqg1hwu5FvxXuTLBpCuz06jgnMj_bFrfrqBLRKcURHGTIpZOHnFec
.  

Women on Law Reviews 
“A random sample of the top 10 law reviews suggests that the number of women
authors in 2017 is around 20%.” 
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/04/are-law-review-articles-a-waste-of-time/ 

Women 35%

Men 65%
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(48.7%)
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(48.69%)

22,248
(50%)

19,032
(51.3%)

54,490
(51.27%)

22,248 
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https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/01/10/more-minority-women-ascend-to-law-dean-jobs/?fbclid=IwAR2-5ymSbZeehfFNK2t18G1LyXGcF5HgLhqHsbmvUV9H38jV-JMbINqv1MQ
https://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/2019/01/10/more-minority-women-ascend-to-law-dean-jobs/?fbclid=IwAR2-5ymSbZeehfFNK2t18G1LyXGcF5HgLhqHsbmvUV9H38jV-JMbINqv1MQ
https://www.wisbar.org/newspublications/insidetrack/pages/article.aspx?volume=10&issue=18&articleid=26639&fbclid=IwAR0BRiWqg1hwu5FvxXuTLBpCuz06jgnMj_bFrfrqBLRKcURHGTIpZOHnFec
https://www.wisbar.org/newspublications/insidetrack/pages/article.aspx?volume=10&issue=18&articleid=26639&fbclid=IwAR0BRiWqg1hwu5FvxXuTLBpCuz06jgnMj_bFrfrqBLRKcURHGTIpZOHnFec
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/04/are-law-review-articles-a-waste-of-time/
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Women in the Judiciary
Representation of United States Federal Court Women Judges 

1 U.S. Circuit and District Court Judges: Profile of Select Characteristics (R43426), McMillion, Barry J. U.S. 
Congressional Research Service. August 1, 2017. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43426.pdf 
2 When considering the 19 vacancies that existed as of June 1, 2017, women were appointed to 33% of the 179 U.S. 
circuit court judgeships. 
3 U.S. Circuit and District Court Judges: Profile of Select Characteristics (R43426), McMillion, Barry J. U.S. 
Congressional Research Service. August 1, 2017. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43426.pdf 
4 When considering the 103 vacancies that existed as of June 1, 2017, women were appointed to 29% of the 673 
federal district court judgeships. 

2016 Representation of United States State Court Women Judges 
% White 
Women 

% Women 
of Color 

22 8 

Gavel Gap (www.gavelgap.org) 

Type of Court Total # of Seats Women % of 
Women 

United States Supreme 
Court 9 3 33.3% 

Circuit Court of 
Appeals (Active)1 160 (active) 59 36.8%2

Federal District Court 
Judges (Active) in the 
U.S.3 

570 (active) 194 34%4
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Compensation 

Weekly Salary Men vs. Women Lawyers 

Women lawyers’ weekly salary as a percentage of male lawyers’ salary: 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2018 
70.5% 77.5% 80.5% 74.9% 77.1% 86.6% 79.6% 78.9% 83.0% 89.7% 77.6% 80% 

2018 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Median weekly earnings of full-time wage and salary workers by detailed 
occupation and sex.  https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat39.htm 

Women Equity Partners Compensation 
Globally, male partners are paid 27% more than female. 

Acritas Research, 2018.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2I1rOLnA8h0&feature=youtu.be 
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Women in the ABA through 2018

Women Presidents of the ABA: 

• Judy Perry Martinez, President-Elect (2019-2020)
• Hilarie Bass (2017-2018)
• Linda A. Klein (2016-2017)
• Paulette Brown (2015-2016)
• Laurel Bellows (2012-2013)
• Carolyn B. Lamm (2009-2010)
• Karen J. Mathis (2006-2007)
• Martha W. Barnett (2000-2001)
• Roberta Cooper Ramo (1995-1996)

Women Chairs of the House of Delegates: 

• Deborah Enix- Ross (2016-)
• Patricia Lee Refo (2014-2016)
• Linda A. Klein (2010-2012)
• Laurel G. Bellows (2006-2008)
• Karen J. Mathis (2000-2002)
• Martha W. Barnett (1994-1996)

Secretaries 

• Mary L. Smith (2017-)
• Mary T. Torres (2014-2017)
• Cara Lee T. Neville (2011-2014)
• Bernice B. Donald (2008-2011)
• Ellen F. Rosenblum (2002-2005)
• Donna C. Willard-Jones (1996-1999)

Treasurer 

• Michelle A. Behnke (2017-)
• Alice E. Richmond (2008-2011)

First Women Members of the ABA: 

• Mary B. Grossman; Cleveland, OH (1918)
• Mary Florence Lathrop; Denver, CO (1918)

For more information on women’s advancement into leadership positions in the ABA, see the ABA Center for Diversity and 
Inclusion’s Goal III Report at https://www.americanbar.org/groups/diversity/resources/goal3-reports/ 

http://www.ambar.org/goal3women
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Women in Congress 
23.4% of the U.S. House of Representatives and 25% of the U.S. Senate are now female. 

Catalyst. February 1, 2019.  https://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-government 

American Bar Association - Commission on Women in the Profession 
321 N. Clark Street, Chicago, IL  60654 

Phone:  312-988-5715 • Email:  abacwp1@americanbar.org  •  Website:  www.americanbar.org/women 

Want to improve these statistics for women lawyers?  The Commission 
on Women in the Profession has resources for systemic change and 
personal empowerment.  Turn the page to learn more!

https://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-government
http://www.americanbar.org/women
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Representation of Women and Minority Equity Partners Among Partners Little
Changed in Recent Years

NALP Bulletin, April 2019

Equity partners in multi-tier law firms continue to be disproportionately white men. New figures from NALP show that in 2018, just
one in five equity partners were women (19.6%) and only 6.6% were racial/ethnic minorities.

NALP's findings on women equity partners continue to mirror those of the National Association of Women Lawyers (NAWL), which in
its most recent report found that women comprised about 20% of equity partners in 2018, and minorities accounted for about 8%.

NALP has been compiling its information since 2011, when it began asking law firms to report demographic information for equity
and non-equity partners through the NALP Directory of Legal Employers. As has been the case since 2011, there is a definite skew
among women and minority lawyers who are partners toward non-equity status. Partners in general continue to be
disproportionately both male and white (almost 71% white and male in 2018), and in multi-tiered firms the skew toward men and
non-minorities among equity partners appears to be somewhat greater than among partners as a whole.

Although many firms with multi-tier partnerships did not provide equity/non-equity partner demographics in 2018, many did,
accounting for 21,026 partners, or about 65% of the partners in the NALP Directory with multi-tier partnerships. Tables 1-3 provide
several perspectives on the findings for 2018 with comparative figures for prior years.

Based on those offices that provided information, 60.9% of male partners were equity partners as of February 2018, while
somewhat less than half, just over 46%, of women partners and 45% of minority partners were equity partners, a differential of
about 15-16 percentage points. See Table 1.

More dramatically perhaps, among equity partners, 80.4% were men, 19.6% were women, and 6.6% were racial/ethnic
minorities. (The minority figures include both men and women, so the three figures add to more than 100%.) Among non-equity
partners, the respective figures were 69.5% men, 30.5% women, and 10.7% racial/ethnic minorities. See Table 2.

Finally, among all partners, the equity/non-equity split stood at about 57%/43%. Somewhat less than half of partners were
male equity partners; just over 11% were women equity partners; and 3.8% were minority equity partners. (Again, minorities
are also included in the counts by gender.) See Table 3.

During the time period that NALP has collected this kind of information, firms have become more familiar with reporting this
information, making year-to-year comparison more meaningful. Nonetheless, small changes should not be given undue emphasis
or necessarily construed as a trend. Additionally, given how closely some firms hold the information about equity and non-equity
demographics, it is not possible to know the extent to which the equity/non-equity information reported — covering about 65% of
partners in multi-tier firms — is representative of all partners in these firms. It is the case that coverage has increased from about
50% in 2011, but has ranged from just 61% to 67% since 2013, suggesting that this level is what is sustainable over time.

To the extent that broad trends in the data can be identified over the eight-year period, it does appear that the distribution of all
partners by equity status has moved, but only in tiny increments, toward greater proportions of women and minorities, just as
women and minorities have made small gains in representation among partners as a whole. For instance, between 2011 and 2018,
the percent of all partners who were male equity partners fell from 51.7% to 46.2%, while the percent of all partners who were
women equity partners rose from 9.5% to 11.2%, and the percent of all partners who were minority equity partners rose from 2.9%

https://www.nalp.org/home
https://www.nalp.org/research
https://www.nalp.org/diversity2
https://www.nalp.org/minoritieswomen
https://www.nawl.org/p/cm/ld/fid=1163
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to 3.8%. However, the shrinkage in the percentage of partners who are male equity partners does not mean that percentages for
women or minority equity partners increased by the same amount. In fact, they have stayed quite flat since 2016. What did increase
was the overall percentage of partners who are non-equity partners. See Table 3. Among equity partners the percentage who were
men in 2011 was 84.4%, and fell to 80.4% by 2018. During the same period, the percent of equity partners who were women rose
from 15.6% to 19.6%, and the percent of equity partners who were minorities rose from 4.7% to 6.6%. See Table 2.

Over the eight years that NALP has been collecting this data, the percentage of all partners in two-tier partnerships who are equity
partners has declined slightly (by not quite 4 percentage points), and while percentages of partners who are women or minorities
has crept up, these figures have changed little since 2016 (Table 3). So, even though the finding that the percentages of partners
who are women or minority equity partners have not lost ground may be a small positive sign, it is not clear at this point how or if
the flat-line trend of recent years will change.

To determine whether an individual law firm or law office is a multi-tier firm and to determine whether multi-tier demographic data
was submitted for a specific firm, you can review the directory information the firm submitted at www.nalpdirectory.com.

Table 1. Percent of Partners Reported as Equity Partners by Gender or Minority Status

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Men partners 16,134 18,278 18,083 17,641 17,476 17,456 16,309 15,930
    % equity 64.9% 64.2% 63.6% 63.5% 61.8% 62.5% 62.9% 60.9%
Women partners 4,104 4,578 4,778 4,835 4,971 5,145 5,041 5,096
    % equity 47.0% 46.4% 47.4% 47.7% 45.8% 46.9% 47.0% 46.4%
Minority partners 1,229 1,423 1,562 1,549 1,617 1,696 1,670 1,752
    % equity 47.1% 46.8% 47.2% 48.5% 45.5% 45.9% 45.9% 45.3%

Table 2. Distribution of Equity and Non-equity Partners by Gender or Minority Status

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Equity partners 12,396 13,864 13,760 13,508 13,078 13,323 12,630 12,067
    % men 84.4% 84.7% 83.5% 82.9% 82.6% 81.9% 81.3% 80.4%
    % women 15.6 15.3 16.5 17.1 17.4 18.1 18.7 19.6
    % minority 4.7 4.8 5.4 5.6 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.6
Non-equity partners 7,842 8,992 9,101 8,968 9,369 9,278 8,720 8,959
    % men 72.3% 72.7% 72.4% 71.8% 71.2% 70.6% 69.3% 69.5%
    % women 27.7 27.3 27.6 28.2 28.8 29.4 30.7 30.5
    % minority 8.3 8.4 9.1 8.9 9.4 9.9 10.4 10.7

Table 3. Distribution of All Partners by Equity Status and Gender or Minority Status

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Total partners 20,238 22,856 22,861 22,476 22,447 22,601 21,350 21,026
 % equity 61.3% 60.7% 60.2% 60.1% 58.3% 58.9% 59.2% 57.4%
 % men equity 51.7 51.4 50.3 49.8 48.1 48.3 48.1 46.2
 % women equity 9.5 9.3 9.9 10.3 10.1 10.7 11.1 11.2
 % minority equity 2.9 2.9 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.8
 % non-equity 38.7 39.3 39.8 39.9 41.7 41.1 40.8 42.6
 % men non-equity 28.0 28.6 28.8 28.7 29.7 29.0 28.3 29.6
 % women non-equity 10.7 10.7 11.0 11.2 12.0 12.1 12.5 13.0
 % minority non-equity 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.6
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Note: Figures for 2018 are based on 214 offices/firms that have a tiered partnership and also reported information on equity and
non-equity partner counts. A number of firms that otherwise reported information on an office-by-office basis reported their
partnership information on a firm-wide basis. Minorities are also counted as men or women; hence percentages add to more than
the total. In some cases, firms did not update their figures from 2017.
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ADDRESSING CULTURAL BIAS IN THE LEGAL
PROFESSION

DEBRA CHOPPo

ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, there has been an outpouring of scholarship that

explores the problem of implicit bias. Through this work, commentators have
taken pains to define the phenomenon and to describe the ways in which it

contributes to misunderstanding, discrimination, inequality, and more. This
article addresses the role of implicit cultural bias in the delivery of legal services.

Lawyers routinely represent clients with backgrounds and experiences that are

vastly different from their own, and the fact of these differences can impede
understanding, communication, and, ultimately, effective representation. While

other professions, such as medicine and social work, have adopted measures that

are designed to mitigate the effects of cultural bias on service delivery, the legal
profession lags far behind. In contrast to professionals in these other disciplines,
lawyers have seen little by way of change-to either educational models or to

the Rules of Professional Conduct-with an eye toward addressing the problem

of cultural bias. This article seeks to highlight the failure of the legal profession

to take such steps and suggests avenues for reform.
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I.
INTRODUCTION

Culture provides a foundation for the way we experience the world.1 Rooted
in traits such as ethnicity, race, religion, and gender identity, culture influences
people's values, behaviors, and beliefs.2 Scholars have described culture as
something akin to "the air we breathe-it is largely invisible and yet we are
dependent on it for our very being."3 Because culture provides the backdrop for
our understanding of the world, it also affects our understanding of others-
though much of what shapes our views of the behavior of others is intangible to
us and lies beneath the surface of our own self-knowledge.4 This is as true of our
positive assessments of others as it is of negative ones. Unconscious, instinctive
negative judgment about others-or "implicit bias"-is inextricably tied to
culture: a person's multiple identities give rise to cultural affiliations,5 and
cultural affiliations are often at the root of implicit bias.

The past two decades have seen an explosion of research into implicit biases
and the ways in which they affect human behavior.6 As the United States

1. Sue Bryant & Jean Koh Peters, Five Habits for Cross-Cultural Lawyering, in RACE,
CULTURE, PSYCHOLOGY, & LAw 48 (Kimberly Barrett & William George eds., 2004).

2. See Ruth G. Dean, The Myth of Cross-Cultural Competence, 82 FAMS. Soc'Y 623, 625
(2001).

3. Sue Bryant, The Five Habits: Building Cross-Cultural Competence in Lawyers, 8
CLINICAL L. REV. 33, 40 (2001); see also Marjorie A. Silver, Emotional Competence, Multicultural
Lawyering and Race, 3 FLA. COASTAL L.J. 219, 220-21 (2002) ("Like birds to air and fish to
water, we are unaware of the culture in which we function until we are transported out of that
culture by travel, experience, or education.").

4. See Paul R. Tremblay, Interviewing and Counseling Across Cultures, 9 CLINICAL L. REV.
373, 376 (2002).

5. Bryant & Peters, supra note 1, at 48; see generally Kimberle W. Crenshaw,
Demarginalizing the Intersection ofRace and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique ofAntidiscrimination
Doctrine, Feminist Theory, andAntiracist Politics, 1989 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 139 (1989).

6. See generally Mahzarin R. Banaji & Anthony G. Greenwald, Into the Blindspot, in BLIND

SPOT (2013) (describing how the "automatic white preference" that most people express when
taking the Implicit Association test regarding race actually predicts discriminatory behavior);
Anthony Greenwald et al., Measuring Individual Differences in Implicit Cognition: The Implicit
Association Test, 74 J. PERSONALITY & SoC. PSYCHOL. 1464 (1998); Christine Jolls & Cass R.
Sunstein, The Law of Implicit Bias, 94 CAL. L. REv. 969 (2006); Charles R. Lawrence III, The Id,
The Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L. REv. 317
(1987); Silver, supra note 3; Anthony G. Greenwald & Linda Hamilton Krieger, Implicit Bias:
Scientific Foundations, 94 CAL. L. REV. 945 (2006); Susan T. Fiske, What We Know Now About
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becomes increasingly diverse,7 cultural misunderstandings and manifestations of

bias are more likely to occur. These misunderstandings and biases can pose
significant problems in communication-based professions such as medicine,
social work, and law. For these reasons, health care providers and social workers

are governed by professional standards and ethical rules that direct professionals

to avoid making decisions that are rooted in bias.8 Multiple studies show that

doctors and social workers are aware that understanding culture and rooting out

bias are essential to effective communication with clients.9 One might expect the

legal profession to address service delivery in similar ways. Yet culture and bias

receive relatively less attention in the legal profession.10

Bias and Intergroup Conflict, the Problem of the Century, 11 CURRENT DIRECTIONS PSYCHOL. SCL
123, 123 (2002); Nicole E. Negowetti, Symposium, Implicit Bias and the Legal Profession's
"Diversity Crisis": A Call for Self-Reflection, 15 NEV. L.J. 930 (2015); Debra Lynn Bassett,
Deconstruct and Superstruct: Examining Bias Across the Legal System, 46 U.C. DAVIS L. REV.
1563 (2013) (identifying the possible effects of unconscious bias throughout the legal system, and
not just in particular areas of practice); L. Song Richardson & Phillip Atiba Goff, Implicit Racial
Bias in Public Defender Triage, 122 YALE L.J. 2626 (2013); Jerry Kang et al., Implicit Bias in the
Courtroom, 59 UCLA L. REV. 1124 (2012); JusTIN D. LEVINSON & ROBERT J. SMITH, IMPLICIT
RACIAL BIAS ACROSS THE LAW (2012) (exploring the ways in which implicit racial bias affects

twelve different areas of law).
7. See Jennifer M. Ortman & Christine E. Guarneri, United States Population Projections:

2000 to 2050, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (Aug. 2, 2016, 9:32 AM), http://www.census.gov/population/
projections/files/analytical-document09.pdf [https://perma.cc/P27S-ZM34]; see also Mary

Isaacson, Clarifying Concepts: Cultural Humility or Competency, 30 J. PROF. NURSING 251 (2014).

8. See CODE OF ETHICS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS,
https://www.socialworkers.org/pubs/code/code.asp [https://perma.cc/3RM4-KSHG]; see also

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL ETHICS, http://www.ama-

assn.org/ama/pub/physician-resources/medical-ethics/code-medical-ethics/principles-medical-
ethics.page [https://perma.cc/7VMU-XLEB]. Other professions address bias as well. For example,
the American Psychological Association (APA) maintains standards and guidelines about bias and
the treatment of cultural and linguistic differences. See APA STANDARD 2.01,
http://www.apa.org/ethics/code/index.aspx (last visited Aug. 3, 2016); see also GUIDELINES ON
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION, TRAINING, RESEARCH, PRACTICE, AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE FOR

PSYCHOLOGISTS, http://www.apa.org/pi/oema/resources/policy/multicultural-guidelines.aspx (last
visited Aug. 3, 2016). For additional examples, see ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof I
Responsibility, Appendix, in NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 10-12, http://www.americanbar.org/
content/dam/aba/administrative/professionalresponsibility/rule_8_4_amendments_12_22_2015.a
uthcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/APW6-D85U].

9. See generally Robert M. Ortega & Kathleen Coulborn Faller, Training Child Welfare
Workers from an Intersectional Cultural Humility Perspective: A Paradigm Shift, 90 CHILD
WELFARE 27 (2011); Michele Goodwin & Naomi Duke, Health Law: Cognitive Bias in Medical
Decision-Making, in IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS ACROSS THE LAW 95 (2012); Alan Nelson, Unequal
Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care, 94 J. NAT'L MED. Ass'N
666 (2002); Peter A. Clark, Prejudice and the Medical Profession: A Five-Year Update, 37 J. L.
MED. & ETHICS 118 (2009); Elizabeth A. Jacobs et al., Teaching Physicians-in-Training to Address
Racial Disparities in Health: A Hospital-Community Partnership, 118 PUB. HEALTH REP. 349
(2003).

10. Some commentators have addressed the role of culture in legal education and in legal
practice. See, e.g., Annette Wong, A Matter of Competence: Lawyers, Courts, and Failing to
Translate Linguistic and Cultural Differences, 21 S. CAL. REv. L. & SOC. JusT. 431, 460-65 (2012)
(arguing that cultural awareness is an issue of professional responsibility and that it is incumbent
on lawyers to raise issues of culture to courts).
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This article addresses the inadequate treatment of culture and bias in the
legal profession and, specifically, in legal education and in the code of ethics for
lawyers. It examines the Model Rules of Professional Conduct as a guide for
lawyers in navigating cultural bias, and compares the Rules of Professional
Conduct to the ethical standards for social workers and physicians." In this
article, I advocate for both greater acknowledgement of implicit bias as well as
the introduction of the concept of "cultural humility" into legal education and
into the Rules of Professional Conduct that govern lawyers. Cultural humility
emphasizes self-reflection and treats each person as an expert on his or her own
cultural experience.12 It builds on models of cross-cultural communication
already in existence and can help lawyers respect the cultural backgrounds of
their clients, communicate with them more successfully, and tell their stories to
decision-makers and negotiation partners with greater fidelity to the client's
lived experience.

The effects of greater acknowledgement of implicit bias and introduction of
cultural humility into legal education, our Rules of Professional Conduct, and
into the ethos of the profession have the potential to be far-reaching. By helping
lawyers examine their own biases and take steps to minimize the effect of these
biases, we will be a more effective and compassionate profession and may
reduce miscommunication and conflict in legal practice, both in scenarios where
cultural differences are apparent and even when they are hidden.

This article proceeds in four parts. Part I offers a working definition of
"culture" and endeavors to demonstrate the ways in which culture affects human
behavior and the practice of law in particular. Part I also explores notions of
cultural competence and cultural humility as frameworks for professionals who
engage in cross-cultural communication. These frameworks become relevant
later in the paper in assessing how to improve both legal education and the
ethical rules for lawyers along these dimensions. Part II delves into the topic of
implicit bias and argues that because bias is pervasive, we ought to be doing
more to acknowledge and address it in both legal education and in the ethical
standards that govern lawyers. One way to address implicit bias is to train
lawyers in cultural humility and to include this concept in the Rules of
Professional Conduct for lawyers. Parts III and IV drill down deeper. They
examine the extent to which legal education (Part III) and the Rules of

11. I choose in this article to compare the treatment of culture and bias in law to the treatment
of culture and bias in medicine and social work. I do so because I teach and practice law in a
medical-legal partnership clinic (the Pediatric Advocacy Clinic) where I routinely interact with
doctors and social workers and have had the opportunity to see differences in the professions.

12. Cultural humility differs from the concept of cultural competence that has been adopted
by many professions. See, e.g., Ortega & Faller, supra note 9, at 33 (encouraging child welfare
workers to move away from a cultural competence framework and to engage clients as experts on
their own cultures as part of the service delivery process); see generally Melanie Tervalon & Jann
Murray-Garcia, Cultural Humility Versus Cultural Competence: A Critical Distinction in Defining
Physician Training Outcomes in Multicultural Education, 9 J. HEALTH CARE FOR POOR &
UNDERSERVED 117 (1998).
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Professional Conduct for lawyers (Part IV) are attentive to issues of culture.
Parts HI and IV also compare the legal field to both social work and medicine
when it comes to training and ethical standards relating to cultural competence

and implicit bias. We will see that law lags far behind these other fields along
these dimensions. Part IV also advocates for amending the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct to align them with the rules of ethics that govern health
care providers and social workers, and to bring issues of culture and bias into the
consciousness of practicing attorneys.

II.
WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE TALK ABOUT CULTURE

A. Definition of Culture

Before delving into the question of whether and to what extent the legal

profession is sensitive to matters of cultural competence, it is appropriate to

specify what we mean when we talk about "culture." "Culture," according to one

account, is "a system of shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviors, and artifacts

that members of a society use to cope with their world and with one another, and

that is transmitted from generation to generation through learning."l3 Cultural

groups can be based on a range of different identities including race, religion,
age, sexual orientation, gender, immigration status, social status, language, and
geography.14 No single characteristic will determine a person's "culture"-we

are each a part of several cultures, and each culture generates its own norms.15 A
person's behaviors and values are thus driven, in part, by a complex confluence

of cultures and by the way in which society treats members of different groups.

Culture is closely bound up with identity; it may be understood as an expression

of group identity.

Culture affects the way we experience the world and the people in it.16 Our

choice of words, our tone of voice, our proximity to another person when we

speak to them are all influenced by the cultures in which we were raised.17

Culture also affects the attributions we make about others. If we experience

13. DANIEL G. BATES & FRED PLOG, HUMAN ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES 3 (1991).

14. Bryant & Peters, supra note 1, at 48; Tremblay, supra note 4, at 379; see generally

Joseph R. Betancourt, Cross-Cultural Medical Education: Conceptual Approaches and

Frameworks for Evaluation, 78 ACAD. MED. 560 (2003). While cultural groups form around these

and many other identities, the case examples that I use in this article to illustrate the complexity of

cross-cultural lawyering are drawn from my own experience practicing law within a poverty law

clinic and tend to focus on cultural differences stemming from race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic

status. These examples, for similar reasons, are more likely to be rooted in the practice of public

interest law and not corporate law.

15. Tremblay, supra note 4, at 379; Kimberle Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins:

Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REv. 1241,

1242 (1991).
16. Betancourt, supra note 14, at 561.
17. Bryant & Koh Peters, supra note 1, at 48.
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someone as rude, it is (in part) because we have a culturally contingent
understanding of what it means to be polite.

People learn their culture through a process of assimilation, which entails
learning and internalizing group preferences, evaluations, and values.18 Of
course, the process of learning a culture or assimilating into it does not generate
a unified cultural being or a perfect representation of a given particular culture.
People are more complex than that, and they routinely reject values and norms
held dear by the cultures with which they identify. People may embrace or
eschew the language, tone of voice, style of dress, customs, practices, and beliefs
associated with a culture they count as their own. And, of course, individual
identity and cultural identity evolve over time.19 To understand culture, then, one
must understand that the norms associated with a particular culture may change
and that people who associate with a given culture may diverge significantly in
their practices and beliefs. (The necessity of this point will come into sharper
relief in Part I.B. below, as I explore the limitations of the "cultural competence"
model for addressing cross-cultural communications between professionals and
clients.)

Two brief examples can help to illustrate the profound and pervasive ways
in which culture shapes human behavior and understanding in ways that are
relevant to the practice of law. First: One prominent expression of culture is the
way in which people show love to, and the way in which they discipline, their
children. In some cultures, keeping children physically close is an expression of
love, while in others fostering independence is valued more highly. 20 In some
cultures, discipline is practiced by separating a child from her environment (a
"time-out"), while in other cultures, spanking is the norm.21 These parenting
approaches are central to child custody cases, which examine the behavior of
parents in light of the "best interests of the child." 22 A family lawyer will face

18. Lawrence HI, supra note 6, at 337-38; see also Ortega & Faller, supra note 9, at 29.
19. This may be especially true in the United States. Ortega & Faller, supra note 9, at 29. See

also Robert C. Post, Law and Cultural Conflict, 78 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 486, 492-93 (2003)
(explaining that culture is as much about difference as it is about unity and noting the challenge for
law to respect and reflect culture in a multicultural state).

20. Marcia Carteret, How Individualism and Collectivism Manifest in Child Rearing
Practices, DIMENSIONS CULTURE (Aug. 3, 2016, 11:14 AM), http://www.dimensionsofculture.com/
2013/09/how-individualism-and-collectivism-manifest-in-child-rearing-practices/ [https://perma.cc
/FJS4-KNDD]; MEREDITH SMALL, KIDS: How BIOLOGY AND CULTURE SHAPE THE WAY WE RAISE
YOUNG CHILDREN 13 (2002) (noting, for example, that "preschool is a microcosm of the message
Western culture in general sends as an imperative for a well-functioning society. One must be
independent, self-reliant, but be able to cooperate and share and listen and obey authority. And
these goals make sense both historically and economically-Western culture believes that the way
to be successful is to be an individual achiever.").

21. See generally Jennifer E. Lansford, The Special Problem of Cultural Differences in
Effects of Corporal Punishment, 73 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 89 (2010); Opinion, Is Spanking a
Black and White Issue?, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 14, 2011.

22. See, e.g., MICH. COMP. LAWS § 722.23 (2016) (listing 12 best interest factors that judges
must consider in making child custody determinations. Factors include, but are not limited to: "(a)
The love, affection, and other emotional ties existing between the parties involved and the child[,]"
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the task of understanding her client's parenting approaches and explaining them
to the trier of fact to make the case that the parent is acting in the best interests of
her child.

Second: Culture is an important determinant of whether a person views
themselves as an independent, autonomous decision-maker, or part of a
collective and possessed of limited ability to make independent decisions.23 This
expression of culture can loom large in connection with settlement (and other)
negotiations. A criminal defense lawyer might assume she is operating in her
client's best interests when negotiating a plea deal in exchange for a reduced
sentence, for example, and may not understand that her client's community will
not allow her to admit guilt as it would bring shame on the community.24 A
competent lawyer must therefore understand the constraints on her client's
autonomy.

When lawyers are unaware of how culture influences their clients' behavior
or their clients' values, they risk substituting their own judgment for that of their
clients and failing to pursue their clients' true objectives.25 Sue Bryant
emphasizes this point in her examination of cross-cultural lawyering: "The
capacity to form trusting relationships, to evaluate credibility, to develop client-
centered case strategies and solutions, to gather information and to attribute the
intended meaning from behavior and expressions are all affected by cultural
experiences."26

Thus lawyers must know how to account for culture in their client
interactions, so that they can build a trusting lawyer-client relationship and
understand and work toward their client's goals. Working toward a client's goals
often entails telling their clients' stories, persuading decision-makers to find in
favor of their clients, and negotiating favorable settlements for their clients.
When lawyers are not cognizant of the power of culture, they risk
misunderstanding their client's stories, misinterpreting their clients' goals and
objectives, and potentially alienating their clients as well as the decision-makers
in their clients' cases.27 This is antithetical to "client-centered" lawyering, which
places an extremely high premium on communication and trust in the attorney-
client relationship.28

and "(b) the capacity and disposition of the parties involved to give the child love, affection, and
guidance and to continue the education and raising of the child in his or religion or creed, if any."
These factors in particular implicate the family's culture, even if the statute is not explicit about
it.). Each state has its own version of the best interest of the child factors for courts to consider
during child custody cases. See table on file with author.

23. Tremblay, supra note 4, at 400-02.

24. Bryant & Peters, supra note 1, at 50.
25. Bryant, supra note 3, at 42-43.

26. Id. at 41-42.
27. Tremblay, supra note 4, at 388.
28. See generally David A. Binder et al., LAWYERS AS COUNSELORS: A CLIENT-CENTERED

APPROACH (3rd ed. 2012).
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B. Integrating Cultural Understanding into Client-Based Professions

Much has already been written in the fields of law, medicine, and social
work about how to teach professionals to combat stereotypes and consider
clients' complex identities when providing services to them,29 and many client-
based professions now strive to assure that service providers attain "cultural
competence."30 Cultural competence has been defined as "a set of attitudes,
skills, behaviors, and policies enabling individuals and organizations to establish
effective interpersonal and working relationships that supersede cultural
differences[. ]" 31

In the medical context, Dr. Michael Paasche-Orlow has identified three
values that are "essential" to cultural competence: "(1) acknowledgement of the
importance of culture in people's lives, (2) respect for cultural differences, and
(3) minimization of any negative consequences of cultural differences."32

Scholars and practitioners alike recognize that there is no quick way to achieve
cultural competence. The process is dynamic, ongoing, and developmental, and
it requires a long-term commitment.33

Because people are simultaneously embedded within multiple cultures,
however, it is extremely difficult to become "culturally competent," particularly
if "competence" denotes mastery of "facts" about a particular culture.34 The
cultural competence model carries the risk that professionals will feel overly
confident in their understanding of clients from other cultures. It also carries the
risk that people will rely on stereotypes when engaging with people from

29. See supra notes 6, 9 and accompanying text.
30. See, e.g., Mary Isaacson, Clarifying Concepts: Cultural Humility or Competency, 30 J.

PROF. NURSING 251, 251 (2014) (specifically exploring cultural competence in the field of
nursing).

31. Marcie Fisher-Borne, Jessica Montana Cain & Suzanne L. Martin, Mastery to
Accountability: Cultural Humility as an Alternative to Cultural Competence, 34 Soc. WORK EDUC.
165, 168 (2014) (quoting TERRY L. CROSS ET AL., TOWARDS A CULTURALLY COMPETENT SYSTEM OF
CARE (1989)). The authors go on to note that "[m]any cultural competency frameworks fail to
encourage critical self-awareness that examines or challenges the inherent power imbalance
between provider and client ... but instead focus primarily on exposing providers to different (i.e.,
non-dominant) cultural groups." Id. at 169 (emphasis in original).

32. Michael Paasche-Orlow, The Ethics of Cultural Competence, 79 ACAD. MED. 347, 347
(2004).

33. Ortega & Faller, supra note 9, at 35.
34. Bryant, supra note 3, at 41 (explaining that each person is part of multiple cultural groups

at once (based on, for example, race, socioeconomic status, gender, ethnicity) and that people may
accept or reject values from their various cultures. Bryant cautions against reinforcing stereotypes
in the study of culture.); see also Betancourt, supra note 14, at 562 ("With the huge array of
cultural, ethnic, national, and religious groups in the United States, and the multiple influences,
such as acculturation and socioeconomic status, that lead to intra-group variability, it is difficult to
teach a set of unifying facts or cultural norms (such as 'fatalism' among Hispanics or 'passivity'
among Asians) about any particular group.").
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different cultures because they have studied the culture and maintain the belief
that they are competent.35

Dr. Paasche-Orlow acknowledges the limitations of this approach to cultural
competence and stresses that true cultural-competence comes from patient-
centered care. He points out that it "would be ludicrous, for example, to assume
that all Haitian patients believed in Voodoo[.]" 36 Cultural competence requires
the professional to exhibit openness to other cultures. It also requires self-
awareness by the professional such that s/he recognizes his/her own cultural
perspective as well as the existence of a culture of the profession.37

Because there is a risk of professional over-confidence in the cultural
competence model, a slightly different-and better-way for professionals to
understand their role in engaging people from different cultures may be found in
the concept of "cultural humility." 38 This concept acknowledges the profound
impact that culture has on human behavior and deliberately positions the client
as the expert on his/her culture. Two commentators explained as follows:

[C]ultural competence in clinical practice is best defined not by
a discrete endpoint but as a commitment and active engagement in a
lifelong process that individuals enter into on an ongoing basis with
patients, communities, colleagues, and with themselves. This
training outcome, perhaps better described as cultural humility
versus cultural competence . . . is a process that requires humility as
individuals continually engage in self-reflection and self-critique as
lifelong learners and reflective practitioners. It is a process that
requires humility in how physicians bring into check the power
imbalances that exist in the dynamics of physician-patient
communication by using patient-focused interviewing and care.
And it is a process that requires humility to develop and maintain
mutually respectful and dynamic partnerships with communities on
behalf of individual patients and communities in the context of
community-based clinical and advocacy training models.39

Physicians and social workers who adopt this approach toward working with
patients and clients shed the unrealistic expectation that they will achieve
"competence" in the cultures of their patients/clients. Instead, they acknowledge
the role that difference and culture play in service delivery: they reflect on the

35. Betancourt, supra note 14, at 562. Research shows that people who feel unbiased may be
more susceptible to the effects of unconscious bias. See Jerry Kang et al., supra note 6, at 1173-74.

36. Paasche-Orlow, supra note 32, at 348.

37. Id. at 348.
38. See generally Ortega & Faller, supra note 9 (encouraging child welfare workers to move

away from a cultural competence framework and to engage clients as experts on their own cultures
as part of the service delivery process).

39. Melanie Tervalon & Jann Murray-Garcia, Cultural Humility Versus Cultural
Competence: A Critical Distinction in Defining Patient Training Outcomes in Multicultural
Education, 9 J. HEALTH CARE FOR POOR & UNDERSERVED 117, 118 (1998) (internal citations
omitted).
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cultures that influence their own experiences and behaviors; and they assume the
role of learner by asking their clients questions about their own lived
experiences. The goal of this approach is to improve communication and
understanding between professional and patient/client.40

This approach can be as useful for lawyers engaging in cross-cultural
communications as it is for medical and social work professionals. And, indeed,
without explicitly adopting the "cultural humility" framework, legal scholars
have recognized the importance of legal professionals treating clients as the
experts on their cultures.41 Paul Tremblay, for example, encourages lawyers to
use "heuristics" when they interview and counsel clients from cultures that are
different from their own. He explains:

The central premise of the heuristics idea is this: A lawyer
working with an ethnic minority client can neither assume that the
client's cultural preferences do not matter . .. nor be certain that the
specific differences of which the lawyer is aware will call for
predictable variations in their interaction. The former danger we
label as cultural imperialism; the latter, stereotyping. What the good
faith lawyer needs is an orientation to cross-cultural practice which
respects differences but does not guess incorrectly how the
differences will matter.42

Tremblay suggests identifying the areas in which cultures are most likely to
differ, learning about those areas, and employing "tentative generalizations
accompanied by a disciplined naivet6."43 He encourages lawyers to identify
some cultural differences in advance and learn about them, but then to open
themselves up to learn from the particular client before them.

Other commentators writing about the delivery of legal services have
sounded similar themes. In particular, Sue Bryant and Jean Koh Peters, in their
seminal work Five Habits for Cross-Cultural Lawyering, describe specific
exercises that lawyers may undertake to build trust and understanding between
lawyer and client in the face of cultural differences." These exercises, or habits,
require the lawyer to think critically about the many identities that form her own
cultural background and consider how the lawyer's own culture affects her
communication with her clients.45 With their emphasis on critical thinking and
on the importance of refraining from making assumptions about what drives
clients' communication and decisions, the habits provide a useful tool for
lawyers confronting the cultural diversity of American legal practice.

Preparing lawyers to practice in a diverse landscape is increasingly
important. The United States is already home to a dizzying array of different

40. See Dean, supra note 2, at 624-25.

41. Tremblay, supra note 4, at 382.
42. Tremblay, supra note 4, at 385.
43. Id. at 386
44. See generally Bryant & Peters, supra note 1.
45. Id.
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cultures and subcultures, and is becoming even more diverse. The United States
Census Bureau projects that by 2043 there will be no majority ethnicity or race
in this country.46 According to the United States Census, in 2007, 55.4 million
Americans (20%) spoke a language other than English at home.47 This
constitutes a 140% increase since 1980, during which the population grew by
34% .48 Legal professionals-who remain largely white and mono-lingual-will
have no choice but to engage in cross-cultural communication.49 This will be
true for lawyers working on behalf of people in poverty and for lawyers who
serve well-heeled corporate clients. Effective cross-cultural communication
requires an understanding of the tenets of cultural humility described above and
an acknowledgement and examination of bias.

III.
THE UBIQUITY OF BIAS

When we talk about culture and its effect on human behavior, we are also
talking about difference. And where there is difference, frequently there is also
bias, both conscious and unconscious.50 Psychologists have long understood that
our unconscious-mental processes of which we are unaware-affects our
behavior.

Over the past two decades, there has been an outpouring of research (by
psychologists, economists, lawyers, and others) on the concept of unconscious or
implicit bias-the idea that people harbor unknown biases against others on the
basis of their membership in particular groups or their having particular traits.51

Implicit biases are different from explicit biases that are concealed.52 The former
affect our behavior without our knowing it, while the latter are biases of which
we are aware and that we seek to hide or control.

46. Michael Cooper, Census Officials, Citing Increasing Diversity, Say U.S. Will Be a
'Plurality Nation', N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 12, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/13/us/us-will-
have-no-ethnic-majority-census-finds.html [https://perma.cc/4BG6-PMD6]; see also Ortman &
Guarneri, supra note 7.

47. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, LANGUAGE USE IN THE UNITED STATES: 2007 (2010),
http://www.census.gov/prod/2010pubs/acs-12.pdf [https://perma.cc/N3K3-TEWB].

48. Id.
49. See ABA, DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: THE NEXT STEPS 11-16 (2010); Helia

Garrido Hull, Diversity in the Legal Profession: Moving from Rhetoric to Reality, COLUM. J. RACE
& L. 1, 4-14 (2013); Silver, supra note 3, at 229-31 (2002).

50. Fiske, supra note 6.
51. See generally supra note 6 and accompanying text; Tremblay, supra note 4; Silver, supra

note 3.
52. See Jerry Kang et al., Implicit Bias in the Courtroom, 59 UCLA L. REv. 1124, 1133-34

(2012), for a description of biases that are explicit (known) that are concealed-for example, a
person who has negative attitudes toward Muslims but hides those attitudes, has an explicit bias
that is concealed. On the other hand, a person who has negative attitudes towards Muslims but is
unaware of those attitudes has an implicit bias.
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When people meet, they form initial impressions that are shaped by visible
characteristics such as sex, age, race, and bodily appearance.5 3 These traits tend
to be associated with cultural stereotypes and with bias.5 4 And certain
stereotypes are so deeply ingrained in our culture that people do not realize that
they shape perceptions and behavior.55 Consequently, people may feel and
exhibit bias toward people with darker skin, women, people with disabilities, or
members of other groups implicitly. 56 Indeed, implicit bias can take hold even
for individuals who consciously reject stereotypes, racism, ethnocentricism, and
so on.57

Scholars have conducted an array of studies designed to illustrate the
pervasiveness of implicit bias in our society. For example, through an effort
known as Project Implicit,5 8 millions of people have taken one or more
computer-administered tests of implicit bias, which often call for takers to
associate positive or negative words with images of people fitting into a range of
social categories.59 These tests have revealed widespread bias on the basis of
race, gender, and disability, and have shown that these biases take hold even for
test-takers who are members of the group against whom the bias is exhibited.6 0

53. Mark Snyder, On the Self-Perpetuating Nature of Social Stereotypes, in COGNITIVE
PROCESSES in STEREOTYPING AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR 183, 193 (1981).

54. Id.
55. Silver, supra note 3, at 231-32 (citing Lawrence III, supra note 6, at 323).
56. LEVINSON & SMITH, supra note 6, at 17 (citing Anthony Greenwald et al., Understanding

and Using the Implicit Association Test: III. Meta Analysis ofPredictive Validity, J. PERSONALITY
& Soc. PSYCHOL. (2009); Brian Nosek et al., Pervasiveness and Correlates of Implicit Attitudes
and Stereotypes, 18 EUR. REV. Soc. PSYCHOL. 36 (2008)).

57. See Lawrence m, supra note 6, at 322-23 ("Freudian theory states that the human mind
defends itself against the discomfort or guilt by denying or refusing to recognize those ideas,
wishes, and beliefs that conflict with what the individual has learned is good or right. While our
historical experience has made racism an integral part of our culture, our society has more recently
embraced an ideal that rejects racism as immoral. When an individual experiences conflict between
racist ideas and the societal ethic that condemns those ideas, the mind excludes his racism from
consciousness."); Greenwald & Krieger, supra note 6, at 951 ("Implicit biases are discriminatory
biases based on implicit attitudes or implicit stereotypes. Implicit biases are especially intriguing,
and also especially problematic, because they can produce behavior that diverges from a person's
avowed or endorsed beliefs or principles.").

58. PROJECT IMPLICIT, https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/ [https://perma.cc/95RQ-BQAE].
59. For example, people taking the IAT are asked to classify a series of faces into two

categories, such as African-American and European-American. The subjects are then asked to
mentally associate the white and black faces with words such as "joy" and "failure." All under
considerable time pressure. "An analysis of tens of thousands of these tests taken anonymously on
the Harvard web site found that eighty-eight percent of white people had a pro-white or anti-black
implicit bias; nearly eighty-three percent of heterosexuals showed implicit bias for straight people
over gays and lesbians; and more than two-thirds of non-Arab, non-Muslim testers displayed
implicit biases against Arab Muslims." Charles R. Lawrence III, Unconscious Racism Revisited:
Reflections of the Impact and the Origins of The Id, the Ego, and Equal Protection, 40 CoNN. L.
REv. 931, 956-57 (2008).

60. Jolls & Sunstein, supra note 6, at 971; Greenwald & Krieger, supra note 6, at 955-56.
There is also research that demonstrates that biases actually influence the behavior of the target of
the biases to conform to the stereotypes. See generally Snyder, supra note 3.
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As you would expect, these unconscious biases can lead to unintentional

discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, ethnicity, or other group

membership.6 1 Sometimes the discrimination is subtle. As one psychologist
explained: "Automatic reactions to out-group members matter in every-day
behavior. Awkward social interactions, embarrassing slips of the tongue,
unchecked assumptions, stereotypic judgments, and spontaneous neglect all

exemplify the mundane automaticity of bias, which creates a subtly hostile

environment for out-group members."62 At other times, discrimination rooted in
implicit bias can be more overt and can affect obviously important decisions
such as the decision to hire or fire an employee.63 And sometimes the

consequences of implicit bias can be downright grave, as in the cases of "shooter
bias" by police against people of color,64 or race-based disparities in physicians'
provision of medical care.6 5

Numerous observers have argued that the best way to surface and dispel

implicit bias is by engaging in deep, consistent self-reflection and by taking
measures that are specifically designed to address the unique challenges
presented by implicit bias.6 6 These might include promoting population diversity
in workplaces and educational institutions,67 taking pains to assure that
workplace environments not include potentially harmful stereotypical images of

particular groups,68 exposing people to others who exhibit traits and
characteristics that run counter to stereotypes, and educating people about

61. See, e.g., Negowetti, supra note 6, at 940-41 (describing an implicit bias study from the
medical field and noting that "[p]hysicians with stronger implicit anti-black attitudes and
stereotypes were not as likely to prescribe a medical procedure for African Americans compared to
white Americans with the same medical profiles."); JUsTIN D. LEVINSON ET AL., IMPLICIT RACIAL
BIAS: A SOCIAL SCIENCE OVERVIEW, IN IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS ACROSS THE LAW 9, 19 (2012)

(discussing various studies showing how the IAT can "predict discriminatory decision-making and
behavior in a broad range of ways").

62. Fiske, supra note 6, at 124.

63. See Lawrence III, supra note 6, at 343 ("A crucial factor in the process that produces
unconscious racism is the tacitly transmitted cultural stereotype... . [T]he lesson is not explicit: It
is learned, internalized, and used without an awareness of its source. Thus an individual may select
a white job applicant over an equally qualified black and honestly believe that this decision was
based on observed intangibleg unrelated to race."); see also Negowetti, supra note 6, at 941-42
(describing implicit bias studies in the context of legal employment).

64. Levinson et al., supra note 6, at 15.

65. See generally Alexander R. Green et al., Implicit Bias Among Physicians and its
Prediction of Thrombolysis Decisions for Black and White Patients, 22 J. GEN. INTERNAL MED.
1231 (2007); Goodwin & Naomi Duke, supra note 9; see also Elizabeth Tobin Tyler et al.,
Medical-Legal Partnership in Medical Education: Pathways and Opportunities, 35 J. LEGAL MED.
149, 154 (2014).

66. Fiske, supra note 6, at 124; Silver, supra note 3, at 230.

67. Jolls & Sunstein, supra note 6, at 981.
68. Id. at 982.
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unconscious bias.6 9 Research further demonstrates that when people are
motivated to combat biases, they are more likely to be successful in doing so.70

"Debiasing" takes discipline and practice. But it also takes awareness of the
existence and effects of biases. There has been relatively little attention paid in
legal scholarship to the pervasive effects of unconscious bias on client service
delivery.7 1 While legal scholars have written about implicit racial bias in the
criminal justice system (tackling, among other things, racial bias in policing,72

jury decision-making,73 public defenders' allocation of resources,74 prosecutors'
charging decisions,75 and sentencing7 6) they have largely failed to address the
existence and consequences of implicit bias in connection with the mundane
delivery of legal services. For example, a lawyer may fail to establish a healthy
rapport with her client because the lawyer is unknowingly exhibiting alienating
or aloof behaviors that are rooted in bias; she may make assumptions about her
client's values based on an inadequate understanding of her client's culture; and
she may communicate with clients differently depending on their race, sex,
national origin, or sexual orientation.77

Lawyers and legal scholars have not adequately probed the effects of
implicit bias on the ways in which lawyers engage with-and serve-their
clients.7 8 This has consequences for, and is reflected in, the content of basic legal
education as well as the rules that govern lawyers' professional conduct.
Students may graduate from law school and be admitted to a bar without ever
being required or encouraged to reflect on their own biases. Classes on cross-
cultural communication are not typically required in law school and issues of
race, culture, and bias-explicit or implicit-may not arise in discussions of the
ethical obligations of lawyers.

69. Basset, supra note 6, at 1573 (citing multiple studies in psychology journals that address
reducing bias).

70. Nicole E. Negowetti, Navigating the Pitfalls ofImplicit Bias: A Cognitive Science Primer
for Civil Litigators, 4 ST. MARY'S J. LEGAL MALPRACTICE & ETHICS 278, 291-92 (2014) (citing
studies by Irene Blair and Mahzarin Banaji on the conditions under which people can control the
effects of stereotypes on their judgment and behavior).

71. Levinson et al., supra note 61, at 21; Silver, supra note 3, at 243; Basset, supra note 6, at
1564.

72. Kang et al., supra note 6, at 1135-39.
73. See generally Justin Levinson & Daniele Young, Different Shades of Bias: Skin Tone,

Implicit Racial Bias, and Judgments ofAmbiguous Evidence, 112 W. VA. L. REV. 307 (2010).
74. See generally Richardson & Goff, supra note 6.
75. See generally Robert J. Smith & Justin D. Levinson, The Impact of Racial Bias on the

Exercise of Prosecutorial Discretion, 35 SEATTLE U.L. REv. 795 (2012).
76. Kang et al., supra note 6, at 1148-50.
77. See generally Susan Bryant & Jean Koh Peters, Reflecting on the Habits: Teaching about

Identity, Culture, Language, and Difference, in TRANSFORMING THE EDUCATION OF LAWYERS:

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CLINICAL PEDAGOGY 349 (2014); see also Silver, supra note 36,
at 230 ("[All lawyering is cross-cultural, yet few lawyers perceive it as such.").

78. Levinson et al., supra note 61, at 21.
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This is less true in other professional disciplines, including health care and
social work. In the sections that follow, I offer a comparative analysis of
differences in the educational practices and standards of professional ethics that
govern doctors and social workers, on the one hand, and attorneys on the other.
The goal of this analysis is to call attention to the fact that law lags far behind
these other disciplines when it comes to confronting and ameliorating the effects
of implicit bias; another goal is to learn and, where appropriate, borrow from the
norms and practices of these other professional communities.

IV.
IMPLICIT BIAS AND CULTURAL COMPETENCE/HUMILITY IN LEGAL, MEDICAL,

AND SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION

A. Legal Education

While the United States is becoming increasingly diverse, the legal
profession has not kept pace with this diversity,79 and neither has the -legal
education field.80 Racial diversity among lawyers has actually diminished since
1995 and lawyers remain overwhelmingly Caucasian.81 Much attention has been
paid to the lack of diversity in the ranks of legal professionals. There are loud
calls for law schools to increase the diversity of law students and law professors,
and equally vociferous cries for law firms and bar associations to offer diversity
training and environments that are supportive to attorneys who may deviate from
the heterosexual, white, able-bodied, male archetype.82 The rationale for these
pleas lies, at least in part, in the acknowledgement that lawyers cannot be

79. ABA, supra note 49, at 12 (2010); see generally Negowetti, supra note 6.
80. MARY Lu BILEK ET AL., TWENTY YEARS AFTER THE MCCRATE REPORT: A REVIEW OF THE

CURRENT STATE OF THE LEGAL EDUCATION CONTINUUM AND THE CHALLENGES FACING THE

ACADEMY, BAR, AND JUDICIARY 10-12 (2013).
81. See ABA STANDING COMM. ON ETHICS & PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, SECTION ON CIVIL

RIGHTS & SOC. JUSTICE, COMM'N ON DISABILITY RIGHTS, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 360 COMM'N,
COMM'N ON RACIAL & ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE PROFESSION, COMM'N ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION &
GENDER IDENTITY & COMM'N ON WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION, REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF

DELEGATES RESOLUTION 13, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/
professionalresponsibility/finalrevised resolution and report 109.authcheckdam.pdf
[hereinafter REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES RESOLUTION] [https://perma.cc/UVZ5-4DC8].
Twenty-two states and the District of Columbia have adopted anti-discrimination rules into their

rules of professional conduct. Id. at 14 ("According to the ABA Lawyer Demographics for 2016,
the legal profession is 64% male and 36% female. The most recent figures for racial demographics

are from the 2010 census showing 88% White, 5% Black, 4% Hispanic, and 3% Asian Pacific
American, with all other ethnicities less than one percent.").

82. ABA, supra note 49, at 13 (2010); see generally Nicole E. Negowetti, Symposium,
Implicit Bias and the Legal Profession's "Diversity Crisis": A Call for Self-Reflection, 15 NEV.
L.J. 930 (2015); Helia Garrido Hull, Diversity in the Legal Profession: Moving from Rhetoric to
Reality, 4 COLUM. J. RACE & L. 1 (2013); Eli Wald, A Primer on Diversity, Discrimination, and
Equality in the Legal Profession or Who is Responsible for Pursuing Diversity and Why, 24 GEO.
J.L. ETHICS 1079 (2011).
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effective in an increasingly diverse United States without further training in bias,
cultural competence, and communication across language barriers.83

One strategy to address the lack of diversity and the lack of cultural
competence of lawyers is to include training in cross-cultural lawyering as part
of the law school curriculum.84 The argument goes as follows: if law schools
shape future lawyers-both in terms of imparting substantive knowledge about
the law and in conveying the culture of the profession-then law schools should
employ diverse faculty to teach a diverse student body and the curriculum should
expressly address issues of culture and bias.85 This strategy remains aspirational
in a number of respects.86

Currently, training on issues of implicit bias or cultural competence is
optional for law students. Some law students may get exposure to these topics
through law school clinics.87 Because students in clinics typically work with
clients who differ from them along multiple dimensions (socioeconomic status,
race, immigration status, level of educational attainment, to name a few
examples), clinics provide a ready opportunity to incorporate discussions of the
challenges of cross-cultural lawyering, and strategies to address those
challenges.88 Many clinical faculty members therefore attend to issues of bias
and cultural competence/humility in their clinic seminars and in student
supervision.89 It is difficult to know how many students have access to these

83. ABA, supra note 79, at 31.
84. See generally Cynthia M. Ward & Nelson P. Miller, The Role ofLaw Schools in Shaping

Culturally Competent Lawyers, 89 MICH. B.J. 16 (2010); Bryant & Peters, supra note 1; Kimberly
E. O'Leary, Using "Difference Analysis" to Teach Problem-Solving, 4 CLINICAL L. REv. 65
(1997); see also Silver, supra note 36, at 23 8-39.

85. ABA, supra note 79, at 17-18.
86. See generally ABA, supra note 79; MARY Lu BILEK AT AL., supra note 80.
87. It is difficult to estimate exactly how many law students take clinics. The American Bar

Association does not collect this data.
88. Bryant & Peters, supra note 77, at 376.
89. While the ABA does not collect data on topics taught in law school clinics, or require that

certain topics be addressed at all, it is revealing to look at the prevailing texts that guide clinical
professors in designing their clinical courses. These texts include instructions for teaching students
to practice law in a cross-cultural environment. See, e.g., Bryant & Koh Peters, supra note 77, at
376; Deborah Epstein, Jane H. Aiken, & Wallace J. Mlyniec, Communication and Assumptions, in
THE CLINIC SEMINAR (West Academic Publishing 2014); see also Michele Jacobs, People from
the Footnotes: the Missing Element in Client-Centered Counseling, 27 GOLDEN GATE U. L. REv
345 (1997).

In the Pediatric Advocacy Clinic, the clinic that I direct at the University of Michigan Law
School, for example, I infuse multiple classes on the syllabus with reflection on cross-cultural
lawyering. In our session devoted to examining the Rules of Professional Conduct, we discuss the
ideas raised in this article-the failure of the Rules to address cross-cultural communication,
linguistic differences, and the potential for bias to affect everyday lawyering. In our session on
cross-cultural lawyering, the students engage in an exercise drawn from the Five Habits for Cross-
Cultural Lawyering in which they compare themselves to one of their clients, identifying all
differences and similarities, and then we discuss the effects of those differences and similarities on
client communication and counseling. For that session as well, the students take multiple versions
of the Implicit Association Test and we consider their results and their reactions. In supervision
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clinics, or how many take advantage of these opportunities when they are
available. What we do know is, of the 204 accredited law schools that offer a

juris doctor degree, only six require students to take a clinic and twenty-six

require either a clinic or a field placement.90 This means that students in the

remaining 179 law schools may opt to learn about cross-cultural lawyering and

bias through a clinical experience (assuming the clinical experience includes

such training), but are not required to do so.9 1

It is likely, however, that more law students will begin to seek out clinical

opportunities in the coming years, as there has been a recent uptick in requiring
experiential learning as a condition for graduation or legal practice. In 2013, the
American Bar Association (ABA)'voted to require law students to take 6 credits

of experiential learning as a condition of graduation. 92 This represented a

significant increase from the 1 credit of experiential learning required in the past.

Beginning with students entering law schools in the 2016-17 academic year,
students will spend more time engaged in the practice of law either through
clinics, externships, or simulation courses.93  To the extent that these

meetings with students to discuss their cases-and in case rounds sessions in class as well-we
discuss the dynamics of the attorney-client relationship and reflect on differences and potential
bias. I also include discussion of the challenges of communicating through cultural difference in
our classes on client interviewing and client counseling. Throughout all of these many discussions,
I am careful to take an approach that is rooted in cultural humility: I urge the students to treat their
clients with respect and compassion and to look to them as the experts on their own experiences. I
do not know if these discussions in my clinic leave a lasting impression on the students, but I do

know that I seize the opportunity presented by the clinic's diversity of students and of clients to
surface biases and improve communication. I suspect that many of my colleagues do the same.

90. Robert Kuehn, Data Compiled (Aug. 6, 2015) (on file with author). Five law schools have

taken the extraordinary step of implementing a 15-unit experiential learning requirement: City
University New York School of Law, University of the District of Columbia David A. Clarke
School of Law, Washington & Lee University School of Law, and Pepperdine University School
of Law, and California Western University School of Law.

91. This is not to say that law students fail to learn about discrimination and bias in other

classes. Any constitutional law class will teach students about unconstitutional discrimination, for
example. And it is possible for law school faculty to include discussions about bias and

discrimination in nearly every course. A property class could generate a discussion of housing
discrimination, including the power of iiplicit bias; a contracts class could generate a discussion
of unequal bargaining power, etc. I do not have the data to know how frequently this happens in
traditional law school classes throughout the country. I will simply assert that there is a difference
between learning about laws related to discrimination or conditions and attitudes that give rise to

discrimination, and confronting one's own biases and learning how to manage them. My focus in

this paper is on developing skills for practicing law in a multi-cultural society.

92. 2016-2017 STANDARDS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS

Standard 303(A)(3), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal
education/Standards/2016_2017 standardschapter3.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/S2P6-
DPJR] (requiring "one or more experiential course(s) totally at least six credit hours"); see also
ABA, MANAGING DIRECTOR'S GUIDANCE MEMO (Mar. 2015), http://www.americanbar.
org/content/dam/abaladministrative/legal_education and admissions_to_thebar/governancedocu
ments/2015_standards_303 304_experientialcourse-requirement .authcheckdam.pdf
[https://perma.cc/MN8M-WB5L] (explaining the new requirements).

93. ABA, TRANSITION TO AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW STANDARDS AND RULES OF

PROCEDURES FOR APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/
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opportunities allow students to interact directly with clients (either real or
simulated), these educational experiences are exceedingly likely to expose
students to the challenges of cross-cultural lawyering. As noted above, students
in clinics frequently work on behalf of clients who differ from themselves in
many important ways.94 The addition of experiential learning requirements to
legal education presents an opportunity to facilitate student reflection on how to
address these cross-cultural challenges as legal practitioners, as a fundamental
component of experiential education (particularly clinical legal education) is
reflection.95

As the ABA places greater emphasis on the value of skills-based education
for law students, it has also revised its standard regarding learning outcomes for
law students.96 The ABA issued a guidance memo in June 2015 that explains the
standard.97 That standard provides:

A law school shall establish learning outcomes that shall, at a
minimum, include competency in the following:

(a) Knowledge and understanding of substantive and
procedural law;

(b) Legal analysis and reasoning, legal research, problem-
solving, and written and oral communication in the legal
context;

(c) Exercise of proper professional and ethical
responsibilities to clients and the legal system; and

(d) Other professional skills needed for competent and
ethical participation as a member of the legal profession.

Interpretation 302-1

For the purposes of Standard 302(d), other professional skills
are determined by the law school and may include skills such as,

aba/administrative/legal_educationandadmissionstothebar/governancedocuments/2014_augu
st transition and implementation of new aba standardsandrules.authcheckdam.pdf
[https://perma.cc/WLA4-LWJ2].

94. Susan Bryant & Conrad Johnson, Fieldwork: The Experience that Sparks the Learning, in
TRANSFORMING THE EDUCATION OF LAWYERS: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CLINICAL PEDAGOGY
(Susan Bryant et al. eds., 2014) at 258-59.

95. Susan Bryant, Elliott Milstein & Ann Shalleck, Learning Goals for Clinical Programs, in
TRANSFORMING THE EDUCATION OF LAWYERS: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CLINICAL PEDAGOGY

23-24 (Susan Bryant et al. eds., 2014).
96. 2014-2015 STANDARDS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS ch. 3

(AM. BAR ASS'N 2014), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal
education/Standards/2014_2015_abastandards_chapter3.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/

QF4C-L4QF].
97. MANAGING DIRECTOR'S GUIDANCE MEMO Sections 301, 302, 314, 315,

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legaleducation and admissions tot
he bar/govemancedocuments/2015_learningoutcomesguidance.authcheckdam.pdf
[https://perma.cc/B8SW-92Y6].
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interviewing, counseling, negotiation, fact development and
analysis, trial practice, document drafting, conflict resolution,
organization and management of legal work, collaboration, cultural
competency, and self-evaluation.98

The inclusion of "cultural competency" in the interpretation is new. And
while there is no requirement that law schools teach "cultural competency," its
presence on the list of professional skills may send a signal to law schools to
include some instruction on how to manage cultural differences (ideally through
a cultural humility lens) in the law school curriculum. The combination of the
additional experiential learning requirements and the inclusion of "cultural
competency" in the ABA guidance should thus inspire law schools to devote
more time to the topic of cross-cultural communication or cultural competence.99

To better understand the potential of experiential learning to provide
enhanced understanding of the challenges of cross-cultural communication and
bias, it is important to understand what experiential learning entails. One
commentator describes experiential learning in the law school context as courses
that:

place law students in one or more of the many roles that lawyers
play in society: litigator, counselor, mediator, legislative lawyer,
public policy advocate, and so on. Identifying issues from a role-
based perspective provides a kind of learning that often is more
immediate and has a greater impact on the student than more
traditional classroom-based learning.100

Faculty designing experiential learning opportunities should be mindful to

generate occasions for cross-cultural communication and, crucially, reflection on

that communication. These opportunities are likely to occur for students working

with indigent clients, but students working in transactional contexts could just as
easily engage in cross-cultural communication and reflection.10 1 As noted above

in Section I, difference takes many forms: it can be rooted in age, sex, gender
identity, immigration status, ethnicity, and race. Such traits are not limited to the

poor. Teaching students to actively reflect on the ways in which difference
affects their lawyering practices, and to incorporate humility into their client
communication, will produce attorneys who are better able to function in a

diverse society.

98. Id. (emphasis added).
99. Id.; see also Robert R. Kuehn, Pricing Clinical Legal Education, 92 DENv. L. REv. 1, 13-

14 (2014). It is important to note that there has been the call to add more experiential learning to
the law school curriculum for decades, but only now is it actually being implemented.

100. Robert Dinerstein, Experiential Legal Education: New Wine, New Bottles,
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/syllabus home/volume_44_2012-2013/winter_2012-
2013/experientiallegaleducation.html [https://perma.cc/B2HW-BSUC].

101. It may be more likely that students in clinic practice these skills when working with low-
income clients. In Michigan for example, the student practice rules restrict clinical work to work
on behalf of "indigent persons." See MICH. CT. Rs. 8.120 (2013).
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Some state bar associations are going further than the ABA and requiring
additional credits of "competence" training or experiential learning as a
condition of practicing law in the state.102 The State Bar of California
recommended in 2014 that the rules for admission to the bar be amended as
follows:

Pre-admission Competency Training: New applicants for
admission must certify the following: (a) at any time in law school,
he or she has taken at least fifteen units of practice-based,
experiential course designed to develop law practice competency,
and (b) in lieu of some or all of the fifteen units of practice-based,
experiential course work, a candidate for admission may opt to
participate in a Bar-approved externship, clerkship or
apprenticeship at any time during or following completion of law
school. 103

The California State Bar includes "cultural competency" on a list of
nineteen competencies and courses that count towards this requirement.

California's possible move to requiring 15 credits of experiential education
could have a profound impact on the legal education of students who intend to
practice in that state. These recommendations have not yet been adopted (and
may never be adopted).104 But they have caused some controversy. The
Association of American Law Schools (AALS) Deans Steering Committee
released a statement in opposition to the proposed changes to California's
competency requirements to practice in the state.1 05 Following the Deans
Steering Committee letter, the Executive Committee of AALS's Section of
Clinical Legal Education released a statement in support of the pending

102. New York, for example, enacted a new "skills competency requirement," which took
effect for students commencing their law study after August 1, 2016. One way to satisfy the
requirement is to complete 15 credits of experiential learning. See New York Rules of the Court of
Appeals for the Admission of Attorneys and Counselors at Law 520.18 (Skills Competency
Requirement for Admission).

103. See STATE BAR OF CAL., TASK FORCE ON ADMISSIONs REGULATION REFORM: PHASE II
FINAL REPORT, http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/bog/botExecDir/2014_TFARR
PhaseilFinalReport 092514.pdf [https://perma.cc/IJSD5-XMFV].

104. To date, the Admissions and Education Committee of the State Bar of California,
following a feasibility study, recommended requiring six credits of experiential education prior to
admission to the California bar, which is in line with the new ABA requirements. See Elizabeth R.
Parker, Executive Director, ADMISSIONS & EDUCATION COMMITTEE, ABA, EXCERPTS FROM A
STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA COMMITTEE AGENDA (2016), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/
aba/administrative/legal_education and admissionstothebar/council reportsandresolutions/
August2016CouncilOpenSessionMinutes/2016_californiabaradmissions_requirements.authchec
kdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/WK62-466K].

105. Statement by the AALS Deans Steering Committee on the California Task Force on
Admissions Regulation Recommendations (TFARR) (July 6, 2015), Ass'N OF AM. LAW SCH.,
http://www.aals.org/tfarr-statement/ [https://perma.cc/CVW6-HPBT].
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California rules.106 That letter emphasized the view that "the legal profession has
lagged far behind every other profession in regards to required pre-licensing
professional skills education[]" and that California's proposal actually reflects an
increased demand for experiential opportunities.107 The letter stressed that the
proposal would help to "ensure that law graduates have doctrinal knowledge and
professional and interpersonal skills needed to effectively and ethically" practice
law.108 The statement in opposition by the Deans Committee exposed the rift
between traditional legal education and more practice-oriented legal
education. 109

While the purpose of this article is not to elevate one type of educational
approach above another (traditional "doctrinal" classes versus experiential
learning), I hope to call attention to a deficit in legal education, namely the lack
of focus on the ways in which culture and bias influence everyday lawyering.
Students can certainly have productive classroom discussions on these topics in
the context of more traditional law school courses. It seems clear, however, that
experiential courses-whether they are clinics or externships-are more likely to
produce these conversations because they expose students to cross-cultural
experiences and employ pedagogy that includes reflection on these
experiences.110 In contrast to legal education, medical and social work
education, with their emphasis on clinical rotation and on-site learning, provide
greater opportunity for students to reflect on their own biases-both explicit and
implicit.

B. Medical Education

Medical schools require medical students to spend substantial time learning
through practice. In fact, half of a medical student's education takes place via
clinical rotation which puts medical students in direct contact with patients.I1 I
Like lawyers, doctors rely both on patient narratives and their own listening
skills to obtain relevant patient information to diagnose a problem and identify
possible solutions.112 Physicians need to know and understand the patient's
perception of her illness as "[I]llness is subjective and open to cultural

106. Statement of Position Regarding the State Bar of California Task Force on Admissions
Regulation Reform (TFARR) Experiential Education Requirement (Aug. 18, 2015), Ass'N OF AM.
LAW SCH., https://www.aals.org/scle-tfarr/ [https://perma.cc/H5X3-XQ89].

107. Id.
108. Id.
109. See MARY Lu BILEK ET AL., supra note 80.
110. See generally SUSAN BRYANT ET AL., TRANSFORMING THE EDUCATION OF LAWYERS: THE

THEGRY AND PRACTICE OF CLINICAL PEDAGOGY (2014).
111. Robert R. Kuehn, Pricing Clinical Legal Education, 92 DENV. L. REv. 1, 43 (2015).

112. Lisa Bliss et al., Client and Patient Relationships: Understanding Cultural and Social
Context, in POVERTY HEALTH AND THE LAW 125 (ELIZABETH TOBIN TYLER ET AL. EDS., 2011); see
also Brian D. Smedley, Adrienne Y. Stith & Alan R. Nelson, Interventions: Cross-Cultural
Education in the Health Professions, in UNEQUAL TREATMENT: CONFRONTING RACIAL AND
ETHNIC DISPARITIES IN HEALTH CARE 199 (NATIONAL ACADEMIES PRESS 2003).
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impact."1 3 Research shows that the physicians who employ active listening
skills will gain a better understanding of their patient's illness and, in turn, will
enhance patient satisfaction, adherence to treatment, and positive health
outcomes.114 The ability for a doctor to communicate effectively with her patient
has significant consequences for patient health outcomes. As we have noted
above, effective communication requires awareness of cultural differences and
potential biases as well as strategies to employ humility in the face of these
differences and biases.1 15

The field of medicine has recognized the significant role that culture-with
its many facets-plays in the effective delivery of healthcare, and has engaged in
research and documentation of racial and ethnic disparities in healthcare.116 As
an outgrowth of this research and to help reduce disparities, the. Liaison
Committee on Medical Education (LCME)11 7 established standards in the
United States and Canada for faculty and students to learn and understand how
people of different cultures perceive illness.1 18 The LCME standards address
"Cultural Competence and Health Care Disparities" and state:

The faculty of a medical school ensure that the medical curriculum
provides opportunities for medical students to learn to recognize
and appropriately address gender and cultural biases in themselves,
in others, and in the health care delivery process. The medical
curriculum includes instruction regarding the following:

* The manner in which people of diverse cultures and belief
systems perceive health and illness and respond to various
symptoms, diseases, and treatments

* The basic principles of culturally competent health care
* The recognition and development of solutions for health

care disparities

113. Bliss supra note 112, at 132.
114. Betancourt, supra note 14, at 560.
115. See supra Parts I and II.
116. See Goodwin & Duke, supra note 9, at 95-97 (describing multiple medical studies

documenting disparities in healthcare along racial lines in areas such as diagnostic screening and
medical care, mental health diagnosis and treatment, pain management, HIV-related care,
treatments for cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and kidney disease. Because these disparities cannot
be explained by patient education, income, health status, or insurance coverage, Goodwin and
Duke locate these disparities, in part, in implicit bias of physicians.); Elizabeth Tobin Tyler,
Medical-Legal Partnerships in Medical Education: Pathways and Opportunities, 25 J. LEGAL

MED. 149, 154 (2014) (citing multiple studies on health disparities based on race and ethnicity and
describing medical schools' varied efforts to address the problem in the curriculum).

117. The LCME is the body that provides accreditation to medical schools in the United
States. To achieve and maintain accreditation, a medical education program leading to the MD
degree must meet the LCME standards. See Liaison Comm. on Med. Educ., Functions And
Structure of A Medical School (2014), https://med.virginia.edu/instructional-support/wp-content/
uploads/sites/216/2015/12/2015_16_functionsandstructuremarch_2014.pdf [https://perma.cc/
BFJ6-6YRC].

118. Standards, Publications, & Notification Forms, LCME, http://1cme.org/publications/
[https://perma.cc/7BU8-N5LF]; see also Lisa Bliss et al., supra note 112, at 138.
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* The importance of meeting the health care needs of
medically underserved populations

* The development of core professional attributes (e.g.,
altruism, accountability) needed to provide effective care in
a multidimensional and diverse society.119

With this standard in place, healthcare institutions and medical schools
implemented cultural competence tramiing as part of the curriculum, with some
states requiring this training as a condition of receiving a medical degree.12 0

Additionally, the American Association of Medical Colleges (AAMC)
developed a project, "Medical Education and Cultural Competence: A Strategy
to Eliminate Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care" and created "Tools

for Assessing Cultural Competence Training" (TACCT) in medical schools.121

Between the LCME standards and the tools to assess cultural competence

training in medical school, medical education takes seriously the charge to make

sure that doctors understand the cultural context of their patients' lives. Medical
education differs from legal education in its more rigorous attempt to root out

stereotyping and cultural bias on the part of medical professionals and in its
focus on practice, which puts these problems in context.

It is difficult to know what kind of impact this training has on practicing

physicians, and indeed there is new data published that shows that discrimination
in medicine on the basis of race, gender, and ethnicity persists.122 One might

conclude that it is unlikely that messages communicated in medical school

will-on their own-cause lasting behavior changes. Common sense dictates

that for a message to stick, it requires reinforcement. The medical field

reinforces the message by explicitly addressing the problems with bias in the

code of ethics for doctors (discussed in Part IV, below). Codes of ethics provide

119. STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITATION OF PROGRAMS LEADING TO THE MD DEGREE 7.6

(LIAISON COMM. ON MED. EDUC. 2014), https://med.virginia.edu/ume-curriculum/wp-
content/uploads/sites/216/2016/07/2017-18_Functions-and-Structure_2016-03-24.pdf
[https://perma.cc/4C7M-79SK].

120. Bliss et al., supra note 112, at 138. The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of

Healthcare Organizations and the National Committee for Quality Assurance both support
standards for linguistic and cultural competence in the provision of health care. ABA, supra note
49, at'l5; see also Wong, supra note 10, at 460-61.

121. See Tool for Assessing Cultural Competence Training, Ass'N MED. Cs. (Aug. 5, 2016),
https://www.aamc.org/initiatives/tacct/ [https://perma.cc/6N2M-6B9Y]; see also Ass'N AM. MED.
Cs., CULTURAL COMPETENCE EDUCATION (2005), https://www.aamc.org/download/54338/data/
culturalcomped.pdf [https://perma.cc/N4BV-WLVX].

122. See, e.g., Maya Dusenberry, Is Medicine's Gender Bias Killing Women?, PACIFIC
STANDARD (Apr. 22, 2015), https://psmag.com/is-medicine-s-gender-bias-killing-young-women-
4cab6946ab5c#.g5skjv9gp [https://perma.cc/YTC6-SURC] (discussing recent public health studies
that link gender bias to disparities in health care for women); Diane E. Hoffman & Anita J.
Tarzian, The Girl Who Cried Pain: A Bias Against Women in the Treatment ofPain, 29 J.L., MED.
& ETHICS 13 (2001) (reviewing studies regarding differences between men and woman in the way
they experience pain and concluding that women receive less aggressive treatment for their pain
than men); Peter A. Clark, Prejudice in the Medical Profession: A Five-Year Update, J.L., MED. &
ETHICS (2009).
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important reinforcement for the core values of a profession. Like physicians,
social workers also receive training on addressing stereotypes and bias as part of
their professional education.

C. Social Work Education

Perhaps even more than doctors, clinical social workers depend on patient
communication and an awareness of the patient's cultural background to deliver
services.123 The concepts of cultural awareness and cultural competence
therefore pervade social work education.

The Council on Social Work Education uses the Educational Policy and
Accreditation Standards to accredit both masters and baccalaureate social work
programs.124 These accreditation standards link the competencies described in
the social work code of ethics, which explicitly include cultural competence, to
the values inherent in the social work profession.125 The standards list ten
competencies that social work students should be able to demonstrate upon
completion of a social work degree.126 One of the competencies is "Educational
Policy 2.1.4 Engage Diversity and Difference in Practice." It states:

Social workers understand how diversity characterizes and shapes
the human experience and is critical to the formation of identity.
The dimensions of diversity are understood as the intersectionality
of multiple factors including age, class, color, culture, disability,
ethnicity, gender, gender identity and expression, immigration
status, political ideology, race, religion, sex, and sexual orientation.
Social workers appreciate that, as a consequence of difference, a
person's life experiences may include oppression, poverty,
marginalization, and alienation as well as privilege, power, and
acclaim. Social workers

* recognize the extent to which a culture's structures and
values may oppress, marginalize, alienate, or create or
enhance privilege and power;

* gain sufficient self-awareness to eliminate the influence of
personal biases and values in working with diverse groups;

* recognize and communicate their understanding of the
importance of difference in shaping life experiences; and

* view themselves as learners and engage those with whom
they work as informants.12 7

123. See NAT'L Ass'N OF Soc. WORKERS, STANDARDS FOR CULTURAL COMPETENCE IN SOCIAL
WORK PRACTICE 4 (2015), https://www.socialworkers.org/practice/standards/
naswculturalstandards.pdf [https://perma.cc/2N6E-BSX8] (describing standards governing "Self-
Awareness[,]" "Cross-Cultural Knowledge[,]" and "Cross-Cultural Skills").

124. See COUNCIL ON Soc. WORK EDUC., EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND ACCREDITATION

STANDARDS 1 (2012), http://www.cswe.org/File.aspx?id=41861 [https://perma.cc/UP9T-3FM7].
125. Id. at 2.
126. Id. at 3.
127. Id. at 4-5.
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It is difficult to imagine legal education and ethics embracing a similar
statement. There is a humility evident in this standard-particularly in the
description of the professional as a "learner"-that seems foreign to the way
lawyers see themselves.128 Zeal and humility are not natural partners.
Nevertheless, lawyers depend on their clients for the information necessary to
fuel their zealous representation. If the legal profession acknowledged this
dependence more explicitly, there would likely be both greater acceptance, and
formal recognition, of the importance of cultural humility.

In contrast to law students, but similar to medical students, social work
students divide their time between the classroom and "field education."129 The
idea behind field education is to connect what is learned in the classroom to real-
world experiences, and to exercise the core competencies of the profession.130

The social work accreditation standards address the "implicit curriculum," or the
educational environment, alongside the "explicit curriculum," and stress the
equality in importance of these aspects of social work education.13 1 Part of the
implicit curriculum in schools of social work is the "program's commitment to
diversity[]" and "support for difference and diversity[.]" 1 32 At the University of
Michigan School of Social Work, for example, each course, regardless of its
subject or concentration, is required to address "privilege, oppression, diversity
and social justice[]" as well as the Council on Social Work Education core
competencies.133 In this way, cultural awareness is consciously and
comprehensively integrated into the social work curriculum.

The differences between legal education on the one hand and medical and
social work education on the other-at least with regard to deliberate training on
cultural awareness-is stark. Both the medical school and social work school
curricula are required to address the role of culture in the lives of patients/clients,
while the law school curriculum contains no such requirement. I suspect the
difference is rooted primarily in the persistently theoretical nature of legal
education as opposed to the more practical nature of medical and social work
education. Law schools, particularly highly ranked law schools, do not self-
identify as trade schools. Members of the law faculty see themselves as charged
with the task of training students to "think like lawyers," which has traditionally
meant developing sharp analytical skills and the ability to interpret and

128. The preamble to the MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT describe the lawyer's
role in serving clients and seeking justice without referencing cultural differences between
attorneys and clients or the possibility that lawyers will learn from their clients in or to better
represent them. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT Preamble (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).

129. COUNCIL ON SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION, supra note 124, at 8.

130. Id.
131. Id. at 10.
132. Id.
133. UNIV. OF MICH. SCH. OF Soc. WORK, http://ssw.umich.edu/programs/msw/concentrations

[https://perma.cc/AEH9-8LNV].
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distinguish cases.134 Much criticism has been directed at law schools for hiring
faculty with little experience in legal practice.135 This may contribute to an
educational culture that is intellectually rigorous but lacking in skills-training.1 36

And while discussions about bias and the way it is addressed by legal doctrine
can be both intellectually rigorous and valuable, the impetus for the discussion is
more likely found in practice-oriented courses such as clinics that bring students
into direct contact with clients and therefore force reckoning with cultural
differences.

V.
RULES OF ETHICS FOR LAW, MEDICINE, AND SOCIAL WORK

Having established that bias, often rooted in cultural differences, remains a
persistent problem in our society,1 37 and that professional training grounds such
as medical schools and schools of social work are systematically engaged in a
deliberate effort to acknowledge and reduce the effects of this bias,138 in what
ways can the legal profession change to catch up to medicine and social work
along this dimension? One place to start is in the Rules of Professional Conduct
for lawyers. In contrast to the discretionary attention to culture and bias in legal
education generally, professional responsibility is a required part of the law
school curriculum.139 Infusing the Rules of Professional Conduct with guidance

134. See, e.g., Stephen Wizner, Is Learning to "Think Like a Lawyer" Enough?, 17 YALE L.
& POL'Y REv. 583, 587 (1998) (explaining that thinking like a lawyer requires "adopting an
emotionally remote, morally neutral approach to human problems and social issues; distancing
oneself from the feelings and suffering of others; avoiding emotional engagement with clients and
their causes; and withholding moral judgment." Wizner critiques this approach and encourages a
greater emphasis on educating lawyers to be compassionate and moral); Joshua D. Rosenberg,
Interpersonal Dynamics: Helping Lawyers Learn the Skills, and the Importance, or Human
Relationships in the Practice ofLaw, 58 U. MIAMI L. REv. 1225 (2004).

135. Bilek, supra note 80, at 7. See also ABA supra note 49, at 20.
136. Wizner, supra note 135, at 590-91.
137. See supra Part H.
138. See supra Part II.
139. Standard 303(a)(1) of the ABA STANDARDS AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL

OF LAW SCHOOLS states, "A law school shall offer a curriculum that requires each student to
satisfactorily complete at least the following: (1) one course of at least two credit hours in
professional responsibility that includes substantial instruction in the history, goals, structure,
values, and responsibilities of the legal profession and its members[] ..... ABA, ABA STANDARDS
AND RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR APPROVAL OF LAW ScHooLs 2015-2016 16 (2015),
http://lcme.org/wp-content/uploads/filebase/standards/2016-17_Functions-and-Structure_2016-09-
20.docx [https://perma.cc/E7BN-C6YD].

Medical students are likewise required to study professional responsibility. See LIAISON
COMM. OF MED. EDUC., FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE OF A MEDICAL SCHOOL: STANDARDS FOR
ACCREDITATION OF MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS LEADING TO THE M.D. DEGREE 11 (2016),
https://med.virginia.edu/ume-curriculum/wp-content/uploads/sites/216/2016/07/2017-18
Functions-and-Structure_2016-03-24.pdf [http://perma.cc/4F56-SFTE] ("7.7 Medical Ethics: The
faculty of a medical school ensure that the medical curriculum includes instruction for medical
students in medical ethics and human values both prior to and during their participation in patient
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for attorneys in addressing the dangers of cultural bias will help the profession
move forward with respect to this issue.

The preamble to the Rules of Professional Conduct makes clear that lawyers
consider themselves to be "public citizen[s] having special responsibility for the
quality of justice."l4 0 This declaration implies that adherence to the Rules should
promote the administration of justice. Unfortunately, the Rules as currently
written are not quite up to this task.

Unlike the ethical rules of client-based professions such as medicine and

social work (more on this below), the Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers
do not mention culture, linguistic competence, or potential bias against clients.
In this section, I will explore the ethical rules for lawyers in which one might

expect culture and bias to receive attention, and contrast them to the ethical rules

for doctors and social workers. In so doing, it will become clear that the Rules of

Professional Conduct for lawyers do not take as seriously the potential

shortcomings of the professionals adhering to the rules when it comes to biased
communication as do the rules of ethics for physicians and social workers. Later

in this section, I will propose modifications to the Rules of Professional Conduct
that account for the likelihood that implicit bias affects every-day lawyering.

A. Rule on Competence

Once retained, lawyers have an obligation to provide "competent

representation" to their clients.14 1 The Model Rules use few words to guide

attorneys on the definition of competence. Model Rule 1.1 states: "A lawyer

shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation
requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably

necessary for the representation."1 42 The comments to the rule make clear that

the boundaries of competence reside in legal knowledge and adequate

preparation.143 When lawyers have been found to violate this rule, the violations

care activities and requires its medical students to behave ethically in caring for patients and in
relating to patients' families and others involved in patient care.").

Social work students must study professional ethics as well. See COUNCIL ON Soc. WORK

EDUC., EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND ACCREDITATION STANDARDS 3-4 (2008), http://www.cswe.org/
File.aspx?id=41861 [https://perma.cc/UP9T-3FM7] ("Educational Policy 2.1.2-Apply social
work ethical principles to guide professional practice. Social workers have an obligation to conduct

themselves ethically and to engage in ethical decision-making. Social workers are knowledgeable
about the value base of the profession, its ethical standards, and relevant law. Social workers
recognize and manage personal values in a way that allows professional values to guide practice;

make ethical decisions by applying standards of the National Association of Social Workers Code
of Ethics and, as applicable, of the International Federation of Social Workers/International
Association of Schools of Social Work Ethics in Social Work, Statement of Principles; tolerate
ambiguity in resolving ethical conflicts; and apply strategies of ethical reasoning to arrive at

principled decisions").
140. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT Preamble (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).

141. Id. r. 1.1.
142. Id
143. Id., cmt.
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are rooted in deficits such as lack of knowledge of legal principles, inadequate
research, lack of knowledge of procedure, and poor legal analysis.144 It is clear
from the rule and from the cases that have interpreted the rule that "competence"
does not include cultural or linguistic competence, nor does it include
competence to recognize and address biases.

Model Rule 1.1 stands in stark contrast to the National Association of Social
Work's rule on Cultural Competence and Social Diversity. That rule, Rule 1.05,
states:

(a) Social workers should understand culture and its function in
human behavior and society, recognizing the strengths that exist in
all cultures.

(b) Social workers should have a knowledge base of their
clients' cultures and be able to demonstrate competence in the
provision of services that are sensitive to clients' cultures and to
differences among people and cultural groups.

(c) Social workers should obtain education about and seek to
understand the nature of social diversity and oppression with respect
to race, ethnicity, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, age, marital status, political belief,
religion, immigration status, and mental or physical disability.145

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers lack similar affirmative
ethical obligations to engage in cultural understanding of clients.

I would not expect as elaborate a discussion of cultural competence or
acknowledgement of the role of culture in people's lives in the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct given the differences between the legal profession on the
one hand, and social work on the other. Lawyers tend to focus on identifying an
external wrong to a client (e.g., a breach of contract) and then zealously
advocating for a client's interests in remedying that wrong. In theory at least, it
might be sufficient for a lawyer to verify that the contract exists, understand the
terms, and demonstrate the breach. Social workers, in contrast, seek to obtain a
more holistic understanding of underlying causes to the problem so that they can
help to advance the client's best interests. 146 Advancing a person's best interests
requires understanding those interests; and interests are inextricably linked to

144. See, e.g., In re Lee, 85 So. 3d 74 (La. 2012) (suspending a lawyer for, inter alia, lacking
thoroughness and preparation); In re Richmond's Case, 872 A.2d 1023 (N.H. 2005) (suspending
lawyer for misrepresenting his competence to a client and inadequately preparing documents);
People v. Beecher, 350 P.3d 310 (Colo. 2014) (suspending lawyer for giving incompetent advice to
client); In re Alexander, 300 P.3d 536 (Ariz. 2013) (suspending lawyer, for representing a client in
a complex RICO lawsuit despite limited legal experience, knowledge, and skill in the area); Atty.
Grev. Comm'n v. Zhang, 100 A.3d 1112 (Md. 2014) (attorney disbarred for, in part, failing to
conduct adequate legal research prior to giving advice to a client).

145. CODE OF ETHIcs r. 1.05 (NAT'L Ass'N. OF Soc. WORKERS 2008).
146. Alexis Anderson et al., Professional Ethics in Interdisciplinary Collaboratives: Zeal,

Paternalism, and Mandated Reporting, 13 CLINICAL L. REv. 659, 666 (2007).
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culture, values, and identity.147 It follows that social workers, especially those
providing psychotherapy, need to understand the ways in which their clients
function in the world to facilitate effective treatment. This requires some form of
cultural knowledge, perhaps to a greater extent than that required for lawyers to
assess a contracts case and advocate for appropriate legal remedies.

Nevertheless, consider the following case example from my clinic at the
University of Michigan Law School: the 8-year-old child of a Somali refugee, a
clinic client, requires special education services in his Michigan elementary
school. The child is struggling in school, both behaviorally and academically.
The Individualized Education Program (IEP) team conducts some academic
testing of the child and makes a recommendation regarding supports that may be
appropriate. The student attorney representing the parent has done her legal
research and knows that the parent could request an independent educational
evaluation at public expense. The student believes that an independent
educational evaluation, specifically a neuropsychological evaluation, would be
beneficial to the IEP team in better understanding the child's struggles and his
resulting needs. With the help of a Somali interpreter, the student attorney
mentions this possibility to the mother. The mother adamantly opposes it. She
instead blames the child's father for the child's misbehavior in school. After
some questioning, however, it becomes clear that the mother mistakenly believes
that a neuropsychological evaluation would entail sticking a needle into her
son's brain.

In a case like this, it is insufficient for the lawyer to exhibit "competence" as
described in Rule 1.1 and the comments by understanding federal and state
special education laws and the special education process, and by preparing to
make the necessary legal arguments at the IEP meeting. Competence in this case
requires the patience, time, and skills to listen to the concerns of the parent,
discuss her understanding of why her son is struggling in school, examine the
cultural and language barriers for the client in understanding the special
education process, her rights, and the components of a neuropsychological
evaluation, clarify misunderstandings (by both lawyer and client), represent the
client's interests, and refrain from substituting the lawyer's judgment for the
client's judgment. And competence doesn't fully capture what is necessary
either: what is additionally necessary in this scenario, and others, is the humility
to understand that the lawyer depends on the client as much as the client depends
on the lawyer. Without cultural understanding, communication is compromised
and there is no competence.

Rule 1.1, as currently written and explained by the comments, does not
therefore adequately describe what it means to be competent. As social science
research has demonstrated, any time two people interact, there is potential for
bias and misunderstanding.148 When a professional interacts with a client, and

147. Bryant supra note 3, at 42-43.
148. See discussion supra Part H.
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when there is a requirement that the professional communicate effectively with
that client, professional competence must include cross-cultural communication
skills, skills that are rooted in cultural humility. The preamble to the Model
Rules of Professional Conduct describes the unique role of lawyers in ensuring
justice. It is difficult to conceive of justice that does not account for culture and
bias. 149

Perhaps the Model Rules do not address a lawyer's understanding of a
client's culture because there is an assumption that lawyers, as "public citizens,"
would not discriminate against their clients, whether knowingly or unknowingly.
The possibility of a lawyer exhibiting bias against his or her own client or failing
to understand his or her own client is anathema to a lawyer's self-conception as
the guardian of justice. However, given the pervasive nature of bias,15 0 the legal
profession should take note of the lessons learned by other client-based
professions (namely medicine and social work) and address culture in the Rules
of Professional Conduct.

This could be accomplished by adding a paragraph on cultural competence
to the comments of Rule 1.1 that is, at bottom, rooted in humility. The paragraph
could borrow the theme from the social work rule on competence and state:
"Competence and preparation include an understanding that people's culture and
identities shape their behavior and their choices. Lawyers should seek
knowledge of their clients' cultures from their clients, and be able to demonstrate
competence in the provision of legal services that is sensitive to clients'
cultures." Such an addition would be useful in cases where cultural difference
and barriers are stark-such as with the Somali client and her entr6e into the
world of special education law and neuropsychological evaluations-and where
they are less apparent as well.

B. Communication

The Rules of Professional Conduct acknowledge the importance of
communication between a lawyer and client and address it in rules 1.2 and
1.4.151 Rule 1.2 deals with the scope of representation and allocation of authority
between client and lawyer while 1.4 addresses communication. Pursuant to these
rules, a lawyer must "abide by a client's decisions concerning the objectives of
representation"1 52 and keep a client "reasonably informed about the status of [a]
matter."1 53

149. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT Preamble (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016) ("A lawyer, as a
member of the legal profession, is a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a
public citizen having special responsibility for the quality of justice . . . . A lawyer should be
mindful of deficiencies in the administration of justice and of the fact that the poor, and sometimes
persons who are not poor, cannot afford adequate legal assistance.").

150. See supra note 6.
151. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 1.2, 1.4 (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
152. Id. at r. 1.2.
153. Id. at r. 1.4.
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The comments to the rules clarify that lawyers must give their clients
"sufficient information to participate intelligently in decisions concerning the

objectives of the representation[.]"l5 4 The comments focus on the quantity of
information and the promptness of information as opposed to the quality or

clarity of the information.155 The comments are centered on the lawyer's
perspective-they dictate when a lawyer must provide details about trial strategy
or proposals made during negotiation. They address client comprehension only
in the situation of a client who is a minor or has a disability.15 6 The comments
do not address a scenario in which a client speaks a primary language other than
English. Nor do they address how to communicate with someone from a culture
that differs from that of the lawyer.

In contrast, the code of ethics for social workers explicitly addresses client

understanding in the context of obtaining a client's informed consent for

services.157 Rule 1.03(b) states: "In instances when clients are not literate or
have difficulty understanding the primary language used in the practice setting,
social workers should take steps to ensure clients' comprehension. This may
include providing clients with a detailed verbal explanation or arranging for a
qualified interpreter or translator whenever possible."'58

Medicine likewise maintains ethical rules and opinions that govern
communication in the physician-patient relationship. Opinion 8.5, addresses
"Disparities in Health Care" and offers ethical guidance to physicians so that
they may deliver healthcare without bias.159 The opinion is clear that

communication is a crucial component of this effort. The opinion states:
Stereotypes, prejudice, or bias based on gender expectations

and other arbitrary evaluations of any individual can manifest in a
variety of subtle ways. Differences in treatment that are not directly
related to differences in individual patients' clinical needs or
preferences constitute inappropriate variations in health care. Such
variations may contribute to health outcomes that are considerably
worse in members of some populations than those of members of
majority populations.

This represents a significant challenge for physicians, who
ethically are called on to provide the same quality of care to all
patients without regard to medically irrelevant personal
characteristics.

154. Id. at r. 1.4, cmt. 5.
155. Id. at r. 1.4. cmts. 1-7.
156. Id. at r. 1.4 cmt. 6.
157. CODE OF ETHICS r. 1.03 (NAT'L Assoc. OF SocI. WORKERS, 2008).
158. Id.
159. The Code of Medical Ethics includes the principles of medical ethics as well as the

Opinions of the American Medical Association's Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs. CODE OF

MED. ETHICS, https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-browser/principles-of-medical-
ethics.pdf [https://perma.cc/NLW9-63W7].
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To fulfill this professional obligation in their individual
practices physicians should:

(a) Provide care that meets patient needs and respects
patient preferences.

(b) Avoid stereotyping patients.
(c) Examine their own practices to ensure that inappropriate

considerations about race, gender identify [sic], sexual
orientation, sociodemographic factors, or other nonclinical
factors, do not affect clinical judgment.

(d) Work to eliminate biased behavior toward patients by
other health care professionals and staff who come into contact
with patients.

(e) Encourage shared decision making.
(f) Cultivate effective communication and trust by seeking

to better understand factors that can influence patients' health
care decisions, such as cultural traditions, health beliefs and
health literacy, language or other barriers to communication and
fears or misperceptions about the health care system.16 0

With its emphasis on trust, cultural understanding, and reduction of
language barriers, the above ethical opinion for physicians differs from the
communication rule for lawyers. The lack of attention both to the matter of trust
and cultural competence as well as to linguistic differences between lawyers and
clients is a significant defect in the Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers.
We cannot assume that lawyers will take it upon themselves to hire interpreters
when they do not speak the same language as their clients.16 1 And with the
increasing diversity of the United States, the issue of linguistic competence, on
top of cultural competence, is sure to affect the attorney-client relationship.16 2 it
is important to note here that, in light of the many factors that shape culture-
such as socioeconomic status, level of education, and race-even people who
were born in the same country and speak the same language can come from
vastly different cultures and can have trouble understanding one another. Given
differences between people, pairing the admonishment not to rely on stereotypes
in communicating with patients with the charge to minimize language barriers in
the code of ethics regarding the physician-patient relationship makes sense. It
would behoove the legal profession to add similar language to the Model Rules
of Professional Conduct.

It is difficult to come up with meaningful distinctions in the fields of
medicine and social work on the one hand, and law on the other, that would lead
to the differences in the ethical codes as they relate to client communication and

160. CODE OF MED. ETHICS Opinion 8.5, https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/media-
browser/code-of-medical-ethics-chapter-8.pdf [https://perma.cc/Z7N8-AVAX].

161. Interpreters can be very expensive. See, e.g., Federal Court Interpreters, U.S. COURTS,
http://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/federal-court-interpreters [https://perma.cc/UYE8-CNX
W].

162. See supra notes 45-46.
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understanding. Doctors and social workers are charged with treating their
patients, while lawyers are charged with representing their clients. Each of these
professions is focused on patient-centered163 or client-centered1 64 care and
considered to be a helping profession.165 These approaches actively involve the
patient or client in information-gathering and decision-making (in contrast to
more paternalistic and traditional approaches to patient care).166 The
communication rule for attorneys should thus be modeled after the rule for
physicians and revised to include language that addresses trust, cultural
competence, and linguistic differences. The addition to Rule 1.4 could read:

Participatory decision making should be encouraged with all
clients. This requires trust, which in turn requires effective
communication. Lawyers should seek to gain greater understanding
from their clients of cultural or ethnic characteristics that can
influence client's decisions. Lawyers should not rely upon
stereotypes when communicating with clients or when seeking this
understanding.

Lawyers should recognize and take into account linguistic
factors that affect clients' understanding of legal information. In
particular, language barriers should be minimized so that
information is exchanged in a manner that both parties can
understand.

A revision of this sort would be a dramatic and welcome departure from our
current, spare communication rule and would make progress in including notions
of cultural humility into the ethos of the profession.

C. Counseling

The Rule of Professional Conduct that deals with the role of lawyers as
advisors to their clients also exhibits deficiencies. Rule 2.1 requires lawyers to
"exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice."1 67 The
rule states that "[iun rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to
other considerations such as moral, economic, social, and political factors that

163. See generally Charles L. Bardes, Defining "Patient-Centered Medicine", 366 NEw ENG.
J. MED. 782 (2012), http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMpl20007O [https://perma.cc/
TTK3-NF32]; VICTORIA MAIZES ET AL., INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE AND PATIENT-CENTERED CARE

(2009), http://www.nationalacademies.org/hmd/-/media/Files/Activity/2OFiles/Quality/Integra
tiveMed/Integrative%20Medicine%20and%20Patient%20Centered%2OCare.pdf [https://perma.cc/
R39N-ZS5E].

164. See generally NASW Standards for the Practice of Clinical Social Work, NAT'L AsS'N
Soc. WORKER, https://socialworkers.org/practice/standards/clinical sw.asp [https://perma.cc/
J3QT-S324]; Binder et al., supra note 28.

165. This principal is equally applicable across the full socioeconomic spectrum.
166. See supra notes 155-156.
167. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 2.1 (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
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may be relevant to the client's situation."1 68 It is this rule that comes closest to
acknowledging a client's embeddedness in his/her own culture, but does not
explicitly acknowledge it. Comment [2] states that "[a]dvice couched in narrow
legal terms may be of little value to a client, especially where practical
considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, are predominant."1 69 The
comments stop short of considering the effect that culture has on people's
decision-making process or capacity, however.

That this rule declines to mention culture is a missed opportunity. For a
lawyer to advise her client appropriately, it is crucial to understand the client's
values. And values are often linked to culture. For example, a client who wants
to accept a relatively small settlement rather than litigate against a family
member over a larger sum of money from a contested will may do so for a
number of reasons: she may come from a culture that values family harmony
over money, she may not trust the lawyer's assurances of success if she goes to
trial, she may be afraid of the legal system, etc.170 Sensitivity to values
generally, and to values rooted in culture specifically, will help a lawyer render
more effective advice. I would therefore propose adding the word "culture" to
the list of factors in the comments to the rule that the lawyer may consider in
rendering advice.

As it reads currently, Model Rule 2.1 stands in contrast to the ethical
opinion for physicians that strongly recommends that doctors "seek[] to better
understand factors that can influence patients' health care decisions, such as
cultural traditions, health beliefs and health literacy, language or other barriers to
communication and fears or misperceptions about the health care system."'71
The differences in the rules may stem from differences in self-understanding
between the fields of medicine and law. The field of medicine has undertaken
significant self-examination on the topic of health care disparities along racial,
socioeconomic, and ethnic lines.172 Health care disparities may result from a
variety of factors, but physicians' own interaction with their patients is one of
those factors. Doctors therefore acknowledge their role in perpetuating health
care disparities.1 73 Lawyers, at least through legal scholarship, have not engaged
in as much self-reflection.174 There is attention in legal scholarship to systemic

168. Id.
169. Id. at r. 2.1 cmt. 2.
170. See generally DEBORAH EPSTEIN ET AL., THE CLINIC SEMINAR CH. 2 (2014).
171. CODE OF MED. ETHICS Opinion 8.5, supra note 160.
172. See, e.g., Goodwin & Duke, supra note 9, at 95.
173. See Nelson, supra note 9, at 667; Clark, supra note 9, at 119-20; Jacobs et al., supra

note 9, at 350.
174. There have been some articles about implicit bias in the legal profession, though not

many. See, e.g., Jerry Kang et al., supra note 6; Michael B. Hyman, Implicit Bias in the Courts,
102 ILL. B.J. 40 (2014); Justin D. Levinson & Danielle Young, Implicit Gender Bias in the Legal
Profession: An Empirical Study, 18 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL'Y 1 (2010); BRYAN STEVENSON,
JUST MERCY: A STORY OF JUSTICE AND REDEMPTION (2014). The ABA Report on Diversity in the
Profession recommends that lawyers "[fjollow the lead of the medical profession, which analyzed
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injustice in American society, but far less to lawyers' own role in this
injustice.175 There is no reason to believe, however, that the effects of bias are
less pervasive in legal decision-making compared to medical decision-making,
or that lawyers would somehow be immune to the implicit bias that affects the
rest of society.176 The Rules of Professional Conduct should acknowledge that
reality.

D. Professional Misconduct

While the Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers differ from the rules
for social workers and doctors by not creating affirmative obligations for lawyers
to understand their clients' cultural backgrounds when communicating with them
or advising them, the rules for lawyers address bias in the profession. Rule 8.4
states that it is "professional misconduct for a lawyer to[] . . . (d) engage in
conduct that is prejudicial to the administration ofjustice[.]"1 77 Here we find the
first acknowledgement that lawyers themselves have the capacity to participate
in injustice.

For many years, the text of the rule said only that with regard to justice. The
comments to the rule specified that "knowingly" manifesting by "words or
conduct" "bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic status" constitutes a
violation of 8.4(d). The requirement that manifestations of bias take place
knowingly before the rule was considered violated constituted a failure to
recognize that much bias exists beneath the surface of "knowledge" and still
finds expression through words or conduct.17 8 In this way, the Rules of

racial and ethnic health disparities based on a Congressional mandate with funding, and analyze
the justice disparities caused by a legal profession that is not diverse." See ABA, supra note 49, at
18.

175. A handful of articles have been written about lawyers' own involvement in perpetuating
injustice through exercising bias. See, e.g., Bassett, supra note 6, at 1578 nn. 60-64; Richardson &
Goff, supra note 6 at 2634-41; Kang et al., supra note 6, at 1139-42; Levinson & Young, supra
note 174, at 13-17; ABA, supra note 49 at 18.

176. We are not always aware of our own limitations. In a study cited by Jerry Kang et al. in
Implicit Bias in the Courtroom, researchers administered a survey to judges and found that "97
percent of judges . . . believed that they were in the top quartile in 'avoid[ing] racial prejudice in
decisionmaking' relative to judges attending the same conference." See Kang, supra note 6, at
1172 (citing Jeffrey J. Rachlinski et al., Does Unconscious Racial Bias Affect Trial Judges?, 84
NOTRE DAME L. REv. 1195, 1225 (2009)) (alternation in Kang).

177. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
178. See, e.g., Lawrence In, supra note 6, at 322 ("Americans share a common historical and

cultural heritage in which racism has played and still plays a dominant role. Because of this shared
experience, we also inevitably share many ideas, attitudes, and beliefs that attach significance to an
individual's race and induce negative feelings and opinions about nonwhites. To the extent that
this cultural belief system has influenced all of us, we are all racists. At the same time, most of us
are unaware of our racism. We do not recognize the ways in which our cultural experience has
influenced our beliefs about race or the occasions on which those beliefs affect our actions. In
other words, a large part of the behavior that produces racial discrimination is influenced by
unconscious racial motivation.").
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Professional Conduct differed from the ethical codes of other professions and
fell short.

In August 2016, however, Rule 8.4 was amended to incorporate language
regarding bias into the black letter text of the rule, and not just in the
comments.179 The ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility (Standing Committee) proposed changes to the language of Rule
8.4 to incorporate a modified version of the comment that addresses knowing
discrimination, and delete that section from the comments, and the ABA House
of Delegates voted in favor of the resolution.18 0

The newly revised Rule reads:
It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to:

(g) engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably
should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age,
sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or
socioeconomic status in conduct related to the practice of law.
This paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept,
decline, or withdraw from representation in accordance with
Rule 1.16. This paragraph does not preclude legitimate advice
or advocacy consistent with these Rules.181

This new paragraph in Rule 8.4 tempers the knowledge requirement, but fails to
eliminate it. In drafting the Rule, the Standing Committee considered removing
the knowledge requirement. It reasoned that the word "knowingly" was
appropriate when the admonishment in the comment was to refrain from "bias"
or "prejudice," but is not necessary when prohibiting "harassment" or
"discrimination."1 82 The logic is that intentionality is inherent in discriminatory
or harassing conduct, and thus knowledge is naturally incorporated into those
terms.

I disagree with that reasoning in light of the data regarding implicit bias and
the ways in which it manifests in behavior without the knowledge of the person
engaging in the behavior, and would have supported the elimination of the word

179. ABA Strengthens Provision Making Harassment, Discrimination "Professional
Misconduct", ABA (Aug. 9, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/news/abanews/aba-news-
archives/2016/08/abastrengthensprov.html [http://perma.ccn4AG-UXFQ]; Karen Rubin, ABA
Amends Model Ethics Rule to Prohibit Discrimination, Harassment, LAW FOR LAWYERS TODAY
(Aug. 11, 2016), http://www.thelawforlawyerstoday.com/2016/08/aba-amends-model-rule-to-
prohibit-discrimination-harrassment/ [https://perma.cc/5HAT-8ZNQ].

180. Id. Under the ABA Constitution, the Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility has six primary responsibilities, including recommending amendments to, or
clarifications of, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct (MRPC) or the Model Code of Judicial
Conduct. ABA, CONSTITUTION & BYLAWS 35-36 (2013), http://www.americanbar.org/
content/dam/aba/administrative/house of delegates/abaconstitution and bylaws_2013.authcheck
dam.pdf [https://perma.cc/2A3S-FBZ6].

181. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
182. REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES RESOLUTION, supra note 81, at 6-7.
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"knowingly" from the prohibition. Lawyers should be held to the same ethical

standards as other professionals to refrain from manifestations of bias, whether

those manifestations come from their conscious or unconscious bias. This slight

modification would better align the Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers

with those for physicians, who are told that they should "[a]void stereotyping

patients[]" and that they should "[e]xamine their own practices to ensure that
inappropriate considerations about race, gender identify [sic], sexual orientation,
sociodemographic factors, or other nonclinical factors, do not affect clinical
judgment."18 3

The Standing Committee also revised comment [3] which defines
discrimination. The new comment reads (in part): "Discrimination and

harassment by lawyers in violation of paragraph (g) undermine confidence in the

legal profession and the legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful

verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others.

Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or

physical conduct."1 84

There is no question that these revisions to Rule 8.4 represent a step forward

for the legal profession. Indeed, the chair of the ABA Standing Committee on

Ethics and Professional Responsibility stated at the end of the report to the

House of Delegates: "As the premier association of attorneys in the world, the
ABA should lead anti-discrimination, anti-harassment, and diversity efforts not

just in the courtroom, but wherever it occurs in conduct by lawyers related to the

practice of law." 185 This statement, and the amendment to Rule 8.4, give hope

that the legal profession is moving down the path away from bias and toward

cultural humility, a path well-worn by medicine and social work.

Taking the safeguard against manifestations of bias a step further would

entail incorporating some of the language from the ethical rules for social

workers (that underscore the potential for unconscious bias to affect every day
professional life) into the Rules of Professional Conduct for lawyers. Recall

from Section IV.A. that the NASW code of ethics states that:
Social workers should obtain education about and seek to

understand the nature of social diversity and oppression with respect
to race, ethnicity, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression, age, marital status, political belief,
religion, immigration status, and mental or physical disability.186

I suggest adding similar language to the comment [3] of Rule 8.4 along with

a sentence that states: "research shows that most people harbor unconscious

biases against traditionally disadvantaged groups." By pairing the new language

in comment [3] to rule 8.4 with an affirmative statement of lawyers' obligations

183. CODE OF MED. ETHICS Opinion 8.5, supra note 160.
184. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
185. REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES RESOLUTION, supra note 81, at 16.

186. See CODE OF ETHICS r. 1.05(c) (NAT'L Ass'N. OF SOC. WORKERS 2008).
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to learn about diversity and oppression, we would have a rule designed to raise
awareness, root out bias, and elevate lawyers' conduct in the profession. The
new comment would thus read:

Research shows that most people harbor unconscious biases
against traditionally disadvantaged groups. Lawyers should obtain
education about, and seek to understand, the nature of social
diversity and oppression with respect to race, sex, gender, religion,
national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, and
socioeconomic status.

Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of
paragraph (g) undermine confidence in the legal profession and the
legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful verbal or
physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others.
Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or
demeaning verbal or physical conduct.

For those who may grow concerned that this proposal-along with my other
proposals to infuse the Rules of Professional Conduct with language that
highlights a lawyer's responsibility to acknowledge cultural difference and the
potential for bias-could subject attorneys to grievance procedures for
unknowingly manifesting bias, I refer first to Model Rule 1.0: Scope and
Applicability of Rules and Commentary. That Rule makes clear that it is the text
of the rule that is authoritative, not the commentary to the rule. "The Comment
accompanying each Rule explains and illustrates the meaning and purpose of the
Rule.... The Comments are intended as guides to interpretation, but the text of
each Rule is authoritative."1 87 The comments are viewed as guides to the
interpretation of the rules by most states which have adopted the Model
Rules.188

Even with the recent amendment of Rule 8.4, however, we are still unlikely
to see an explosion of grievance procedures filed under the rule. Some states
have already experimented with adding non-discrimination provisions into their
rules of professional conduct.189 In Colorado, for example, the text of the rule
prohibiting misconduct states that it is professional misconduct to:

[E]ngage in conduct, in the representation of a client, that exhibits
or is intended to appeal to or engender bias against a person on
account of that persons race, gender, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status, whether
that conduct is directed to other counsel, court personnel, witnesses,

187. MODEL RULES OF PROF' L CONDUCT Preamble and Scope [21] (AM. BAR Ass'N 2016).
188. ABA CPR POL'Y IMPLEMENTATION COMM., STATE ADOPTION OF THE ABA MODEL

RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND COMMENTS (2016), http://www.americanbar.org/content/
dam/aba/administrative/professional responsibility/adoptionmrpc comments.authcheckdam.pdf
[https://perma.cc/UN2U-NESM].

189. See REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES RESOLUTION, supra note 81, at 5. Twenty-five
jurisdictions have adopted anti-discrimination rules into their rules of professional conduct. Id.
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parties, judoes, judicial officers, or any persons involved in the legal
process[.]' 0

The comments to that rule specify that the rule prohibits "knowing"
manifestations of bias. The text of the rule, however, does not require

knowledge. Another example is Florida's Rule 4-8.4, which also includes a
provision that prohibits lawyers from "knowingly, or through callous
indifference, disparage, humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors,
witnesses, court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but not
limited to, on account of race, ethnicity[] . . . .""9 The inclusion of these rules
into Colorado's and Florida's rules of professional conduct has not resulted in an
outpouring of grievances filed against lawyers in those states.192 In Colorado,
there are no cases against an attorney under rule 8.4 (misconduct) alleging that
an attorney exhibited bias against a client. In Florida, cases regarding
misconduct have involved lawyers found to have publicly disparaged their

clients and third parties and knowingly making false statements of material fact
against their clients.193 Neither state has seen broad interpretation of these rules
or large-scale enforcement of them.

This lack of enforcement raises the question of whether it is valuable to

amend the Rules of Professional Conduct at all. It is difficult to prove that a
person knowingly manifested bias and even more difficult to prove that they
manifested bias unknowingly. What, then, is the point? Revising the Model

Rules of Professional Conduct represents an important public acknowledgement
that lawyers, too, are human beings influenced by their unconscious biases and,
like other professionals, must work to dispel these biases for the sake of their

clients and for principles of justice generally. The new modification, along with
my additional proposed modifications to the Rules, will not solve the problems

of implicit bias or inadequate attention to culture, but such revisions will
guarantee that the concepts of implicit bias and cultural competence and humility

is taught to every lawyer in the country so long as professional responsibility

remains a required part of legal education.

VI.
CONCLUSION

The fields of law, social work, and medicine have many similarities, and yet

their treatment of the significance of culture in communications between
professionals and clients differs markedly. Social work and medicine-via their

educational approaches and their codes of ethics-have done a better job than

190. COLORADO RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4(g) (COLO. BAR Ass'N 2016).

191. FLORIDA RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 4-8.4 (THE FLA. BAR 2016).

192. See REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES RESOLUTION, supra note 81, at 6.

193. Fla. Bar v. Forrester, 916 So. 2d 647 (Fla. 2005); Fla. Bar v. Knowles, 99 So. 3d 918
(Fla. 2012).
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the law in training their professionals to function in a multi-cultural society. The
law is moving in the right direction, though.

As legal scholarship continues to draw attention to the broad effects of
implicit bias in the legal system, and as experiential education becomes a larger
part of the law school curriculum bringing students into direct contact with
clients from all walks of life, it is likely that there will be more opportunities for
education that acknowledges the challenges of cross-cultural communication and
the pernicious effects of implicit bias. Teaching concepts such as cultural
humility in law school, and then emphasizing the importance of effective cross-
cultural communication again in the Rules of Professional Conduct, will help
lawyers deliver truly competent legal services to their clients.

The change to Rule 8.4 in the Model Rules of Professional Conduct for
lawyers represents real progress in raising awareness of the problem of bias in
members of the profession. And raising awareness of biases should work to
change the norms around biases. As one commentator has warned, "[m]oderate
biases are indirect, relying on norms for appropriate responses. If norms allow
biases, they flourish."l 94 Additionally, and crucially, the willingness to adapt the
Rules along this dimension signals that the time may be right to make the other
changes proposed in this article. Explicitly including language that recognizes
the role of culture and identity in human interactions, as well as the dangers of
unconscious bias, into the Rules of Professional Conduct will begin a
conversation in the legal community about lawyers' relationships with-and
obligations to-their clients and should help nudge the norms in the profession.

I am not the first to suggest that law has something to learn from medicine's
treatment of culture and diversity. A commentator to the ABA Report on
Diversity wrote: "[t]he same benefits of cultural and linguistic competence
which the medical profession has experienced are transferable to the legal
profession. Cultural and linguistic competence could be instituted as required
coursework in law school and [continuing legal education] requirements, similar
to ethics."1 95 By expanding experiential learning opportunities, and by revising
our Rules of Professional Conduct, the legal profession can begin to catch up to
medicine and social work and root out cultural bias from the profession.

194. Fiske, supra note 6, at 125.
195. ABA, supra note 79, at 47.
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More Than 1 in 3 Lawyers Are Women
JENNIFER CHEESEMAN DAY  |  MAY 08, 2018

What do secretaries, teachers and nurses have in common?

They are mostly women and remain among the most popular occupations for women. Although women now account for

nearly half the U.S. workforce and their presence is increasing in higher paid occupations — such as lawyers — women still

earn less than men.

At mid-career, when earnings peak, the top 10 percent of female lawyers earn more than $300,000 a

year, while the top 10 percent of male lawyers earn more than $500,000.

As this year marks the 25th anniversary of the appointment of the �rst woman to serve as Attorney General of the United

States, Janet Reno, we focus on women in the legal profession, including judicial law clerks and judges.

At the time Reno began her tenure, women made up about 1 in 4 lawyers, a sharp increase from fewer than 1 in 25 in 1960

when Reno graduated from law school. Today, there are more than 400,000 women lawyers who make up just over 1 in 3 (38

percent) lawyers.

Growth in women’s labor force participation, as well as women breaking into historically nontraditional occupations, account

for much of this large increase. Over the same time period, the number of male lawyers also grew, but at a more modest rate.

Number of Women Lawyers At Record High But Men Still Highest Earners Population

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/05/women-lawyers.html


Not surprisingly, female lawyers are younger than their male counterparts on average (42 years vs. 50 years). However,

among younger attorneys (ages 25 to 34), the pool of women is on par with that of men. In contrast, at older ages (35 and

older) the number of men outweighs that of women.

Female attorneys work full-time, year-round on average more than the average for all working women (82 percent vs. 63

percent), but less than male attorneys (85 percent). They also are more likely to work for the government and less likely to be

self-employed than their male colleagues.

All this contributes to differences in median earnings between women and men, with a female-to-male earnings ratio for

full-time, year-round attorneys of 76 percent, lower than the 80 percent average across all occupations.

Young in their career (under age 35), median earnings between women and men lawyers are relatively close, at $77,000 and

$85,000 annually (a 91 percent ratio). These differences increase with age, so that by mid-career (ages 45 to 54) median

earnings for women are $121,000 compared with $156,000 of men (a ratio of 78 percent).

Median earnings tell only part of the story. “Super earners”—workers whose yearly earnings exceed typical averages—drive

much of the earnings differences between women and men. At mid-career, when earnings peak, the top 10 percent of female

lawyers earn more than $300,000 a year, while the top 10 percent of male lawyers earn more than $500,000.

These statistics in this story are based on Census Bureau analysis of data from the American Community Survey  and

decennial censuses.

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/
https://www.census.gov/library/publications.html
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BLATANTLY POLITICAL

ABSTRACT

In 2016 the American Bar Association adopted a new Rule 8.4(g) in its Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
The rule provides, inter alia, that a lawyer may not “engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably
should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of” several listed factors “in conduct related to the
practice of law.” Comment 3 to the new rule provides that “discrimination” in the rule “includes harmful verbal
or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others.”

The new rule effects several major changes. It extends its prohibition to behavior that a lawyer does not know,
but “reasonably should know,” violates the rule. It expands the list of prohibited bases for discrimination. Most
significantly, it expands the scope of covered activities from conduct that is “prejudicial to the administration of
justice” or that occurs “in the course of representing a client” to encompass all “conduct related to the practice
of law.”

The new rule raises several problems, the biggest of which are a breadth and vagueness that clearly threaten
conduct protected by the First Amendment; its viewpoint discrimination, which also violates the First
Amendment; and its potential to be applied selectively as a partisan political weapon. One wonders how the
august ABA could have approved such a blatantly unconstitutional stricture.

INTRODUCTION

In 2016, the American Bar Association (“ABA”) adopted a new Rule 8.4(g) in its Model Rules of Professional Conduct. 1

The rule provides, inter alia, that a lawyer may not “engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know

is harassment or discrimination on the basis of” several listed factors “in conduct related to the practice *136  of law.” 2

Comment 3 to the new rule provides that “discrimination” in the rule “includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that

manifests bias or prejudice towards others.” 3
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The new rule goes beyond existing Model Rule 8.4(d), which forbids “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of

justice.” 4  Comment 3 to Rule 8.4 was amended in 1998 to state that the rule is violated if a lawyer “knowingly manifests

by words or conduct bias or prejudice ... in the course of representing a client.” 5  Thus, the new rule effects several major
changes. It extends its prohibition to behavior that a lawyer does not know, but “reasonably should know,” violates the

rule. 6  It expands the list of prohibited bases for discrimination. 7  Most significantly, it expands the scope of covered
activities from conduct that is “prejudicial to the administration of justice” or that occurs “in the course of representing

a client” to encompass all “conduct related to the practice of law.” 8

New Rule 8.4(g) raises a host of troubling questions, including the wisdom of replacing the old scienter standard with a
negligence standard and the propriety of the bar's dictating labor law for lawyers. However, by far the biggest problems
with the new rule are its breadth and vagueness that clearly threaten conduct protected by the First Amendment; its
viewpoint discrimination, which also violates the First Amendment; and its potential to be applied selectively as a
partisan political weapon. One wonders how the august ABA could have approved such a blatantly unconstitutional
stricture.

Part I of this article explores the history of Rule 8.4(g), focusing on the reasons given for its adoption. Part II considers
issues of interpretation and implementation of the new rule. Part III analyzes the rule's First Amendment problems. Part
IV looks at the rule's unprecedented intrusion by the bar into the regulation of employment law. Part V discusses how
the ABA could have adopted such an egregiously unconstitutional rule.

I. THE CAMPAIGN FOR RULE 8.4(g)

What were the problems with the old rule? What abuses did the ABA cite to explain the need for a much broader rule? A

report by the *137  ABA Ethics Committee listed examples justifying adoption of the new rule. 9  Presumably, the Ethics
Committee cited the worst incidents it could find, but even some of these incidents are hardly atrocities. In one, a lawyer
representing his wife and her business in a dispute with a Canadian employee sent the judge two ex parte communications

with statements like “are you going to ... believe an alien or a U.S. citizen?” 10  Taken together, these cases hardly suggest
an epidemic of intolerance ravaging the profession.

Moreover, in the cases cited by the Ethics Committee, the offenders were disciplined under existing rules. Neither that
committee nor anyone else documented cases of outrageous behavior that went unpunished but would be barred by

the new rule. Professor Gillers admitted the lack of such cases but pronounced it “irrelevant”! 11  Instead, the rule was

justified by a supposed need for a “cultural shift” and because it “tells the public who we are.” 12

Despite the absence of a clear need for a new rule, it was adopted hastily, with little opportunity for scrutiny of the

substantially revised final draft. 13  The biggest change in the new rule is the extension to “conduct related to the practice

of law” (emphasis added), but almost none of the cases cited by the Committee occurred outside the practice of law. 14

One case it cited was the disbarment of President Bill Clinton for giving evasive and misleading answers to questions
in a deposition, in violation of a judge's order, in an effort to conceal the true nature of his relationship with Monica

Lewinsky. 15  However, the court specifically found that this behavior was prejudicial to the administration of justice.
Another was a case of sexual harassment (including highly offensive sexual contact) by a lawyer acting as an adjunct

professor. 16  This kind of behavior could have been addressed in a much narrower rule. The ABA showed no need to
police exclusively verbal conduct that does not amount to harassment and is merely related to the practice of law.

*138  The ABA's Model Rules are, of course, just that--a model that binds no one unless and until adopted by state
supreme courts, which may either stop short of the provisions of the Model Rules or go beyond them. The response of
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the states to Rule 8.4(d) and Comment 3 is instructive. Again, the old rule applied only to “conduct that is prejudicial

to the administration of justice.” 17  Old Comment 3 applied only to conduct “in the course of representing a client.” 18

Despite these limitations, the adoption of old Comment 3 gave rise to serious First Amendment concerns. 19  Perhaps

that is why fewer than half the states have followed 8.4(d). 20

Moreover, none of the state rules were as broad as the new rule, 21  and so far only one state has adopted the new

rule, while in several states official objections have been registered. 22  Most regulate only conduct “‘in the course of
representing a client’ or its equivalent. Most [state rules] tie the forbidden conduct to a lawyer's work in connection with

the ‘administration of justice’ or, more specifically, to a matter before a tribunal.” 23  None have sought to discipline

speech in activities merely related to the practice of law. 24  Nonetheless, the Committee cited not a single case where
heinous conduct escaped sanction because existing rules were too narrow. In other words, even by the Committee's *139
own brief, the new rule seems to be a solution for a non-existent problem.

To bolster the Ethics Committee's case Professor Gillers offers a litany of cases he has found “[o]ver the years, for

my casebook and continuing legal education talks” that “address biased or harassing comments.” 25  A couple involve

outrageous conduct. 26  Most involve derogatory comments made during litigation that would be dismissed as bad
manners but not causes for discipline except that they alluded to someone's sex or ethnicity. In some cases, it is not even

clear whether a comment referred to sex or race. 27  Certainly, one could find much more abusive comments involving
matters other than race or sex. More important, all these cases involved conduct in the practice of law. If they prejudice
the administration of justice, they can be addressed under existing rules. They do not show any need to regulate the
speech of lawyers in conduct merely related to the practice of law.

Comment 3 to Rule 8.4 offers a somewhat different justification for the new rule: “Discrimination and harassment

by lawyers in violation of paragraph (g) undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system.” 28  What
empirical evidence is offered to show that discrimination by lawyers on the basis of, for example, gender identity--either
in the course of the administration of justice or in conduct merely “related to the practice of law”--has had this effect?
None. Neither is any evidence--even anecdotal evidence--offered to show that any of the skimpy handful of incidents cited
above has “undermine[d] confidence in the legal profession.” Certainly, proponents of the rule have never adduced any
evidence that statements made in CLE or law school presentations have “undermine[d] confidence in the legal profession
and the legal system.”

Some behavior within this rubric, like racial discrimination by law firms in employment or “severe or pervasive” sexual
harassment in law firms could undermine that confidence, but this behavior is already illegal under state and federal

laws, 29  and Rule 8.4(g) is not limited to such behavior. It is hard to know what the public knows or believes about

politics and government and how accurate its knowledge and beliefs are, 30  but certainly the public should understand
that even a blatantly *140  racist statement by a lawyer does not constitute a systemic problem in the legal profession
or legal system.

Professor Gillers recognizes the lack of evidence demonstrating a need for the new rule, but he says that “the full

extent of biased conduct is ... irrelevant!” 31  The motive for the amendment is made explicit in a statement quoted in a
Memorandum from the Ethics Committee:

There is a need for a cultural shift in understanding the inherent integrity of people regardless of their
race, color, national origin, religion, age, sex, gender identity, gender expression, sexual orientation, marital

status, or disability, to be captured in the rules of professional conduct. 32
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Professor Gillers offers two similar grounds. First, the rule “tells the bar as a whole that its licensing authority deems the

behavior the rule describes as unacceptable.” 33  “Second, adoption of Rule 8.4(g) tells the public that the legal profession
will not tolerate this conduct ... not solely when aimed at other lawyers, but at anyone. The rule tells the public who

we are.” 34

ABA Model Rule 8.4(d) already forbids lawyers to “engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of

justice,” 35  so the new rule serves only to extend sanctions to conduct that is not “prejudicial to the administration
of justice.” Thus, the question is whether it is appropriate and permissible under the First Amendment for the bar to
proscribe behavior that does not prejudice the administration of justice simply because the bar establishment “deems the
behavior ... unacceptable” and wants to conscript all lawyers into a campaign to project to the public the control group's

notion of “who we are”? This question will be considered below. 36

The ABA previously acknowledged the First Amendment and Due Process difficulties of an anti-bias rule, even a much
narrower one than new 8.4(g). In 1995, the ABA Ethics Committee abandoned an attempt to draft an anti-bias rule in
part because it “determined that no disciplinary rule could be drawn that would, to its satisfaction, meet the standards

of precision and therefore standards of due process, and would also not unduly impinge on the First Amendment.” 37

A 1998 report to the ABA expressed similar concerns, because “manifestations of bias *141  and prejudice may include
protected speech, and because race, gender, and other factors are sometimes legitimate subjects of consideration and

comment in the legal process.” 38

Some commentators argued that the term “harassment” in the new rule was too vague to give fair warning of what is

forbidden and might be unconstitutional. 39  The Comment to Rule 8.4(g) offers little help. It says that harassment or

sexual harassment “includes” certain behavior, but does not say that it is confined to such behavior. 40  It states further:

“The substantive law of ... anti-harassment statutes and case law may guide application of paragraph (g).” 41  Or it may
not; the comment shows that the rule is not limited by those statutes and case law, including the “severe or pervasive”
standard. The Report of the Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility in support of Rule 8.4(g)
underscores this point. It says that the comment “makes clear that the substantive law on antidiscrimination and anti-

harassment is not necessarily dispositive in the disciplinary context.” 42

Professor Gillers expresses dismay over these reservations, noting that “Anti-discrimination and anti-harassment [rules]
regulate many American institutions, public and private, and populate many statutes and agency rules of the federal and

local governments.” 43  He is right, but the rules to which he refers regulate actions affecting matters like employment
and housing. To prove denial of housing or of an employment opportunity requires objective evidence.

The harm required to constitute harassment is less concrete but, as Gillers acknowledges, sexual harassment in
employment is actionable only if it is “sufficiently severe or pervasive ‘to alter the conditions of [the victim's] employment

and create an abusive working environment.”’ 44  In education, the test is even more restrictive: “[A]n action will lie
only for harassment that is so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively bars the victim's access to

an educational opportunity or benefit.” 45

Rule 8.4(g) requires neither objective evidence of harm nor “severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive behavior.” It
requires only that the accused have uttered a statement about a listed matter that someone considers “unreasoned” and,

maybe, that someone have been *142  bothered by the statement. 46  Thus the rule is much vaguer and more subjective
than any other rule against discrimination or harassment.
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Professor Gillers argues that many terms in the Model Rules are just as vague as “harassment” in 8.4(g). 47  However,
even if he is right that the rule is not unconstitutional, its vagueness is another reason for state bars to reject the rule as
drafted as bad policy. Moreover, the other terms he cites do not generally entail speech, and especially not speech that
does not prejudice the administration of justice or that is not even uttered in the practice of law. Given the astonishing

breadth of Rule 8.4(g), its vagueness raises serious First Amendment problems. 48

II. ISSUES OF INTERPRETATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Rule 8.4(g) features a new term--“conduct related to the practice of law;” a new standard of culpability; and three
terms--“bias or prejudice,” “discrimination on the basis of,” and “manifest”--that are carried over from the old rule and

comments, but that take on much greater significance because of the wider scope of the new rule. 49  It is also unclear
whether the rule requires proof of harm and, if it does, what kind of harm; and who has standing to file a complaint
under the rule.

A. Conduct “Related to the Practice of Law,” Including Classroom Teaching

Existing Rule 8.4(d) is limited to “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.” 50  New Rule 8.4(g) extends

to all “conduct related to the practice of law.” 51  Comment 4 explains this phrase:

Conduct related to the practice of law includes representing clients; interacting with witnesses, coworkers,
court personnel, lawyers and others while engaged in the practice of law; operating or managing a law firm
or law practice; and participating in bar association, business or social activities in connection with the
practice of law. Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion without
violating this Rule by, for example, implementing initiatives aimed at recruiting, hiring, retaining and

advancing diverse employees or sponsoring diverse law student organizations. 52

The legislative history of Rule 8.4(g) illuminates its unprecedented scope. The Ethics Committee Report refers to

“organized bar-related activities to promote access to the legal system and improvements in the *143  law.” 53  The latter
would include any talk or debate about possible legislation. The Report also mentions “social activities in connection

with the practice of law.” 54  This would include a firm golf outing or lunch with a client and any event at which a lawyer
discussed the law. If a lawyer travels to a law-related event, the entire journey is “connect[ed] with the practice of law.”
Any talk to any group by a lawyer about the law would be “conduct related to the practice of law.” A letter to the editor of
a newspaper or an entry on a blog or in other social media would seem to be “conduct related to the practice of law” if the

author is identified as a lawyer. The constitutionality of this extension of the bar's regulation will be taken up below. 55

Many protest demonstrations and rallies concern legal issues and would seem to be “conduct related to the practice of
law,” at least for a lawyer who participates in the action as a lawyer. A lawyer who denounced the wealthy as greedy at
an Occupy Wall Street demonstration and demanded tax increases on the wealthy, for example, might be deemed to be
engaged in “conduct related to the practice of law” and to violate the rule by manifesting bias based on socioeconomic
status. A lawyer acting as an instructor in a law school class or interacting with students is engaged in “conduct related

to the practice of law.” 56  Publishing an article about the law would be “conduct related to the practice of law.”
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Brendan Eich was forced out as CEO of Mozilla because he had contributed $1,000 to the campaign for California's

Proposition 8, which limited marriage to one man and one woman. 57  Could a lawyer be charged under Rule 8.4(g) for
the same behavior? Although the campaign is certainly related to law, the lawyer's financial contribution is no different
from a layman's, so it is probably not “conduct related to the practice of law.” If the gift were made by a law firm,
however, it could be deemed to violate the rule.

B. The Culpability Standard

Earlier proposals for an ABA anti-bias rule forbade only knowing conduct. 58  The new rule forbids “conduct that the

lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination ....” (emphasis added). 59  This is essentially a
negligence standard. There is no authority *144  to explain what the term means; no state anti-bias rule had such a term

when the ABA adopted the new rule. 60

Given the extreme breadth of expressions that have been condemned as racist, sexist, homophobic, etc., it is not at all
clear what a lawyer “reasonably should know” is subject to such condemnation. How well-informed and sophisticated is

a lawyer required to be? The President of Smith College and others were vilified for saying “all lives matter.” 61  Should
a lawyer “reasonably know” that such language is harmful and discriminatory? Should a lawyer “reasonably know”
that criticizing opposing counsel's pronunciation of the words “establish” and “especially” would be considered racial

bias? 62  Or referring to a person as “the black man” or “the black guy”? 63  Would referring to a person as a “white guy”
or an “Italian guy” be a manifestation of prejudice?

Political correctness condemns microaggressions, which may be committed “unconsciously,” 64  but perhaps a lawyer
“reasonably should know” what behavior constitutes a microaggression. As the experience of the Smith College President
shows, the politically correct definition of bias is continuously and rapidly expanding, so lawyers may have to update
themselves constantly about what is the new taboo.

The “reasonably should know” standard is particularly troubling because professional discipline is punishment. The

Supreme Court has called it “quasi-criminal.” 65  A lawyer can be deprived of the ability to earn a living if she is found
to have violated the rule. The breadth and vagueness of the “reasonably should know” standard exacerbate the rule's

First Amendment problems. 66

C. “Bias or Prejudice”

Comment 3 says that Rule 8.4(g) forbids “verbal ... conduct that manifests bias or prejudice toward others.” 67  The
terms “bias or prejudice” are problematic. They are not defined in the rule or the comment. Unlike “harassment or
discrimination,” they are not common legal terms. The potential for confusion about their meaning is not fanciful;
uncertainty about the meaning of “bias” is already a problem *145  with the “bias reporting systems” imposed by many

colleges and universities. 68

The terms “bias or prejudice” were used in former Comment 3 to Rule 8.4(d), but that Comment was adopted by the

ABA only in 2014, and most states have not adopted it. 69  As a result, there is almost no case law interpreting these
terms. The dictionary defines bias as “an inclination of temperament or outlook; esp: [but not only] a personal and

sometimes unreasoned judgment: PREJUDICE.” 70  “Prejudice” is similarly defined as “an adverse opinion or leaning

formed without just grounds or before sufficient knowledge.” 71  I will take it on faith that no disciplinary committee
will apply the rule to inclinations that it considers well-reasoned, but which inclinations are not well reasoned?
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In matters of taste, reasonable people can agree to disagree. I can disagree with your preferences in, for example, music,
art, or wine, without feeling that your preferences are “unreasoned.” Most political controversies are different; each side
considers the views of the other side wrong, “unreasoned.” Rarely does anyone say, “Your views are well reasoned, but
I think they are wrong.”

The First Amendment generally forbids those in power to bar speech simply because they consider it biased, wrong,

“unreasoned,” or even outrageous. 72  New Rule 8.4(g), as illuminated by Comment 3, however, forbids speech that, in
the opinion of the members of a tribunal, manifests “bias”--i.e., is unreasoned--in enumerated categories in “conduct
related to the practice of law.” The rule, then, is a weapon for the exercise of raw political power; the power to decide
which views about public issues are well-reasoned and permitted and which “manifest ... bias or prejudice” and should
be punished.

The range of mainstream opinions that could be barred by this rule is almost unlimited. Professor Blackman lists eleven

areas that are potentially particularly troubling. 73  Consider Lawrence Summers' statement about sexual imbalance

among top mathematicians. 74  He noted a hypothesis of greater variability among men (compared to women) in tests
of cognitive abilities, leading to proportionally more males than females at both the lower and upper tails of the test
score distributions. He then said that “[e]ven small differences in the standard deviation [between the sexes] will translate

into very large differences in the available pool substantially out [from the mean].” 75  Summers cited research finding
differences between the standard deviations *146  of males and females in the top 5% of twelfth graders under various
tests. He then argued that, if this research were accurate, “whatever the set of attributes ... that are precisely defined
to correlate with being an aeronautical engineer at MIT or being a chemist at Berkeley ... are probably different in

their standard deviations as well.” 76  Many experts believe that women and men have essential differences beyond their

reproductive organs. 77  Others disagree, 78  as Dr. Summers discovered when he was forced out as president of Harvard
over his comments.

Whatever one thinks about Summers' expulsion from Harvard, his legal rights were not violated. Lawyers, however,
do have some rights in bar membership, including First Amendment rights. If a lawyer ascribed the sexual imbalance
among large law firm partners in part to the same reasons that Summers cited, could the lawyer be disbarred under
Rule 8.4(g)? Given the political fervor of the promoters of the new rule--evidenced, for example, by their demand for a

“cultural shift” 79 --it is easy to imagine such a result. Even if the lawyer did escape punishment, either by a favorable
ruling from a disciplinary committee or by an appeal to the courts, she would have lost substantial time, money, and effort
and suffered severe emotional distress in mounting her defense. Certainly, the rule will intimidate those with politically
incorrect opinions who are unwilling to endure persecution.

Similarly, consider the charge of racism leveled against Justice Antonin Scalia's comments about mismatch theory during

oral arguments in Fisher v. University of Texas, Austin. 80  What if a speaker refers to a person with gender dysphoria
using pronouns according to the person's biological sex rather than the person's gender identity? Even a *147  law firm
that allows its bathrooms to be used according to whether one identifies as male or female may not satisfy the rule because

some people identify as “non-binary.” 81  Firms may be required to have a bathroom available to anyone. On the other
hand, firms that allow (biological) men to use women's bathrooms might be sued under state laws for sexual harassment.

The inclusion of “socioeconomic status” in the rule is also troubling. What does it even mean? 82  Are white people in
Appalachia a socioeconomic group for purposes of the rule? Since partners of a general partnership are jointly and

severally liable personally for the debts of the firm, 83  each partner may be concerned about the financial condition of
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the others. Under the new rule this factor could not be considered in deciding whether to admit or remove someone as
a partner. Derogatory comments about rich or poor people in conduct related to the law would also violate the rule.

Consider also the Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (“BDS”) movement against Israel. 84  Critics consider the movement

anti-Semitic. 85  Supporters disagree. 86  This is not a question of taste; either the BDS movement is anti-Semitic or it
is not. The First Amendment generally prevents government from punishing those it considers wrong or unreasonable
in such controversies. Under Rule 8.4(g), however, biased speech is professional misconduct. Suppose that two lawyers
participate in a debate over the BDS movement and whether to impose legal sanctions on Israel (so that the debate is
“related to the practice of law”). The lawyer supporting BDS could be accused of bias (anti-Semitism), violating the
rule; and the other lawyer could be accused of bias toward Arabs, Palestinians, and Muslims. A disciplinary tribunal
would have to decide if either lawyer manifested bias. That prospect could certainly deter lawyers from participating
in such an event.

What of the claim that Jews are God's chosen people? Some consider this claim bias. Bernard-Henri Lévy says that the

concept of “election” *148  of the Jews is a “scandalous, almost scabrous word.” 87  If the claims that Jews are God's
chosen people are acceptable, what of claims of white supremacy? The prohibition of “bias or prejudice” is especially
problematic as to religion in general. The other categories listed in the rule are at least arguably, to some extent, matters
of a person's status. Religion is a matter of belief. Many atheists believe that all religion is superstition--i.e., unreasoned--
so that all claims of religious belief are bias.

Suppose an atheist lawyer charges that an expression of faith at a continuing legal education session organized by the
Christian Legal Society violates Rule 8.4(g) because there is no God. The Christian lawyer countercharges that the
atheist's complaint manifests bias on the basis of religion. Under the First Amendment courts refuse to entertain either
charge. Under Rule 8.4(g) a disciplinary committee does not have that luxury. If a trier is agnostic and believes that the
existence of God can neither be confirmed nor refuted, she would have to find that both lawyers have made unreasoned
statements and violated the rule.

What if a lawyer advocating revival of criminal sodomy laws says that homosexual behavior is a mortal sin that, if not
repented of, will deprive one of eternal salvation? This statement of religious belief violates the rule and the lawyer must
be punished unless the tribunal finds that the statement is reasonable and therefore not biased.

The experience under prior state rules is bad enough. In In re McCarthy, a lawyer responded to a demand from opposing

counsel that he arrange a meeting of all the parties in a dispute with an email message saying: “I'm not your nigger.” 88

The epithet referred to the speaker, and the recipient was not a person of color and not a client or subordinate of the
speaker. There was no employment harassment, no discrimination, and no impairment of anyone's rights in the justice
system. The word might be considered obscene, but it wasn't an expression of hate. The email message was not publicized

by McCarthy, so it could not be said to have “undermine[d] confidence in the legal profession and the legal system.” 89

Was the epithet categorically unacceptable? Suppose on a Friday afternoon a black junior partner is about to leave
her office for a long-awaited weekend trip with her family. The white managing partner enters and informs her that an
emergency has arisen and she has to work on it through the weekend. Upset, she replies: “I'm not your nigger.” I cannot

imagine that she would be disciplined at all, much less suspended from practice. 90  McCarthy's fault was not that he
said the wrong thing but that he was the wrong color. What might be acceptable from others was forbidden for him.
That this rule can easily be *149  applied discriminatorily is problematic. The Supreme Court in Gentile v. State Bar
of Nevada stressed that the First Amendment requires skepticism about speech restrictions that invite “discriminatory

enforcement.” 91
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Taken alone, the sanction against McCarthy might be defended on the ground that his statement had no political

significance or First Amendment value. 92  He could have made his point by saying “I'm not your errand boy.” In other
contexts, though, the offending word does have First Amendment value. It is used incessantly in hip-hop music. To
punish McCarthy but not rappers requires fine distinctions based on context. This is just the kind of “discriminatory
enforcement” that should be avoided.

McCarthy also shows the possibility that Rule 8.4(g) will be wielded opportunistically as a weapon against adversaries.
Perhaps the recipient of McCarthy's email was sincerely offended, but the contentious nature of the exchange raises
the possibility that the recipient simply saw an opening to injure a difficult opponent. The filing of a formal charge of
professional misconduct puts a lawyer under a cloud, at least until the complaint is dismissed. Certainly the remarkable
breadth of Rule 8.4(g) invites such abuses.

This does not mean that discriminatory remarks never warrant lawyer discipline. In Principe v. Assay Partners 93  a
lawyer made demeaning remarks to a woman attorney during a deposition, including calling her “little lady,” “little
mouse,” “young girl,” and “little girl” and making rude hand gestures in front of other counsel, the witness, and a
court reporter. In this case there clearly was both harm inflicted on a person during the practice of law and prejudice
to the administration of justice. By contrast, in United States v. Wunsch, the court described the remarks as “a single
incident involving an isolated expression of a privately communicated bias with no facts that would show how that

communication adversely affected the administration of justice.” 94  Since the rule in question forbade only conduct that

“interferes with the administration of justice,” 95  the court overturned the sanction that had been imposed. Perhaps a
sanction could have been upheld if the rule had also forbidden abusive conduct that meets that “severe or pervasive”

standard for harassment. 96  However, Rule 8.4(g) contains no such language that might save it from unconstitutional
overbreadth and vagueness.

Rule 8.4(g) prohibits not just speech but any conduct that manifests bias or prejudice. Consider the case of Brendan
Eich, who *150  was forced out as CEO of Mozilla because he had contributed $1,000 to the campaign for California's

Proposition 8, which limited marriage to one man and one woman. 97  This case did not involve the practice of law,
but what if a law firm contributed to a similar campaign? To supporters of the gay movement, that would certainly be
“conduct that manifests bias or prejudice” and, for that reason, not “legitimate” advocacy. A contribution made by a
law firm would be “conduct related to the practice of law.”

I hope that courts would find application of Rule 8.4(g) in such a case to be a flagrant violation of the First Amendment.

Those who want the rule to achieve a “cultural shift” and to “tell[] the public who we are” will disagree. 98

D. “Discrimination on the Basis of ...”

Rule 8.4(g) is selective. It is not enough to show that a lawyer has manifested discrimination, harassment, bias, or
prejudice; one must also show an improper basis for this conduct. Because the rule covers hitherto unregulated conduct,
it raises the question of what constitutes “discrimination” or proof of discrimination. In particular, it raises the question
of whether an improper motive must be shown, or whether conduct that has a disparate impact on a listed class violates

the rule regardless of the actor's motive. 99  The “basis” requirement makes the scope of the rule even more mysterious
and even more subject to political abuse.

Of course, proof of discriminatory motive is a common problem in anti-discrimination laws. 100  However, the problem
is much greater here--and much more troubling--because the rule covers not only acts causing harm in employment,
housing, or the like, but it extends to speech that causes no more harm than to be disagreeable to someone who hears or
learns of it. Former Comment 3 to Rule 8.4(d) also prohibited discrimination, but Rule 8.4 applied only to “conduct that
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is prejudicial to the administration of justice.” 101  Questions of discrimination rarely occur in that context, as evidenced

by the paucity of state cases alleging discrimination. 102

The problem is not chimerical. One lawyer was disciplined for criticizing opposing counsel's pronunciation of the words

“establish” and *151  “especially.” 103  The court imposed sanctions despite uncertainty about the lawyer's motive. 104

Although this case just involved rude behavior, discriminatory motive is often an issue in matters of public debate. For
example, Baronelle Stutzman's florist shop had for years cordially served Robert Ingersoll and Curt Freed, a gay couple.
However, when they asked her to design flower arrangements for their wedding, she declined because of her religious

beliefs. 105

Stutzman argued that she did not discriminate “on the basis of” sexual orientation, as evidenced by her long service to the
couple. The wedding was different because it required her active participation in a ceremony (including custom design
work of floral arrangements, delivery to the forum, staying at the ceremony to touch up arrangements, and assisting the

wedding party) 106  rather than merely filling an order, and this participation would make her complicit in the same-sex
wedding rather than simply tolerating it. Her refusal did not involve the couple's sexual orientation, or even its sexual
behavior; she would not assist a wedding between people of the same sex (as a florist or otherwise), even if they were
not in a sexual relationship. Nonetheless, the court found Baronelle Stutzman guilty of discrimination on the basis of

sexual orientation. 107  Several other courts have reached similar results under similar facts. 108  The Supreme Court has

agreed to review one such case. 109

Such cases may proliferate because of the radical extension of the ban under the new rule. Could lawyers be sanctioned for
organizing a Federalist Society discussion that does not have enough members of a protected group, or enough advocates

for a protected group? The ABA insists on certain standards of diversity of race and sex on law faculties. 110  Comment
3 to Rule 8.4 provides: “The substantive law of *152  antidiscrimination and anti-harassment statutes and case law may

guide application of paragraph (g).” 111  However, the law is unclear whether a disparate impact proves discrimination.
Moreover, the Comment shows that interpretation of the rule is not necessarily bound by antidiscrimination law. Not
only the organizers but all attendees might be charged with a violation since their attendance would certainly be “conduct
related to the practice of law.” Similarly, opposition to abortion is often characterized as discrimination against women

and might be claimed to violate the rule. 112

The mandate of Rule 8.4(g) can also clash with Model Rule 2.1, which provides: “In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer
not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social and political factors, that may be relevant to

the client's situation.” 113  As a comment to Rule 2.1 notes, “moral and ethical considerations impinge upon most legal

questions and may decisively influence how the law will be applied.” 114  Many common moral precepts concern marital
status, sexual orientation, gender expression, and socioeconomic status and behavior and could be deemed inconsistent
with Rule 8.4(g)'s ban on bias or prejudice with respect to these factors. Perhaps the proviso for “legitimate advice or

advocacy” subordinates 8.4(g) to 2.1, but the scope of that proviso is not at all clear. 115

The meaning of “discrimination” in Rule 8.4(g) is also problematic in categories (such as sexual orientation) that get
no special treatment under the law of many states or, as in the case of socioeconomic status, in any state. For example,

most students at prestigious universities come from wealthy families. 116  Does a law firm violate Rule 8.4(g) if it hires

most of its associates from the top law schools? 117  Does a firm violate the rule if its use of traditional hiring criteria
results in its having a percentage of minority (which minority?) lawyers that is lower than *153  the percentage of that

minority in some (which?) geographical area? 118  In such a case, political activists could file complaints against the firm.
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A disciplinary committee using disparate impact analysis could find the firm guilty of discrimination and impose hiring

quotas similar to those that have been imposed on some police and fire departments. 119

A law firm could violate the rule if it does not retain a sufficient number of contractors from a protected group. Some

states forbid employers to inquire about the criminal records of job applicants, 120  in part because such inquiries have a
racially disparate impact. Does Rule 8.4(g) prohibit such inquiries even in states that do not forbid them?

Could a progressive or minority lawyers' group be charged with violating the rule if its programs included too few white
males? No, because Comment 4 says: “Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion

without violating this Rule.” 121  Could the Federalist Society plead this proviso as a defense? Presumably not. The rule
lists several protected categories, but viewpoint is not one of them, so evidently the diversity that may be promoted is
not viewpoint diversity.

E. “Manifest:” Secondary Participants

A person who participates in the commission of a tort, including an act of employment discrimination or sexual

harassment, can be liable along with the primary actor. 122  Accordingly, it is not unusual or problematic that a lawyer
who participates in or aids conduct that interferes with the administration of justice can be disciplined together with
the primary violator. With the extension of Rule 8.4(g) to conduct “related to the practice of law,” however, difficult

questions arise about the degree to which the term “conduct that manifests bias or prejudice” 123  applies to secondary
participants.

As noted, the new rule applies to activities like CLE programs, law-related protest demonstrations and rallies, and

social events with clients. *154  124  A lawyer who entertains a client at a club or restaurant that requires use of
its bathrooms according to one's biological sex might be charged with “conduct that manifests bias or prejudice.” A
lawyer who simply attends a protest demonstration probably cannot be considered engaged in “conduct related to the
practice of law.” However, a lawyer listed as a supporter or organizer of an Occupy Wall Street demonstration, for

example, might be charged with “conduct that manifests bias or prejudice” if he “knows or reasonably should know” 125

that the demonstration will include biased statements against the wealthy. This is core speech protected by the First

Amendment. 126

F. Does the Rule Require Proof of Harm?

Rule 8.4(g) does not require proof of prejudice to the administration of justice. Does it require any kind of harm and,
if so, does the requirement salvage the constitutionality of the rule? The rule itself does not mention harm. Comment 3

says that “discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical conduct,” 127  which suggests that it does not require harm.

Even if some harm is required, the comments do not indicate what kind of harm qualifies. Professor Gillers opines:
“Harmfulness does remain a consideration for evaluating whether the rule was violated but it includes harm to the justice

system, not necessarily personal harm to the target.” 128  Similarly, Comment 3 says that the rule is intended to prevent

activities that “undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system.” 129  What does that mean? If specific
proof of such an effect is required, how could it be shown that a given statement had “undermine[d] confidence in the
legal profession [or] the legal system”? “Confidence” of whom? A majority of those asked in a poll? The claim of a
single individual that her own confidence was undermined? More likely, however, the comment and Professor Gillers'
statement suggest a conclusive presumption that statements manifesting bias or prejudice cause such harm; no specific
proof is necessary, and the defendant cannot try to refute the presumption of harm.
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As the case of Brendan Eich shows, 130  political activists may hunt for behavior they dislike and seek to punish the

actor. 131  These people will treat lawyers as they treated Brendan Eich. Under Rule 8.4(g), disciplinary committees
must review these political grievances. Even if a *155  committee is properly sensitive to the First Amendment and
ultimately dismisses a complaint, the prospect of facing a disciplinary proceeding will deter lawyers from conduct that
might provoke political agitators. And, of course, there is no guarantee that disciplinary committees will be sensitive to
the First Amendment.

Gillers lists some examples that he says would not violate the rule, but these are so innocuous as to give little reassurance

about the scope of the rule. 132  He also cites Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, 133  where the Supreme Court suggested
that a statement would not constitute sexual harassment under Title VII if it were “a mere offensive utterance” or an

“isolated incident[] (unless extremely serious).” 134  The Court added that “to be actionable under the statute, a sexually
objectionable environment must be both objectively and subjectively offensive, one that a reasonable person would find

hostile or abusive, and one that the victim in fact did perceive to be so.” 135

Title VII covers only employment discrimination; its scope is much narrower than Rule 8.4(g), which covers any “conduct

related to the practice of law.” 136  First Amendment concerns are also narrower in the Title VII context. In particular,

the potential victims are a “captive audience.” 137  Rule 8.4(g) is not so limited.

Moreover, nothing in 8.4(g) or the comments invokes the Faragher standard. The ABA specifically rejected a proposal

to “include a statement that the Rule be interpreted and implemented in accordance with Title VII case law.” 138  The
McCarthy case shows that in some states a lawyer can already be suspended for “a mere offensive utterance,” an “isolated

incident” that was not “extremely serious.” 139

Professor Gillers objects to requiring proof of harm to a particular person because that would require the complainants

to profess their own weakness, to testify that “they were unable ‘to take”’ a biased comment. 140  Under the Faragher
standard this is not much of a problem because the conduct in question “must be both objectively and subjectively
offensive, one that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that the victim in fact did perceive to be

so.” 141  Since the conduct must be of a kind “that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive,” 142  a complainant
need not claim to be unusually sensitive. Indeed, under Faragher there is no point in claiming to be unusually *156
sensitive since conduct is not actionable unless it is objectively offensive (i.e., offensive to a reasonable person).

Moreover, under Faragher a complainant need not claim that she could not “take” a biased comment if that means she
was rendered incapable of continuing what she was doing. She can satisfy Faragher by, for example, testifying that “I did
find these comments hostile and abusive, although I'm resilient and managed to press on with renewed determination.”

Again, Professor Gillers says that 8.4(g) bars acts that cause “harm to the justice system,” meaning comments that “create

the impression that the rule of law can be distorted by name calling grounded in identity.” 143  That reading of the rule
raises the question of the meaning of “identity.” Is it invoked by a derogatory comment about the “religious right”? More
important, when do the words of a lawyer “create the impression that the rule of law can be distorted?” That phrase
might be understood as meaning “prejudicial to the administration of justice.” However, the rule clearly is not so limited.

When would a statement in a CLE program or at lunch with a client create such an impression? In In re McCarthy 144

the lawyer's statement of “I'm not your nigger” was in an email sent to one person with an adversary law firm. It could

hardly have “create[d] the impression that the rule of law can be distorted.” 145  Nonetheless, McCarthy was suspended.
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What if McCarthy had used an equally offensive non-racial term? In one other case, a lawyer sent opposing counsel an
email message saying, inter alia, “You're an asshole;” “If you try any shit with the court, I welcome it;” and “Don't fuck

me.” 146  The court issued a warning to the lawyer, but imposed no sanctions. 147  The disparate results can be explained
only by the same kind of political correctness that underlies the adoption of 8.4(g)-- that is, the determination to impose

a “cultural shift” 148  and to tell “the public who we are.” 149  Although citizens are free to promote such goals, it is not
the province of the bar to impose such rules on the entire profession.

G. The Range of Potential Complainants

In general, there is no standing requirement to file an ethics complaint against a lawyer; anyone may do so. 150  However,

the old model rule required “prejudice to the administration of justice.” 151  By contrast, *157  Rule 8.4(g) applies to
any “conduct related to the practice of law” and is intended to prevent activities that “undermine confidence in the legal

profession and the legal system.” 152  Apparently, anyone who hears or learns of a presentation by a lawyer about the
law or of a comment made by a lawyer in a courthouse or law office or to a client may file a complaint under Rule 8.4(g).
A similar situation exists at the many colleges and universities that have established Bias Reporting Systems to receive

and process allegations of bias. 153  Most of these systems allow the accuser to remain anonymous, ostensibly to shield

the accuser from retaliation. 154  Nothing in Rule 8.4(g) suggests that anonymous reporting would be inappropriate.

Groups will form to ferret out and file complaints about politically incorrect statements. They will, for example, monitor
Federalist Society and Catholic Bar Association programs and scan law review articles and institute charges against
anyone who speaks against legal recognition of same-sex marriage, racial preferences, or men in women's bathrooms.
They will also conduct sting operations. Groups have hunted for bakers, florists, and other service providers who decline

on religious grounds to assist same-sex weddings. 155  They uncovered the names of and attacked those who contributed

to the campaign for California's Proposition 8, including forcing out Brendan Eich as CEO of Mozilla. 156  Similar groups
could, for example, contact law firm employees seeking evidence of violations of the rule by lawyers.

Nothing in the old rule precluded such activity, but the limitation of the old rule to conduct prejudicial to justice meant
that violations were not very common and that only people involved in judicial proceedings would know about the
conduct. The new rule opens unlimited opportunities to politically partisan interlopers.

The new rule is also an inviting weapon against adversaries in litigation. One party can file a complaint against another
with almost no cost and without having to show any tangible harm. Given the rule's extreme breadth and vagueness, it
will be hard to get a complaint summarily dismissed. The threat of the cost, distraction, and negative publicity from a
prolonged disciplinary proceeding may pressure a lawyer in litigation to cave in or to pull punches, even if the lawyer
is confident that ultimately no violation would be found.

*158  III. FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES

A. Content Regulation, Overbreadth, and Vagueness

The First Amendment forbids laws “abridging the freedom of speech.” 157  A government action that “imposes content-
based restrictions on speech ... can stand only if they survive strict scrutiny, ‘which requires the Government to prove

that the restriction furthers a compelling interest and is narrowly tailored to achieve that interest.”’ 158

The Supreme Court has narrowly defined what constitutes a “compelling interest.” It has delineated certain kinds
of “low-value” speech, such as obscenity, defamation, and fighting words, that may be restricted because of their
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content. 159  However, government may not bar speech simply because it is “offensive” because that concept is “inherently

boundless” and “one man's vulgarity is another man's lyric.” 160  “[W]e cannot indulge the facile assumption that
one can forbid particular words without also running a substantial risk of suppressing ideas in the process. Indeed,
governments might soon seize upon the censorship of particular words as a convenient guise for banning the expression

of unpopular views.” 161  A person may even advocate criminal conduct “except where such advocacy is directed to

inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.” 162

Rule 8.4(g) imposes content-based restraints; it bars certain speech “on the basis of race, sex, religion” etc. Accordingly,

it can survive only if it “furthers a compelling interest and is narrowly tailored to achieve that interest.” 163

The First Amendment also forbids vague restrictions on speech “because persons whose expression is constitutionally
protected may well refrain from exercising their rights for fear of criminal sanctions provided by a statute susceptible

of application to protected expression.” 164  “Because First Amendment freedoms need breathing space to survive,

government may regulate in the area only with narrow specificity.” 165  A law is unconstitutionally vague if persons of

“common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application.” 166  If a law is ambiguous,
the Court “will not presume that *159  [it] curtails constitutionally protected activity as little as possible. For standards

of permissible statutory vagueness are strict in the area of free expression.” 167  Further, “it matters not that the words

[defendant] used might have been constitutionally prohibited under a narrowly and precisely drawn statute.” 168  If the
scope of a speech restriction cannot be determined with reasonable certainty, or if it extends to protected as well as

unprotected speech, it will be stuck down. 169

In a vagueness challenge, “perhaps the most important factor affecting the clarity that the Constitution demands of a
law is whether it threatens to inhibit the exercise of constitutionally protected rights. If, for example, the law interferes

with the right of free speech or of association, a more stringent vagueness test should apply.” 170

In Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, the Supreme Court said:

The prohibition against vague regulations of speech is based in part on the need to eliminate the
impermissible risk of discriminatory enforcement, for history shows that speech is suppressed when
either the speaker or the message is critical of those who enforce the law. The question is not whether
discriminatory enforcement occurred here, and we assume it did not, but whether the Rule is so imprecise

that discriminatory enforcement is a real possibility. 171

B. Viewpoint Discrimination

The First Amendment standard of review is even stricter if a law forbids not a general category of speech but only
certain viewpoints. In general, content restraints cover a category of speech. They become viewpoint discrimination if

they single “out a subset of messages for disfavor based on the views expressed.” 172  “The government may not regulate

use based on hostility--or favoritism--towards the underlying message expressed.” 173  “The government must abstain
from regulating speech when the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale

for the restriction.” 174  “If there is a bedrock principle underlying the First Amendment, it is that the *160  government

may not prohibit the expression of an idea simply because society finds the idea itself offensive or disagreeable.” 175
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Just last term the Court decided Matal v. Tam, in which a band was denied a trademark for its name, The Slants, under

a law barring marks that “may disparage ... persons, living or dead ... or bring them into contempt, or disrepute.” 176

The name was admittedly a term of racial disparagement, a racial epithet. The case also involved commercial speech
(to which the Court has often granted less protection). Nonetheless, the Court unanimously held the statute invalid on

its face. 177  The Court reiterated its long-standing principle that “[s]peech may not be banned on the ground that it

expresses ideas that offend.” 178

Although there is no reason to think that the Court had Rule 8.4(g) in mind when it decided Matal, the opinion seems
to anticipate that rule. Incorporating Justice Holmes's famed phrase, the Court said: “Speech that demeans on the basis
of race, ethnicity, gender, religion, age, disability, or any other similar ground is hateful; but the proudest boast of our

free speech jurisprudence is that we protect the freedom to express ‘the thought that we hate.”’ 179

The Court has also protected derogatory statements about sexual orientation. In Snyder v. Phelps 180  the family of a
Marine killed in Iraq sued for defamation and intentional infliction of emotional distress by members of a religious
congregation who picketed the soldier's funeral, carrying signs that said, inter alia, “Fag troops,” “Semper fi fags,” and

God Hates Fags.” 181  It is hard to imagine speech more distressing to someone than this was to the dead soldier's family.
Nonetheless, the Court ruled overwhelmingly that such speech is constitutionally protected.

To survive strict scrutiny the government must demonstrate that there is a compelling need for a restriction and that the

means chosen are the least restrictive available. 182  Although the Supreme Court has not categorically prohibited such
laws, “the Court has never openly approved a government action punishing an individual merely on the basis that the

government's views of a particular issue differed from those of the individual.” 183

*161  Some people now believe that the unique harm of “hate speech” warrants an exception under the First

Amendment. 184  This position expressly embraces both viewpoint discrimination and identity-group discrimination;
members of supposedly oppressed groups are allowed much greater freedom to speak than others are, and speech about

supposedly oppressed groups is rigorously regulated while speech about supposedly dominant groups is not. 185  This is
ironic; for saying that certain minorities are less resilient and less able than others to withstand the rigors of free public
debate, proponents of this view could be accused of manifesting racial bias in violation of the rule. In any case, however,
the survey above shows that the Supreme Court has not accepted this argument in the least.

C. Rule 8.4(g) Under the First Amendment

By virtue of old Comment 3, Rule 8.4(d) already forbade certain verbal conduct. 186  However, that comment referred
only to conduct “in the course of representing a client,” and the underlying rule applied only to “conduct that is

prejudicial to the administration of justice.” 187  These limitations removed most First Amendment problems. A law may

forbid speech that is part of conduct if the law is “directed not against speech but against conduct.” 188  Thus, speech
that is part of “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice” or occurs while “representing a client” may
be regulated in ways that other speech cannot be regulated.

Rule 8.4(g) is problematic because it is not so limited. In R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul 189  the Supreme Court struck down an
ordinance forbidding “fighting words” because it did not forbid all “fighting words” but only “‘fighting words' that insult,

or provoke violence, ‘on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, or gender.”’ 190  If 8.4(g) mandated genteel behavior by
lawyers in conduct related to the practice of law, or simply forbade any abusive behavior by lawyers, there could be an
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interesting debate about the propriety of such a rule, but that is not what the ABA *162  did. Instead, it adopted a rule
that, like the ordinance struck down in R.A.V., forbids only certain kinds of bias.

For example, statements vilifying American soldiers or police slain in the course of duty do not violate Rule 8.4(g). 191

Certainly such behavior is at least as repugnant to the public and at least as injurious to the reputation of the profession
as the behavior barred by 8.4(g). Nothing in the rule or its legislative history explains the restriction to certain viewpoints.
Did the new rule omit some kinds of bias because lawyers rarely commit them? There is no evidence of that, but in any

case Professor Gillers has declared the frequency of biased behavior “irrelevant.” 192

An interesting question is suggested by In re Monaghan. 193  During a deposition Monaghan “engaged in a continuing

harangue of Ms. Perry for her alleged mispronunciation of the words ‘establish’ and ‘especially.”’ 194  There was

disagreement whether this harangue was gender-related rather than race-related. 195  In that case it made no difference

because both were forbidden under the applicable rule. 196  However, mockery of a regional (e.g., Brooklyn or Southern)
accent would not violate rule 8.4(g). Under Rule 8.4(g), then, a disciplinary committee might have to decide whether an
incident of mockery was based on race or gender or socioeconomic status, any of which would violate the rule; or on
regional or geographic bias, which would not be a violation. Again, some viewpoints are permitted, others are forbidden.

The framing of the protected categories in Rule 8.4(g) is inherently discriminatory. The rule forbids not bias on issues
relating to those categories, but “on the basis of” those categories. Consider a debate about the law as to which public
bathroom should be used by people with gender dysphoria. One lawyer says people should be required to use public
bathrooms according to their biological sex. Another lawyer says that people should be allowed to choose a bathroom
according to their gender identity and that anyone who disagrees is disgusting and should be ostracized by decent people
and the law should treat such people as murderers.

The statement by the first speaker manifests “an inclination of temperament or outlook” that relates to “gender identity”
and violates the rule if the statement is deemed unreasonable. The second statement, however, relates to people who
hold a particular opinion, not to any group protected by the rule. The statement does not violate the rule, no matter how
intemperate it may be, even if it violated a criminal law *163  forbidding fighting words. The only reason for banning
certain kinds of speech under 8.4(g) is that such speech is considered politically incorrect.

Whatever the arguments for banning “hate speech,” Rule 8.4(g) is no such ban. For one thing, it includes the category
of socioeconomic status, which no one has claimed needs special protection. More important, the rule is not limited to
“hate speech,” however it might be defined, but bars any statement concerning the preferred categories that a disciplinary

committee later deems unreasonable. 197  Some cases decided under existing rules have punished speech that could not

be characterized as “hate speech.” 198  The legislative history and commentary on the rule suggest its coverage is broad

and is not confined to anything like “hate speech.” 199

The rule also imposes on lawyers a particular viewpoint about the nature of human identity. Consider a biological white
male who identifies as a black woman. Rule 8.4(g) forbids discrimination on the basis of gender identity, so a lawyer
violates the rule by calling this person a man rather than respecting his/her gender identity as a woman. However, the
rule does not forbid discrimination based on racial identity, so a lawyer does not violate the rule by calling this person
white, disregarding his/her racial identity as black. The rule dictates which aspects of human identity (like race) lawyers
must treat as objective, and which (like gender) they may treat as subjective.

This is precisely what the Supreme Court in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul said may not be done. Under the ordinance in
question there:
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[O]ne could hold up a sign saying, for example, that all “anti-Catholic bigots” are misbegotten; but not that
all “papists” are, for that would insult and provoke violence “on the basis of religion.” St. Paul has no such
authority to license one side of a debate to fight free-style, while requiring the other to follow Marquis of

Queensbury Rules. 200

Rule 8.4(g) makes the same kind of viewpoint distinctions as the ordinance invalidated in R.A.V.

Rule 8.4(g) is even perverse in that in some ways it treats mere speech more harshly than conduct directly affecting
individuals. The rule provides: “This paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw from

a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16.” 201  Thus a lawyer who simply refuses to represent members of a covered

group may not violate the rule. 202  However, a lawyer who *164  announces, “I will represent everyone equally, although
I don't like” a protected group, would violate the rule. Thus, in addition to its other flaws, the rule invites dissembling.

In its politically discriminatory selectivity, Rule 8.4(g) resembles the college speech codes that are now widespread. 203

Like the ABA, colleges claim that they are special communities with a compelling need to curb discriminatory,

demeaning, intimidating, or hostile speech. 204  Not a single one of these codes has survived constitutional challenge at

a public institution. 205

Any claim that 8.4(g) is intended simply to achieve civility is false, as Professor Charles Fried has shown such claims
to be for college speech codes:

*165  [T]he benign claim that these regulations simply seek to produce a more courteous community is
belied by the fact that not all breaches of courtesy ... fall under the ban .... [T]he ban is an exercise of power.
It shows who is boss. Thus, the holders of noxious ideas are suppressed and the rest of the community is

impressed and intimidated by this display of political might. 206

In R.A.V., the City of St. Paul asserted that:

[A] general “fighting words” law would not meet the city's needs because only a content-specific measure
can communicate to minority groups that the “group hatred” aspect of such speech “is not condoned by
the majority.” The point of the First Amendment is that majority preferences must be expressed in some

fashion other than silencing speech on the basis of its content. 207

Because of the politically-motivated selectivity of Rule 8.4(g), it is not enough to show that a lawyer has manifested
discrimination, harassment, bias, or prejudice. One must also show an improper basis for this conduct. In other words,
one must show motive. This requirement makes the scope of the rule even more mysterious and even more subject to

political abuse. 208

An instructive contrast is offered by Section 2.3 of The Code of Judicial Conduct, which forbids judges “by words
or conduct [to] manifest bias or prejudice, or engage in harassment, including but not limited to bias, prejudice, or

harassment based upon race, sex, ... or political affiliation ....” 209  It further provides that its “restrictions ... do not
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preclude judges or lawyers from making legitimate reference to the listed factors, or similar factors, when they are relevant

to an issue in a proceeding.” 210

Unlike Rule 8.4(g), Section 2.3 expressly forbids bias, prejudice, or harassment based on political affiliation. If the
purpose of 8.4(g) is to cultivate civility by making certain conduct “unacceptable” and to tell the public “who we are,”
why does it omit this factor? The breadth of the phrase “including, but not limited to” in Section 2.3 is troubling given
the vagueness of the concept of bias, but at least that rule is not expressly limited to certain politically correct concerns.

The exception for “conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion” 211  in 8.4(g) also constitutes viewpoint
discrimination. Statements favoring racial preferences for certain minorities would be permitted, while statements

opposing racial preferences might not be. 212  *166  Further, the rule makes an exception only for certain kinds of

diversity and inclusion, although it is not entirely clear which those are. 213

Again, Professor Gillers says that “[t]he Rule tells the public who we are.” 214  Of course, a bar association may proclaim
that it dislikes certain kinds of speech. However, it cannot impose its dislikes on lawyers through disciplinary rules.

1. The Potential for Discriminatory Enforcement

It is hard to imagine a greater “risk of discriminatory enforcement” than Rule 8.4(g). Its supporters expressly designed it

to effect a “cultural shift.” 215  Its list of protected categories reflects a political agenda that is not shared by many people
or by the law of many states. It bars discrimination on the basis of non-conforming gender behavior, for example, but
not on the basis of other kinds of behavior, like smoking, gambling, or eating meat.

Rule 8.4(g) authorizes “conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion” but not conduct (including speech)
to oppose them. Further, the rule does not say what kind of diversity and inclusion is authorized. In universities and
other institutions, these terms typically apply to some underrepresented groups but not others. For example, there are
no diversity programs to promote inclusion of conservative scholars on university faculties. Politically “discriminatory
enforcement” is not just a likely side effect of Rule 8.4(g) but its very purpose.

Although Rule 8.4(g) was adopted to advance the political agenda of the left, in some cases this plan could backfire. The
Rules of Professional Conduct are enforced by 51 diverse jurisdictions, some of which may not share the leftist agenda
and could brandish the rule against progressives who make statements that conservatives do not consider well-reasoned.
Hate-crime laws have often been applied to minorities who committed crimes against whites. The same could be true
with Rule 8.4(g). Black lawyers are more likely than white lawyers to raise issues of race. Statements like “white people
don't understand” something or “whites are not willing to come to grips with race” could be deemed statements of bias
with respect to race.

Consider In re Sawyer, 216  where lawyers were sanctioned for protesting their clients' prosecution under the Smith

Act, which, inter alia, required registration of Communists. 217  Consider also Standing Committee on Discipline v.

Yagman, 218  where a civil rights lawyer was found to have hindered the administration of justice by excessive criticism of

a judge whom he called, inter alia, “a right-wing fanatic.” 219  The federal *167  court of appeals overturned the finding

because the lawyer's criticisms were protected by the First Amendment. 220  This case did not involve a category protected
under Rule 8.4(g), but it shows that the First Amendment is not a refuge for conservatives only.

Rule 8.4(g) could also backfire because it could be used by wealthier parties to harass poorer adversaries. 221  Consider
a sole practitioner who represents tenants in housing disputes. Owners who consider this lawyer an annoyance could
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monitor her behavior, including statements at public events where she speaks as a lawyer. If she says, “Owners are greedy
rich people,” she can be charged with bias on the basis of socioeconomic status in violation of the rule. Even if she is
ultimately exonerated, the cost in time and money of defending herself might force her to curb her advocacy. And, of
course, she might not be exonerated.

D. The Special Status of Lawyers and the Case of Rule 8.4(g)

Defenders of the rule argue that different standards apply to lawyers. 222  A government license is required to practice
law, but the Supreme Court has held that “the Government ‘may not deny a benefit to a person on a basis that infringes

his constitutionally protected ... freedom of speech even if he has no entitlement to that benefit.”’ 223  The Court has
indicated that in general the state may not condition the issuance of licenses on restrictions of the licensee's freedom of

speech. 224  Certainly the bar may forbid conduct (including speech) that interferes with the administration of justice,

but there is no authority for it to impose any broader restrictions of speech. 225

Moreover, even rules presented as protecting the administration of justice are not immune from First Amendment review.

States have long regulated solicitation by attorneys, and still do. 226  Nonetheless, in NAACP v. Button 227  the Court
struck down the application of a statute forbidding “improper solicitation” by attorneys to prohibit litigation-related
speech by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. The Court said, “it is no answer to the
constitutional claims asserted by petitioner to say ... that the purpose of these regulations was merely to insure high
professional standards and not to curtail free expression. For a State may not, under the guise of prohibiting professional

misconduct, ignore constitutional rights.” 228  A fortiori, *168  Rule 8.4(g), which regulates speech of a kind that has
never previously been regulated, must be unconstitutional.

In Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 229  a lawyer was charged with making public statements that would prejudice
the pending trial of his client. He argued that the applicable term “substantial likelihood of material prejudice” was
unconstitutionally broad. The majority rejected this claim only because the term's drafters “apparently thought” that

this formulation “approximated the clear and present danger test.” 230

The Court stressed the special status of a lawyer in litigation: “[T]he speech of lawyers representing clients in pending

cases may be regulated under a less demanding standard than that established for regulation of the press ....” 231  The
Court quoted a prior lawyer discipline case: “[The lawyer] as a citizen could not be denied any of the common rights of
citizens. But he stood before the inquiry and before the [court] in another quite different capacity, also. As a lawyer he

was an officer of the court, and, like the court itself, an instrument ... of justice ....” 232

Nonetheless, the Court struck down the sanctions imposed on Gentile because the applicable rule was vague. It provided

that a lawyer “may state without elaboration ... the general nature of the ... defense.” 233  The Court said:

[The rule] provides insufficient guidance because “general” and “elaboration” are both classic terms of
degree. In the context before us, these terms have no settled usage or tradition of interpretation in law. The
lawyer has no principle for determining when his remarks pass from the safe harbor of the general to the

forbidden sea of the elaborated. 234

As suggested in Gentile, a rule vague on its face may be clarified by judicial or administrative interpretation, and this

has saved some disciplinary rules, 235  but not others. The term “offensive personality” was long part of the disciplinary
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code of California and some other states and had been applied in many cases, but the court in United States v. *169
Wunsch held it could find no “single controlling decision--much less a clear line of authority”--that limited the scope of

the rule. 236  The terms “bias” and “discrimination” for Rule 8.4(g) likewise have no established meaning in the law, at
least as applied to pure speech.

In In re Sawyer 237  a lawyer was sanctioned for making a public speech which the disciplinary body found to have
impugned the integrity of a judge. The Supreme Court reversed. Justice Brennan said that “lawyers are free to criticize

the state of the law.” 238  The Bar Association argued that Sawyer was subject to a stricter standard than other lawyers

because she was involved in the case that gave rise to her criticisms. 239  The Court rejected that argument:

A lawyer does not acquire any license to do these things by not being presently engaged in a case. They are
equally serious whether he currently is engaged in litigation before the judge or not. We can conceive no
ground whereby the pendency of litigation might be thought to make an attorney's out-of-court remarks

more censurable, other than that they might tend to obstruct the administration of justice. 240

While she could not make statements that impugned the judge, she “remained equally free [with lawyers not involved in

the case] to make critical statements that did not cross that line.” 241

In In re Snyder 242  a lawyer sent a court a letter criticizing its meager pay for lawyers representing indigent clients.
The court suspended the lawyer, after the Chief Judge of the Eighth Circuit said the letter was “totally disrespectful
to the federal courts and to the judicial system. It demonstrates a total lack of respect for the legal process and the

courts.” 243  The Supreme Court reversed unanimously. It acknowledged that a lawyer's license “requires members of

the bar to conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the role of courts in the administration of justice” 244  and

that “petitioner concedes that the tone of his *170  letter was ‘harsh’, and, indeed it can be read as ill-mannered.” 245

However, the Court held that “a single incident of rudeness or lack of professional courtesy--in this context--does not

support a finding of contemptuous or contumacious conduct. ...” 246

Gentile shows that even rules restricting the speech of lawyers in litigation must be clear and precise. Sawyer and Snyder
show further that even rules designed to protect the administration of justice must be narrow enough to allow criticism,
even if it is “harsh” or “ill-mannered.”

Ironically, one organization that agrees that “professional speech” is entitled to full First Amendment protection is--the
American Bar Association! In a 2016 Amicus Curia brief supporting doctors challenging a Florida statute that, inter alia,
forbade doctors to ask patients about guns, the ABA argued: “[T]he Supreme Court has never recognized ‘professional
speech’ as a category of lesser protected expression, and has repeatedly admonished that no new such classifications be

created.” 247  The ABA's position was upheld by a solid majority of the 11th Circuit en banc. 248

Lower court decisions on discipline of lawyers for their speech are rare, but do offer some additional guidance. In United

States v. Wunsch 249  the court found that a letter written by a lawyer to a female prosecutor “impugns ‘female lawyers'

and reveals a patently sexist attitude.” 250  However, the court annulled the sanctions imposed because the state law
requiring lawyers to “abstain from offensive personality” was both unconstitutionally vague and unconstitutionally

overbroad. 251
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Professor Gillers says that “Rule 8.4(g) and its comments are substantially more specific” 252  than the rule in Wunsch,
but the reverse seems true. Even if “bias or prejudice” covers only unreasoned opinions, there is wide dispute about what
opinions are unreasoned. The ABA Report supporting Rule 8.4(g) cites several cases that upheld state disciplinary rules

against vagueness challenges. 253  However, none of these cases involved a term at all similar to the phrase “verbal or
physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others” in comment 3 and none involved conduct outside the
practice of law.

Other factors make Wunsch even more damning to 8.4(g). The lawyer there sent a female prosecutor a letter
saying: “MALE LAWYERS PLAY BY THE RULES, DISCOVER TRUTH AND RESTORE ORDER. FEMALE

LAWYERS ARE OUTSIDE THE LAW, CLOUD TRUTH AND DESTROY ORDER.” 254  The statement was a
deliberate insult directed *171  at a specific attorney who was involved in a case with the offender, so it clearly involved
the practice of law, and the abuse of another attorney in litigation could easily be seen as prejudicial to the administration
of justice. Nonetheless, the court reversed the imposition of sanctions.

In Standing Committee on Discipline v. Yagman, a lawyer was suspended by the District Court for impugning the integrity

of a judge and interfering with the administration of justice. 255  The Ninth Circuit reversed. 256  It stressed that the First
Amendment requires speech curbs to be narrowly defined. Statements criticizing a judge “may not be punished unless
they are capable of being proved true or false” and only if they can “reasonably be interpreted as stating actual facts

about their target.” 257  The court held that the statements by Yagman did not satisfy this standard.

The District Court also found that Yagman had “interfere[d] with the administration of justice.” 258  Citing Gentile, the
Ninth Circuit recognized that “speech otherwise entitled to full constitutional protection may nonetheless be sanctioned

if it obstructs or prejudices the administration of justice.” 259  It then said:

Given the significant burden this rule places on otherwise protected speech, however, the Court has held that
prejudice to the administration of justice must be highly likely before speech may be punished. ... Statements
may be punished only if they “constitute an imminent, not merely a likely, threat to the administration of

justice. The danger must not be remote or even probable; it must immediately imperil.” 260

Citing Gentile, the court said that a lower standard--“a ‘substantial likelihood’ of materially prejudicing the fairness of

the proceeding”--applies to lawyers making out-of-court statements only in pending cases. 261  It continued:

The special considerations identified by Gentile are of limited concern when no case is pending before the
court .... We conclude, therefore, that lawyers' statements unrelated to a matter *172  pending before the

court may be sanctioned only if they pose a clear and present danger to the administration of justice. 262

Some courts have adopted a less demanding standard, but only for conduct alleged to prejudice the administration of

justice. 263

Rule 8.4(g) does not even pretend to be such a rigorous standard. As noted, 264  Comment 3 simply pronounces ex

cathedra that actions that violate the rule “undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system.” 265

The rule does not even require an allegation that conduct had any impact, much less an “imminent ... threat” to the

administration of justice. 266  Professor Gillers offers two justifications for the rule. First, it “tells the bar as a whole that
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its licensing authority deems the behavior the rule describes as unacceptable.” 267  “Second, adoption of Rule 8.4(g) tells
the public that the legal profession will not tolerate this conduct in law practice, not solely when aimed at other lawyers,

but at anyone. The rule tells the public who we are.” 268

A bar organization has its own freedom of speech and can take positions, even if they are controversial, but it cannot
muzzle lawyers. “A law that is content based on its face is subject to strict scrutiny regardless of the government's benign

motive, content-neutral justification, or lack of ‘animus toward the ideas contained’ in the regulated speech.” 269  As the
court said in Yagman: “Much speech of public importance ... would be permanently chilled if the [substantial likelihood

of material prejudice] rule in Gentile were extended beyond the confines of a pending matter.” 270  8.4(g) is even more
problematic since it does not even require proof of a “substantial likelihood of material prejudice.”

Professor Gillers defends the application of Rule 8.4(g) beyond protection of the administration of justice: “Why should

identical biased words or conduct be forbidden in litigation but allowed in all other work lawyers do?” 271  Case law
gives the answer: except as necessary to protect the administration of justice, lawyers have the same free speech rights
as anyone else. There is no hint in the cases that the bar may forbid speech simply because it believes that it “manifests

bias” or will “undermine confidence in the legal profession and the legal system,” *173  272  much less that the bar may

forbid speech in order to impose a “cultural shift in understanding the inherent integrity of people.” 273  A general desire

to make lawyers moral does not override these principles. 274

The constitutional infirmities of Rule 8.4(g) are deepened by the failure of the ABA to point to any existing problems that
the rule would solve. In Edenfield v. Fane, for example, the Supreme Court struck down an anti-solicitation regulation for
CPAs in part because the State Board of Accountancy had not presented any “studies that suggest personal solicitation
of prospective business clients by CPA's creates the dangers ... that the Board claim[ed] to fear,” and had not provided

“any anecdotal evidence ... that validate[d] the Board's [interests].” 275

The legislative history of Rule 8.4(g) does not supply the specificity that might save it from unconstitutional vagueness
and overbreadth; on the contrary, it reveals a cavalier disregard of the vagueness problem. The words “bias or prejudice”

appeared in comment 2 to the old Rule 8.4. 276  The drafters used the words “harassment or discrimination” in new
Rule 8.4(g) for the sake of specificity, because a considerable body of law under Title VII and other anti-discrimination

statutes and regulations already defines those words. 277  The Chair of the Committee, Myles Link, rejected an earlier

draft, saying that its “‘bias or prejudice’ language is ‘amorphous' and ‘squishy.”’ 278

However, while the final rule itself bars “harassment or discrimination,” new Comment 3 says that harassment or

discrimination “includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice toward others.” 279  Thus
the rule also bars other conduct, but gives no hint what that conduct might be. The Comment brings back the very
language that Mr. Link rejected as “amorphous” and “squishy” and compounds the vagueness by indicating that other--
but unspecified--conduct is also barred. The Comment adds that “[t]he substantive law of antidiscrimination and anti-

harassment statutes and case law may guide application of paragraph (g),” 280  rather than saying that they *174  apply to
paragraph (g). Thus any precision in the words “harassment or discrimination” in the rule itself is destroyed by Comment
3.

The comments to the rule also exacerbate its vagueness in other ways. Comment 3 states the justification for the rule:
“Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of paragraph (g) undermine confidence in the legal profession

and the legal system.” 281  If this means that the rule is violated only when specific conduct has such an effect, how could
an attorney discussing the law know whether she might be accused of “undermin[ing] confidence in the legal profession
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[or] the legal system”? More likely, however, the comment indicates a conclusive presumption of harm so that no proof of

specific harm is required in individual cases. 282  This flouts the First Amendment principle that curbs on speech require

“narrow specificity.” 283

The Ethics Committee said that the new rule was intended to impose a “cultural shift in understanding the inherent

integrity of people.” 284  This phrase, too, compounds the vagueness problem. What does that phrase mean? When does

speech betray a misunderstanding of “the integrity of people”? 285  The First Amendment does not require citizens to

curb their speech lest they guess wrong about the meaning of such a cryptic term. 286

The term “harassment” is also troubling. Comment 3 says: “Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or

demeaning verbal or physical conduct.” 287  Thus “harassment” clearly is not limited to sexual harassment. The comment

also shows that the limitation of sexual harassment in federal law to conduct that is “severe or pervasive” 288  does not
necessarily apply to Rule 8.4(g). When is conduct “derogatory or demeaning” and when is it merely impolite? Once
again, the rule is hopelessly vague.

It is also far too broad. It is often a lawyer's duty to engage in “derogatory or demeaning verbal or physical conduct,”
as when a lawyer at trial tries to impeach the honesty of an opposing witness. Supreme Court Justices have often

made “derogatory or demeaning” comments in Court opinions and elsewhere. 289  Debates over legal issues often
include “derogatory or demeaning” comments. The Supreme Court *175  has often exonerated speech that clearly was

“derogatory or demeaning.” 290

The new rule says that it “does not preclude legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules.” The proviso
raises two questions. First, what is “advice or advocacy”? The phrase comes from former comment 3 to Rule 8.4(d),

which applied to lawyers only “in the course of representing a client.” 291  Thus it is not clear that “legitimate advice or
advocacy” includes other activities, such as statements at a bar event, CLE program, or law school class.

And what advice or advocacy is legitimate? There seem to be no cases construing that term in the former comment. 292

The Ethics Committee's 2015 proposal provided: “Paragraph (g) does not prohibit lawyers from referring to any
particular status or group when such references are material and relevant to factual or legal issues or arguments in

a representation.” 293  The Committee added that this proviso “is a clearer standard than ‘legitimate advocacy’ for
disciplinary counsel and state courts to apply, as it incorporates concepts already known in the law--‘material’ and

‘relevant.”’ 294  Thus, the ABA's decision to omit this phrase and to revert to the “legitimate advocacy” phrase seems
to be a deliberate choice to be vague.

When is it “legitimate” to manifest “bias or prejudice”? By definition, a biased or prejudiced statement is unreasoned.
Perhaps the “legitimate advocacy” proviso is a null set because it is never legitimate to make an unreasoned statement.
Professor Haupt claims: “The terms ‘advice’ and ‘advocacy’ presuppose a basis in legal doctrine, that is, the shared
methodology of the profession, rather than exogenous factors such as the religious, political, or philosophical beliefs

of the professional.” 295  Really? To begin with, this concept of “legitimate advice or advocacy” does not at all mirror

the language of Rule 8.4(g). 296  Moreover, many prominent lawyers have viewed their role as not just technicians of

positive law, but as wise counselors advising their clients on *176  ethics and prudence as well as the law. 297  This could
include what Professor Haupt dismisses as “exogenous factors such as the religious, political, or philosophical beliefs
of the professional.” Professor Haupt's claim underscores the uncertain meaning of “legitimate advice or advocacy.”
Again, a lawyer can only guess how a tribunal might apply this proviso in a given case.
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Even if the “legitimate advocacy” proviso were clear and broad, it would probably not save Rule 8.4(g). The First

Amendment protects even speech that is “outrageous.” 298  The bar may curb speech to prevent prejudice to the
administration of justice, but outside that sphere lawyers should be as free to speak as anyone else--whether the bar

considers their speech “legitimate advocacy” or not. 299

The extreme breadth and vagueness of the rule are exacerbated by the low “reasonably should know” standard of

culpability and the “quasi-criminal” nature of the possible penalties. 300  To protect speech, the Supreme Court has

imposed an “actual malice” requirement on defamation laws, even for civil liability. 301

For “quasi-criminal” penalties like disciplinary sanctions, a high degree of culpability is particularly important. In

Virginia v. Black, 302  the Court struck down a statute that made the burning of a cross “prima facie evidence of an

intent to intimidate a person or group of persons.” 303  Thus the statute placed on the defendant a “burden of producing

evidence tending to rebut the presumption” of an intent to intimidate, 304  even though the burden remained on the state

to prove that intent. 305  The Court held that “a State, consistent with the First Amendment, may ban cross burning”

only if it is “carried out with the intent to intimidate.” 306

By contrast, Rule 8.4(g) could impose “quasi-criminal” penalties for speech (including speech on political issues) even if
it were admitted that the accused honestly believed that her statements did not discriminate if, in the subsequent opinion
of the members of the tribunal, the statements were discriminatory. That standard clearly violated the principles laid

down in cases like Virginia v. Black. It “would create an unacceptable risk of the suppression of ideas.” 307

*177  Some supporters of Rule 8.4(g) analogize to the ABA's Code of Judicial Conduct, 308  which provides: “A judge
shall not, in the performance of judicial duties, by words or conduct manifest bias or prejudice”; and “[a] judge shall

require lawyers in proceedings before the court to refrain from manifesting bias or prejudice” on enumerated bases. 309

There are two problems with the analogy. First, the code for judges is limited to “the performance of judicial duties”
and “proceedings before the court.” It does not encompass law-related debates, bar gatherings, law school classes, and
other activities covered by Rule 8.4(g).

Second, the role of judges in the legal system differs greatly from that of lawyers. Judges must be impartial; lawyers
are expected to be zealous, partisan advocates. Note that the judicial code includes “political affiliation” among the
prohibited bases of “bias or prejudice;” Rule 8.4(g) does not. It undermines the administration of justice if a judge favors
a political party, even outside “the performance of judicial duties.” It does not undermine justice if a lawyer favors a
political party at a public debate or bar event, or in her law office. The rules for judges are stricter because their duties
are stricter.

Professor Haupt sees no problem with applying Rule 8.4(g) to presentations in a CLE program. She posits a speaker who

has “articulated the arguments expressed in” dissents of Supreme Court Justices. 310  Such statements satisfy the rule

because they “would be squarely based on legal doctrine.” 311  Personal opinions may be restricted because the “primary

purpose [of CLE programs] is not, however, for an individual lawyer to speak his own mind.” 312  This is a troubling
claim. First, dissents by Justices are just dissents; they are not the law any more than anyone else's opinions. And what
if a lawyer quotes a dissent and then adds “I agree”? Or gives additional reasons for agreeing with a dissent? If a lawyer
may reiterate a dissenting opinion, why should any other speech that is not otherwise illegal be barred by Rule 8.4(g)?

More important, CLE programs are not limited to technical exegeses. It is often an important part of CLE programs “for
an individual lawyer to speak his own mind.” Does Professor Haupt believe that a lawyer who does this is unprofessional
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and may be punished if, in the opinion of a disciplinary tribunal, a statement “manifests bias or prejudice”? If so, then
the fears of critics of the rule are fully justified.

Free speech is important not only to the speaker but also to listeners. 313  In Gentile, Justice Kennedy noted: “To the
extent the press and public rely upon attorneys for information because attorneys are well informed, this may prove the

value to the public of speech by members *178  of the bar.” 314  A lawyer speaking in a CLE program or law school--
indeed, anywhere--may convince listeners because the lawyer may have some expertise that listeners lack and may have
given the topic more study and thought than listeners had. To silence the speaker by threat of professional punishment
denies the rights of listeners who may find her statements entirely persuasive.

Professor Gillers argues that any First Amendment issues raised by Rule 8.4(g) can be handled in case-by-case

litigation. 315  Dean Deborah Rhode also argues that we can trust disciplinary committees and courts not to apply the

rule to protected speech. 316  This is not how the First Amendment works. Those subject to speech restrictions are entitled
to know in advance what the boundaries are; they cannot be forced into case-by-case Russian roulette in which a wrong

guess about the scope of a rule can destroy one's career. 317

An earlier draft of Comment 3 said that the rule “does not apply to conduct ... protected by the First Amendment.” 318

Since this statement merely acknowledged the existence of the supreme law of the land, it should not have saved the
rule from its unconstitutional breadth and vagueness. However, even this concession was dropped in the final comment.
Professor Gillers argues that such a comment is unnecessary because “[a]ny lawyer charged with violating Rule 8.4(g)
remains free to argue that as applied to his or her conduct the rule is unconstitutional. That is so whether or not the

rule says, for example, ‘subject to the First Amendment.”’ 319  Gillers is right here; if a rule is constitutionally defective,
adding “subject to the First Amendment” will not save it. Again, citizens are not obliged to play case-law roulette; in

order not to “chill” protected speech, a law must be clear and precise about what is forbidden. 320  Rule 8.4(g) is not.

E. The End of Free Speech?

Perhaps proponents of Rule 8.4(g) do not intend to comply with First Amendment precedent; perhaps they intend to
initiate a “cultural shift” in the meaning of the First Amendment and of the role of free speech in our society. It may

once have been axiomatic that free speech protected not only thoughts we like but also “the thought we hate.” 321  Being
offended by the speech of others was once considered a small price for vigorous debate in a democracy. The political
right *179  strived to muzzle speech; the left struggled to keep it free. Now the left seeks to throttle speech, as in college

speech codes 322  and cases like R.A.V. 323  Proponents of the rule cite the special role of lawyers, but they acknowledge
no value in free speech for lawyers or anyone else. The speech code imposed by 8.4(g) may not be the end goal but merely
one more step in the campaign to end free speech and to substitute a standard of partisan political correctness for what
any American is allowed to say.

IV. SHOULD THE BAR DICTATE EMPLOYMENT LAW AND WHAT CLIENTS LAWYERS MAY REJECT?

To “discriminate” means to choose. In a free society, individuals are generally allowed to make their own choices; in
authoritarian societies, government restricts freedom by dictating how citizens must behave in a wide range of situations.
In a free society, government restricts liberty and mandates behavior only when there are compelling reasons to do so
and restrictions on freedom do not trammel on important rights of conscience. In America today, the federal, state, and
local governments restrict choices on some bases and not others.
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Should the legal profession restrict the freedom of choice of lawyers when our governments choose not to? Some argue
that the “special responsibilities and ethical duties of lawyers to clients, the public, and the legal profession” require that

they “be held to higher ethical standards.” 324  These higher standards are called “essential to maintain the integrity of

the legal profession and those who represent it.” 325  This is certainly true with respect to activities of lawyers that could
deceive clients or impair the administration of justice, but it does not seem that special employment rules are necessary
to “maintain the integrity of the legal profession.”

Consider one effect of rule 8.4(g): it abolishes mandatory age-based retirement policies for law firm partners. The

Age Discrimination in Employment Act exempts partners from the general prohibition on such policies. 326  Rule
8.4(g) forbids discrimination based on age and makes no exception for mandatory-retirement policies for partners. The
Committee Report supporting the rule notes that the ABA had previously adopted a recommendation against age limits

for partners, 327  but it seems that no state has made this position a binding rule. The Committee's reference to the prior
ABA action shows that it recognized *180  the issue, but it said nothing about moving from a recommendation to a

mandate. 328

Rule 8.4(g) also forbids discrimination on the basis of “marital status.” This is even more remarkable. Hundreds of laws

make distinctions based on marital status, as the Supreme Court noted in its same-sex marriage decision. 329  Health
insurance plans, for example, often include the insured's spouse. A law firm with such a plan discriminates on the basis
of marital status, which would violate the rule. There seems to have been no discussion of this major consequence of the
new rule. If those involved were simply unaware of this effect, they were disgracefully careless.

The rule forbids discrimination on many other bases--such as sexual orientation, gender identity, and socioeconomic

status--that are not illegal in many states. As noted, 330  the expansion of Rule 8.4 to conduct that is merely related to the
practice of law and does not interfere with the administration of justice raises many novel questions for the employment

practices of lawyers regarding these bases, such as whether a firm can hire associates only from top-tier law schools. 331

Suppose, for example, that a state bar imposes religious hiring quotas on law firms in order to remedy religious
discrimination. Whatever one thinks of such policies, it should be legislatures and not bar associations that decide

whether to impose them. 332  Once the bar arrogates authority to impose labor law for lawyers, where should it stop?
If it bars discrimination on the basis of non-conforming gender behavior, should it bar discrimination on the basis of
gambling, smoking, or carnivorism/vegetarianism? Should it dictate minimum (or maximum) compensation for lawyers?
For non-lawyer employees of law firms? Maximum hours? Time-and-a-half for working nights or weekends? Again, the
function of disciplinary rules is to protect the integrity of the justice system. They should not be used to comprehensively
regulate the lives and practices of lawyers.

Admission to the bar is not a privilege that a bar association may subject to conditions unnecessary to protect clients
and the administration of justice; until now, professional rules have respected that limitation. To go further inevitably
courts strife. In our diverse society, people have very different opinions about proper behavior. It is inappropriate for
a bar association to dictate propriety in matters where democratic processes have left people free to make their own
choices. The imposition of restrictions is especially threatening to minorities that may have values different from those
of those who control the bar.

*181  It is said that “Public confidence in the legal system follows from its general trust [and] its belief that all have

equal access to justice in the legal system, free from discrimination by those who represent them.” 333  However, Rule

8.4 specifically permits race discrimination in favor of certain groups. 334  Moreover, the quoted statement refers only
to discrimination against clients, and even for that claim no evidence is offered to support it. Lawyers are permitted
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to discriminate in employment in many ways, including discrimination “to promote diversity” and rejection of clients

of whose positions the lawyer does not approve. 335  Rule 8.4(g) does not purport to change this. Rather, it is a highly
selective and politically partisan ban on certain kinds of speech and behavior. No evidence has been offered that this
rule is needed to protect “[p]ublic confidence in the legal system,” and it seems highly unlikely that the rule is necessary
to that purpose or that it would even improve public confidence.

V. HOW DID THIS HAPPEN, AND WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

How could the august ABA have approved such a blatantly unconstitutional stricture? It would be comforting to ascribe
the act to extraordinary carelessness, but that explanation is implausible. The defects of the rule are too obvious and the
lawyers involved in the rule's creation were too skilled and had too many warnings to have been unaware; they surely

knew what they were doing. The ABA's action, then, was political, even at the cost of flouting the Constitution. 336

Apparently those behind Rule 8.4(g) oppose free speech for the politically incorrect and they hope that the prestige of
the ABA would help to persuade first state courts, and then the Supreme Court, to gut the established constitutional
principles protecting speech.

The ABA's action demonstrates once again how extremely politically partisan the ABA has become. In recent decades
the ABA has increasingly taken partisan positions on many issues having nothing to do with the administration of justice

or the professional conduct of lawyers. 337  What can be done about this? This is a vital question that demands more
attention than it can be given here, but a few comments will be offered.

The ABA enjoys quasi-official status. It has the power to accredit law schools for important purposes and it plays an

official role in the *182  vetting of nominees for federal judgeships. 338  This privileged status is premised on the ABA's
being a politically neutral umbrella organization representing the diversity of American lawyers. That premise is false.
The ABA should be recognized for what it is--an ideologically driven interest group. The ABA's privileged status should
be revoked. If that is not possible, at least other organizations should be given equal status with the ABA. For example,
the Federalist Society could be given the same power to accredit law schools that the ABA now possesses alone.

CONCLUSION

ABA Model Rule 8.4(g) violates the First Amendment. It also regulates conduct by lawyers that does not interfere with
the administration of justice or injure clients, which is not an appropriate function of the bar. Since the ABA will not
repeal this rule any time soon, the next best solution is for lawyers to oppose it and prevent its adoption by the states.
Where the rule is adopted, courts should pronounce it unconstitutional on its face.
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150 For example, Ohio allows anyone to file an ethics complaint; the complainant need not allege any harm from the alleged
violation or even contact with the lawyer. See OHIO STATE BAR ASS'N, HOW TO FILE A COMPLAINT, https://
www.ohiobar.org/ForPublic/AboutLawyers/Pages/StaticPage-84.aspx (last visited November 10, 2017).

151 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.

152 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

153 FIRE Bias Response Report, supra note 68 (“During the course of 2016, at least 231 Bias Response Teams were [reported] on
American university or college campuses.”).

154 See id. (“At a conservative estimate, at least 2.84 million American students are subject to often-anonymous reporting systems
monitored by administrators and police officers.”) (footnotes omitted).

155 See supra notes 105-09 and accompanying text.

156 See supra note 97 and accompanying text.

157 U.S. CONST. amend. I.

158 Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S. Ct. 2218, 2231 (2015) (quoting Arizona Free Enterprise Club's Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett,
131 S. Ct. 2806, 2817 (2011) (quoting Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm'n, 558 U.S. 310, 340 (2010))).

159 R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 432 (1992).

160 Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 25 (1971).

161 Id. at 26. For other Supreme Court cases holding that the state cannot forbid speech merely because it is vulgar and offensive,
see Lewis v. City of New Orleans, 415 U.S. 130 (1974) and Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.S. 518 (1972).

162 Hess v. Indiana, 414 U.S. 105, 108 (1973) (per curiam) (emphasis in original) (quoting Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444,
447 (1969)).

163 See supra note 158 and accompanying text.

164 Gooding v. Wilson, 405 U.S. 518, 521 (1972).

165 N.A.A.C.P. v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 433 (1963).

166 Connally v. General Constr. Co., 269 U.S. 385, 391 (1926).

167 Button, 371 U.S. at 432.

168 Gooding, 405 U.S. at 520.

169 See United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460 (2010); Coates v. City of Cincinnati, 402 U.S. 611 (1971).

170 Village of Hoffman Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman Estates, Inc., 455 U.S. 489, 499 (1982).

171 501 U.S. 1030, 1051 (1991) (citations omitted).

172 Matal v. Tam, 137 S. Ct. 1744, 1766 (2017) (Kennedy, J., concurring). The opinion of Justice Kennedy was joined by three
colleagues. Three other justices joined the opinion of Justice Alito, which applied less strict scrutiny, but only because they
viewed the case as involving commercial speech. See id. at 1763.

173 R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 386 (1992); see also Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 362-63 (1976).

174 Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 829 (1995).
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175 Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 414 (1989); see also Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443 (2011) (forbidding curbs on public speech,
even if it is “outrageous,” including a sign saying “God Hates Fags”); R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 391 (1992)
(striking down law that prohibited “arous [ing] anger, alarm, or resentment in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion
or gender”); Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969).

176 15 U.S.C. § 1052(a) (2017).

177 Matal v. Tam, 137 S. Ct. 1744 (2017).

178 Id. at 1751.

179 Id. at 1764 (quoting United States v. Schwimmer, 279 U.S. 644, 655 (1929) (Holmes, J., dissenting)). See generally ANTHONY
B. LEWIS, FREEDOM FOR THE THOUGHT WE HATE: A BIOGRAPHY OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT (2007)
(arguing the importance of freedom of speech, even for speech that offends most people).

180 562 U.S. 443 (2011).

181 Id. at 448.

182 See Burson v. Freeman, 504 U.S. 191, 199 (1992).

183 JOHN E. NOWAK & RONALD D. ROTUNDA, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 16.1(b), at 1254 (8th ed. 2010).

184 See, e.g., Jeremy Waldron, Dignity and Defamation: The Visibility of Hate, 123 HARV. L. REV. 1596, 1599-1600, 1627
(2010) (listing the “grounds of race, ethnicity, religion, gender, and in some cases sexual orientation”); Maria Matsuda, Public
Response to Racist Speech: Considering the Victim's Story, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2320 (1989) (arguing the uniqueness of race). See
also RANDALL KENNEDY, NIGGER: THE STRANGE CAREER OF A TROUBLING WORD 51, 154, 158-59 (2002)
(noting that proposals to ban hate speech turn out to be “puzzlingly narrow, frighteningly broad, or disturbingly susceptible
to discriminatory manipulation”).

185 See, e.g., Matsuda, supra note 185, at 2332, 2336-37, 2357, 2359 (referring to the vulnerability of “selected victim groups” and
to speech “directed against a historically oppressed group”).

186 It said that a lawyer who “knowingly manifests by words or conduct bias or prejudice ... in the course of representing a client”
violates Rule 8.4(d). MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2014).

187 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4(d) (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

188 R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 389 (1992).

189 505 U.S. 377 (1992).

190 Id. at 391.

191 Unless soldiers and police are a “socioeconomic” group for purposes of the rule. See supra notes 83-84, 117-18 and
accompanying text.

192 Gillers, supra note 9, at 199.

193 743 N.Y.S.2d 519, 520 (N.Y. App. Div. 2000).

194 Id. at 521.

195 A proceeding in the federal court found that the abuse was “race-based,” but the Special Referee in the state proceeding found
that it was “more likely to have been gender-related rather than race-related.” Id.

196 See id. Monaghan stipulated to “engaging in conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice.” Id.

197 See supra notes 67-9 and accompanying text.
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198 See, e.g., In re Monaghan, 743 N.Y.S.2d 519, 521 (N.Y. App. Div. 2002) (lawyer disciplined for mocking the pronunciation
of a minority woman); In re McCarthy, 938 N.E.2d 698, 698 (Ind. 2010) (lawyer suspended from practice for sending an email
message saying, “I'm not your nigger.”). See supra notes 89-93 and accompanying text.

199 See supra notes 67-69 and accompanying text.

200 505 U.S. 377, 391-92 (1992).

201 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4(g) (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

202 The freedom of lawyers to choose their clients is unclear under Rule 8.4(g). Traditionally, lawyers have been free to reject
a client for any reason. See CHARLES WOLFRAM, MODERN LEGAL ETHICS § 10.2.2 (1986); Brenda Jones Quick,
Regulating a Lawyer's Discriminatory Conduct: Constitutional Limitations, 21 OHIO N.U.L. REV. 897, 902 (1995). However,
the Model Rules do not expressly recognize this freedom. The most relevant statement is a comment that says, “[a] lawyer
ordinarily is not obliged to accept a client whose character or cause the lawyer regards as repugnant.” MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUCT r. 6.2 cmt. 1 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2003). However, Rule 6.2 itself refers only to “avoid[ing] appointment
by a tribunal to represent a person,” not to declining a request for representation by a potential client. MODEL RULES
OF PROF'L CONDUCT r.6.2 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016). Rule 8.4(g) refers to Rule 1.16, but paragraph (a) of that rule says
only “a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where representation has commenced, shall withdraw from the representation
of a client.” Paragraph (b) says “a lawyer may withdraw from representing a client if: ... (4) the client insists upon taking
action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with which the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement.” MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUCT r.1.16 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016). Neither Rule 1.16 nor Rule 6.2 covers a refusal to represent a client
because, e.g., of his or her gender identity or socioeconomic status or because the client is a racist. Neither seems to allow a
lawyer to discriminate on the basis of socioeconomic status by representing only the poor unless this were allowed as “conduct
undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion.” MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r.8.4 cmt. 4 (AM. BAR ASS'N
2016). Neither seems to protect, for example, a domestic relations lawyer who wants to represent only women because she feels
that the law treats women unfairly. See Attorney Association: Balancing Autonomy and Anti-Discrimination, 40 J. LEGAL
PROFESSION 271 (2016). One state has already forbidden such practices. See Nathanson v. MCAD, No. 199901657, 2003
WL 22480688 (Mass. Dist. Ct. Sept. 16, 2003). Thus, the effect of Rule 8.4(g) on the freedom of lawyers to reject clients is
unclear. Professor Gillers believes that the rule “by itself, would not forbid declining to represent a client solely because of his
or her membership in a protected group.” Gillers, supra note 9, at 226.

203 In 2016 the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education found that nearly half of 440 major colleges it surveyed had “at
least one policy both clearly and substantially restricting freedom of speech, or that bars public access to its speech-related
policies by requiring a university login and password for access.” Only twenty-two (five percent) had “policies [that] do not
seriously threaten campus expression.” Spotlight on Speech Codes 2016, FDTN. FOR INDIV. RIGHTS IN EDUC., https://
www.thefire.org/spotlight-on-speech-codes-2016.

204 See, e.g., UWM Post, Inc. v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Wis. Sys., 774 F. Supp. 1163 (E.D. Wis. 1991).

205 See Catherine J. Ross, Assaultive Words and Constitutional Norms, 66 J. LEGAL EDUC. 739, 755 (2017) (“Federal courts
have overturned every college speech code or rule that provided penalties for expression variously identified as ‘demeaning,’
‘derogatory,’ ‘stigmatizing,’ and the like.) (emphasis in original) (footnote omitted). See also McCauley v. Univ. of the V.I.,
618 F.3d 232 (3d Cir. 2010); Coll. Republicans at S.F. State Univ. v. Reed, 523 F. Supp. 2d 1005 (N.D. Cal. 2007); UWM
Post, Inc. v. Board of Regents of Univ. of Wis. System, 774 F. Supp. 1163 (E.D. Wis. 1991); Doe v. Univ. of Michigan, 721
F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989).

206 Charles Fried, A New First Amendment Jurisprudence: A Threat to Liberty, 59 U. CHI. L. REV. 225, 246 (1992).

207 R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 392 (1992).

208 See supra notes 100-21, 172 and accompanying text.

209 MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT r. 2.3(B) (AM. BAR ASS'N 2010).

210 Id. at r. 2.3(D).
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211 MODEL RULES PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4(g) cmt. 4 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

212 Consider, e.g., the controversy over Justice Scalia's comments during oral argument in Fisher v. Univ. of Tex., Austin. See
supra note 81 and accompanying text. See also Blackman, supra note 23, at 247.

213 See supra note 121 and accompanying text.

214 Gillers, supra note 9, at 199.

215 See supra note 32 and accompanying text.

216 360 U.S. 622 (1959). See infra notes 237-41 and accompanying text.

217 See Noto v. United States, 367 U.S. 290 (1961) and Scales v. United States, 367 U.S. 203 (1961) for discussions of the content
and constitutionality of the Smith Act.

218 856 F. Supp 1384 (C.D. Cal. 1994).

219 Id. at 1386. See also Mississippi Bar v. Lumumba, 912 So. 2d 871, 876-81 (2005), where a lawyer was suspended from practice
despite the argument in an amicus curiae brief by the Center for Constitutional Rights that the lawyer's criticisms of a judge
were protected by the First Amendment.

220 See Standing Comm. on Discipline of the United States Dist. Court v. Yagman, 55 F.3d 1430, 1444-45 (9th Cir. 1995).

221 See supra notes 155-56 and accompanying text.

222 See Gillers, supra note 9, at 217-20; Haupt, supra note 126, at 20.

223 Matal v. Tam, 137 S. Ct. 1744, 1760-61 (2017) (quoting Agency for Int'l Dev. v. All. for Open Soc'y Int'l, Inc., 570 U.S. 205
(2013)).

224 Id. at 1761, 1765.

225 See Keiser, supra note 20, at 632-33.

226 See MODEL RULES PROF'L CONDUCT r. 7.1-7.4 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

227 371 U.S. 415 (1963).

228 Id. at 438-39. The justifications offered by the state for the law in Button were not flimsy; they were strong enough to persuade
three justices to uphold the law. See id. at 448 (Harlan, J., dissenting). See also In re Primus, 436 U.S. 412 (1978) (holding that
solicitation of prospective litigants by a nonprofit organization that undertook litigation as a form of political expression and
political association constituted expressive and associational conduct entitled to First Amendment protection).

229 501 U.S. 1030 (1991).

230 Id. at 1037.

231 Id. at 1074 (emphasis added). Four justices concurring in the result were even more emphatic. They said that the reach of the
bar's prohibitions must be “no greater than is necessary or essential to the protection of the particular governmental interest
involved.” See id. at 1054 (quoting Seattle Times Co. v. Rinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 32 (1984)).

232 Id. at 1074 (quoting In re Cohen, 166 N.E.2d 672, 675 (1960)).

233 Id. at 1048 (citing the repealed Nevada Supreme Court Rule 177(3)).

234 Id. at 1048-49.

235 See United States v. Hearst, 638 F.2d 1190, 1197 (9th Cir. 1980) (upholding prohibition on “conduct unbecoming a member
of the bar” because the phrase “refers to the legal profession ‘code of behavior’ and ‘lore,’ of which all attorneys are charged
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with knowledge”); In re Beaver, 510 N.W.2d 129, 132-33 (1994) (upholding state rule against “offensive personality” in part
because of its statutory context and the knowledge of ethical standards imputed to lawyers).

236 84. F.3d 1110, 1118 (9th Cir. 1996).

237 360 U.S. 622 (1959).

238 Id. at 631. The opinion added: “And, needless to say, a lawyer may criticize the law-enforcement agencies of the Government,
and the prosecution, even to the extent of suggesting wrongdoing on their part, without by that token impugning the judiciary.”
Id. at 632.

239 Id. at 635-36.

240 Id. at 636.

241 Id. The concurring opinion of Justice Stewart indicates a similar attitude. He said that the sanctions imposed on the attorney
could stand “if it had been charged or if it had been found that the petitioner attempted to obstruct or prejudice the due
administration of justice by interfering with a fair trial ..... But that was not the charge here, and it is not the ground upon which
the petitioner has been disciplined.” Id. at 647 (Stewart, J., concurring). The dissent disagreed with the majority only over the
scope of the record that should be reviewed. As to lawyers' freedom of speech it said: “Of course, a lawyer is a person, and
he too has a constitutional freedom of utterance, and may exercise it to castigate courts and their administration of justice.”
Id. at 666 (Frankfurter, J., dissenting).

242 472 U.S. 634 (1985).

243 Id. at 637.

244 Id. at 644-45.

245 Id. at 646.

246 Id. at 647.

247 En Banc Brief of Am. Bar. Ass'n as Amici Curiae Supporting Plaintiff-Appellants, Wollschlaeger v. Governor of Fla., 848
F.3d 1293 (11th Cir. 2017) (en banc) (No. 12-140009), 2016 WL 3011484.

248 Wollschlaeger v. Governor of Fla., 848 F.3d 1293 (11th Cir. 2017) (en banc).

249 84 F.3d 1110 (9th Cir. 1996).

250 Id. at 1116.

251 Id. at 1120.

252 Gillers, supra note 9, at 236 n.141.

253 See Report to the House of Delegates, supra note 42, at 9 n.22.

254 Wunsch, 84 F.3d at 1113.

255 856 F. Supp. 1395 (C.D. Cal. 1994).

256 Standing Comm. on Discipline of the United States Dist. Court v. Yagman, 55 F.3d 1430 (9th Cir. 1995).

257 Id. at 1438.

258 Id. at 1442.

259 Id.
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260 Id. (citing Craig v. Harney, 331 U.S. 367, 376 (1947)). See also In re Kendall, 712 F.3d 814, 816 (3d Cir. 2013) (holding that
“the First Amendment protects a sitting judge from being criminally punished for his opinion unless that opinion presents a
clear and present danger of prejudicing ongoing proceedings”); United States v. Sutton, CR-05-826-TUC-CKJ(BPV), 2007
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 63167, at *5-*6 (D. Az. Aug. 24, 2007) (holding a disciplinary rule unconstitutional because it required only
conduct with “a reasonable likelihood that [it] will ... prejudice the due administration of justice” rather than a substantial
likelihood of material prejudice).

261 Yagman, 55 F.3d at 1442 (citing Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030, 1075 (1991)).

262 Id. at 1443.

263 See In re Palmisano, 70 F.3d 483, 487 (7th Cir. 1995) (calling Yagman inconsistent with United States Supreme Court and
Seventh Circuit precedent); In re Wisehart, 721 N.Y.S.2d 356, 362 (N.Y. App. Div. 2001) (rejecting Yagman in stating that
attorney's false, scandalous attacks are not protected under First Amendment); In re Shearin, 765 A.2d 930, 938 (Del. 2000)
(calling Yagman inconsistent with Delaware court's holdings on lawyer speech).

264 See supra notes 28-30 and accompanying text.

265 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

266 Craig v. Harney, 331 U.S. 367, 376 (1947).

267 Gillers, supra note 9, at 200.

268 Id.

269 Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S. Ct. 2218, 2228 (2015) (quoting Cincinnati v. Discovery Network, Inc., 507 U.S. 410, 429
(1993)).

270 Standing Comm. on Discipline of the United States Dist. Court v. Yagman, 55 F.3d 1430, 1443 (9th Cir. 1995).

271 Gillers, supra note 9, at 220.

272 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

273 See supra note 32 and accompanying text. By contrast, the Court upheld a direct mail-solicitation regulation for lawyers where
a lengthy study showed the need for the rule. Fla. Bar v. Went For It, Inc., 515 U.S. 618, 626-27 (1995).

274 See In re Roots, 762 A.2d 1161, 1169 (R.I. 2000) (“Government censorship can no more be reconciled with our national
constitutional standard of freedom of speech and press when done in the guise of determining ‘moral character’ than if it
should be attempted directly.”) (quoting Konigsberg v. State Bar of Cal., 353 U.S. 252, 269 (1957)).

275 507 U.S. 761, 771 (1993).

276 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 2 (AM. BAR ASS'N 1998).

277 Helen W. Gunanarsson, Speakers Explore what Proposed ABA Anti-Bias Rule Really Means,
32 LAW. MAN. PROF. CONDUCT 118 (2016), http://lawyersmanual.bna.com/morc/3303/split_display.adp?
fedfid=83483532&vname=mopcnotallissues&wsn=495268500&searchid=31244655&doctypeid=4&type=oadate4news&mode=doc&split=0&scm=3303&pg=0,
[hereinafter Speakers Explore] (reporting comments of Myles Link).

278 Id.

279 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

280 Id. (emphasis added).

281 Id.
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282 See supra notes 127-49 and accompanying text.

283 NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 432-33 (1963).

284 See supra note 32 and accompanying text.

285 It has also been noted that Rule 8.4(g) may make it harder to settle employment disputes before the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission because settlements of those cases typically include any and all controversies between the parties,
and it would not be ethical for a lawyer to obtain an agreement by the complainant to drop a disciplinary complaint. See
Speakers Explore, supra note 277.

286 See supra notes 164-71 and accompanying text.

287 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT r. 8.4 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016) (emphasis added).
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ABSTRACT

After twenty-two years of failed efforts to add a rule forbidding bias and
harassment in law practice to the American Bar Association's Model Rules of
Professional Conduct, the ABA's House of Delegates approved one by voice vote
in August 2016. Model Rule 8.4(g) will now move to the states. The goal of this
Article is to aid state courts and bar groups as they debate whether to adopt Rule
8.4(g) as is, with changes, or not at all. Their deliberations should assess earlier
ABA efforts to pass an anti-bias and anti-harassment rule, similar provisions now
in the rules of American jurisdictions, and the legislative history of Rule 8.4(g)
itself. Anti-bias and anti-harassment provisions in the ABA's Code of Judicial
Conduct will offer guidance. This Article discusses each of these sources of
information and then identifies at least ten issues that must be addressed as the states
review Rule 8.4(g). The Article also addresses objections to Rule 8.4(g) from religious
communities and challenges under the First Amendment's Speech Clause.
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INTRODUCTION

On August 8, 2016, at the Annual Meeting of the American Bar Association
(ABA), the ABA's House of Delegates voted on a Revised Resolution to amend
the Model Rules of Professional Conduct by adding Rule 8.4(g) and three
comments aimed at forbidding lawyers from engaging in harassment or biased
conduct in law practice.' Rule 8.4(g) provides:

1. STANDING COMM. ON ETHICS & PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY ET AL., REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES,

REvISED RESOLUTION, at 1 3 (Aug. 8, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/conten/dam/aba/administrative/

professional-responsibility/final revised resolutionand-report_ 109.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/
KT5F-2YRM] [hereinafter 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION]. The Revised Resolution was accompanied by a Report.
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It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to ... (g) engage in conduct that
the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination
on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age,
sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status in
conduct related to the practice of law. This paragraph does not limit the ability
of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw from a representation in accordance
with Rule 1.16. This paragraph does not preclude legitimate advice or advocacy
consistent with these Rules.2

No one could be confident how the vote would go, although the resolution
seemed likely to pass judging from the strong support it received in written and
oral comments on earlier drafts.3 But more modest efforts to add an anti-bias
provision to the Model Rules across twenty-two years had come to naught.4 There
had been opposition to the early drafts of Rule 8. 4(g), too, but it had largely
receded by the time the final text came to a vote.5 The debate drew the attention of
the media.6 So the public, not only lawyers, was watching and that could affect
the outcome, although no one could say exactly how.

The Revised Resolution passed by voice vote. I estimate that the ratio of
"yays" to "nays" was in the neighborhood of ten to one. No one spoke in
opposition.7

One reason the ABA adopted an anti-bias rule8 this time, after more than two
decades of intransigence, may be the changing nature of the legal profession.
Looking at the composition of the House of Delegates as it prepared to vote, I was
struck by the large number of women and lawyers of color. The outgoing
president was a black woman. The incoming president was a white woman.

2. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2016) [hereinafter MODEL RULES]. The comments are

discussed below. See infra note 67 and Part V. I was at the meeting as an observer to assist my work on this

Article, then in progress, and also for spousal support. My wife, Barbara S. Gillers, was a member of the

Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility, the sponsor of the amendment. I say this in the

spirit of full disclosure.

3. See 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1, at 4.
4. See infra Part I.

5. See, e.g., infra text accompanying notes 71 73 and 75.

6. See Elizabeth Olson, Bar Association Considers Striking "Honeys" from the Courtroom, N.Y. TIMES
(Aug. 5, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/05/business/dealbook/sexual-harassment-ban-is-on-the-abas-

docket.html? r-0 [https://perma.cc/8LZP-E9KL]; see also Sara Randazzo, Proposed Anti-Discrimination Rule

for Lawyers Sparks Heated Debate, WALL ST. J. (May 5, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/articles/proposed-

antidiscrimination-rule-for-lawyers-sparks-heated-debate-1462440602 [https://perma.cc/D57T-AT3D]. Adop-

tion of the rule was also covered. See Elizabeth Olson, Goodbye to "Honeys" in Court, by Vote ofAmerican Bar

Association, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 9, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/10/business/dealbook/aba-prohibits-

sexual-harassment-joining-many-state-bars.html [https://perma.cc/K8R7-H34F].

7. A video of the presentations and vote is on the ABA's website. Am. Bar Ass'n House of Delegates, Annual

Meeting 2016: ABA Amends Model Rules to Add Anti-Discrimination, Anti-Harassment Provision, AM. BAR

ASS'N (Aug. 9, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/news/abanews/aba-news-archives/2016/08/annual-meeting-

20161.html [https://perma.cc/MH72-36G7].

8. I will use the term "anti-bias rule" as a shorthand to refer to a rule that forbids bias and prejudice,

discrimination, and harassment.
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Following a steady increase beginning in the 1970s, female students today are
nearly in parity with male students at American law schools. The percentage of
minority law students has increased from 17.8% in 1993-94 to 26.9% in
2013-14.9 Anyone who has taught at an American law school during the last
three or four decades, as I have, and who attended law school a decade earlier, has
seen the dramatic change in the composition of the student population firsthand.

One might think that the ABA's adoption of a strong anti-bias rule means that
those who worry about how women, minorities, and other groups are treated in
law practice can now declare victory, order champagne, and go home. If only.
The ABA vote is just the beginning. Lawyers are governed by rules adopted by
courts in the jurisdictions in which they are admitted.0 To affect a lawyer's
behavior, his or her jurisdiction must adopt an anti-bias rule or a functional
equivalent. Today, twenty-four states and Washington, D.C., have such a rule, but
none is as broad as the new ABA rule. Some are considerably narrower.11 The
other states have no rule. Twelve states have only a comment. 12 Fourteen states
have neither a rule nor a comment. 13

9. Statistics on women and minority law students over time can be found at AM. BAR ASS'N, STATISTICS:

ETHNIC/GENDER DATA, FIRST-YEAR & TOTAL JD MINORITY, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal-education/

resources/statistics.html [https://perma.cc/66UP-RJH4] (last visited Feb. 15, 2017) (scroll to Ethnic/Gender

Data and open the link, "First-Year & Total JD Minority").

10. Rule 8.5 of the ABA Model Rules, broadly adopted in U.S. jurisdictions, recognizes, however, that if a

lawyer appears in an out-of-state court pro hac vice, the rules of that court will govern the lawyer's conduct. And

sometimes a lawyer practicing outside her state of admission other than in court may be governed by the rules of

another state. See MODEL RULES R. 8.5.

11. See CAL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 2-400 (2015); COLO. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2016);

D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 9.1 (2007); FLA. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 4-8.4(d) (2017); IDAHO

RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 4.4(a) (2014); ILL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4j) (2015); IND. RULES OF

PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2016); IOWA RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015); MASS. RULES OF PROF'L

CONDUCT R. 3.4(i) (2013); MD. LAW. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(e) (2016); MICH. RULES OF PROF'L

CONDUCT R. 6.5 (2015); MINN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(h) (2015); MISS. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.

4-8.4(g) (2004); NEB. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(d) (2016); N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g)

(2016); N.M. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 16-300 (2009); N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2017);
N.D. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(f) (2006); OHIO RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2016); OR. RULES

OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(a)(7) (2015); R.I. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(d); TEX. DISCIPLINARY RULES OF

PROF'L CONDUCT R. 5.08 (2016); VT. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2009); WASH. RULES OF PROF'L
CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015); WIS. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(i) (2017). Key differences among these are

addressed infra Part II.
12. ARIZ. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. (2004); ARK. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3

(2016); CONN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 commentary (2006); DEL. LAW. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.

8.4 cmt. 3 (2013); ME. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2014); N.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4

cmt. 5 (2015); S.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2015); S.D. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt.

3 (2004); TENN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2016); UTAH RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3

(2013); W. VA. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2015); Wyo. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4 cmt. 3

(2014).

13. See 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1, at 6 n.13. They are Alabama, Alaska, Georgia, Hawaii,

Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and

Virginia. A court in a state without a rule or a comment could nevertheless impose discipline under a less

specific rule or using its inherent power. See, e.g., Claypole v. Cty. of Monterey, No. 14-cv-02730-BLF, 2016
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This Article provides state courts and state and local bar groups with a history
of the effort to include an anti-bias rule in the ABA's Model Rules, including the
legislative history of Rule 8.4(g) itself, and an analysis of the various rules now in
state ethics codes. This information should be useful as the states consider
whether to adopt Rule 8.4(g) as written or amended. Or not at all.

One group of opponents of the new rule especially interests me. Its arguments
did not get an airing in the House of Delegates, nor did its members ask to speak.
I am referring to those who voiced religious objections to a draft of the rule.
Similarities are apparent between these objections and objections by officials
who on religious grounds resist issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples
and by businesses that refuse to bake cakes, arrange flowers, take photographs, or
rent venues for same-sex weddings. These officials and businesses have so far
lost claims based on the First Amendment's Speech and Free Exercise Clauses. 14

It may be that a lawyer will hereafter cite the amendment to resist discipline
under a rule like Rule 8.4(g). 15 A court will then have to decide whether there is
something about the lawyer-client relationship, unlike the relationship between a
photographer or baker and a same-sex couple, that gives the lawyer a stronger
constitutional claim. Although I will try to identify the legal issues a court facing
religious objections will need to sort through, 16 1 am here primarily interested in
asking another question: As a matter of policy, should a lawyer with a sincere
religious objection to representing a particular client, or a client in a particular
matter, be exempt from the ABA's rule because the attorney-client relationship is
fiduciary and (in some sense) intimate, whereas commercial relationships are
not?

Rule 8.4(g) is not a sop to political correctness. It responds to a real problem
faced by members of the groups it aims to protect. The behavior it describes can
cause harm.17 Judging by reported decisions only, bias and harassment in the
practice of law is a persistent but not a pervasive problem. The ABA's Standing
Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility ("the Ethics Committee"),
the sponsor of Rule 8.4(g) before the House of Delegates, gave examples.18 I can

WL 145557, at *4 (N.D. Cal. 2016) (relying on inherent power to sanction a lawyer for a "sexist remark" at a

deposition).
14. See infra text accompanying notes 125 26.

15. See infra Part VI.

16. See infra Part VI.
17. See infra Part V.F.

18. It wrote:

The Wisconsin Supreme Court in 2014 disciplined a district attorney for texting the victim of

domestic abuse writing that he wished the victim was not a client because she was "a cool person to

know." On one day, the lawyer sent 19 text messages asking whether the victim was the "kind of girl

who likes secret contact with an older married elected DA ... the riskier the better." One day later, the

lawyer sent the victim 8 text messages telling the victim that she was pretty and beautiful and that he

had a $350,000 home. In re Kratz, 851 N.W.2d 219 (2014). The Minnesota Supreme Court in 2013

disciplined a lawyer who, while acting as an adjunct professor and supervising law students in a
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add to them.19 Overwhelmingly, these decisions and surveys disclose that the
targets of the conduct are predominantly women, one of the new rule's protected
groups.20 The reported decisions suggest that biased conduct based on race or
ethnicity occurs, but less often. Perhaps lawyers realize that racially-biased
conduct is indefensible but do not view gender bias equally so.

Although the full extent of biased conduct is unknowable, it is also irrelevant.
The reason to adopt the new ABA rule is not solely to provide lawyers with notice
of the kind of harassing or biased conduct that will lead to discipline and then to
impose discipline if warranted. Adding Rule 8.4(g) achieves two other worth-
while goals. First, it tells the bar as a whole that its licensing authority deems the
behavior the rule describes as unacceptable. A lawyer who looked at many
current state ethics codes would not get that message because the codes have no
rule or a quite narrow rule addressing biased or harassing conduct in law practice.
Second, adoption of Rule 8.4(g) tells the public that the legal profession will not
tolerate this conduct in law practice, not solely when aimed at other lawyers, but
at anyone. The rule tells the public who we are.

Drafting an anti-bias rule, even the brief rule and comments that the ABA
adopted, is harder than may first appear. Of course, it is easy to say that biased
conduct has no place in law practice and the administration of justice. As a
starting point, we can expect broad agreement for that general statement. Add
harassment-including sexual harassment-and discrimination to the text and

clinic, made unwelcome comments about the student's appearance; engaged in unwelcome physical

contact of a sexual nature with the student; and attempted to convince the student to recant complaints

she had made to authorities about him. In re Griffith, 838 N.W.2d 792 (2013). The Washington

Supreme Court in 2012 disciplined a lawyer, who was representing his wife and her business in

dispute with employee who was Canadian. The lawyer sent two ex parte communications to the trial

judge asking questions like: are you going to believe an alien or a U.S. citizen? In re McGrath, 280

P.3d 1091 (2012). The Indiana Supreme Court in 2009 disciplined a lawyer who, while representing a

father at a child support modification hearing, made repeated disparaging references to the facts that

the mother was not a U.S. citizen and was receiving legal services at no charge. In re Campiti, 937

N.E.2d 340 (2009). The Indiana Supreme Court in 2005 disciplined a lawyer who represented a

husband in an action for dissolution of marriage. Throughout the custody proceedings the lawyer

referred to the wife being seen around town in the presence of a "black male" and that such

association was placing the children in harm's way. During a hearing, the lawyer referred to the

African-American man as "the black guy" and "the black man." In re Thomsen, 837 N.E.2d 1011
(2005).

2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1, at 6 n.15.

19. See infra Appendix.

20. The Young Lawyers Division of the Florida Bar surveyed women lawyers in Florida. The survey had a

fifteen percent response rate. Forty-three percent of the 464 respondents said they had experienced gender

bias. Seventeen percent said they had been subjected to harassment. Results of the 2015 YLD Survey on Women

in the Legal Profession, FLA. BAR, at 9 (Dec. 2015), https://www.floridabar.org/TFB/TFBResources.nsf/

Attachments/13AC70483401E7C785257F640064CF63/$FILE/RESULTS%200F%202015%20SURVEYpdf?

OpenElement [https://perma.cc/UF6R-HTUT]; see also Amanda Shelley, Sexual Harassment Trends in the

Legal Industry: Policy Enforcement & Targeted Sexual Harassment Training Are Key, NETWORK (Nov. 6, 2014),

https://www.tnwinc.com/10538/sexual-harassment-training-and-trends-legal-industry/ [https://perma.cc/

CMD6-45AP] (reporting on surveys of male and female lawyers).
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still, as a general statement, we can expect broad support. But when we venture
into the details, the consensus may shrink. What is "harassment"? What groups
should be protected? And while the words "bias," "prejudice," and "harassment"
may have only negative associations in this context, what about "discrimina-
tion"? When we say someone is discriminating, we may mean it as a compliment.

Next, we may find disagreement over the circumstances in which the rule
applies-for example, "in the representation of a client" or, more broadly, "in
conduct related to the practice of law."' 2 1 Or maybe the rule should be narrower
than either phrase and apply only in matters before a tribunal where rights are
decided, because it is courts and other tribunals that we most want to protect from
the fact and appearance of bias.

We may encounter both support and opposition to adding a culpable state of
mind-for example, to forbid only "knowing" harassment or "intentional"
discrimination. Without a culpable state of mind, the rule could be read to create
strict liability, which may drain needed support. On the other hand, will requiring
that harassment be knowing make it too easy for a lawyer to escape responsibility
for conduct we want to curtail-or too hard for a discipline committee to prove a
violation?

At bottom, we face two drafting challenges. First, what goal do we want the
rule to achieve? Second, how should the rule be drafted to achieve that goal?
Whether in a statute, an agency rule, or a contract, drafting is what lawyers do.
The legal profession is one of words. Drafting is words on paper (or on a screen).
Drafting demands clarity and the elimination of ambiguity so far as words allow.
Mathematical precision is rarely possible. We must strive to draft a rule that
identifies the behavior we mean to forbid and not the behavior we do not.
Lawyers have drafted far more complicated rules and documents, including penal
codes, the Internal Revenue Code, rules of evidence, bylaws and trust documents,
and, of course, all the other rules in the Model Rules of Professional Conduct.
While it may not be easy to draft an anti-bias rule, it is certainly possible. Once
we do so, the question will be whether the draft can win support.

So why has the ABA, an organization of lawyers who are trained in drafting,
had so much trouble writing a rule forbidding bias, harassment, and discrimina-
tion in law practice? Surely, no one can think that all of the behavior described
here22 is acceptable, or that it does not harm the rule of law and the administration
of justice for lawyers to act that way.23 Yet except for a brief (and meaningless)
comment added to Rule 8.4 in 1998,24 no prior amendment to the Rules had
managed to win approval or even get a vote in the House of Delegates. This is so
despite the fact that in 2008, the ABA adopted what has come to be known as

21. See infra Part V.E.

22. See supra note 18, Appendix.

23. On the questions of harm, see infra Part V.E

24. See infra text accompanying notes 44 50.
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Goal III, one of four goals in the ABA Mission Statement.25 Goal III is entitled
"Eliminate Bias and Enhance Diversity" and includes two "objectives":

1. Promote full and equal participation in the association, our profession, and
the justice system by all persons.

2. Eliminate bias in the legal profession and the justice system.

As stated, my purpose is to aid lawyers and judges as they consider Rule 8.4(g).
Part I offers a brief history of the ABA's unsuccessful efforts to adopt an anti-bias
rule. Part II surveys the anti-bias provisions-rules and comments-now in some
state professional conduct rules. The ABA's Code of Judicial Conduct has had an
anti-bias rule since 1990. It was expanded in 2007. It addresses judges' own
conduct and the conduct they must demand of lawyers who appear before them.
The judicial conduct rule is the subject of Part III. Part IV turns to the legislative
history of Rule 8.4(g) itself. It analyzes the changes the Ethics Committee made
in successive drafts of the rule. Part V examines ten drafting decisions that
confronted the Ethics Committee and that will confront state courts and bar
groups as they review Rule 8.4(g). Although written objections from religious
communities were not debated at the meeting that approved Rule 8.4(g), they will
likely be aired at the state level. These objections are the subject of Part VI.
Finally, Part VII explains why Rule 8.4(g) should survive a First Amendment
overbreadth challenge. The Article ends with a Conclusion. I suggest that if you
accept the first premise in the Conclusion, the remainder is all about execution.

I. A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ABA's FAILED EFFORTS TO ADOPT AN

ANTI-BlAS RuLE

In 1994, both the ABA's Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility and its Young Lawyers Division proposed different anti-bias
amendments to the Model Rules at the ABA's Midyear Meeting. The Ethics
Committee proposal would have amended Rule 8.4 to make it professional
misconduct for a lawyer to

(g) knowingly manifest by words or conduct, in the course of representing a
client, bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation or socio-economic status. This paragraph
does not apply to a lawyer's confidential communications to a client or
preclude legitimate advocacy with respect to the foregoing factors.2 6

25. ABA Mission and Goals, AM. BAR ASS'N, http://www.americanbar.org/about the aba/aba-mission-goals.

html [https://perma.cc/77X8-XAFG] (last visited Feb. 15, 2017).
26. Standing Comm. on Ethics& Prof'l Responsibility, Am. Bar Ass'n, Report No. 3, in ANNUAL REPORT OF

THE AM. BAR ASS'N INCLUDING PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFY-SEVENTH MIDYEAR MEETING OF THE HOUSE OF

DELEGATES 106, 106 (Feb. 7 8, 1994) [hereinafter 1994 ABAANNUAL REPORT].

[Vol. 30:195
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A proposed comment explained that the rule

identifies the special importance of lawyers' words or conduct, in the course of
the representation of clients, that knowingly manifest bias or prejudice against
others, based upon race, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual
orientation, or socio-economic status. When lawyers act as officers of the court
and the judicial system, their conduct must reflect a respect for the law.
Discriminatory conduct toward others on bases that are generally viewed as
unacceptable manifests a lack of respect for the law and undermines a lawyer's
professionalism. Excluded from paragraph (g), however, are a lawyer's
confidential communications to a client. Also excluded are those instances in
which a lawyer engages in legitimate advocacy with respect to these factors.
Perhaps the best example of this is when a lawyer employs these factors, when
otherwise not prohibited by law, in the selection of a jury.27

The Young Lawyers Division's proposal would have made it professional
misconduct for a lawyer to "commit a discriminatory act prohibited by law or to
harass a person on the basis of sex, race, age, creed, religion, color, national
origin, disability, sexual orientation or marital status, where the act of discrimina-
tion or harassment is committed in connection with a lawyer's professional
activities. 28

The two proposals differed in key ways. There is no state of mind requirement
in the language of the Young Lawyers Division's proposal. It prohibited
discrimination only if unlawful. The list of protected groups was longer. And the
Young Lawyers Division's proposal was not limited to conduct while represent-
ing a client. These differences would continue to emerge in ensuing debates.

Neither proposal received a House vote. Both were withdrawn.29 David Isbell,
the Ethics Committee chair, "stated that it was the hope that with additional time
for commentary, a single proposal commanding general support could be
developed for consideration at the 1995 Midyear Meeting,'30 a year later. The
implication is that both sponsors then expected to lose before the House of
Delegates. And so what if they did, one might ask. Wouldn't having a debate
prove valuable? But there was no debate.

No proposal came before the House at its 1995 Midyear Meeting, as Mr. Isbell
had hoped. But the Young Lawyers Division returned at the 1995 Annual Meeting
with an "aspirational' '3 1 resolution.32 On the floor, a member of the Division
"emphasized that [its proposal] was a policy statement, not a disciplinary rule"

27. Id.

28. Young Lawyers Div., Am. Bar Ass'n, Report No.], in 1994 ABA ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 26, at 353, 353.

29. 1994 ABAANNUAL REPORT, supra note 26, at 18.

30. Id. The Midyear Meetings are held in February. The Annual Meetings are held in August.

31. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AM. BAR ASS'N INCLUDING PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIXTIETH ANNUAL MEETING OF

THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES 61 (Aug. 8 9, 1995) [hereinafter 1995 ABAANNUAL REPORT].

32. As revised, the resolution states:
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and that it "embodies the ABA's commitment to equality and to justice.3 3 Mr.
Isbell explained the decision to shift to an aspiration:

[Mr. Isbell] said that in the past a rule had been proposed and debated for quite
some time, but the Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibil-
ity determined that no disciplinary rule could be drawn that would, to its
satisfaction, meet standards of precision and therefore standards of due process,
and also would not unduly impinge on the First Amendment. He stated that,
because no satisfactory rule could be drawn, the adoption of policy would serve
to lead the profession and to state where the profession stands on these matters.
He urged adoption of the resolution.34

In other words, lawyers at the ABA, or at least those on the two committees
most active on the question, decided that they were unable to draft a
constitutionally valid rule that would forbid bias in law practice. This was a
remarkable confession. Anti-discrimination and anti-harassment provisions regu-
late many American institutions, public and private, and populate many statutes
and agency rules of the federal and local governments.35 Could it be that there

RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association:

a) Condemns the manifestation by lawyers in the course of their professional activities, by words

or conduct, of bias or prejudice against clients, opposing parties and their counsel, other litigants,
witnesses, judges and court personnel, jurors and others, based upon race, sex, religion, national

origin, disability, age, sexual orientation or socio-economic status, unless such words or conduct

are otherwise permissible as legitimate advocacy on behalf of a client or a cause;

b) opposes unlawful discrimination by lawyers in the management or operation of a law practice in

hiring, promoting, discharging or otherwise determining the conditions of employment, or

accepting or terminating representation of a client;

c) condemns any conduct by lawyers that would threaten, harass, intimidate or denigrate any other

person on the basis of the aforementioned categories and characteristics;

d) discourages members from belonging to any organization that practices invidious discrimina-

tion on the basis of the aforementioned categories and characteristics;

e) encourages affirmative steps such as continuing education, studies, and conferences to

discourage the speech and conduct described above.

Id. at 61 62.

33. Id. at 61.
34. Id.

35. See, e.g., Meritor Sav. Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 67 (1986) ("For sexual harassment to be

actionable [as discrimination under Title VII], it must be sufficiently severe or pervasive 'to alter the conditions

of [the victim's] employment and create an abusive working environment."'); Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore

Servs., Inc., 523 U.S. 75, 82 (1998) ("[D]iscrimination consisting of same-sex sexual harassment is actionable

under Title VII."). State and federal agency regulations also forbid discrimination and harassment based on

race, sex, religion, and other attributes. See, e.g., 31 C.F.R. § 0.217(a) (2016) ("Employees shall not

discriminate against or harass any other employee, applicant for employment, contractor, or person dealing with

the [Treasury] Department on official business on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual

orientation, age, disability, political affiliation, marital status, parental status, veterans status, or genetic

information."); MONT. ADMIN. R. 2.21.4005(1) (2) (2017) ("(1) The executive branch is committed to equal

opportunity, nondiscrimination, and harassment prevention in all aspects of employment and in programs,

services, and activities offered to the public. (2) Agency managers, as defined by the agency in policy or rule to
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was no way constitutionally to forbid bias and harassment in law practice? The
aspirational Resolution passed eighty to seventy.36

The prospect of adding an anti-bias rule to the Model Rules looked bleak in
light of Mr. Isbell's concession, but two-and-a-half years later proponents of
anti-bias language pursued the alternative of amending the comments to Rule 8.4
and not the rule itself. At the 1998 Midyear Meeting, the Ethics Committee
offered the following new comment. It refers to Rule 8.4(d), which forbids a
lawyer to "engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of
justice"37:

A lawyer who, in the course of representing a client, knowingly manifests, by
words or conduct, bias or prejudice based on race, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status violates paragraph
(d) when such actions are prejudicial to the administration of justice.
Legitimate advocacy respecting the foregoing factors does not violate para-
graph (d).38

Comments occupy an ambiguous space in the Model Rules. The Scope section
of the Rules says this about the comments: "The Comment accompanying each
Rule explains and illustrates the meaning and purpose of the Rule. The Preamble
and this note on Scope provide general orientation. The Comments are intended
as guides to interpretation, but the text of each Rule is authoritative.,39

Complicating matters further, some state courts do not adopt the comments.40

Yet some comments are important and address issues that the rules they interpret
leave open because rules have to be comparatively short and follow a legislative

41style, while comments can take more space.
The report supporting the proposed comment offered these arguments (in part

echoing Mr. Isbell's concession in 1995):

promote consistency with internal policies and procedures, may not tolerate discrimination or harassment based
on an individual's race, color, national origin, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, religion, creed,

sex, pregnancy, childbirth, or a medical condition related to pregnancy or childbirth, sexual orientation, gender

identity or expression, political beliefs, genetic information, military service or veteran's status, culture, social
origin or condition, or ancestry. Likewise, agency management may not tolerate discrimination or harassment

because of a person's marriage to or association with individuals in one of the previously mentioned protected

classes.").

36. 1995 ABAANNUAL REPORT, supra note 31, at 61.

37. MODEL RULES R. 8.4(d).

38. ABA House of Delegates, Tr. of Proceedings, Feb. 2 3, 1998, at 81 [hereinafter ABA HOD 1998

Proceedings].

39. MODEL RULES scope [ 21.

40. New York courts, for example, do not adopt the comments. See N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT (2009).

41. For example, Model Rule 1.7, whose subject is "Conflicts of Interest: Current Clients," is less than a half

page but it is followed by thirty-five paragraphs of comments taking more than eight pages. Model Rule 5.5,

whose subject is "Unauthorized Practice of Law; Multijurisdictional Practice of Law," occupies about a page of

text followed by twenty-one comments taking four times the space.
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Formulation of a black-letter rule barring unacceptable conduct while
preserving legitimate advocacy and First Amendment freedoms is a difficult
task because manifestations of bias and prejudice may include protected
speech, and because race, gender and other factors are sometimes legitimate
subjects of consideration and comment in the legal process. The [Ethics]
Committee believes that the recently-created Commission on Evaluation of the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("ETHICS 2000") should consider
whether an amendment to the Model Rules should be proposed and, if so, how
that rule should be crafted. In the meantime, however, the [Ethics] Committee
believes that the Commentary to the existing model rule prohibiting conduct
prejudicial to the administration of justice should be amended to make explicit
that expressions of bias and prejudice are among the actions of a lawyer that
can prejudice the administration of justice and subject a lawyer to disciplinary

42action.

Perhaps because the proponents again expected to lose (how else explain it?),
Peter Moser, the Ethics Committee chair, withdrew the comment and "requested
input from Sections and Committees that have any questions about the
resolution.43

Matters again brightened six months later. At the 1998 Annual Meeting, the
Ethics Committee, now joined by the Criminal Justice Section, submitted the
same comment with the addition of this sentence: "A trial judge's finding that
peremptory challenges were exercised on a discriminatory basis does not alone
establish a violation of this rule."44 A report that was substantially the same as the
one submitted six months earlier explained that the added sentence

address[ed] a concern of the criminal bar, namely whether a finding by a trial
judge that a lawyer exercised a peremptory challenge in a discriminatory
manner could be considered a per se violation of this Rule. We think that it
should not. A trial court may find that a lawyer has exercised a peremptory
challenge with impermissible discriminatory intent if it disbelieves the
lawyer's neutral explanation for striking the juror [citing Batson v. Kentucky].
Although we note that some reasons for striking a juror such as location of
residence, age, level of education, or prior involvement by the juror or a family
member with the law are easily verifiable, neutral grounds for striking the juror,
more subjective reasons such as body language, eye contact, or tone of voice
are less subject to verification, placing the trial court in the difficult position of
deciding whether a seemingly neutral reason is sufficient or indicative of the
lawyer's conscious or unconscious discrimination.4 5

42. ABA HOD 1998 Proceedings, supra note 38, at 82.

43. Id. at 25.

44. Standing Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility & Criminal Justice Section, Report, in ANNUAL

REPORT OF THE AM. BAR ASS'N INCLUDING PROCEEDINGS OF THE ONE HUNDRED TWENTIETH ANNUAL MEETING OF

THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES 611, 611 (Aug. 3-4, 1998) [hereinafter 1998 ABA ANNUAL REPORT].

45. Id. at614 15.

[Vol. 30:195
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Before the House, Deborah Coleman, the chair of the Ethics Committee, stressed
the narrowness of the comment: "The proposed comment amendment, Ms.
Coleman stated, was reasonably interpreted to reach only knowing conduct that is
of such nature or frequency that it has the effect of prejudicing the administration
of justice.'4 The comment was approved by voice vote, which means that the
vote was not close enough to warrant a head count.

The comment was far narrower than Ms. Coleman may have realized. For five
reasons, it should be seen to achieve little or even nothing. First, the comment
only applies when the conduct prejudices the administration of justice within the
meaning of Rule 8.4(d), the only part of Rule 8.4 it purports to interpret.
Tribunals-courts, agency proceedings, and arbitrations-are where justice is
administered, which means the comment, like Rule 8.4(d) itself, would not apply
in transactional matters, in advising clients, or in mediation.4 Second, the
comment only applies if the conduct occurs "in the course of representing a
client," which means it would not apply to biased conduct elsewhere, such as
within a law firm, at a bar organization, or if a lawyer were before a tribunal as a
witness or a party, whether or not he or she were represented. Third, the biased
conduct must be done "knowingly." Whether there should be a mens rea
requirement in an anti-bias rule and, if so, what it should be are recurrent issues,
revisited below.4 9 Fourth, a comment by itself has no force because a comment is
not a rule.50 Fifth, and critically, the comment adds nothing to Rule 8.4(d).
This is true however the phrase "prejudicial to the administration of justice" is
defined, i.e., whether or not it is limited to work before a tribunal. The comment
merely says that certain conduct or words violate Rule 8.4(d) if their effect is to
violate Rule 8.4(d)-i.e., if they prejudice the administration of justice. The
comment is redundant.

46. Proceedings for the Annual Meeting of the House of Delegates, in 1998 ABAANNuAL REPORT, supra note

44, at 1, 46.

47. Id.
48. Howell v. State, 559 S.W.2d 432, 436 (Tex. 1977) ("Administration of justice has been described thusly:

The administration of justice consists in the trial of cases in the court, and their judicial determination and

disposition by orderly procedure, under rules of law, and putting of the judgment into effect.") (internal quote

and citation omitted); In re Smith, 848 P.2d 612, 613 (Or. 1993) ("[T]he rule proscribing conduct that is

prejudicial to the administration of justice [requires] that conduct ... have occurred ... during the course of

some judicial proceeding or a matter directly related thereto."). Some courts, without any discussion or

explanation, have applied Rule 8.4(d) outside of dispute resolution and seemingly to any work that a lawyer

does for a client. See, e.g., Iowa Supreme Court Bd. of Prof'l Ethics v. Fay, 619 N.W.2d 321 (2000) (in imposing

discipline where lawyer entered a business deal with a client in violation of DR 5-104(A), now Rule 1.8(a),

court also found a violation of DR 1-102(A)(5), now Rule 8.4(d), without explaining how a violation of DR

5-104(A) prejudices the administration of justice).

49. See infra Part V.D.

50. See supra note 39 and accompanying text.
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II. ANTI-BIAS AND ANTI-HARASSMENT PROVISIONS IN STATE

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RULES

Attention must be paid to the states. Lawyers must obey the rules of state
courts that license them. Although courts in twenty-five American jurisdictions
(twenty-four states and Washington, D.C.) have adopted anti-bias rules in some
form,51 these rules differ widely. Most contain the nexus "in the course of
representing a client" or its equivalent.5 2 Most tie the forbidden conduct to a
lawyer's work in connection with the "administration of justice"53 or, more
specifically, to a matter before a tribunal.5 4 Six jurisdictions' rules require that
forbidden conduct be done "knowingly," "intentionally," or "willfully., 5 5 Four
jurisdictions limit the scope of their rules to conduct that violates federal or state
anti-discrimination laws and three of these require that a complainant first seek a
remedy elsewhere instead of discipline if one is available.5 6 Only four jurisdic-
tions use the word "harass" or variations in their rules.5 7 In twelve states,
anti-bias language appears in a comment only 58 and fourteen states have no
anti-bias language in their rules or comments.

51. See supra note 11.

52. See, e.g., Mo. Sup. CT. R. 4-8.4(g) ("[I]n representing a client").

53. See, e.g., N.D. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(f).

54. See, e.g., N.M. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 16-300 (limiting the rule to conduct in "the course of any

judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding before a tribunal"); TEX. DISCIPLINARY RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 5.08
("[I]n connection with an adjudicatory proceeding"); MASS. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.4(i) ("[I]n

appearing in a professional capacity before a tribunal").

55. New Mexico, Oregon, Maryland, Florida, Texas, and North Dakota. California uses the word
"knowingly" for part of its rule. Rules in these states are cited supra note 11.

56. New York, California, Illinois, and the District of Columbia. Rules in these jurisdictions are cited supra

note 11. For example, N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) says that a lawyer or law firm shall not

unlawfully discriminate in the practice of law, including in hiring, promoting or otherwise

determining conditions of employment on the basis of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex,

disability, marital status or sexual orientation. Where there is a tribunal with jurisdiction to hear a

complaint, if timely brought, other than a Departmental Disciplinary Committee, a complaint based

on unlawful discrimination shall be brought before such tribunal in the first instance. A certified copy

of a determination by such a tribunal, which has become final and enforceable and as to which the

right to judicial or appellate review has been exhausted, finding that the lawyer has engaged in an

unlawful discriminatory practice shall constitute prima facie evidence of professional misconduct in a
disciplinary proceeding.

The exhaustion requirement makes some sense because anti-discrimination agencies have experience in

adjudicating claims of employment discrimination. One problem with the requirement, however, is that a

lawyer or other law firm employee who has been the target of unlawful discrimination may not wish to bring a

formal complaint before a state or federal agency. Doing so demands more time and can lead to public

disclosure of the complaint, which the employee may want to avoid. Also, the employee may not have suffered

significant damages. But if she does not exhaust an administrative remedy, she cannot file a disciplinary

complaint. A more formidable problem with the New York rule is that it has no application to biased or harassing

conduct outside the employment relationship. It is limited to unlawful discrimination. It does not apply, for

example, if a lawyer makes derogatory comments about an opposing lawyer or client or about a witness.

57. Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Maryland. Rules in these states are cited supra note 11.

58. See supra note 12.
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It is worth looking at the rules in two states-one rule from the middle of the
pack and one of the broadest-to get a sense of the discrepancy of coverage.
Indiana's rule is among the broadest. It provides: "It is professional misconduct
for a lawyer to ... engage in conduct, in a professional capacity, manifesting, by
words or conduct, bias or prejudice based upon race, gender, religion, national
origin, disability, sexual orientation, age, socioeconomic status, or similar
factors., 59 This rule is not limited to matters before a tribunal. The phrase "in a
professional capacity" is broader than "in the representation of a client" because
it reaches conduct that occurs within a law firm or at a professional event. There
is no mens rea requirement. On the other hand, the word "harassment" does not
appear. While the list of protected groups is shorter than the list in Model Rule
8.4(g), the rule adds "or similar factors."

Contrast Maryland Rule 8.4(e), which is more representative and narrower. It
says it is professional misconduct for a lawyer to

knowingly manifest by words or conduct when acting in a professional
capacity bias or prejudice based upon race, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic status when such action is
prejudicial to the administration of justice, provided, however, that legitimate
advocacy is not a violation of this paragraph.60

This rule has a mens rea requirement ("knowingly"). Its nexus requirement
("when acting in a professional capacity") is broader than "in the representation
of a client," but perhaps not as broad as the nexus in Model Rule 8.4(g) ("in
conduct related to the practice of law"). "When representing a client" will not
encompass biased behavior towards law office colleagues and subordinates, but
"when acting in a professional capacity" might. The word "harass" or variants do
not appear. The list of protected categories is shorter than in Model Rule 8.4(g).
And most limiting, Maryland's rule applies only "when such action is prejudicial
to the administration of justice."

III. LESSONS FROM THE CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT

In the same decade that the ABA was unable to add an anti-bias rule to its
Model Rules, a different story was unfolding in the rules for judges. When the
House of Delegates was asked in 2016 to approve Rule 8.4(g), it had at hand a
twenty-six-year-old precedent in its Code of Judicial Conduct. When adopted in
1990, Rule 2.3 of that Code not only imposed on judges a duty to refrain from
manifesting bias or prejudice toward certain groups, it also said that judges had to

59. IND. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g).
60. MD. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(e).
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require the same of lawyers.6 1 In 2007, an amendment to the Code expanded this
duty. It added the words "or engaging in harassment" to describe the prohibited
conduct. And it added the following to the list of protected attributes: "gender,"
"ethnicity," "marital status," and "political affiliation." As approved in 2007,
section 2.3 of the Code now provides in relevant part:

(B) A judge shall not, in the performance of judicial duties, by words or
conduct manifest bias or prejudice, or engage in harassment, including but not
limited to bias, prejudice, or harassment based upon race, sex, gender, religion,
national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, marital status,
socioeconomic status, or political affiliation, and shall not permit court staff,
court officials, or others subject to the judge's direction and control to do so.

(C) A judge shall require lawyers in proceedings before the court to refrain
from manifesting bias or prejudice, or engaging in harassment, based upon
attributes including but not limited to race, sex, gender, religion, national
origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, marital status, socioeco-
nomic status, or political affiliation, against parties, witnesses, lawyers, or
others.

(D) The restrictions of paragraphs (B) and (C) do not preclude judges or
lawyers from making legitimate reference to the listed factors, or similar
factors, when they are relevant to an issue in a proceeding.6 2

Section 2.3 has no state of mind requirement. This makes sense in the context
of a judicial conduct code. Eliminating harassment and the expression of bias and
prejudice in matters before the court should not depend on whether the biased or
harassing conduct was knowing or only ill informed. The expression of bias and
harassment can harm the courts even if a lawyer is well meaning but clueless.

There is little difference between the conduct that the 1990 Code of Judicial
Conduct said a judge "shall require" of lawyers and the conduct that proposed
amendments to the Model Rules in the ensuing decade would have required of
lawyers. So why did the amendments fail? One possible explanation is the fact
that a judicial conduct code provision is not a disciplinary rule. If the same
prohibition were added to the Model Rules, the threat to lawyers would expand
exponentially. If a lawyer exhibits biased or harassing conduct in court, the judge
will tell her or him to cease and that would ordinarily be the end of it.63 Not so for
a rule in the Model Rules, where a violation can lead to discipline. It could also be
that judges saw themselves as the primary constituency for the Code of Judicial

61. See STEPHEN GILLERS ET AL., REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS 650 (2017). The first

ABA code for judges was adopted in 1924. It was replaced by successor codes in 1972, 1990, and 2007. Id. at

649 52.

62. Id. at 667-68.

63. Of course, the judge could also choose to refer the lawyer for discipline, or might even impose a sanction

herself. Whether the state disciplinary authority would pursue such a reference would turn in part on what the

lawyer did and what anti-bias rule, if any, the state professional conduct code contained.

[Vol. 30:195
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Conduct, were consequently more engaged in its development than they were in
the Model Rules, and wanted an anti-bias provision in it while lawyers did not
want one in the Rules. But these explanations are just conjectures. No exploration
of the dichotomy appears in debates over the proposed Model Rules amendments.
It is as though the two documents-the Model Rules and the Code of Judicial
Conduct-had been spawned in parallel universes, hermetically sealed from each
other.

IV. 2015-2016: THE ABA ETHICS COMMITTEE'S THREE DRAFTS AND
REVISED RESOLUTION

The Ethics Committee released draft rules and comments in July 2015,
December 2015, and April 2016. The December 2015 draft was the subject of a
transcribed public hearing at the ABA's Midyear Meeting the following February.
The April draft became the committee's May 2016 Formal Resolution to the
House of Delegates for consideration at the forthcoming August Annual Meeting.
It was then revised as the vote got closer so the House was eventually asked to
vote on a document entitled Revised Resolution.6 4 The drafting history is
instructive. Issues that arose in debates within the ABA are likely to recur in the
states.

The July 2015 draft said it was professional misconduct to "knowingly harass
or discriminate against persons" based on a list of eleven attributes. (The list has
notchanged.)65 It offered two alternatives to describe the nexus required between
the conduct and the lawyer's work. The conduct must have occurred either while

64. The Revised Resolution, all earlier drafts, accompanying reports, public comments, and the transcribed

testimony in February 2016 can be found on the ABA's website. AM. BAR Ass'N, MODEL RULES OF PROF'L
CONDUCT R. 8.4 (Nov. 29, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional-responsibility/committees-

commissions/ethicsandprofessionalresponsibility/modruleprofconduct8_4.html [http://perma.cc/7AUL-64JC].

65. Here is the text of the July draft and comment:

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to... (g) knowingly harass or discriminate against

persons, on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation,

gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status, while engaged [in conduct related to] [in] the

practice of law.

Comment [3]. Conduct that violates paragraph (g) undermines confidence in the legal profession

and our legal system and is contrary to the fundamental principle that all people are created equal. A

lawyer may not engage in such conduct through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). Legitimate
advocacy respecting any of these factors when they are at issue in a representation does not violate

paragraph (g). It is not a violation of paragraph (g) for lawyers to limit their practices to clients from

underserved populations as defined by any of these factors, or for lawyers to decline to represent

clients who cannot pay for their services. A trial judge's finding that preemptory challenges were

exercised on a discriminatory basis does not alone establish a violation of paragraph (g). Paragraph

(g) incorporates by reference relevant holdings by applicable courts and administrative agencies.

MODEL RULES R. 8.4 Amendment (AM. BAR Ass'N, Discussion Draft, July 2015), http://www.americanbar.org/

contentdam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/draft 07082015.authcheckdam.pdf [http://perma.

cc/P66X-34EE].
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the lawyer was "engaged in the practice of law" or while the lawyer was
"engaged in conduct related to the practice of law." The former language could be
read to limit the rule to a lawyer's words or conduct while representing a
client-i.e., while practicing law. The latter language can encompass conduct
unrelated to work for clients but related to law practice, most notably behavior
within a law office.

Five months later, in the December 2015 draft, the word "knowingly"
continued to modify "discriminate," but it no longer modified "harass." And the
nexus option became "conduct related to the practice of law.",66

The May 2016 Resolution reflected additional changes and was itself amended
before submission of the Revised Resolution to the House. Changes between the
May Resolution and the Revised Resolution are shown below. Additions are in
italics, deletions are bracketed.

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to... (g) engage in conduct that the
lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination
[harass or discriminate] on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin,
ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or
socioeconomic status in conduct related to the practice of law. This [Rule]
paragraph does not limit the ability of a lawyer to accept, decline or withdraw
from a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16. This paragraph does not
preclude legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules.67

66. The December 2015 draft rule and comment provide:

It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to... (g) in conduct related to the practice of law, harass
or knowingly discriminate against persons on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity,

disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status.

Comment [3]. Paragraph (g) applies to conduct related to a lawyer's practice of law, including the

operation and management of a law firm or law practice. It does not apply to conduct unrelated to the

practice of law or conduct protected by the First Amendment. Harassment or discrimination that

violates paragraph (g) undermines confidence in the legal profession and our legal system. Paragraph

(g) does not prohibit lawyers from referring to any particular status or group when such references are

material and relevant to factual or legal issues or arguments in a representation. Although lawyers

should be mindful of their professional obligations under Rule 6.1 to provide legal services to those

unable to pay, as well as the obligations attendant to accepting a court appointment under Rule 6.2, a

lawyer is usually not required to represent any specific person or entity. Paragraph (g) does not alter

the circumstances stated in Rule 1.16 under which a lawyer is required or permitted to withdraw from

or decline to accept a representation.

MODEL RULES R. 8.4 (AM. BAR ASS'N, Discussion Draft, Dec. 2015), http://www.americanbar.org/contenddam/

aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/rule 8 4 amendments 12 22 2015.authcheckdam.pdf[https://

perma.cc/ND5U-SZWZ].

67. See 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1. The comments were also amended. Id. Additions are

italicized, deletions are bracketed:

[3] Discrimination and harassment by lawyers in violation of paragraph (g) undermines confidence

in the legal profession and the legal system. Such discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical

conduct that manifests bias or prejudice towards others [because of their membership or perceived

membership in one or more of the groups listed in paragraph (g)]. Harassment includes sexual
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The most consequential change in the Revised Resolution is the addition of a
state of mind requirement-i.e., "knows or reasonably should know" for both
discrimination and harassment. The addition eliminated the possibility of a strict
liability construction whereby a lawyer might be disciplined even though he did
not know and could not reasonably know that his words or conduct constituted
harassment or discrimination. Some other rules in the Model Rules have the same
state of mind requirement.68 Yet other rules require "knowledge" in fact. 6 9 And
still other rules have no state of mind requirement at all, including most conflict
rules 70

Many organizations, individuals, and ABA entities commented on the
December 2015 draft.71 Among them were the Standing Committee on Profes-
sional Discipline, the Section of Litigation, the Commission on Sexual Orienta-
tion and Gender Identity, the Commission on Disability Rights, the Section of

harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or physical conduct [towards a person who is, or is

perceived to be, a member of one of the groups]. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other unwelcome verbal or physical conduct of a sexual

nature. The substantive law of antidiscrimination and anti-harassment statutes and case law may

guide application of paragraph (g).

[4] Conduct related to the practice of law includes representing clients; interacting with witnesses,

coworkers, court personnel, lawyers and others while engaged in the practice of law; operating or

managing a law firm or law practice; and participating in bar association, business or social activities

in connection with the practice of law. [Paragraph (g) does not prohibit conduct undertaken to

promote diversity.] Lawyers may engage in conduct undertaken to promote diversity and inclusion

without violating this Rule by, for example, implementing initiatives aimed at recruiting, hiring,

retaining and advancing diverse employees or sponsoring diverse law student organizations.

[5] [Paragraph (g) does not prohibit legitimate advocacy that is material and relevant to factual or

legal issues or arguments in a representation.] A trial judge's finding that peremptory challenges were

exercised on a discriminatory basis does not alone establish a violation of paragraph (g). A lawyer

does not violate paragraph (g) by limiting the scope or subject matter of the lawyer's practice or by

limiting the lawyer's practice to members of underserved populations in accordance with these Rules

and other law. A lawyer may charge and collect reasonable fees and expenses for a representation.

Rule 1.5(a). Lawyers also should be mindful of their professional obligations under Rule 6.1 to

provide legal services to those who are unable to pay, and their obligation under Rule 6.2 not to avoid

appointments from a tribunal except for good cause. See Rule 6.2(a), (b) and (c). A lawyer's

representation of a client does not constitute an endorsement by the lawyer of the client's views or

activities. See Rule 1.2(b).

68. See, e.g., MODEL RULES R. 3.6(a) ("Trial Publicity"); MODEL RULES R. 4.3 ("Dealing with Unrepresented

Person"); MODEL RULES R. 4.4(b) ("Respect for the Rights of Third Persons"). "Knowingly," "known," and

"knows" are defined in MODEL RULES R. 1.0(f). "Reasonably should know" is defined in MODEL RULES R. 1.0().

69. See, e.g., MODEL RULES R. 1.10(a) ("Imputation of Conflicts of Interest: General Rule"); MODEL RULES

R. 1.13 (b) ("Organization as Client"); MODEL RULES R. 3.3(a) ("Candor Toward the Tribunal); MODEL RULES R.

4.2 ("Communication with Persons Represented by Counsel").

70. See, e.g., MODEL RULES R. 1.7 ("Conflict of Interest: Current Client"); MODEL RULES R. 1.9(a) ("Duties

to a Former Client").

71. All comments are posted at Standing Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Am. Bar Ass'n,

Comments to Model Rule of Prof'l Conduct 8.4, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional-responsibility/

committees-commissions/ethicsandprofessionalresponsibility/modrueprofconduct8 4/mr 8 4 comments.

html [https://perma.cc/89AM-H7GB] (last visited Feb. 13, 2016).
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Labor and Employment Law, the Commission on Women in the Profession, and
the Business Law Section. In addition, and perhaps unexpectedly, 272 individuals
submitted nearly identical brief comments, which implies a coordinated cam-
paign. These comments all raised religious objections. Some comments sup-
ported a submission from the Christian Legal Society, where the dominant
argument against the proposal cited the First Amendment and religious free-
dom.7 2 In addition, fifty-two ABA members joined in a single memorandum
containing detailed legal arguments opposing the December 2015 draft.73

Another 136 individuals submitted statements agreeing with that memorandum.
Sixty-three other comments offered a variety of reactions to the draft, nearly all in
substantial opposition.

V. TEN ISSUES LIKELY TO ARISE IN DELIBERATIONS OVER

AN ANTI-BIAS RuLE

Here we come to ten policy issues that proponents of Rule 8.4(g) had to tackle
and that will confront any state court weighing whether to adopt the new ABA
rule (or how much of it to adopt).

A. PREJUDICIAL TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Should the rule be limited to conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of
justice? Most states with either a rule or a comment now adopt this limit because
former comment [3] to Rule 8.4 did so. I argued above that former comment [3]
was redundant whatever the meaning of "prejudicial to the administration of
justice." It is also inadequate if the term is limited to work lawyers do before
tribunals.74

B. WHAT IS HARASSMENT?

Rule 8.4(g) prohibits both harassment and discrimination. Several comments
argued that the term "harassment" failed to give fair notice of the forbidden
conduct and might even be unconstitutionally vague.75 The argument that a word

72. See infra text accompanying notes 119 22.

73. See infra notes 91 98.

74. See supra text accompanying notes 48 50 and infra text accompanying notes 88 90.
75. The Standing Committee on Discipline commented:

The terms "harass" and "discriminate," absent further definition, are similarly vague, and, as urged

in [our earlier] letter, should be defined for purposes of their use in what is intended to be an

enforceable disciplinary rule. The Discipline Committee concluded that the failure to define what is

meant by these terms for disciplinary purposes in proposed Model Rule 8.4(g) and its Comment does

not serve lawyers, disciplinary counsel, respondents' counsel or the courts well.

These terms cover a wide range of conduct, not all of which is unlawful, and the lack of clarity as to

the scope of covered conduct risks misinterpretation and misapplication of the proposed Rule. The

[Vol. 30:195
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is vague has to be evaluated in the context of the sentence in which the word
appears.7 6 Rule 8.4(g) forbids lawyers to "engage in conduct that the lawyer
knows or reasonably should know is harassment.., on the basis of' the listed
attributes. A discipline committee would have to prove the particular conduct and
that the conduct occurred because of the target's membership in the protected
group. Still, the question remains: What conduct is harassing? The comment to
Rule 8.4(g) is helpful. As relevant here, it says:

Harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or
physical conduct towards a person. Sexual harassment includes unwelcome

Discipline Committee queries whether the Ethics Committee intends the term "harass" to include

what may be regarded as bullying or even persistent, annoying conduct by a lawyer? For example,

would a lawyer's actions to collect a client's or the lawyer's debt against a socioeconomically

disadvantaged person potentially subject the lawyer to discipline under the proposed Rule? Similarly

vague is the term "discriminate."

Letter fromArnold R. Rosenfeld, Chair, Am. Bar Ass'n Standing Comm. on Prof'l Discipline, to Myles V. Lynk,

Chair, Am. Bar Ass'n Standing Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, at 4 (Mar. 10, 2016) (citations
omitted), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/abamodel-

rule%208_4_comments/20160310%2ORosenfeld-Lynk%20SCPD%2OProposed%20MRPC%208-4%20g%20C

omments%20FINAL%2oProtected.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/YC6M-QQNG]. Although this letter
addresses the December 2015 draft, the word "harassment" appears in the rule as adopted. However, the

comment now explains that "harassment includes sexual harassment and derogatory or demeaning verbal or

physical conduct towards a person." The answer to the question in the penultimate sentence of the Standing

Committee's comment is that it would not constitute harassment. The lawyer is seeking to collect a debt owed

her client from a debtor who may happen to have no or little income. She is not seeking to collect the debt

because of the debtor's socioeconomic status any more than a lawyer who seeks to collect a debt from a single

woman is harassing her because of her marital status or sex.

76. Howell v. State Bar of Tex., 843 F.2d 205, 208 (5th Cir. 1988) (citations omitted), rejected the argument

that the phrase "prejudicial to the administration of justice" is unconstitutionally vague. The court wrote:

The traditional test for vagueness in regulatory prohibitions is whether "they are set out in terms

that the ordinary person exercising ordinary common sense can sufficiently understand and comply
with, without sacrifice to the public interest." The particular context in which a regulation is

promulgated therefore is all important. The regulation at issue herein applies only to lawyers, who are

professionals and have the benefit of guidance provided by case law, court rules and the "lore of the
profession."

Assuming for the argument that [the rule] might be considered vague in some hypothetical,

peripheral application, this does not... warrant throwing the baby out with the bathwater. To

invalidate the regulation in toto, as appellant would have us do, we would have to hold that it is

impermissibly vague in all of its applications.

Id. at 208 (citations omitted). Especially noteworthy is that the court, in describing the "context" for the

vagueness analysis, cited the identity of the persons to whom the rule was directed lawyers, who "have the
benefit" of access to legal authority. Similarly, the Texas Supreme Court held that a rule that prohibited

comments to a former juror that "are calculated merely to harass" the juror was not unconstitutionally vague

once the court

[i]nterpret[ed] the word "calculated" in this context as meaning that a lawyer must not make a

communication which an ordinary reasonable lawyer would foresee is likely to harass.., an ordinary

juror. This construction of "calculated" measures both the lawyer's speech and the juror's reaction by

an objective reasonableness standard.

Comm'n for Lawyer Discipline v. Benton, 980 S.W.2d 425, 439 (Tex. 1998).
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sexual advances, requests for sexual favor, and other unwelcome sexual
advances. The substantive law of... anti-harassment statutes and case law
may guide application of paragraph (g).

7 7

Precise drafting could have fixed the boundaries of the comment's definition
by substituting "is" for "includes." "Includes" makes the described conduct
illustrative (what else is included?), not exclusive. The Code of Judicial Conduct
uses "is" in part of the comment to Rule 2.3. 7

The claim that "harassment" is unfairly vague, perhaps fatally so, ignores
some powerful contrary arguments. First, the Model Rules have since 2002
prohibited a "communication" with jurors or prospective jurors after discharge of
the jury if the communication "involves... duress or harassment. '7  Second,
courts have sanctioned lawyers for conduct that would meet the definition of
harassment under Rule 8.4(g) while relying on even more general language,
language that offers even less notice of the forbidden conduct."s If notice is the
goal, the proposed rule is a great improvement. Second, other provisions in
the Model Rules use words far more imprecise than "harassment" as defined in
the comment to Rule 8.4(g). Examples include "significant risk," "significantly
harmful," "substantial likelihood," "embarrass [ing]," "substantial purpose," and

77. MODEL RULES R. 8.4(g) cmt. 3.

78. MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT R. 2.3 cmt. 3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2010) [hereinafter MODEL JUDICIAL

CODE].

79. STEPHEN GILLERS & RoY D. SIMON, REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS 257 59 (2003).
80. At a New York deposition, a male lawyer called the opposing female lawyer a "bitch," described her with

anatomical references ("c "and "a "), and told her to "go home and have babies." In re Schiff, No. HP

22/92 (Departmental Disc. Comm. N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 2, 1993). The court imposed a public censure citing a New

York rule (now N.Y. RULES R. 8.4(h)), In re Schiff, 599 N.Y.S.2d 242, 294 (Sup. Ct. 1993), that makes it

misconduct for a lawyer to engage in "conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer's fitness as a lawyer." N.Y.

RULES R. 8.4(h). An edited version of the disciplinary committee's findings is reprinted in STEPHEN GILLERS,

REGULATION OF LAWYERS: PROBLEMS OF LAWAND ETHICS 533 36 (10th ed. 2015).

The "adversely reflects" rule offers much less guidance on the forbidden conduct than does Rule 8.4(g). It has

been upheld against a constitutional challenge. In In re Holley, 729 N.Y.S.2d 128, 132 (App. Div. 2001), the

respondent challenged the use of this standard to censure him for conduct that had not theretofore been a basis

for discipline. The court rejected the challenge, citing the New York Court of Appeals' decision in In re

Holtzman, 577 N.E.2d 30 (1991):

[In Holtzman], the Court of Appeals, referring to the same disciplinary rule at issue herein, noted

that "broad standards governing professional conduct are permissible and indeed often necessary"
where it is almost impossible to enumerate every offense for which an attorney ought to be removed

or disciplined. Thus, the Court in Holtzman found that "the guiding principle must be whether a

reasonable attorney, familiar with the Code and its ethical strictures, would have notice of what

conduct is proscribed". Contrary to respondent's assertion, this Court did not set a new standard of

care. Rather, respondent's conduct violated the every-day, ordinary standard of care. Indeed, a

reasonable attorney would have been on notice that revealing sensitive information about client

matters to reporters could be held to reflect adversely on his or her fitness as a lawyer. The fact that

this case is one of first impression does not mean that no discipline should be imposed.

Holley, 729 N.Y.S.2d at 132.
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"reasonable possibility."'81 The words "reasonably" or "unreasonable" or varia-
tions of them appear dozens of times in the Model Rules.8 2 Last, a rule is not
struck simply because it is possible to conceive of situations where the language
of the rule fails to give fair notice of its application. That test, as the Fifth Circuit
wrote in rejecting a vagueness challenge to "prejudicial to the administration of
justice," would throw "the baby out with the bath water.8 3

C. WHAT IS DISCRIMINATION?

Rule 8.4(g) makes it unethical to "engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or
reasonably should know is ... discrimination." The comment tells us that "[s]uch
discrimination includes harmful verbal or physical conduct that manifests bias or
prejudice towards others." Again the word "includes" appears in the comment's
definition, so while a definition is welcome, the one offered here, like the one for
"harassment," is open-ended. Does "discrimination" encompass other conduct?
If so, what? Substituting "is" for "includes" could have eliminated that
uncertainty. Uncertainty, of course, is what invites an argument that the rule does
not give fair notice. Furthermore, if the comment's definition is intended to be
exclusive, rather than illustrative, there is the curious decision not to put the
definition in the rule itself and omit the word "discrimination. 8 4

D. A MENS REA REQUIREMENT

The May 2016 Resolution had no mens rea requirement. The rule it contained,
which might be read as an absolute liability rule, said that a lawyer may not
"harass or discriminate" based on the listed attributes. The lack of a mens rea
requirement would likely draw opposition. Discipline punishes. It has been called
quasi-criminal. 85

The Ethics Committee apparently decided that it could achieve its goals-and
increase the chance of passage-by restoring a mens rea requirement to its
proposal, and it did so in the Revised Resolution. Its Report explains that the
requirement provides "a safeguard for lawyers against overaggressive prosecu-
tions for conduct they could not have known was harassment or discrimination,

81. See, respectively, MODEL RULES R. 1.7(a)(2) ("Conflicts of Interest: Current Clients"); MODEL RULES R.
1.18(c) ("Duties to Prospective Client"); id.; MODEL RULES R. 4.4(a) ("Respect for Rights of Third Persons");
id.; MODEL RULES R. 4.3 ("Dealing with Unrepresented Person").

82. See, e.g., MODEL RULES R. 1.3 ("Diligence"); MODEL RULES R. 1.4(a)(2) (3) ("Communication");

MODEL RULES R. 1.5(a) ("Fees"); MODEL RULES R. 1.13(b) ("Organization as Client"); MODEL RULES R.
3.3(a)(3) ("Candor Toward the Tribunal"); see also infra Part VII.

83. Howell v. State Bar of Tex., 843 F.2d 205, 208 (5th Cir. 1988).

84. Former comment [3] to Rule 8.4 uses the phrase "manifests... bias or prejudice," as does the Model
Code of Judicial Conduct. 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1; MODEL JUDICIAL CODE R. 2.3(C). Carrying
it into the text of Rule 8.4(g) would have been consistent.

85. SeeIn re Ruffalo, 390 U.S. 544, 551 (1968).
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as well as a safeguard against evasive defenses of conduct that any reasonable
lawyer would have known is harassment or discrimination."8 6 This seems right as
a matter of policy and certainly as a way to garner support-or at least to avoid
opposition. So the rule as submitted and passed requires that a lawyer "knows or
reasonably should know" that her or his words or acts amount to discrimination
or harassment.

The word "discrimination" presents a special problem because there is a body
of law that forbids discrimination in employment and provides remedies, even if
there is no intent to discriminate, when an employment practice has a
discriminatory effect.87 That is all well and good, but should well-intentioned
criteria for hiring and promotion be a basis to discipline a lawyer because, as it
happens, the criteria turn out to have a discriminatory effect? Even if civil
liability is appropriate because someone or some group was harmed in fact,
discipline seems wrong.

One might argue that in fact disciplinary counsel would not bring charges
against a lawyer based on a discriminatory effect alone, absent an intent to
discriminate. That may be true, but both the "reasonably should know" test in the
rule itself and comment [3] to Rule 8.4(g) permit a contrary argument. The
comment says that the "substantive law of antidiscrimination... statutes and
case law may guide application of paragraph (g)." Lawyers on a management
committee who adopt hiring, compensation, assignment, or promotion standards
that they reasonably should know would have a discriminatory effect, but in fact
did not know, could be said to have violated the rule.

If the "manifests bias or prejudice" language had been raised to the rule itself
and the word "discrimination" deleted, what would have been lost? Nothing. A
law partner who intentionally discriminated against an associate because she is,
for example, Latina, would thereby "manifest bias" and be subject to discipline.
If the rule is meant to reach intentional or knowing discrimination outside the
employment context, "manifests bias or prejudice" also suffices. If, on the other
hand, the goal is to include even unintentional discrimination as a basis for
professional discipline whenever a lawyer should have known (but does not
know and has not consciously avoided knowledge) that a facially neutral
employment policy will have a discriminatory effect, it runs into the criticism that
doing so misuses the disciplinary process and turns discipline committees into
shadow antidiscrimination agencies.

Does the mens rea requirement for harassment add anything? Or does the word
"harassment" necessarily imply one? Sometimes it does. It would not seem to
make sense, as a practical (real world) matter, to say that Bill harassed opposing

86. 2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1, at 8.

87. See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 429 30 (1971) (noting under Title VII, "practices,

procedures, or tests neutral on their face, and even neutral in terms of intent, cannot be maintained if they

operate to 'freeze' the status quo of prior discriminatory employment practices").
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lawyer Jill because of her sex when he called her a "bitch," but he did not and
could not know it. Or to say that Jill manifested bias toward opposing lawyer Bill
because of his sexual orientation when she called him a "fag," but she did not and
could not know it. In each instance the proof would have to show that whatever
Bill or Jill said was said "on the basis of' Jill's sex or Bill's sexual orientation.
Proving that basis would seem to require proving the very state of mind-this is
why Bill and Jill said what they said-that makes the harassment knowing.
Adding "should have known" to the rule has the salutary effect of encouraging
lawyers to learn what conduct is deemed harassing because ignorance will not be
a defense.

E. THE SCOPE OF THE RULE

An anti-bias rule must describe the required nexus between the lawyer's
conduct and his or her professional self. Former comment [3] to Rule 8.4 used the
phrase "in the course of representing a client."88 Because the comment was
identifying behavior that would be prejudicial to the administration of justice,
this limitation may appear superfluous. A lawyer in a position to act in a manner
that is prejudicial to the administration of justice is almost certainly going to be
representing a client. But not always. A lawyer appearing pro se may engage in
the conduct the comment forbids, but he or she is not "representing a client" and
would not, literally, run afoul of the rule. The same could be said for a lawyer
who is a witness or a party in a matter. By contrast, the Code of Judicial Conduct
instructs judges to require lawyers "in proceedings before the court to refrain
from" certain conduct.89 This language is broader than the language in former
comment [3] because it will apply to lawyers acting pro se and to lawyers who are
parties or witnesses.

Rule 8.4(g) has an even broader reach. It forbids certain conduct when "related
to the practice of law." Not only would this language apply to client matters that
are not before a tribunal, such as negotiation or counseling, it would also apply to
a lawyer's words or conduct toward others in his or her law office and at
professional meetings or on bar committees. It would cover a lawyer who made
unwelcome sexual overtures to a subordinate lawyer or a legal assistant.90

88. Id. at 2.
89. MODEL JUDICIAL CODE R. 2.3(C).

90. The Ethics Committee explained in its Report to the House that the scope of the rule was broader than
conduct while representing a client:

The professional roles of lawyers include conduct that goes well beyond the representation of
clients before tribunals. Lawyers are also officers of the court, managers of their law practices and
public citizens having a special responsibility for the administration [of] justice. Lawyers routinely
engage in organized bar-related activities to promote access to the legal system and improvements in
the law. Lawyers engage in mentoring and social activities related to the practice of law. And, of
course, lawyers are licensed by ajurisdiction's highest court with the privilege of practicing law. The
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F MUST THERE BE PROOF OF HARM?

In one comment in opposition to the December 2015 draft of Rule 8.4(g),
fifty-two ABA members cited two Indiana cases that disciplined lawyers and
argued that

the amendments contemplated here have resulted in nothing less than the
creation of a pure speech code. After Indiana elevated Comment [3] into its
Rule 8.4, two Indiana attorneys were professionally disciplined under the new
Indiana Rule-one for "gratuitously" asking if someone was "gay" ... and
another for applying a racially derogatory term to himself in a private telephone
communication between the offending attorney and another's secretary.91

By "pure speech code," the comment's authors seem to mean that no harm was
done. Instead, in this view, the lawyers were disciplined simply for what they
said. "In neither case," they wrote, "did the offending conduct occur within the
context of a legal proceeding, and in neither case was the offending conduct
shown to have had any prejudicial affect [sic] on the administration of justice. It
was deemed sufficient that the attorneys had simply used certain offensive
language. 92

These are meant to be provocative examples. It is true that both events
occurred outside the "administration of justice" if that term is understood to mean
matters before a tribunal.93 So if the two cases are cited for the proposition that
biased or harassing comments should be allowed in all matters that are not before
a tribunal, the comment needed to defend that claim, which it did not. Indeed, it
would be a hard claim to defend. Why should identical biased words or conduct
be forbidden in litigation but allowed in all other work lawyers do?

Alternatively, the cases may be cited for the proposition that what the lawyers
said should not be subject to discipline, wherever it was said, because there was
no proof that it caused harm. A full consideration of that claim requires a richer
description of the two cases and consideration of what constitutes harm.

In In re Kelley,94 the parties stipulated to these facts:

ethics rules should make clear that the profession will not tolerate harassment and discrimination in

any conduct related to the practice of law.

2016 REVISED RESOLUTION, supra note 1, at 10 (footnote omitted).

91. Am. Bar Ass'n Standing Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Joint Comment Regarding Pro-

posed Changes to ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 8.4, at 7 (Am. B. Ass'n Working Draft), http://

www.americanbar.org/contenddam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/aba-model rule%208 4_

comments/joint comment 52 member-attys 1-19 16.authcheckdam.pdf [perma.cc/J4Z9-3CUS] (last visited

Mar. 10, 2017).

92. Id.

93. See supra text accompanying note 48.

94. 925 N.E.2d 1279, 1279 (Ind. 2010).
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In June 2008, Respondent began receiving on her unlisted phone number
persistent pre-recorded messages from a company seeking a person by the
name of Respondent's husband. Respondent and her husband agreed that
Respondent would call the company at the toll-free number given in the
messages. Accordingly, Respondent called the number and spoke to a male
representative of the company, identifying her husband as her client. Noting
what she thought was a feminine-sounding voice, Respondent gratuitously
asked the company's representative if he was "gay" or "sweet." After the
company representative commented on the unprofessional nature of this
inquiry, the phone conversation ended abruptly.95

The parties agreed that the lawyer's conduct violated the Indiana rules. So we
do not have reasoning from the court on that question. However, the claim that
the lawyer was disciplined merely for "asking if someone was 'gay' mischarac-
terizes the facts. The question was not asked in a neutral way, like asking where
someone went to law school or if someone has children. Asking if someone is gay
need not exhibit bias or constitute harassment and often will not. Context matters.
Here, the respondent attorney was on the other side of a negotiation and the
question was posed in response to the sound of a voice on the telephone. The
question had nothing to do with the subject of the negotiation. It was not asked as
part of the "small talk" that may accompany any professional work. Whether or
not the question would affect the other party to the conversation, it could have
had no other purpose than to attempt to bring that party's irrelevant (but
presumed) sexual orientation into the negotiation for whatever strategic value the
lawyer asking the question might have thought it could have. Would the fifty-two
ABA members who cited these examples make the same argument if the question
had been "are you Jewish?" or "are you a Muslim?" or "are you a spick?" The
court's imposition of discipline reflects the view that simply asking such a legally
irrelevant question in this context harms the rule of law.

Consider the second of the two cited cases. In In re McCarthy,96 the court
found the following facts, which the fifty-two ABA members omit:

Respondent was an officer of a title company who gave legal advice to the
company and represented it in legal disputes. The title company became
involved in a dispute regarding a cloud on the title of property subject to a sale
agreement. At some point, the agent representing the seller directed his
secretary to send an email to Respondent demanding that he arrange a meeting
of all involved in the dispute. In response, Respondent sent an email to the
secretary stating:

I know you must do your bosses [sic] bidding at his direction, but I am here
to tell you that I am neither you [sic] or his nigger. You do not tell me what to

95. Id.

96. 938 N.E.2d 698, 698 (Ind. 2010).
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do. You ask. If you ever act like that again, it will be the last time I give any
thought to your existence and your boss will have to talk to me. Do we
understand each other?

97

Characterizing these facts as nothing more than an example of a lawyer
"applying a racially derogatory term to himself in a private telephone communi-
cation98 between the offending attorney and another's secretary" seriously
distorts the case. The conversation was not "private." It pertained to a legal
dispute. The lawyer did not apply the word "nigger" to describe himself as an
African-American. We do not know his race. He used the word to invoke the
subordinate status of a racial group. For all he knew, he was communicating with
a person who was herself a member of that group.

Although the comment's two cases were inadequately described, they are
useful in addressing the question of harm. As the fifty-two ABA members argued,
a claim that Rule 8.4(g) creates a pure speech code will rely on the absence of a
requirement in the text of the rule that a lawyer's speech or conduct cause harm.
The rule prohibits "harassment or discrimination." A target of either may just
brush it off without even "psychic" harm. If biased or harassing words and
conduct cause no harm to a particular target, are we not punishing the speaker
simply because we are offended by his or her language? Can and should that
suffice? The question whether it can suffice necessarily implicates the First
Amendment, which I briefly address below.99 Here I want to explore the policy
question. Should we require proof of harm before biased or harassing words or
conduct can lead to discipline? And what do we mean by "harm?"

Comment [3] to Rule 8.4(g) does use the word "harmful" in defining
"discrimination." It tells us that "discrimination includes harmful verbal or
physical conduct that manifests bias or prejudice toward others." Definitions for
"harassment" and "sexual harassment," however, do not include the word
"harmful." Harassment does include "derogatory or demeaning verbal or
physical conduct," and "sexual harassment" includes "unwelcome sexual ad-
vances." Yet any such verbal or physical conduct or unwelcome advances may
not cause harm if harm is measured only by the effect on those they target. The
target may be unruffled. The need for proof of harm and what we mean by harm
may be the thorniest of the policy issues that confront efforts to draft an anti-bias
rule.

Cases have not required proof of an effect on the individual who is the target of
biased or harassing conduct. Rather, they talk about the harm to the legal
profession or the system or goals of justice. In Mullaney v. Aude, the court wrote:

97. Id.

98. The communication was not on the telephone but in an email. Id.

99. See infra Part VII.
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Mr. Harris's behavior with respect to Ms. Aude and her counsel at the
deposition was a crass attempt to gain an unfair advantage through the use of
demeaning language, a blatant example of "sexual [deposition] tactics." With
respect to the effect on the profession, we think Judge Waldron [in the lower
court] stated it well when he said:

These actions ... have no place in our system of justice and when
attorneys engage in such actions they do not merely reflect on their own
lack of professionalism but they disgrace the entire legal profession and
the system of justice that provides a stage for such oppressive actors. 1oo

The court in Principe v. Assay Partners took the same position:

The fundamental concern raised is that discriminatory conduct on the part of an
attorney is inherently and palpably adverse to the goals of justice and the legal
profession. The principles involved are so basic that they are set forth in the
Preamble to the Code of Professional Responsibility as follows:

The continued existence of a free and democratic society depends upon
recognition of the concept that justice is based upon the rule of law
grounded in respect for the dignity of the individual .... Law so grounded
makes justice possible, for only through such law does the dignity of the
individual attain respect and protection....

While the conduct here falls under the heading of sexist, the same principle
applies to any professional discriminatory conduct involving any of the
variations to which human beings are subject, whether it be religion, sexual
orientation, physical condition, race, nationality or any other difference.""Ol

There is good reason not to require proof that the words or conduct described
in Rule 8.4(g) harmed a targeted lawyer. That requirement would turn the inquiry
into a question about the fortitude (or lack thereof, the sensitivity) of the lawyer,
which in turn will discourage reporting. No lawyers will relish cross-examination
asking whether they were unable "to take it." Lay targets of that behavior may
also be reluctant. But this does not mean that harmfulness should be read out of
the rule. Rather, the question should be whether the words or comments harm the
justice system because they create the impression that the rule of law can be
distorted by name calling grounded in identity. Not all will. It is a matter of
degree. Calling a female lawyer "sweetheart" once toward the end of a difficult
daylong deposition, though inappropriate, poses less harm than referring to a
female lawyer with an anatomical term or ridiculing the accent of an opposing

100. 730 A.2d 759, 767 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1999).
101. 586 N.Y.S.2d 182, 185 (Sup. Ct. 1992); see also Cruz-Aponte v. Caribbean Petroleum Corp., 123 F

Supp. 3d 276, 280 (D.P.R. 2015) ("When an attorney engages in discriminatory behavior, it reflects not only on
the attorney's lack of professionalism, but also tarnishes the image of the entire legal profession and disgraces
our system of justice.").
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minority lawyer. That is to say, some comments will be mild enough that they
should not be seen as harmful. Correction can take the form of a gentle reminder.
Harmfulness does remain a consideration for evaluating whether the rule was
violated but it includes harm to the justice system, not necessarily personal harm
to the target.

Take an admittedly extreme example but one that is useful as a mind game. At
a bench trial, a lawyer refers to his opponent not by name but with a derogatory
ethnic or gender term ("the Jap," "the Kike," "the bimbo"). The opponent
truthfully says she doesn't like it but it does not at all affect her. The judge
truthfully says it will not at all affect him. So neither the opposing client nor the
lawyer will be harmed. But if tolerated the conduct will harm the public's
confidence in and the reputation of the justice system. The first lawyer should not
find a defense to an allegation of misconduct by citing the lack of harm to her
opponent or the opponent's client.

Examples of words or conduct that may reveal a bias as some see it but which
would not cause harm within the meaning of the rule are easy to imagine. Say a
lawyer refers to Native Americans as "Indians," or refers to Asians as
"Orientals," or uses the term "colored people" rather than "people of color," or
does not tell an off-color joke because "there are ladies present," or holds the door
open for a female lawyer and says "Ladies first." Do we want to discipline those
lawyers? Of course not.

Although the parallel is not exact, the Supreme Court has paid the same
attention to degree when a plaintiff brings a sexual harassment claim under Title
VII. In Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, the Court wrote:

[I]n order to be actionable under the statute, a sexually objectionable
environment must be both objectively and subjectively offensive, one that a
reasonable person would find hostile or abusive, and one that the victim in fact
did perceive to be so. We directed courts to determine whether an environment
is sufficiently hostile or abusive by looking at all the circumstances, including
the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity; whether it is
physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance; and
whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee's work performance. Most
recently, we explained that Title VII does not prohibit "genuine but innocuous
differences in the ways men and women routinely interact with members of the
same sex and of the opposite sex. A recurring point in these opinions is that
simple teasing, offhand comments, and isolated incidents (unless extremely
serious) will not amount to discriminatory changes in the terms and conditions
of employment. 102

102. 524 U.S. 775, 787 88 (1998) (citations and internal quotation marks omitted).
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G. FOUR OTHER ISSUES

There seem to be at least two ways to draft a rule with the aim of maximizing
support. First, strive not to make the rule broader than it needs to be to achieve its
objective. Second, add explicit qualifiers that describe circumstances in which
the rule will not apply. If we do the first task well, there should be no need for the
second. On the other hand, no matter how precise we try to be, language has its
limits. We may not be able to avoid some ambiguity at the margins. Garnering
support may require offering stakeholders assurance that the language will not be
interpreted to interfere with the discretion that other rules or the adversary system
grants them. So it is that Rule 8.4(g) and its comments specifically describe
conduct that their texts say the rule will not reach.

Peremptory challenge. Assume that a trial lawyer in picking a jury believes
that women, or young women, or young unmarried women, are likely to be less
sympathetic to his client than older married men. Perhaps he has hired a jury
consultant who gave that advice, or perhaps he reached his conclusion after
trying the case to a mock jury. Will he violate Rule 8.4(g) if he uses peremptory
challenges to remove jurors in these categories? Will he thereby discriminate (or
manifest bias) against one or more protected groups-defined by gender, age,
marital status, or even all three?

Seeming further to complicate this issue, using peremptory challenges to
remove jurors based on sex or race will violate the Equal Protection Clause. 10 3 If
a lawyer's use of peremptory challenges against women or African-Americans is
challenged and the court concludes that the lawyer has not offered a non-
discriminatory reason for removing a woman or African-American, will that
finding also establish a violation of Rule 8.4(g)? Comment [5] says that it does
not "alone" do so, carrying over language from former comment [3]. A contrary
rule could discourage lawyers from using peremptory challenges lest the judge
conclude that their reasons were pretextual, a finding that could subject them to
discipline. A contrary rule could also discourage judges from finding a Batson
violation because they would know that a finding of pretext would also be a
finding that counsel had violated a disciplinary rule.

Freedom to reject and to withdraw from a matter Another issue that the Ethics
Committee addressed is whether the proposed rule would limit the present right
of a lawyer to decline to accept a matter or to withdraw from a matter. A lawyer
today may reject a matter because, for example, she dislikes the particular client
or because she finds his matter uninteresting or unprofitable. Perhaps she does not
want to publicly associate herself with a controversial argument or with the
client's side of it. A lawyer can today decline a matter for no reason she may wish
to state. How will Rule 8.4(g) change that?

103. Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79, 89 (1986) (race); J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 146

(1994) (gender).
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The caption to Rule 1.16 is "Declining or Terminating Representation," but
nothing in its text addresses "declining" a representation, only termination.104

The rule's first comment does address declining a representation, but it says only
when lawyers must decline a representation, not when they may decline a matter
or must accept one. This is most likely because there was seen to be no reason to
say more. Absent court assignment,1 0 5 Rule 1.16 purports to give lawyers the
autonomy to turn away anyone they wish for any reason they wish.

Read by itself, Rule 8.4(g) would forbid declining to represent a client solely
because of her membership in a protected group. An estates lawyer could not
have a policy of refusing to probate the estate of a man because he is married to a
man or refusing to prepare the estate plan of a woman because she is married to a
woman. A lawyer who handled adoptions could not have a policy of refusing to
assist a single person in adopting a child. A business lawyer could not refuse to
represent Jewish or Muslim clients. And if these lawyers, after accepting a matter,
first learned of the client's same-sex marriage, single status, or religion, they
could not withdraw for that reason. 10 6

We cannot read Rule 8.4(g) by itself because its text subordinates it to Rule
1.16 and so the threshold question is whether Rule 1.16 forbids discrimination in
the choice of a client because he or she is a member of any of the groups Rule
8.4(g) protects. On this question, we have precious little authority.10 7 I see no
need to investigate it further here except to address the arguments of those who
opposed Rule 8.4(g) as an infringement on religious liberty, which I do below. 108

Legitimate advice or advocacy. Rule 8.4(g) says that "this paragraph does not
preclude legitimate advice or advocacy consistent with these Rules." Would
anyone have thought otherwise? If the advice or advocacy is indeed "legitimate,"

104. See MODELRULES R. 1.16.

105. MODEL RULES R. 6.2 ("A lawyer shall not seek to avoid appointment by a tribunal... except for good

cause.").
106. A decision to withdraw must also satisfy MODEL RULES R. 1.16, but a lawyer who objects to same-sex

marriages and then discovers that the man who has retained him to prepare a prenuptial agreement intends to

marry a man might cite MODEL RULES R. 1.16(b)(4), which permits a lawyer to withdraw from a matter when
"the client insists upon taking action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with which the lawyer has a

fundamental disagreement." The lawyer may cite his religion to explain his objection.

107. On a lawyer's authority to reject a client based on the client's identity, see generally Samuel Stonefield,

Lawyer Discrimination Against Clients: Outright Rejection No; Limitations on Issues and Arguments Yes,

20 W. NEW ENG. L. REv. 103 (1998). In In re Hale, 723 N.E.2d 206 (Ill. 1999) (mem.), the Supreme Court of

Illinois refused to review a decision of its Character and Fitness Committee to deny Matthew Hale admission to

the bar. The committee cited Hale's "open advocacy of racially obnoxious beliefs." Id. at 206 (Heiple, J.,

dissenting). It further found that the "'fundamental truths' of equality and nondiscrimination 'must be preferred

over the values found in the First Amendment' and that Hale was "'on a collision course with the Rules of

Professional Conduct."' Id. (Heiple, J., dissenting). Justice Heiple wrote that denial of Hale's application based

on a prediction of his behavior if admitted to the bar warranted court review.

108. See infra Part VI. Even if Rule 1.16 overrides Rule 8.4(g), a jurisdiction's public accommodation law

may forbid the same conduct. See infra text accompanying notes 111 17.
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and is not foreclosed by another rule,10 9 whether procedural or evidentiary, or a
court order, nothing in the language of Rule 8.4(g) can be read to forbid it. The
Litigation Section wished to leave nothing to doubt, perhaps because similar
language was in former comment [3] and because of concern that its absence
would be read to signal a change. 110

Limiting a practice to members of underserved populations. Comment [5] to
Rule 8.4(g) says the rule is not violated if a lawyer limits her "practice to
members of underserved populations in accordance with these Rules and other
law." That should not be controversial. But what if the underserved population
happens predominantly to consist of members of one race or ethnicity or gender?
Still that should not be a problem so long as the limitation is framed in terms of
underrepresentation and not race or gender. A lawyer may open a storefront office
in a part of town whose population is overwhelmingly Latino, and her clients may
turn out to be solely Latino. But if her practice is not limited to Latino clients, if
she does not turn away a resident of the community because he is not Latino, the
rule is satisfied.

This brings us to the intriguing case of the matrimonial lawyer whose practice
was limited to the representation of women. Judith Nathanson declined to
represent a man, Joseph Stropnicky, in his matrimonial matter. Stropnicky
complained to the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination. The
Hearing Commissioner described the facts as follows:

1. Complainant, Joseph Stropnicky, is a white male residing in Beverly,
Massachusetts ....

3. During the summer of 1991, Complainant was in the process of executing
a divorce settlement agreement with his wife of eighteen years. He testified that
his role throughout his marriage was non-traditional. During the early years of
his eighteen-year marriage, Complainant worked to support himself and his
wife while she pursued a career in medicine. Once Complainant and his wife
had children, he stayed home serving as homemaker and caregiver for seven
years. After his second child's third birthday, he returned to school and acquired
a teaching degree in biology. At the time of their divorce, Complainant was
earning one-tenth of his wife's salary ....

5. On or about July 21, 1991 Complainant phoned Respondent's office
seeking to retain Attorney Nathanson to review his draft separation agreement.
Nathanson's secretary informed him that Nathanson did not represent men in

109. See, e.g., MODEL RULES R. 3.4 ("Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel").

110. See Letter from Steven Weiss, Chair, Litig. Section, to Myles Lynk, Chair, Ethics Comm. (June 20,

2016), http://www.americanbar.org/contentdam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/aba-model

rule%208_4_comments/aba section of litigation-comment.authcheckdam.pdf [http://perma.cc/7BPU-8VKB]

("[I]t is also critical that the Rule (and not just a Comment) make clear that 'legitimate advocacy' and 'zealous

representation'including in, but not limited to, jury selection is not violative of the Rule."). The phrase "zealous

representation" was not included, but the Litigation Section supported the Revised Revolution on the floor of the House.
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divorce proceedings. Complainant insisted on speaking with Nathanson and
demanded that she return his call.

6. Nathanson returned Complainant's phone call and explained that she
would not review Complainant's separation agreement because she only
represented women in divorce proceedings. She maintained this position even
after Complainant explained that the circumstances surrounding his divorce
were those traditionally associated with women in divorce proceedings. 111

Nathanson defended her "women only" policy:

10. Nathanson testified that she represented only women in divorce cases, in
part, because she sought to devote her expertise to eliminating gender bias in
the court system. She stated that the issues that arise in representing wives
in divorce proceedings differ from those involved in representing husbands. By
example, she noted that wives' attorneys emphasize the value of homemaker
services and the limited future earning potential of homemakers re-entering the
work force, while husbands' attorneys tend to minimize these issues. 12

The Hearing Commissioner rejected her defense and fined her $5000.113 The
decision was affirmed by the full Commission. 114

The tribunal in Stropnicky v. Nathanson was a state anti-discrimination agency.
Nathanson's policy would also violate Rule 8.4(g). She will reject-and therefore
discriminate against-prospective male clients because of their sex. Comment
[5] might protect Nathanson if women in divorce are an "underserved"
population. Are they? Many wives lack counsel as experienced and skillful as
their wealthy husbands, but does that suffice? The comment does not map
perfectly onto the client population Nathanson excludes. There will be men in the
traditional female position, like Joseph Stropnicky. Nathanson's policy would
fare well if she limited her practice to the less moneyed spouse. Nathanson might
argue, however, that her policy comes close enough because in the overwhelming
majority of divorce cases, men are in an economically superior position.

Nathanson did not herself claim that women are an "underserved" population
in divorce. (Of course, Rule 8.4(g) and this language did not then exist.) She did
say that the aim of her policy was to "eliminat[e] gender bias in the court
system."'1 15 She offered the example of how lawyers for men and women
differently weigh "the value of homemaker services."1 16 The comment does not,
however, protect that motive. Even if it did, representing Stropnicky would not
impede it. Stropnicky was the "homemaker" in the family.

111. Stropnicky v. Nathanson, 1997 Mass. Comm. Against Discrim. LEXIS 12, at *2 3 (1997).

112. Id. at *5.
113. See id. at "16-17.

114. See Stropnicky v. Nathanson, No. 91-BPA-0061, 1999 Mass. Comm. Discrim. LEXIS 33 (1999).

115. Stropnicky, 1997 Mass. Comm. Against Discrim. LEXIS 12, at *10.

116. See id.

[Vol. 30:195
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It is difficult to identify a realistic situation where limiting a practice to a truly
underserved population could violate Rule 8.4(g). Imagine a law office that
represented only tenants in housing court, homeowners facing foreclosure,
consumers battling collection agencies, and undocumented immigrants. Limiting
a practice to any of these clients or groups would not run afoul of the
anti-discrimination and anti-harassment language of Rule 8.4(g).

In any event, even if comment [5] would give a lawyer like Nathanson a
defense to discipline, that argument will not be available if other law forbids the
discriminatory treatment, as in Nathanson's case it did. An anti-discrimination
commission would not be bound by the professional conduct rules for lawyers. 117

117. A lawyer in Nathanson's position could also argue that the commission, a legislative creation, could not
make rules for the conduct of lawyers, who are governed by their state courts. This argument sometimes
succeeds. See, e.g., Preston v. Stoops, 285 S.W.3d 606, 609 (Ark. 2008) (stating that "any action by the General
Assembly to control the practice of law would be a violation of the separation-of-powers doctrine"). In any
event, the argument does not appear to have been made in Nathanson's case.

I have identified ten issues that may confront a court weighing whether to adopt Rule 8.4(g) and its
comments. I could have added the prohibition of discrimination and harassment based on socioeconomic status.
This prohibition is also present in some state anti-bias rules. See, e.g., IND. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g).
Rule 2.3(C) of the Code of Judicial Conduct says that judges must require lawyers to refrain from bias,
prejudice, or harassment based on socioeconomic status. See supra text accompanying notes 61 62.

A comment to the Ethics Committee by Professor Eugene Volokh anticipated that inclusion of socioeconomic
status could be read unwisely to forbid certain employment practices:

[A] law firm should be free to prefer higher educated employees both as lawyers and as
staffers over less-educated ones. Indeed, it should be free to choose employees who went to high
"status" institutions, such as Ivy League schools. It should be free to contract with expert witnesses
and expert consultants who are especially well-educated or have had especially prestigious
employment.

Likewise, when choosing a prospective partner, a lawyer should be able to prefer someone who is
wealthier. Wealth might be a plausible (though imperfect) indicator of past professional success, and a
predictor of whether the partner would have the resources to weather economic hard times (and to
help the firm do the same). And firms might reasonably spend more effort courting wealthy
prospective clients and less effort pursuing middle-class ones.

Comment Letter from Eugene Volokh, Professor of Law, UCLA Sch. of Law, to Am. Bar. Ass'n Standing
Comm. on Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/
professional-responsibility/aba model rule%208_4_comments/volokh 3 1 2016.authcheckdam.pdf [http://
perma.cc/YT5L-5TAN] (last visited Mar. 5, 2017). Hiring better educated lawyers or experts would certainly
not violate the rule. Some misguided law firm might have a policy of favoring rich lawyers but it is doubtful that
the policy would be discrimination within the meaning of the rule or be prosecuted as such unless the firm could
be shown to be using wealth as a pretext to exclude a protected group. In any event, Professor Volokh saw no
problem with socioeconomic status if confined to conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice. The Ethics
Committee so envisioned it:

Some commenters objected to retaining the term "socioeconomic status" in new paragraph (g).
This term is included in the current provision and also is in the Model Judicial Code. The term has not
been applied indiscriminately or irrationally in any jurisdiction which has adopted it. The Indiana
disciplinary case In re Campiti, 937 N.E.2d 340 (2009) provides guidance as to the meaning of the
term. In that matter, a lawyer was reprimanded for disparaging references he made at trial about a
litigant's socioeconomic status: the litigant was receiving free legal services. [The Ethics Committee]
concluded that the unintended consequences of removing this group would be more detrimental than
the consequences of keeping it in.
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VI. THE RELIGIOUS OBJECTIONS

No one who objected to Rule 8.4(g) for religious reasons spoke at the House of
Delegates before it adopted the Revised Resolution. No one speaking in support
of the resolution responded to the written submissions that opposed the rule for
religious reasons. Most of these submissions were brief and substantially the
same, implying coordination. Some of the concerns in the few substantive
memoranda opposing the rule, at least if unchanged, anticipated application of
the rule in situations in which the rule would not apply and which do not appear
to have emerged in any of the twenty-five jurisdictions that now have an anti-bias
rule, although, as stated, Rule 8.4(g) is substantially broader than any current
rule.118

The Christian Legal Society and the Office of General Counsel of the United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops submitted the most thorough comments
citing religious objections. 119 While generally opposing the Revised Resolution,
they also offered specific suggestions for change. One suggestion was to make it
clear that the duty imposed by the rule was subordinate to the First Amend-
ment. 120 This is a curious request. We do not add subordinating language to other
rules, like the advertising rule, where a defense to an accusation of violation
might plausibly cite the First Amendment. Any lawyer charged with violating

STANDING COMM. ON ETHICS & PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY, AM. BAR ASS'N, REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES *13

(2016).

118. The Conference of Catholic Bishops offered this hypothetical in support of language that would protect

"Tom's" advice. However, nothing in the rule could possibly be construed to make Tom's advice a basis for

discipline.

Tom is in-house counsel to a private hospital. The hospital asks him whether, in hiring an orderly to

serve female patients, it may lawfully consider the applicant's sex. Tom does not engage in

professional misconduct when he correctly advises the hospital that there is case law, likely applicable

in this case, allowing it to prefer a female applicant for female patients. Tom has a professional and

ethical duty to fully and correctly advise his client.

U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Office of General Counsel, Comments on Proposed Amendment to Model

Rule 8.4, at 5 (Mar. 10, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/contentdam/aba/administrative/professional

responsibility/aba model rule%208 4_comments/moses 3 11 16.authcheckdam.pdf [http://perma.cc/8ZB6-

BQ8U] [hereinafter U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Comments].

119. Id.; Christian Legal Soc'y, Comments of the Christian Legal Society on Proposed Rule 8.4(g) and

Comment (3) (Mar. 10, 2016), http://www.americanbar.org/contentdam/aba/administrative/professional
responsibility/aba model rule%208 4 comments/nammo 3 10 16.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/XJ2N-

HWL4].

120. The Christian Legal Society proposed this addition:

Add to the proposed rule explicit protection for lawyers' right to freedom of speech, assembly,

expressive association, and exercise of religion, by adding the following: "except when such conduct

is undertaken because of the lawyer's sincerely held religious beliefs, or is speech or conduct

protected by the First Amendment or other applicable federal or state laws."

Christian Legal Soc'y, supra note 119, at 14.
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Rule 8.4(g) remains free to argue that as applied to his or her conduct the rule is
unconstitutional. That is so whether or not the rule says, for example, "subject to
the First Amendment."

The Christian Legal Society also requested the addition of the following
language in comment [3]: "Consistent with longstanding principles behind the
Rules of Professional Conduct, declining representation based on religious,
moral, or ethical considerations is not proscribed by this rule." 121 This sentence
would permit lawyers to refuse to represent anyone within one of the protected
groups on any matter by citing one of these "considerations," although the
Society's particular concern appears to be the representation of gay men and
lesbians. 122 The Society's intention, if not its language, may be even narrower,
namely to permit lawyers to refuse a particular category of legal service to a
particular population of clients within one of the protected groups. So a lawyer
who would represent a gay man who wished to start a plumbing business could
decline to represent him in an effort to adopt a child or enter a surrogacy contract.

The submission of the Conference of Catholic Bishops likewise questions the
effect of the rule on a lawyer's freedom to decline to advocate for a particular
goal:

[N]o lawyer should be subject to a claim of professional misconduct because
he or she declines to represent someone on a particular matter. This would
include situations in which the lawyer has ... a religious or moral objection to
the client's objective. For example, individual prosecutors do not run afoul of
the rules of professional responsibility if, for religious or moral reasons, they
decline to represent the government in death penalty sentencing proceedings. 123

Refusal to seek a death sentence for moral or religious reasons is allowed under
Rule 8.4(g). That refusal is not based on the race, religion, sex, or any of the other
attributes the rule identifies. The example, however, may be meant to show that
we do tolerate religious or moral objections in other situations.

The Conference of Catholic Bishops then offers this more pertinent example:

Sharon prepares prenuptial agreements. She declines, however, to provide
such an agreement for her clients, Harry and Dennis, because she believes, on

121. Id. at 4.

122. For example, the Christian Legal Society's submission says:

Legitimate differences of opinion exist in our country concerning issues of sexual conduct.

Unsurprisingly, many attorneys' views regarding sexual conduct reflect their religious convictions. A

lawyer should not be compelled to undertake a representation that would require her to advocate

viewpoints or facilitate activities that violate her religious convictions. Neither should a lawyer be

compelled to undertake a representation that she considers to be immoral, unethical, or contrary to the

public interest.

Id. at 12.

123. U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Comments, supra note 118, at 6.
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moral and religious grounds, that marriage is the union of one man and one
woman. Serving as counsel in such a matter, Sharon believes, would be an
unacceptable form of moral cooperation. Her decision not to provide this
particular service to Harry and Dennis does not constitute professional
misconduct, and in fact Sharon may have a duty to decline given her personal
conflict of interest.

The proposed Model Rule should state that it is not professional misconduct
to represent or decline to represent someone in a particular matter, or to take or
decline to take a particular position in advocacy. 124

Rule 8.4(g) would indeed restrict lawyers like Sharon. Whether lawyers who
for religious reasons reject certain clients (or more likely certain work for certain
clients) will have a First Amendment defense to discipline is a question outside
the purview of this Article. But a photographer, a baker, a florist, and owners of a
wedding venue have all lost their freedom of religion arguments when charged
with discrimination for rejecting the custom of same-sex couples.125 A county
clerk lost her claim that she had a First Amendment right to refuse to issue
marriage licenses to same-sex couples. 126 So the prospect of a successful First
Amendment defense under the Free Exercise Clause for violating Rule 8.4(g)
may be remote. 127

124. Id.

125. See Craig v. Masterpiece Cakeshop, Inc., 370 P.3d 272 (Colo. App. 2015) (baker); Elane Photography,

L.L.C. v. Willock, 309 P.3d 53 (N.M. 2013) (photographer); Gifford v. McCarthy, 23 N.YS.3d 422 (App. Div.

3d Dep't 2016) (wedding venue); State v. Arlene's Flowers, Inc., 389 P.3d 543 (2017) (florist).

126. See Miller v. Davis, 123 F Supp. 3d 924 (E.D. Ky. 2015). Sharon might have a stronger argument than

the florist and the other businesses if Harry and Dennis wanted to retain her to represent them in adopting a

child. Then her work might be said directly to facilitate an event that she may find morally or religiously

repugnant. Sharon's work will all but achieve the adoption. (By contrast, Harry and Dennis do not need a

prenuptial agreement in order to marry.) True, it is the court order that effectuates the adoption as a legal matter,

but in a state whose laws permit it, that will often be pro forma.

Sharon may also cite Rule 1.16(b)(4). Although that rule does not mention religious belief as a basis to

"withdraw from" a representation, it does say that a lawyer may withdraw if "the client insists upon taking
action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with which the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement." MODEL

RULES R. 1.16(b)(4). That disagreement may spring from religious belief. Because the rule addresses

withdrawal, we must read "action" to refer to tactics or strategy within a matter that the lawyer has already
accepted. Yet we should also read the rule to recognize a lawyer's right to decline to accept a matter if she

considers the client's objective repugnant. Rule 8.4(g) says that it does "not limit the ability of a lawyer

to ... decline.., a representation in accordance with Rule 1.16." MODEL RULES R. 8.4(g). Declining is less

disruptive for the client than withdrawing. So if the second is allowed, so should be the first. Sharon might say

that she is not rejecting Harry and Dennis because of their sexual orientation she would represent them in the

purchase of a home but because she considers same-sex marriage "repugnant." That claim would also allow

Sharon to cite her "repugnan[ce]" to refuse to write a prenuptial agreement for two clients of different races or

religions or to assist a single woman in adopting a child. A claim of repugnance does not even require a religious

motive.

127. The federal Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA) does not apply to the states, whose judiciaries

will decide whether to adopt and how to apply Rule 8.4(g). See City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507, 512

(1997). Some states have their own RFRAs. Elane Photography held that the New Mexico RFRA did not apply

to the facts before the court because by its terms the law only applied "to legal actions in which the government
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We should also ask whether, as a matter of law or policy, a lawyer's religious
objections are stronger because of the difference between attorney-client
relationships and those between a wedding photographer, baker, florist, or owner
of a wedding venue and their customers. A lawyer is a fiduciary. Important to the
attorney-client relationship is the client's trust and the lawyer's professional
devotion. Whether or not we think of the lawyer as a special purpose friend, as
Charles Fried has suggested we do, 128 we recognize and may want to encourage
some degree of intimacy between a lawyer and her client. So we might ask if it
makes sense to require a lawyer, on pain of discipline, to represent a client when
that level of trust and intimacy may not be possible because of the lawyer's
religious opposition to the client's objective. What is gained? The answer would
have to be that there is a supervening value in having a system of laws where no
person can be denied representation by anyone licensed and competent to provide
it, and who does provide it to others, because of the person's membership in one
of the protected groups.

Of course, the lawyer has a remedy. If, for example, she does not want to
represent a same-sex couple, an unmarried couple, or a single man (marital status
being a protected category) wishing to adopt a child, she can exclude adoption
from the legal services she offers. That decision would not violate Rule 8.4(g)
even if her motive was to escape from a requirement that she represent single men
or same-sex or unmarried couples who wish to adopt. This may be a big price to
pay for one's faith, but it is available, just as the baker can avoid baking a custom
cake for a same-sex wedding by declining to bake custom cakes for any wedding.
A service provider is not discriminating against a particular customer or client in
declining a service if he does not offer that service to anyone.

Furthermore, nothing in the rule would prevent a lawyer from telling
prospective clients that he has a religious objection to adoption by same-sex,
single, or unmarried couples, but will represent them if they wish because
adoption is work he does and he is not allowed to discriminate against them based
on their sexual orientation or marital status. That information may cause them to
choose other counsel. Indeed, the lawyer can even offer to recommend other

was a party." The case was an appeal of a decision from the New Mexico Human Rights Commission and the
dispute was between two private parties. 309 P.3d at 76.

The federal RFRA prohibits the "[g]overnment [from] substantially burden[ing] a person's exercise of
religion even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability," unless the burden is the least restrictive
means of advancing a compelling government interest. Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751,
2767 (2014). If adopted, Rule 8.4(g) would be an obligation imposed by government and enforced by the state
courts through discipline. In a state with a RFRA that copies the federal language, the question before the court
would be whether the burden of complying with Rule 8.4(g) is "substantial" and, if so, whether the burden
furthers a compelling government interest and is the least restrictive way to do so.

128. See generally Charles Fried, The Lawyer as Friend: The Moral Foundations of the Lawyer-Client

Relation, 85 YALE L.J. 1060 (1976).
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lawyers who do not share his views. 129

The daunting challenge that confronted the Conference of Catholic Bishops
and the Christian Legal Society-acknowledged by neither-was the need to
identify any limitation on a lawyer's decision to reject a client based on a covered
attribute for religious (or moral or ethical) reasons. The examples above posit
particular services for a same-sex couple, a single man, or an unmarried couple.
But the wording of proposals from the religious objectors would also permit a
lawyer to decline to represent interfaith or interracial couples, Jews, Muslims,
immigrants from the Middle East, or atheists on any matter. It would allow male
lawyers to refuse to represent women or single women. It will not work to
question the bona fides of the lawyer who cites a religious or similar motive for
declining this work. Do we really want to have a separate inquiry and a ruling on
whether a lawyer is sincere?

VII. THE SPEECH CLAUSE IN BRIEF

The goal of this Article has been to identify the drafting and policy issues that
will arise when an anti-bias and anti-harassment provision is proposed for a
jurisdiction's rules governing its legal profession. There will be questions about
the compatibility of any such provision, or its application in a particular matter,
with the First Amendment's Speech Clause.

Preliminarily, we should recognize that even today the Model Rules contain
provisions limiting speech. Rules 1.6(a) and 1.9(c) forbid lawyers from revealing
confidential information about a client and former client. 130 Rule 3.4(e) limits
what a lawyer may say or "allude to" at trial. 131 Rule 3.4(f) forbids lawyers from
asking most witnesses not to cooperate with an adversary. 132 Rule 3.5 restricts the
freedom of lawyers to "communicate with a juror or prospective juror after

129. If the lawyer's religious opposition to the client's status or, more likely, the status coupled with the legal
service the client requests, is strong, a question may be seen to arise under Rule 1.7(a)(2), as the hypothetical
from the Conference of Catholic Bishops suggests by its reference to Sharon's "personal conflict of interest."
Rule 1.7(a)(2) says there is a conflict if "there is a significant risk that the representation ... will be materially
limited by... a personal interest of the lawyer." MODEL RULES R. 1.7(a)(2). The textual issue then is whether a
religious objection is a "personal interest." Id. Comment [10] to the rule gives as examples the lawyer's financial
interests or "the probity of the lawyer's own conduct." MODEL RULES R. 1.7(a)(2) cmt. 10. But "personal

interest" should also include the interest in not doing anything the lawyer's religion deems sinful. However, the

rule requires that the lawyer's "personal interest" create a "significant risk" of "materially" limiting the

representation. MODEL RULES R. 1.7(a)(2). Consider a lawyer whose practice includes drafting prenuptial

agreements. It is unlikely that she could persuasively claim that a religious objection to same-sex marriage will

interfere with her ability to draft a competent prenuptial agreement for a same-sex couple, a service she is

competent to perform and may routinely perform for others. The same could be said if a same-sex couple asks a

lawyer to represent them in the purchase of a home.

130. MODELRULES R. 1.6(a), 1.9(c).

131. MODEL RULES R. 3.4(e).

132. MODEL RULES R. 3.4(f).
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discharge of the jury."133 Rule 3.6 limits what a lawyer associated with a matter
before a tribunal may say to the media.134 Rule 4.2 forbids certain communica-
tions with another lawyer's client. 135 Rule 4.4(a) forbids a lawyer, in "represent-
ing a client... [to] use means that have no substantial purpose other than to
embarrass" a third person.136 Rule 8.2(a) says lawyers may not knowingly or
with reckless disregard make certain false statements about judges and judicial
candidates.137 Courts, using an objective standard of what a reasonable lawyer
would or should know, have upheld Rule 8.2(a).138 Each of these rules
subordinates the right to speak in order to protect the fairness of and public
confidence in the legal system, just as Rule 8.4(g) does. Rule 4.2 does so by
preventing an opposing lawyer from taking advantage of another lawyer's client
by questioning the client in her lawyer's absence. Rule 3.4(e) ensures that
irrelevant but possibly inflammatory evidence is not introduced at trial.

Experience teaches us that the kind of biased or harassing speech that will
attract the attention of disciplinary counsel will not enjoy First Amendment
protection. 139 But a lawyer may claim that the rule is vague or overbroad and
should be declared unconstitutional even if his or her own speech is not
constitutionally protected. An overbreadth claim is likely to fail. The Supreme
Court described why in Virginia v. Hicks:

[T]here comes a point at which the chilling effect of an overbroad law,
significant though it may be, cannot justify prohibiting all enforcement of that
law-particularly a law that reflects "legitimate state interests in maintaining
comprehensive controls over harmful, constitutionally unprotected conduct."
For there are substantial social costs created by the overbreadth doctrine when
it blocks application of a law to constitutionally unprotected speech, or
especially to constitutionally unprotected conduct. To ensure that these costs do
not swallow the social benefits of declaring a law "overbroad," we have
insisted that a law's application to protected speech be "substantial," not only in
an absolute sense, but also relative to the scope of the law's plainly legitimate
applications before applying the "strong medicine" of overbreadth
invalidation. 140

133. MODEL RULES R. 3.5(c).
134. MODEL RULES R. 3.6. In Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030 (1991), the Court was unanimous

in holding that rules prohibiting extra-judicial publicity do not necessarily violate the First Amendment,

although the Justices divided on the appropriate First Amendment test for evaluating those rules and on whether

the particular rule then before the Court was unconstitutionally vague.

135. MODEL RULES R. 4.2.

136. MODEL RULES R. 4.4(a).

137. MODEL RULES R. 8.2(a).

138. Iowa Supreme Court Attorney Disciplinary Bd. v. Weaver, 750 N.W.2d 71 (Iowa 2008).

139. Cf, e.g., Florida Bar v. Martocci, 791 So. 2d 1074, 1077 (Fla. 2001) (discipline imposed where "[t]he

entire record is replete with evidence of Martocci's verbal assaults and sexist, racial, and ethnic insults").

140. Virginia v. Hicks, 539 U.S. 113, 119 20 (2003) (emphasis in original) (internal citations omitted).
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So long as the rule is carefully drafted in a way that seeks to define only the
conduct or speech that will and constitutionally can be the basis of discipline, it
will survive. 141 But words are not numbers and mathematical exactitude is not
possible, nor is it expected. "There are limitations in the English language with
respect to being both specific and manageably brief .... [and statutes] will not be
struck down as vague, even though marginal cases could be put where doubts
arise." 142

Courts have rejected claims of overbreadth in other professional conduct rules
for lawyers. In Commissioner for Lawyer Discipline v. Benton,143 a lawyer who
wrote to jurors after they had delivered a verdict against his client was charged
with violating this rule:

After discharge of the jury from further consideration of a matter with which
the lawyer was connected, the lawyer shall not ask questions of or make
comments to a member of that jury that are calculated merely to harass or
embarrass the juror or to influence his actions in future jury service. 144

Among other arguments, the lawyer claimed that the words "harass" and
"embarrass" made the rule unconstitutionally overbroad.14 5 The court rejected
the claim:

[A] statute will not be invalidated for overbreadth merely because it is possible
to imagine some unconstitutional applications. Because of the wide-reaching
effects of striking down a statute on its face at the request of one whose own
conduct may be punished despite the First Amendment, we have recognized
that the overbreadth doctrine is strong medicine and have employed it with
hesitation, and then only as a last resort. Therefore, the Supreme Court has
developed a requirement that the overbreadth must be substantial before the
statute will be held unconstitutional on its face .... Only if the statute reaches a
substantial amount of constitutionally protected conduct may it be struck down
for overbreadth. 146

141. In United States v. Wunsch, 84 Ed 1110, 1116 (9th Cir. 1996), a lawyer wrote a letter to a female

prosecutor that the court said "impugns 'female lawyers' and reveals a patently sexist attitude." The court held,

however, that the lawyer could not be sanctioned under a state law that required lawyers to "abstain from all
offensive personality." Id. at 1119 20. The term "offensive personality" was unconstitutionally vague. Id. Rule

8.4(g) and its comments are substantially more specific.

142. Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134, 159 (1974) (quoting Civil Serv. Comm'n v. Nat'l Ass'n of Letter
Carriers, 413 U.S. 548, 578 79 (1973)).

143. Comm'n for Lawyer Discipline v. Benton, 980 S.W.2d 425 (Tex. 1998).

144. Id. at 428 29.

145. Id. at 429.

146. Id. at 436 (internal quotes and citations omitted). Benton later cites Howell v. State Bar of Texas, 843

F.2d 205 (5th Cir. 1988), which rejected an overbreadth challenge to a rule that prohibited conduct "prejudicial

to the administration of justice." The court wrote:

Overbreadth is "'strong medicine,' which 'has been employed... sparingly and only as a last

resort,' ...." [A] law should not be invalidated for overbreadth unless it reaches a substantial
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CONCLUSION

A series of propositions should make it clear that a rule like Rule 8.4(g)
deserves adoption. I do not mean to say that it could not be improved. State bars
and courts may change the text of any rule or comment in salutary ways. I am
not urging national uniformity-a single set of rules in every jurisdiction. But I
think Rule 8.4(g) goes most of the way and perhaps the entire way toward
accomplishing its purpose.

I begin with a premise: No lawyer has a First Amendment right to demean
another lawyer (or anyone else involved in the legal process). There is no First
Amendment right, for example, to call a female opponent "a c ," or to mock
another lawyer's accent, or to use a racial epithet in addressing an opposing party. Nor
is there a constitutional right to refuse categorically to represent Mormons, or atheists,
or racial minorities, or persons with disabilities. There is no constitutional right to
sexually harass an employee or a client. Opponents of Rule 8.4(g) are free to advocate a
contrary position, but I do not believe that any has gone so far.

If we accept this premise, several additional propositions necessarily follow.
They are all about drafting.

First, we should have a rule that can be used to discipline a lawyer who
behaves in these ways.

Second, the rule must be sufficiently specific to give notice of the forbidden
behavior. A catalogue of all the things one cannot do or say is not, of course,
possible and would go on for many pages even if it were possible. There should
be a standard, but it should be as specific as language reasonably permits.

Third, efforts should be made to draft the rule so that it does not sweep within
its orbit words or conduct that would enjoy First Amendment or other
constitutional protections. I write "efforts should be made" because drafting is an
art, not a science. It will always be possible to identify a situation that one might
plausibly argue falls within the language of a rule but where the words or conduct
are constitutionally protected. These situations tend to be rather extreme and it is
highly unlikely that disciplinary counsel would pursue the lawyers described in
them. But if one did-if one were to seek to discipline a lawyer who said "ladies
first" when opening a door for a woman-that lawyer would win quick dismissal
of the charges.

Fourth, so drafted, the rule should not be subject to challenge on grounds of
overbreadth. A lawyer who is charged with, for example, telling an opponent that

number of impermissible applications .. " Put another way, a statute should not be invalidated

where there are a "substantial number of situations to which it might be validly applied." Where, as

here, Texas consistently has applied the doctrine of DR 1-102(A)(5) to attorneys in their functions as

officers of the court and has recognized its obligation to make such application consistent with the

demands of the Constitution, this Court should not void the regulation as facially overbroad.

Id. at 208 (citations omitted).
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she should go back to the country she came from and have babies because
depositions are not conducted under "girl's rules" will not be able to argue that
although the rule could constitutionally forbid what he said, the rule is
unconstitutional because it might be used to discipline lawyers whose words or
conduct were constitutionally protected.

I think Rule 8.4(g) satisfies each of these drafting requirements, which is not to
foreclose the possibility of improvement.

APPENDIX

Over the years, for my casebook and continuing legal education talks, I have
tried to gather cases that address biased or harassing comments. In the following
selection, the lawyers were all sanctioned or criticized for their conduct.

Claypole v. Cty. of Monterey, No. 14-cv-02730-BLF, 2016 WL 145557, at

*4 & n.37 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 12, 2016) ("At a contentious deposition, when

Plaintiffs' counsel asked Bertling not to interrupt her, Bertling told her,
'[D]on't raise your voice at me. It's not becoming of a woman.., or an
attorney who is acting professionally under the rules of professional
responsibility"').

" In Cruz-Aponte v. Caribbean Petroleum Corp., 123 F. Supp. 3d 276, 278
(D.P.R. 2015), Mr. Salas had the following exchange with Ms. Monserrate,
the opposing lawyer, during a deposition:

MR. NEVARES: The air conditioner works.

MS. MONSERRATE: I don't know, but it's hot in here.

MR. SALAS: Z Tienes calor todavia? ["You're still warm?"] You're
not getting menopause, I hope.

MS. MONSERRATE: That's on the record.

MR. SALAS: No, no, no, no.

MS. MONSERRATE: You know that a lawyer here got in big trouble
for a comment just like that.

MR. SALAS: Really.

Cruz-Aponte cites Laddcap Value Partners, LP v. Lowenstein Sandler

PC., 2007 WL 4901555, at *2-7 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2007) (ordering
referee supervision of future depositions after male attorney ad-
dressed female attorney as "dear," "hon," and a "sorry girl," said she
had a "cute little thing going on," and asked why she was not wearing
her wedding ring during deposition) (parenthetical by the Cruz-
Aponte court).

" Principe v. Assay Partners, 586 N.Y.S.2d 182, 184 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 1992):

As Beth Rex, Esq., was representing the fourth-party defendant in a
deposition, Lawrence Clarke, Esq.... in front of numerous attor-
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neys, the witness, and the reporter, made a number of re-
marks ... directed to his colleague ...

"I don't have to talk to you, little lady";

"Tell that little mouse over there to pipe down";

"What do you know, young girl";

"Be quiet, little girl";

"Go away, little girl."

Ms. Rex states these comments "were accompanied by disparaging
gestures... dismissively flicking his fingers and waving a back hand
at me." The transcript contains the remarks and an attorney for
another party corroborates the description of the gestures. The
affidavit in opposition justifies the comments as "name-calling".

In Florida Bar v. Martocci, 791 So. 2d 1074, 1075-76 (Fla. 2001), the
referee found that "after a hearing ... upon exiting an elevator, Martocci told
Ms. Figueroa that she was a 'stupid idiot' and that she should 'go back to
Puerto Rico."' "The record reflects that Martocci: (1) made insulting facial
gestures to Ms. Berger and Ms. Figueroa; (2) called Ms. Figueroa a 'bush
leaguer'; [and] (3) told Ms. Figueroa that depositions are not conducted
under 'girl's rules' .... "

* In re Monaghan, 743 N.Y.S.2d 519, 520 (1st Dep't 2002) ("The respondent
engaged in a continuing harangue of Ms. Perry [the African-American
opposing lawyer] for her alleged mispronunciation of the words 'establish'
and 'especially."').

* In Mullaney v. Aude, 730 A.2d 759 (Md. 1999), the plaintiff (Aude),
represented by Green, charged the defendant with the "negligent or
intentional spreading of the herpes virus from a male defendant to a female
plaintiff .... Id. at 768. The following occurred at a deposition:

As Ms. Aude was leaving the room to retrieve [a] document, Mr.
Harris [opposing counsel] remarked that she was going to meet
"[a]nother boyfriend" at the car. Ms. Green and Mr. Bernstein
quickly told Mr. Harris that his comment was in poor taste and asked
him to refrain from making further derogatory comments. The
following ensued:

MR. MULLANEY: It's going to be a fun trial.

MR. HARRIS: It must have been in poor taste if Miss Green says it
was in poor taste. It must have really been in poor taste.

MS. GREEN: You got a problem with me?

MR. HARRIS: No, I don't have any problem with you, babe.

MS. GREEN: Babe? You called me babe? What generation are you
from?
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MR. HARRIS: At least I didn't call you a bimbo.

MR. LIPSITZ: Cut it out.

MS. GREEN: The committee will enjoy hearing about that.

MR. BERNSTEIN: Alan, you ought to stay out of the gutter.

Id. at 761-62.

* At a New York deposition, a male lawyer called the opposing female lawyer
a "bitch," described her with her with anatomical references ("c " and
"a "), and told her to "go home and have babies." In re Schiff, No. HP
22/92 (Departmental Disc. Comm. N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 2, 1993). The court
imposed a public censure. In re Schiff, 599 N.Y.S.2d 242 (1st Dep't 1993).
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In recent years, the ABA and local bar leaders have taken nu-
merous steps to raise awareness about the need to increase diversity
within the legal profession. In order to increase diversity, however, the
legal profession must also seek to eliminate unlawful employment
discrimination. In most workplaces, an employer's main concern with
respect to discrimination is the possibility of a civil suit. In a surpris-
ing number of states, however, rules of professional conduct either
explicitly prohibit employment discrimination on the part of lawyers
or could be easily read to do so. Amending the rules of professional
conduct in this manner is unlikely to have much of an impact when
addressing employment discrimination and increasing diversity in the
legal profession. These kinds of rules may, however, serve additional
purposes that make their adoption worth considering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, members of the legal profession have increasingly
spoken about the need to increase diversity within the legal profession.
The American Bar Association ("ABA") has undertaken several initia-
tives to increase diversity within the profession with respect to sex, race,
disability, and sexual orientation.' Many state bars have undertaken simi-
lar measures, and numerous legal scholars have written at length on the

1. Helia Garrido Hull, Diversity in the Legal Profession: Moving from Rhetoric to Reality, 4
COLUM. J. RACE & L. 1, 5 (2013); Eli Wald, A Primer on Diversity, Discrimination, and Equality in the
Legal Profession or Who is Responsible for Pursuing Diversity and Why, 24 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHiCS
1079, 1092 (2011).
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subject.2 For their part, many large law firms have taken steps to increase
racial and gender diversity within their firms.3

Despite these efforts, the underrepresentation of individuals from
various groups remains a significant problem. Most people who are con-
cerned about diversity within the legal profession are familiar with the
numbers. While women are hired at law firms at a similar rate to men,
women tend to drop off the pyramid to partnership at significantly higher
levels.4 Lawyers of color continue to be underrepresented at both the en-
try and partnership levels.' And while most of the attention so far has fo-
cused on women and racial minorities, other groups remain under repre-
sented in the legal profession. For example, the number of lawyers with
disabilities employed at law firms remains embarrassingly low. 6 Perhaps
equally disturbing is the fact that increases in diversity in the legal pro-
fession have lagged behind gains in other professions.7

There is no question that lawyers from various groups are un-
derrepresented in law firms, both at the associate and partner level. The
question is how best to address this problem. Employment discrimination
statutes establish a floor of permissible conduct with respect to hiring
practices; employers are simply prohibited from affirmatively engaging in
discriminatory practices.' Diversity advocates, however, often argue for
measures above and beyond the floor of nondiscrimination established
by law that law firms and the legal profession more generally can take to
increase the hiring and retention rates of lawyers from nontraditional
backgrounds.' These suggestions include such measures as expanding the
pool of law school applicants,10 establishing better law firm outreach pro-

2. See, e.g., Donald S. Rencher, SBM Young Lawyers Section Starts Program to Improve Diver-
sity in the Legal Profession, MICH. B.J., May 2014, at 10 (describing efforts of Young Lawyers Section
to improve diversity); David B. Wilkins, From "Separate Is Inherently Unequal" to "Diversity is Good
for Business": The Rise of Market-Based Diversity Arguments and the Fate of the Black Corporate Bar,
117 HARV. L. REV. 1548 (2004) (discussing competing justifications for increasing diversity within the
legal profession).

3. See Hannah Brenner & Renee Newman Knake, Rethinking Gender Equality in the Legal
Profession's Pipeline to Power: A Study of Media Coverage of Supreme Court Nominees (Phase 1, The
Introduction Week), 84 TEMP. L. REV. 325,336 (2012) ("Almost every large law firm today has a diver-
sity initiative devoted to addressing equality for women and minorities in the firm.").

4. Hull, supra note 1, at 7.
5. Deborah L. Rhode, From Platitudes to Priorities: Diversity and Gender Equity in Law Firms,

24 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1041, 1045 (2011).
6. See Alex B. Long, Reasonable Accommodation as Professional Responsibility, Reasonable

Accommodation as Professionalism, 47 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1753, 1768-69 (2014) (citing statistics
showing low number of lawyers with disabilities).

7. See A.B.A., PRESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY INITIATIVE, DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION:

THE NEXT STEPS 12 (2010) ("The legal profession is less racially diverse than most other professions,
and racial diversity has slowed considerably since 1995.").

8. Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. § 623 (2012); Americans with Disabilities
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12112 (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3 (2012).

9. See, e.g., Hull, supra note 1, at 19-20 (suggesting various measures to address the problem).
10. See Michael Hunter Schwartz & J.B. Smiley, Jr., What Do You Do When Nothing Seems to

Work: An Evaluation and Suggested Approach to Addressing the Diversity Issue in the Legal Profes-
sion, ARK. LAW., Winter 2014, at 12-13 (discussing the Council on Legal Education Opportunity's
proposal to expand the pool of law school applicants in order to increase diversity).
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grams," establishing better mentoring programs," and mandatory law
firm reporting of diversity statistics with respect to hiring and promo-
tion." In arguing for these kinds of measures, diversity advocates fre-
quently point out the moral, normative case for diversity as well as the
more tangible benefits that flow to employers from increased diversity
within law firms.14

But increasing diversity within the legal profession also requires
eliminating or at least reducing instances of actual employment discrimi-
nation." As a result, some diversity advocates have focused on eliminat-
ing discrimination as a means of increasing diversity.'" One of the most
common themes involves amending the rules of professional conduct for
lawyers to expressly prohibit employment discrimination." Indeed, one
author finds it "baffling" that the ABA has not already done so."

There can be no doubt that discriminatory conduct on the part of a
lawyer-whether in the employment context or in the course of repre-
senting a client-is particularly troublesome. The legal process is based
on equality. Lawyers' discriminatory words or conduct undermines pub-
lic confidence in and respect for the judicial process as a whole by
demonstrating that officers of the court do not take seriously the notions
of equal treatment on which the legal system is based." Consequently,
many states have provisions in their rules of professional conduct ad-
dressing bias in the course of representing a client or in the practice of

11. Michelle P. Crockett, Alone on an Island: The Realities of Practicing Law for Women of Col-
or, MICH. BAR J., Sept. 2013, at 45; Melody Finnemore, Promoting Diversity and Inclusion, OR. ST.
BAR BULL., Apr. 2013, at 29.

12. Shane Jasmine Young, The Need for Diversity Champions and Sponsorship Programs in the
Legal Profession, NEV. LAW., May 2012, at 16; Rhode, supra note 5, at 1264.

13. Hull, supra note 1, at 19; Rhode, supra note 5, at 1074.
14. For example, the ABA's Commission on Disability Rights has attempted to increase the hir-

ing of lawyers with disabilities by encouraging legal employers to recognize "that the legal and busi-
ness interests of our clients and the populations we serve require legal representation that reflects the
diversity of our employees, customers and the communities where we operate." A.B.A. ON
DISABILITY RIGHTS, DISABILITY DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: A PLEDGE FOR CHANGE 1
(2014) [hereinafter PLEDGE FOR CHANGE], available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/
dam/abaladministrative/mentaLphysica disability/pledge-for-change.authcheckdam.pdf.

15. See Wald, supra note 1, at 1096 (noting the connection between discrimination and un-
derrepresentation).

16. See, e.g., id. at 1125-29 (describing the trend among large law firms of creating risk manage-
ment procedures in order to decrease discrimination and to mitigate exposure to malpractice liability).

17. Nicole Lancia, New Rule, New York: A Bifocal Approach to Discipline and Discrimination,
22 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 949, 960 (2009); Veronica Root, Retaining Color, 47 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM
575, 638 (2014); Joyce S. Sterling & Nancy Reichman, Navigating the Gap: Reflections on 20 Years Re-
searching Gender Disparities in the Legal Profession, 8 FIU. L. REV. 515, 538 (2013); Wald, supra note
1, at 1115. See also Hull, supra note 1, at 15 (discussing proposal submitted by the Institute for Inclu-
sion in the Legal Profession to the ABA to amend the Model Rules).

18. Wald, supra note 1, at 1113.
19. See Principe v. Assay Partners, 586 N.Y.S.2d 182, 185 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1992)

("[D]iscriminatory conduct on the part of an attorney is inherently and palpably adverse to the goals
of justice and the legal profession."); FLA. RULES OF PROF. CONDUCr R. 8.4(d) cmt. 5 (stating that
discriminatory conduct "subverts the administration of justice and undermines the public's confidence
in our system of justice, as well as notions of equality").
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law?0 As this Article headed to press, the ABA was considering adopting
a similar rule.21

Employment discrimination by lawyers may also result in a similar
lack of trust among lawyers and the public concerning the extent to
which the legal profession truly believes its own words on the subject of
equality and equal justice?' Perhaps for this reason, twelve states already
have legal ethics rules that expressly prohibit employment discrimination
by lawyers or that could easily be interpreted to do so? It is not self-
evident, however, that regulating employment discrimination through
the disciplinary process is necessarily an effective or desirable means of
addressing the problem. This Article examines the desirability of taking
such a measure by, for the first time, examining how existing employ-
ment discrimination law impacts the ability of disciplinary authorities to
apply anti-discrimination principles through rules of professional conduct
governing lawyers.

Part II focuses on the law of employment discrimination as it ap-
plies in the specific context of the legal profession. This Part addresses
some of the institutionalized obstacles to equal employment opportunity
within the legal profession with a particular focus on some of the newer
legal challenges law firms may face with respect to discrimination claims.
To better assess the desirability of amending the rules of professional
conduct to prohibit employment discrimination, Part III examines the
rules in those states that have already adopted such an approach and the
professional discipline decisions decided under those rules. Part IV ad-
dresses some of the limitations of the existing rules when examined in
light of current employment discrimination law and considers whether
the costs of amending the rules of professional conduct to prohibit dis-
crimination outweigh the benefits. Finally, drawing upon the United
Kingdom's experience with similar rules, Part V proposes a new rule ad-
dressing bias and discrimination both in the employment context and in
the practice of law more generally.

II. EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION

While employment discrimination remains a serious problem, the
more blatant forms of discrimination that were prevalent when Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted are less common; this is as
true for law firms as it is for other types of employers.4 Instead, employ-

20. See infra notes 121-23 and accompanying text.
21. Samson Habte, ABA Ethics Committee Floats Anti-Bias Rule (July 29, 2015), http://www.

bna.com/aba-ethics-committee-nl7179934053/.
22. See Wald, supra note 1, at 1101.
23. See infra notes 122-23 and accompanying text.
24. Nancy Levit, Lawyers Suing Law Firms: The Limits on Attorney Employment Discrimination

Claims and the Prospects for Creating Happy Lawyers, 73 U. Prrr. L. REv. 65, 70 (2011) ("Although
Title VII helped women and minorities gain entry into law firms in the 1970s, the cases thirty years
later are not about flat-out refusals to hire. . . .").
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ment discrimination is often a problem of implicit biases and institution-
alized obstacles to equal employment opportunity. As the following ma-
terial explains, there is every reason to believe that these kinds of obsta-
cles remain prevalent among legal employers. In addition, newer legal
theories present employers with challenges for compliance with employ-
ment discrimination law. The following Part examines these issues.

A. Structural Barriers to Equal Employment Opportunity

The term "employment discrimination" frequently conjures up fair-
ly grotesque forms of discrimination: the employer with a formal policy
against hiring employees of a particular race, the supervisor who has no
qualms about making sexist or racist statements in the workplace, or the
employer who engages in blatant quid pro quo sexual harassment. These
kinds of cases still certainly exist. But they are probably less common
than they once were.25 Today, many employers have formal policies pro-
hibiting discrimination and ensure that their supervisors receive instruc-
tion regarding proper behavior in the workplace.26

Instead, much of the discrimination that takes place in today's
workplace tends to involve more subtle forms of cognitive or uncon-
scious bias.27 As Professor Susan Sturm famously postulated, workplace
biases now often result from "patterns of interaction, informal norms,
networking, . . . mentoring, and evaluation . . . "I Thus, workplace ine-
quality is often "structurally embedded in the norms and cultural practic-
es of an institution."29

Commentators have noted ways in which law firm practices may ad-
versely impact certain groups. The practice of many law firms to hire on-
ly students who made strong grades at elite law schools may have a ten-
dency to adversely impact minorities.30 Female and minority lawyers have
cited the lack of reliable mentors to whom they can relate as an obstacle
to career development and advancement.31 Less formalized and more
subjective promotion practices in which various cognitive and uncon-

25. See Susan Sturm, Second-Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach,
101 COLUM. L. REV. 458, 459-60 (2001) (explaining that these kinds of explicit forms of discrimination
"are largely things of the past").

26. Id. at 460.
27. Id.
28. Id. at 469.
29. Susan Sturm, Lawyers and the Practice of Workplace Equity, 2002 Wis. L. REv. 277, 281

(2002); Katie R. Eyer, That's Not Discrimination: American Beliefs and the Limits of Anti-
Discrimination Law, 96 MINN. L. REv. 1275,1287 (2012).

30. See Rhode, supra note 5, at 1047; Floyd Weatherspoon, The Status of African-American
Males in the Legal Profession: A Pipeline of Institutional Roadblocks and Barriers, 80 Miss. L.J. 259,
294-95 (2010).

31. Rhode, supra note 5, at 1053-56; Sterling & Reichman, supra note 17, at 524; Eli Wald, Glass
Ceilings and Dead Ends: Professional Ideologies, Gender Stereotypes, and the Future of Women Law-
yers at Large Law Firms, 78 FoRDHAM L. REv. 2245,2246 (2010).
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scious biases often materialize may also work to the disadvantage of non-
traditional associates seeking promotion to partner.3 2

The stereotyping that often results from cognitive bias and the ex-
clusion that may result from an organization's culture and practices may
manifest itself in a variety of ways in law firms. For example, Professor
Ann McGinley attributes some of the lack of diversity in law firms to
"the masculine culture at law firms," which places a premium on hierar-
chical structure and competition." This culture may also manifest itself in
its preference for lawyers who are willing to work "'on demand,' free
from domestic responsibilities."" This preference may impact how
"choice work assignments" are distributed, which, in turn, may impact an
associate's chances for advancement." Women lawyers may also have
difficulty conforming their behavior to established masculine norms in
law firms, and they may be viewed as lacking leadership abilities or asser-
tiveness.6 Women may also confront such stereotypical assumptions as
the notion that they are more likely to quit work after having children or
are less driven to succeed more generally.

The practices and norms within a law firm may also make that firm
less willing to depart from the standard operating procedures that disad-
vantage some lawyers within the firm. Law firms are, by nature, resistant
to change." This inflexibility may have adverse consequences for firm as-
sociates and partners who seek departures from informal norms. For ex-
ample, lawyers with disabilities may need workplace accommodations to
help them perform the essential functions of their jobs.8 These accom-
modations could range from the acquisition of assistive devices to more
flexible working hours to modifications of supervisory techniques.39 But
in a legal climate increasingly fixated on competitiveness and hyper-
efficiency, these lawyers may bump up against the attitude that these
kinds of accommodations amount to a nuisance or are simply "not the

32. Sterling & Reichman, supra note 17, at 530 (citing study showing that "[w]omen's chances
[for advancement] were far less in law firms with more casual, less well defined, and informal struc-
tures" for promotion decisions).

33. Ann C. McGinley, Masculine Law Firms, 8 FlU L. REv. 423,424,429 (2013).
34. Sterling & Reichman, supra note 17, at 519; see also Rhode, supra note 5, at 1051 ("[O]thers,

even those working full-time, are assumed to be less available and committed, an assumption not
made about fathers.").

35. See Sterling & Reichman, supra note 17, at 523-24 (referring to a case study in which female
lawyers reported not being assigned work based on feminine stereotypes).

36. McGinley, supra note 33, at 429; Rhode, supra note 5, at 1051; Sterling & Reichman, supra
note 17, at 520.

37. See Levit, supra note 24, at 70 (referring to the pace of change at law firms as being "glacially
slow"); Rhode, supra note 5, at 1056 (referencing "inflexible practice structures" at law firms); Mat-
thew S. Winings, The Power of Law Firm Partnership: Why Dominant Rainmakers Will Impede the
Immediate, Widespread Implementation of an Autocratic Management Structure, 55 DRAKE L. REv.
165, 193 (2006) (describing law firm culture as being "highly resistant to change").

38. U.S. EQUAL EMIP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, Reasonable Accommodations for Attorneys with
Disabilities, http://www.eeoc.gov/facts/accommodations-attomeys.html (last modified Feb. 2,2011).

39. See id.
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way we do things around here."" So, for example, while the vast majority
of law firms report that they have policies permitting part-time work, few
lawyers actually take advantage of them for fear of the adverse conse-
quences on their careers.41

B. New Issues for Employers

In addition to traditional types of statutory discrimination claims,
employers within the last twenty-five years have had to contend with new
statutory restrictions on their discretion as well as new and evolving the-
ories of liability.42 Legal employers are not immune to these changes. In-
deed, these changes may have greater potential implications for law firms
than for other employers.

One relatively new area of potential liability for law firms involves
discrimination claims from firm partners. In 1984, the Supreme Court
held in a lawsuit involving a sex discrimination claim by a law firm asso-
ciate against the firm of King & Spalding that Title VII was applicable to
the selection of partners by a partnership.43 A concurring opinion by Jus-
tice Powell, however, emphasized that the Court's holding was limited to
a claim by a firm associate against the partnership and that Title VII
would have no application to a claim by a partner against the partner-
ship." Nearly twenty years later, the Court made clear in Clackamas Gas-
troenterology Associates, Inc. v. Wells that the designation of an individu-
al as a "partner" is not a guarantee of immunity under Title VII.45 While
recognizing that only "employees" are entitled to protection under Title
VII, the Court explained that one designated as a partner in a firm could
still qualify as an employee under common-law agency principles." Thus,
to the extent that a shareholder lacks the power to manage the business
of the partnership, the shareholder should be treated as an employee for
purposes of Title VII.47 In an age of multi-tiered law firm partnership
tracks, the Clackamas decision has obvious implications for law firms."
Numerous lawyers have since brought suit following the decision, alleg-
ing that they were partners in name only and were thus proper plaintiffs
under Clackamas.49

40. This is also a particular problem for female lawyers given the fact that women still tend to
shoulder the majority of child caregiving responsibilities. See Rhode, supra note 5, at 1057 (discussing
the particular impact that part-time work practices have on female lawyers).

41. Id. at 1056.
42. See Alex B. Long, "If the Train Should Jump the Track .... ": Divergent Interpretations of

State and Federal Employment Discrimination Statutes, 40 GA. L. REv. 469,475 (2006).
43. Hishon v. King & Spalding, 467 U.S. 69,78 (1984).
44. Id. at 79 (Powell J., concurring).
45. 538 U.S. 440,450 (2003).
46. Id. at 449.
47. Id. at 450.
48. See, e.g., Jessica Fink, A Crumbling Pyramid: How the Evolving Jurisprudence Defining

'Employee' Under the ADEA Threatens the Basic Structure of the Modern Large Law Firm, 6
HASTINGS BUS. L.J. 35, 37 (2010) (noting the impact of the decision in the legal field).

49. See id. at 49 & n.97 (listing cases).
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While Title VII has prohibited sex discrimination for fifty years,
most federal courts have held that Title VII does not prohibit discrimina-
tion on the basis of sexual orientation." In recent years, however, an in-
creasing number of states and localities have enacted statutes and ordi-
nances prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation."' In some jurisdictions where LGBT plaintiffs are not able to
take advantage of such measures, they may be able to bring a sex dis-
crimination claim under Title VII on the theory that the employer en-
gaged in impermissible sex stereotyping.5 2

Second generation employment discrimination statutes may pose
special problems for law firms. Title VII and the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act ("ADEA") 5

1 both employ an equality approach to
workplace discrimination; employers must treat their employees equally.
The Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), 54 however, requires em-
ployers to do more than simply refrain from making decisions on the ba-
sis of an individual's disability. Discrimination under the ADA also in-
cludes the failure to make reasonable accommodations to the known
impairments of employees with disabilities."5 To provide equality of op-
portunity for employees with disabilities, the ADA may require that an
employer modify its normal operating procedures or workplace policies.6

Thus, the ADA might require an employer to permit flexible or part-
time work schedules, telecommuting, or changes in how the employer
supervises or gives instructions to an employee with a disability."

The "reasonable accommodation" requirement may pose a special
challenge for law firms, where long hours, "face time" with partners, and
a "top-down" and "hands-off" approach to instruction and supervision
are often the norm.8 Yet, the ADA's "reasonable accommodation" re-
quirement proceeds from the premise that employers are not permitted
to insist upon a one-size-fits-all approach and may be required, within
reason, to modify existing polices and practices.9 The "reasonable ac-
commodation" requirement has taken on increased importance in recent
years as a result of amendments to the ADA. The ADA Amendments

50. Neel Rane, Note, Twenty Years of Shareholder Proposals After Cracker BarreL- An Effective
Tool for Implementing LGBT Employment Protections, 162 U. PA. L. REV. 929, 933 (2014).

51. Id. at 934-35.
52. Bibby v. Phila. Coca Cola Bottling Co., 260 F.3d 257,262-65 (3d Cir. 2001).
53. 29 U.S.C. § 623 (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et. seq. (2012).
54. 42 U.S.C. § 12101.
55. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5)(A).
56. See Mark C. Weber, Unreasonable Accommodation and Due Hardship, 62 FLA. L. REV.

1119, 1150 (2010) ("Changing standard operating procedures is the gist of accommodation and the
dominant theme in the EEOC regulations concerning the statutory term.").

57. See 42 U.S.C. § 12111(9)(B); U.S. EQUAL EMP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'M, WORK AT
HOME/TELEWORK AS A REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION, www.eeoc.gov/facts/telework.html (last
modified Oct. 27, 2005). See also U.S. EQUAL EMP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, EEOC No. 915.002,
ENFORCEMENT GUIDANCE ON THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND PSYCHIATRIC
DISABILITIES para. 26 (1997), available at 1997 WL 34622315, at *13.

58. See Eli Wald, In-House Myths, 2012 Wis. L. REV. 407, 445 (2012) (noting high billable targets
and significant face time expectations at large law firms).

59. See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
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Act of 2008 ("ADAAA")60 dramatically expanded the definition of "dis-
ability" under the statute.6' Thus, more individuals will now qualify as
having a disability and may be entitled to reasonable accommodations in
the workplace.62

The Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA") 63 also defines dis-
crimination in a manner different from first generation discrimination
statutes. FMLA requires larger employers to provide unpaid leave from
work for serious medical conditions of employees and close family mem-
bers." Thus, FMLA may require law firms to grant associates time off
from work in order to tend to family responsibilities involving health
care. While FMLA coverage is limited to employers with fifty or more
employees and only applies where a serious health condition is involved,
a few states and many localities have included family responsibilities or
related concepts in their employment discrimination laws.65 Thus, em-
ployers may be prohibited in some states and localities from discriminat-
ing on the basis of family responsibilities, family status, or parenthood.6
To the extent taking time off from work in order to tend to family re-
sponsibilities proves to be at odds with the culture within a firm, female
associates are more likely to suffer than male associates.6' As the caselaw
attests, however, men are not immune from family responsibilities dis-
crimination.6 And, of course, lawyers live in a world in which face time,
required billable hours, and strict deadlines are a part of life. Therefore,
the potential for firm practices to come into conflict with FMLA or state
or local law covering family responsibilities is perhaps greater than in
other workplaces.

III. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION AS A MATTER OF ETHICS

In an effort to increase diversity and reduce the instances of em-
ployment discrimination within the legal profession, various authors and
organizations have suggested amending the rules of professional conduct

60. ADA Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-325, § 4(a), 122 Stat. 3553, 3555 (codified at
42 U.S.C. § 12101 (2012)).

61. Alex B. Long, Introducing the New and Improved Americans with Disabilities Act: Assessing
the ADA Amendments Act of 2008, 103 Nw. U. L. REV. COLLOQUY 217,219 (2008).

62. Cheryl L. Anderson & Leonard Gross, Discrimination Claims Against Law Firms: Managing
Attorney-Employees from Hiring to Firing, 43 TEX. TECH L. REV. 515, 523 (2011).

63. 29 U.S.C. §§ 2615(a)-(b).
64. 29 U.S.C. § 2612(a)(1).
65. Michael Z. Green, Unpaid Furloughs and Four-Day Work Weeks: Employer Sympathy or a

Call for Collective Employee Action?, 42 CONN. L. REV. 1139, 1161 (2010).
66. See, e.g., ALASKA STAT. § 18.80.220(a)(1) (2014) (parenthood); Human Rights Act, D.C.

CODE § 2-1401.01 (family responsibilities and familial status); S.F., CAL., ADMIN. CODE ch. 12Z (2015)
(parental responsibility).

67. See Catherine Albiston et al., Ten Lessons for Practitioners About Family Responsibilities
Discrimination and Stereotyping Evidence, 59 HASTINGS L.J. 1285, 1285-86 (2008) (discussing family
responsibilities discrimination as a form of sex discrimination).

68. See Keith Cunningham-Parmeter, Men at Work, Fathers at Home: Uncovering the Masculine
Face of Caregiver Discrimination, 24 CoLUM. J. GENDER & L. 253, 257 (2013) (discussing sex-
discrimination cases involving men).
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to prohibit employment discrimination. A number of states have al-
ready amended their ethical rules in a variety of ways to address the
problems of bias and discrimination in the legal profession, including
employment discrimination. The following Part discusses some of the
rule-based changes that have been proposed or adopted and examines
the experiences of states that have made such changes.

A. Existing Rules

1. Conduct Prejudicial to the Administration of Justice

The most direct statement within the ABA Model Rules of Profes-
sional Conduct condemning discrimination actually appears in a com-
ment. Model Rule 8.4(d) prohibits a lawyer from engaging in conduct
prejudicial to the administration of justice.0 Comment 3 to the rule ex-
plains that "[a] lawyer who, in the course of representing a client, know-
ingly manifests, by words or conduct, bias or prejudice based on race,
sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socio-
economic status" may violate the rule." Several states have gone a step
further and incorporated the language of Comment 3 within the black
letter of Rule 8.4.72

Given the fact that the language focuses on a lawyer who manifests
bias "in the course of representing a client," the rule does not seem to be
designed to address employment discrimination." Indeed, courts typical-
ly limit application of the rule to conduct that "undermines the legitima-
cy" of an identifiable case or process.74 As a result, most of the cases in-
volving violations of the rule based on the expression of bias involve
lawyers who have impermissibly interjected race or some other charac-
teristic into a proceeding.75 Some states have rules of professional con-

69. See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
70. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUct R. 8.4(d) (1983).
71. Id. cmt. 3.
72. See, e.g., FLA. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUct R. 8.4(d) (2015); see also R.I. RULES OF PROF'L

CONDUCT R. 8.4(d) (2015). The text of Rhode Island's rule is not limited to conduct occurring in the
course of representing a client, but the comment to the rule speaks only to such conduct. R.I. RULES
OF PROF'L CONDUCr R. 8.4(d) cmt. 3.

73. One exception would be Missouri, whose Rule 8.4(g) prohibits a lawyer from manifesting
bias or prejudice in the course of representing a client, but also includes a comment explaining that the
rule may be violated through sexual harassment occurring in the employment context. MISSOURI
RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCt R. 8.4(g) cmt 4 (2015).

74. Fla. Bar v. McLawhorn, 505 So. 2d 1338, 1341 (Fla. 1987) (quoting Polk v. State Bar of Tex-
as, 374 F.Supp. 784,788 (N.D. Tex. 1974)); In re Spikes, 881 A.2d 1118,1126 (D.C. 2005). Texas specif-
ically limits its rule in this manner. See TEX. DISc. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCr R. 5.08 (2015) (prohib-
iting a lawyer from manifesting bias in connection with an adjudicatory proceeding).

75. See, e.g., In re Thomsen, 837 N.E.2d 1011, 1012 (Ind. 2005) (disciplining a lawyer who made
repeated references before the jury about the fact that the ex-wife (a white woman) of his client was
living with "a black man" or "a black guy"); In re Charges of Unprofessional Conduct Contained in
Panel Case No. 15976, 653 N.W.2d 452 (Minn. 2002) (disciplining lawyer who sought to have judge's
disabled law clerk removed from the courtroom); Fla. Bar v. Martocci, 791 So.2d 1074 (Fla. 2001) (dis-
ciplining lawyer who engaged in "sexist, racial, and ethnic insults" during depositions). See also MASS.
RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.4(i) (2015) (prohibiting a lawyer from engaging in conduct manifest-
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duct that specifically prohibit a lawyer, in the course of representing a
client, from engaging in conduct that "is intended to appeal to or engen-
der bias against a person on account of that person's race, gender, reli-
gion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic
status."6 Thus, while the rule and comment stand as important expres-
sions of the legal profession's intolerance for expressions of bias or prej-
udice, they are limited in their scope.

2. Discrimination in a Lawyer's Professional Capacity

The rules of professional conduct in several states prohibit a lawyer
from engaging in discrimination or manifesting bias on the basis of race
or other identity characteristics in the lawyer's "professional capacity" or
in "the practice of law."77 Nearly all of the disciplinary decisions under
this type of rule involve a lawyer making discriminatory comments con-
cerning judges," clients,79 or other parties.' This type of rule has also
been extended to reach unwanted sexual advances toward a client."

Because the rule focuses on a lawyer's discriminatory conduct oc-
curring in the lawyer's "professional capacity," as opposed to in the
course of representing a client, the rule is potentially broad enough to in-
clude employment discrimination. For example, a comment to Mary-
land's Rule 8.4 advises that sexual harassment involving coworkers may
violate the rule.' New Jersey has a similar rule, which explicitly refer-
ences the fact that it covers employment discrimination.83

There are few instances in which lawyers have faced potential disci-
pline under these kinds of rules for engaging in employment discrimina-

ing bias or prejudice while appearing in a professional capacity before a tribunal). The comment to the
rule itself expresses a concern about the discriminatory use of peremptory strikes. MODEL RULES OF
PROF'L CONDUcr R. 8.4 cmt. 3.

76. COLO. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCr R. 8.4(g) (2015) (emphasis added); see also IDAHO
RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 4.4(a)(1) (2015) (prohibiting conduct intended to appeal to or engen-
der bias against a participant in court proceeding).

77. See, e.g., IND. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUct R. 8.4(g) (2015); IOWA RULES OF PROF'L
CONDUCT R. 32:8.4 (2015); N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 8.4(g) (2015).

78. In re Geller, No. DRB 02-467, 1, 39 (N.J. 2003), http://njlaw.rutgers.edu/collections/drb/
decisions/02-467.pdf.

79. See In re Pinto, No. DRB 00-049,1,16 (N.J. 2000), http://njlaw.rutgers.edu/collections/drb/
decisions/00-049.pdf (disciplining a lawyer for making crude sexually explicit comments to client).

80. In re Dempsey, 986 N.E.2d 816 (Ind. 2013) (disciplining a lawyer under Rule 8.4(g) after he
made various anti-Semitic statements about opposing parties); In re Kelley, 925 N.E.2d 1279 (Ind.
2010) (reprimanding lawyer who asked company representative if he was "gay" or "sweet"); In re
McCarthy, 938 N.E.2d 1279 (Ind. 2010) (suspending a lawyer for thirty days for making racist state-
ment to third party).

81. See In re Pinto, No. DRB 00-049 at 14 (disciplining a lawyer for making crude sexually ex-
plicit comments to client).

82. MD. LAWYERS' RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCr R. 8.4 cmt. 3 (2015). Iowa's rule likewise pro-
hibits sexual harassment and also prohibits "other unlawful discrimination," thus perhaps suggesting
that it covers employment discrimination. IOWA RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUcr R. 32:8.4(g)
(2015).

83. N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015) (noting that employment discrimination is
only covered "where there has been a prior final agency or judicial determination" of discrimination
on the part of the lawyer)
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tion. For example, nearly every reported disciplinary decision under New
Jersey's rule involves discriminatory words or conduct directed at
nonemployees, such as clients or judges." A review of the reported disci-
plinary decisions in New Jersey produced only one case in which a lawyer
licensed in New Jersey faced possible discipline for employment discrim-
ination, and that case involved alleged employment discrimination
against a lawyer's secretary, not another lawyer.85

3. Harassment

A few states have adopted rules of professional conduct that pro-
hibit lawyers from engaging in harassment in connection with a lawyer's
professional activities." For example, Minnesota prohibits a lawyer from
harassing a person "on the basis of sex, race, age, creed, religion, color,
national origin, disability, sexual orientation, or marital status in connec-
tion with a lawyer's professional activities."8 On their face, these kinds of
rules appear broad enough to cover workplace harassment. Indeed, in
some states, the rules reference harassment in relation to "other [forms
of] unlawful discrimination.""

While this type of rule, on occasion, has been applied in the em-
ployment setting,8 9 the clear majority of the reported disciplinary deci-
sions under this type of rule have involved harassment outside of the
employment context. For example, one Minnesota lawyer was charged
under the rule after making a series of statements to a client in the course
of seeking to collect outstanding legal fees that amounted to harassment
on the basis of religion or national origin." Another Minnesota lawyer
was disciplined for engaging in a pattern of bad faith litigation that in-
cluded harassing statements toward judges and others.91 But easily the
most common form of misconduct under this type of rule involves un-
welcome sexual advances and related forms of sexual misconduct toward

84. In re Geller, No. DRB 02-467, 1, 43 (N.J. 2003), http://njlaw.rutgers.edu/collections/drb/decis
ions/02-467.pdf (reprimanding a lawyer for, inter alia, making discriminatory remarks about a judge);
In re Pinto, No. DRB 00-049 at 14 (disciplining a lawyer for making crude sexually explicit comments
to client). See also In re Walterschied, Nos. DRB 00-234 and DRB 00-235 (2001),http://njlaw.rutgers.
edulcollections/drb/decisions/00-235.pdf (disciplining a lawyer for, inter alia, engaging in sexual har-
assment of a client).

85. In re Gourvitz, Docket No. DRB 05-117, 1, 1 (N.J. 2005), http://njlaw.rutgers.edu/collections/
drb/decisions/05-117.pdf.

86. IOWA RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g); MINN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g)
(2015); Wis. RULES PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(i) (2015).

87. ILL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(j) (2015); MINN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.
8.4(g).

88. IOWA RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCr R. 8.4(g); see also Wis. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.
8.4(i) comm. cmt. ("What constitutes harassment under paragraph (i) may be determined with refer-
ence to anti-discrimination legislation and interpretive case law.").

89. In re Ward, 726 N.W.2d 497, 497 (Minn. 2007) (involving unwanted sexual contact with a
non-lawyer applicant for employer).

90. In re Woroby, 779 N.W.2d 825,825 (Minn. 2010).
91. In re Nett, 839 N.W.2d 716,718 (Minn. 2013).
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clients and others in connection with the practice of law." Thus, for ex-
ample, a prosecutor was suspended for sending a series of sexualized text
messages to a domestic abuse victim. 3

4. Discrimination in Violation of Law

Several states prohibit lawyers from engaging in discriminatory
conduct in violation of the law.94 For example, Minnesota prohibits a
lawyer from committing a discriminatory act "prohibited by federal,
state, or local statute or ordinance that reflects adversely on the lawyer's
fitness as a lawyer."95 Washington contains a similar restriction, but does
not require that the discrimination reflect adversely on the lawyer's fit-
ness as a lawyer.96

Some have raised concerns over the breadth of these kinds of rules,
noting their potential impact on the ability of lawyers to choose which
clients they wish to represent." But there can be little doubt that these
rules would reach employment discrimination that is illegal under the
law. Moreover, the fact that these rules reference state or local law is sig-
nificant in that state or local law may prohibit various forms of discrimi-
nation (i.e., discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation) that is not
prohibited by federal law.

There are almost no reported decisions involving violations of this
type of rule.98 And, again, disciplinary decisions under these rules that

92. Iowa Sup. Ct. Bd. of Prof'I Ethics & Conduct v. Steffes, 588 N.W.2d 121, 124 (1999) (sus-
pending a lawyer under older version of ethical rules prohibiting "sexual harassment or other unlawful
discrimination)"; In re Walterschied, Nos. DRB 00-234 and DRB 00-235 at 19 (N.J. 2001),http://njlaw.
rutgers.edulcollections/drb/decisions/00-235.pdf (disciplining a lawyer for, inter alia, engaging in sexual
harassment of a client); In re Dudley, 2013-OLR-5, 1, 2 (Wis. 2013), http://www.wicourts.gov/services/
public/lawyerreg/statuspublic/dudley.pdf (publicly reprimanding a lawyer for sending sexualized e-
mails to client); In re Kratz, 851 N.W.2d 219, 223 (Wis. 2014) (suspending county district attorney for
sending inappropriate text messages to a crime victim and making inappropriate statements to others).
Iowa's version of the rule prohibits sexual harassment "in the practice of law," which the Iowa Su-
preme Court has held applies to harassment directed against non-clients, provided it occurs while the
attorney is engaged in the practice of law. Iowa Supreme Court Disc. Bd. v. Moothart, 860 N.W.2d
598, 603 (Iowa 2015). Thus, "[t]he rule may be violated if a lawyer sexually harasses witnesses, court
personnel, law partners, law-office employees, or other third parties that come into contact with a law-
yer engaged in the practice of law." Id.

93. In re Kratz, 851 N.W.2d at 221.
94. See ILL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 8.4() (2015); IOWA R. OF PROF'L CONDuCt R.

8.4(g) (2015) (prohibiting sexual harassment and other forms of unlawful discrimination); MINN.
RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 8.4(h) (2015); OHIO RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015);
WASH. RULES OF PROF'L CONDuCT R. 8.4(g) (2015).

95. MINN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcT R. 8.4(h).
96. WASH. RULES OF PROF'L CONDuct R. 8.4(g). The rule is also limited to acts that violate

Washington state law.
97. The most famous example of this is the case of Stropnicky v. Nathanson, 19 M.D.L.R. 39

(MCAD Feb. 25, 1997), in which the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination ruled that a
law firm that chose to represent only women in divorce cases violated Massachusetts civil rights law by
engaging in sex discrimination. See Joan Mahoney, Using Gender as a Basis of Client Selection: A Fem-
inist Perspective, 20 W. NEW ENG. L. REV. 79, 91 (1998) (criticizing the decision).

98. According to a representative of the Minnesota Office of Lawyers Professional Responsibil-
ity, there had been only one instance of professional discipline-a stipulation for private probation-
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specifically involve employment discrimination are likewise rare. In one
of the few reported cases, an Ohio lawyer was accused by multiple em-
ployees of sexual harassment." Applying the same standards applied in
Title VII discrimination cases, the Ohio Supreme Court found that the
lawyer had engaged in professional misconduct under Ohio's version of
the rule by creating a hostile work environment on the basis of sex in one
instance."0

5. Employment Discrimination

Finally, a few states have rules of professional conduct that specifi-
cally prohibit lawyers from engaging in discrimination in the employment
context.10' Vermont's Rule 8.4(g) is representative and essentially reads
like a combination of various federal employment discrimination stat-
utes. Under the rule, a lawyer may not "discriminate against any individ-
ual because of his or her race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin,
sex, sexual orientation, place of birth or age, or against a qualified handi-
capped individual, in hiring, promoting or otherwise determining the
conditions of employment of that individual."' With the exception of
the prohibition on discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation,
which is not prohibited by federal law, Vermont's Rule 8.4(g) largely
tracks the major federal employment discrimination statutes.

There is some variation in terms of the rules' coverage. For exam-
ple, the District of Columbia stands alone in prohibiting discrimination
on the basis of family responsibility.103 New York prohibits discrimination
on the basis of marital status, but oddly omits religion."' But all of the
rules that address employment discrimination prohibit discrimination
on the basis of race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disabil-
ity, and (with the exception of New York) religion in the conditions of
employment.0o

Interestingly, several of the rules express a preference for resolution
of a discrimination claim through the legal process before the disciplinary
process should commence.'0 For example, California's Rule 2-400(B)(2)

for violation of Minnesota's version of this rule between 1992 and 2014. E-mail, July 31, Patrick Burns,
Minnesota Office of Lawyers Professional Responsibility (on file with author).

99. Cincinnati Bar Ass'n. v. Young, 731 N.E.2d 631, 638 (Ohio 2000). One of the employees was
a law student working as a legal assistant. Id. at 634. Another appears to have been contemplating
applying for admission to the Ohio Bar. Id. at 636. The others were hired as legal assistants. Id. at
636-37.

100. Id. at 637-38.
101. CAL. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDucr R. 2-400(B)(2) (2015); D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT

R. 9.1 (2015); N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDuCr R. 8.4(g) (2015); VT. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.
8.4(g) (2015).

102. VT. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDucr R. 8.4(g).
103. D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 9.1.
104. N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcT R. 8.4(g).
105. See D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcT R. 9.1; VT. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDuCT R. 8.4(g).
106. This is also true of Illinois' statute, which simply prohibits discrimination that violates a fed-

eral, state, or local statute. ILL. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDUcT R. 8.4(j) (2015).
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provides that "[n]o disciplinary investigation or proceeding may be initi-
ated by the State Bar against a member under this rule unless and until a
tribunal of competent jurisdiction, other than a disciplinary tribunal,
shall have first adjudicated a complaint of alleged discrimination and
found that unlawful conduct occurred."' A tribunal finding or verdict as
to unlawful discrimination may be introduced as evidence of violation of
the rule, but discipline may not be imposed until the underlying judg-
ment is finalY?

In addition to the existing rules, several scholars have offered their
own proposed rules prohibiting employment discrimination by lawyers.
For example, Professor Eli Wald has proposed amending a comment to
Rule 8.4(d)'s prohibition on conduct prejudicial to the administration of
justice that would explicitly prohibit discrimination in employment prac-
tices.1" Wald's proposed amendment contains at least two noteworthy
features.

First, in addition to prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race
and other characteristics commonly listed in employment discrimination
statutes, Wald's amendment would also prohibit discrimination on the
basis of socioeconomic status,110 a characteristic not protected under fed-
eral discrimination statutes or commonly protected under state statutes.
Second, under Wald's proposal, discrimination "could be evidenced by
hiring and promotion policies which result in patterns of under-
representation of minorities based on race, sex, religion, national origin,
disability, age, sexual orientation or socioeconomic status."" This part of
Wald's proposal is inextricably tied to Wald's ultimate goal of promoting
diversity within the legal profession."2 His reference to proving discrimi-
nation by establishing "patterns of under-representation," however,
sounds quite similar to a so-called "pattern and practice" action. Pattern
and practice cases are a specific form of employment discrimination ac-
tions in which plaintiffs seek to prove that discrimination was the em-
ployer's standard operating procedure."' This is frequently done through
the use of statistics purporting to demonstrate systemic discrimination.n'
The focus in such cases is on the existence of a policy or practice of inten-
tional discrimination affecting a class of employees as opposed to single,
isolated instances of discrimination. Wald's proposal might also be read
to mean that lawyers could be subject to discipline under a disparate im-
pact theory. Under this approach, disciplinary authorities could discipline
lawyers in firms that employed hiring or promotion policies that resulted

107. CAL. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDucr R. 2-400(C) (2015).
108. Id.
109. Wald, supra note 1, at 1115.
110. Id. at 1115.
111. Id.
112. See id. at 1115 (explaining that "by limiting the scope of their anti-discrimination rules to

prohibit only conduct by existing antidiscrimination law, 188 states have implicitly exempted under-
representation").

113. Int'l Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324,336 (1977).
114. Id. at 340 n.20.
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in statistical underrepresentation, even if producing such a result was not
the employer's intent."'

A review of the available disciplinary decisions in states with rules
expressly prohibiting employment discrimination quickly leads to the
conclusion that professional discipline for engaging in employment dis-
crimination is rare."' Discipline involving one lawyer engaging in em-
ployment discrimination against another is rarer still."' For example, Cal-
ifornia's Rule 2-400(B), which prohibits discrimination in "hiring,
promoting, discharging, or otherwise determining the conditions of em-
ployment of any person" has been in place since 1994. A Westlaw search,
however, reveals exactly zero disciplinary decisions involving the rule.

6. General Misconduct Rules

Finally, some lawyers have faced professional discipline even in the
absence of professional conduct rules that speak specifically to discrimi-
natory conduct. For example, in a Colorado case, a lawyer who engaged
in a pattern of sexual harassment of employees was suspended for violat-
ing a rule of professional conduct prohibiting conduct that reflects ad-
versely on the lawyer's fitness to practice law."' One justification for im-
posing discipline in these cases, even absent a rule that specifically
addresses discrimination, is that discriminatory conduct on the part of a
lawyer "signals an indifference to ethical obligations and disregard for
the law which reflects adversely on respondent's fitness to practice
law.""' In theory, a lawyer who engages in employment discrimination in
a state with a professional conduct rule that generally prohibits conduct
reflecting adversely on the lawyer's fitness to practice law could be sub-
ject to discipline.2' Most of the disciplinary decisions under these types of
general conduct rules, however, have involved lawyers who have en-
gaged in sexual harassment of non-employees, most often clients.2 '

115. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,429-30 (1971).
116. See Wald, supra note 1, at 1115 (stating that "even in jurisdictions that explicitly deem dis-

crimination regarding terms of employment professional misconduct, such as California, the District of
Columbia, and New York, there have been no disciplinary actions enforcing these rules").

117. The only decision I could find in a jurisdiction that expressly prohibits discrimination in-
volved discrimination by an attorney against a project assistant. Letter from Joyce E. Peters, Bar
Counsel, to James H. Cohen, Esquire (Mar. 28,2002) (on file with the District of Columbia Bar).

118. People v. Lowery, 894 P.2d 758, 760 (Colo. 1995) (per curiam).
119. In re Discipline of Peters, 428 N.W.2d 375,382 (Minn. 1988).
120. Unless the discriminatory conduct amounted to a crime, a lawyer who engages in employ-

ment discrimination would not be subject to discipline for violating Model Rule 8.4(d), which prohibits
a lawyer from committing a criminal act that reflects adversely on the lawyer's honesty, trustworthi-
ness or fitness to practice law. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 8.4(b) (1983).

121. See In re Yarborough, 524 S.E.2d 100, 104-05 (S.C. 1999).
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IV. LIMITATIONS ON ADDRESSING EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

THROUGH RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND SUGGESTIONS FOR

CHANGE

All told, there are approximately twelve states that have rules spe-
cifically prohibiting employment discrimination, that have been read to
do so, or that probably do So. 1 22 There are few reported instances of pro-
fessional discipline under these rules that involve employment discrimi-
nation.123 The fact that these states already have in place rules of profes-
sional conduct that specifically prohibit or otherwise cover employment
discrimination in the legal profession demonstrates that disciplinary rules
can be amended to promote diversity and eliminate discrimination. The
fact that precious few lawyers, however, have ever been successfully
prosecuted under these rules raises questions as to how effective these
rules really are and how effective they could be in rooting out employ-
ment discrimination. The following Part examines these issues.

A. Structural Limitations on the Ability of Ethics Rules to Address
Employment Discrimination

Perhaps one reason there are so few disciplinary decisions involving
employment discrimination is that there are relatively few complaints of
discrimination filed with disciplinary authorities. Compared with other
categories of misconduct, complaints involving discrimination appear to
be uncommon.124 There are a number of structural limitations, however,
involving the disciplinary process that undoubtedly contribute to both
the low number of complaints and the low number of disciplinary actions
involving employment discrimination.

122. CAL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDuCT R. 2-400(B)(1) (2015); D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
R. 9.1 (2015); ILL. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(j) (2015); IND. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUcT R.
8.4(g) (2015); IOWA R. OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 

32:8.4(g) (2015); MINN. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
R. 8.4(h) (2015); N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015); N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
R. 8.4(g) (2015); OHIO RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015); VT. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
R. 8.4(g) (2015); WASH. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 8.4(g) (2015); Wis. RULES OF PROF'L
CONDUCT FOR ATrORNEYS R. 8.4(i) (2015).

123. I conducted a Westlaw search of disciplinary decisions in each of the twelve jurisdictions. In
addition, where a jurisdiction maintains a searchable database of disciplinary decisions, I searched
those. Professional discipline may include private reprimand (i.e., a reprimand that is not made pub-
lic). But their private reprimands are difficult to research.

124. For example, the 2013 Annual Report of the Illinois Attorney Registration and Disciplinary
Commission reports just two complaints of discrimination, compared to 2,408 complaints of neglect.
Annual Report of 2013, ATrORNEY REGISTRATION & DISCIPLINARY COMMISSION 15 (Apr. 29, 2014),
https://www.iardc.org/AnnualReport20l3.pdf. Neither of the two complaints resulted in formal disci-
plinary charges. Id. at 23. According to one representative of a disciplinary commission with whom I
communicated, the commission does keep track of the number of complaints received involving gen-
eral categories of misconduct, but has not established a category for complaints involving discrimina-
tory conduct, primarily because there have been so few complaints. E-mail from Charles Harrington,
Iowa Att'y Disciplinary Board (July 28, 2014) (on file with author).
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1. Resources

Perhaps the most obvious limitation on the ability of the disciplinary
process to effectively address employment discrimination in the legal
process is the lack of resources. Some rules of professional conduct go
unenforced or under-enforced due to budgetary constraints.'25 Con-
strained by limited resources, disciplinary authorities, as rational actors,
can be expected to focus their attention on what they deem to be the
most significant rule violations.126 While employment discrimination in
the practice of law is certainly an important issue, it is not the type of is-
sue most disciplinary prosecutors signed up to prosecute when they be-
came prosecutors. Employment discrimination is simply not the kind of
ethical violation that most prosecutors think about when they think
about ethical violations.

Given the availability of a pre-existing body of law designed to ad-
dress and remedy employment discrimination, disciplinary authorities
could be expected to preserve scarce resources and allow the judicial
process to address the issue. The wisdom of such a course of action is
borne out when one considers the reality that employment discrimina-
tion litigation is often quite time-consuming and dependent on discov-
ery.127 It is a relatively straightforward matter to establish that a lawyer
made discriminatory statements to opposing counsel in a deposition or to
a third party in the course of representing a client. It is far more difficult
and time-consuming to prove that race or some other impermissible fac-
tor was a motivating factor behind a lawyer's decision not to hire or
promote another lawyer. Likewise, to the extent disciplinary authorities
are asked to root out systemic intentional discrimination within law firms
or to pursue disparate impact claims by relying on statistical analysis to
establish that a specific employment practice had a disparate impact on
the hiring or promotion of particular groups, they would be asked to un-
dertake tasks requiring significant resources.'" It would be difficult for
any state disciplinary agency to effectively police both individual instanc-
es of employment discrimination and more systemic forms of discrimina-
tion that may take place at larger law firms. Indeed, faced with its own
resource problem, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
("EEOC"), the federal agency charged with enforcing discrimination

125. Fred C. Zacharias, What Lawyers Do When Nobody's Watching: Legal Advertising as a Case
Study of the Impact of Underenforced Professional Rules, 87 IOWA L. REv. 971, 974 (2002).

126. See id. at 1003 (attributing some of the underenforcement of the rules regarding attorney
advertising to the possibility that "disciplinary agencies with limited resources may consider other rule
violations more important").

127. JOHN F. BUCKLEY IV & MICHAEL R. LINDSAY, DEFENSE OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT CLAIMS
§ 13:5 at 13-7 (2d ed. 2011) ("All litigation is expensive and employment discrimination litigation is
particularly so.").

128. See Anne Noel Occhialino & Daniel Vail, Why the EEOC (Still) Matters, 22 HOFSTRA LAB.
& EMP. L.J. 671, 703 (2005) (referring to systemic discrimination cases as "complicated, expensive, and
time consuming"); Laya Sleiman, A Duty to Make Reasonable Efforts and a Defense of the Disparate
Impact Doctrine, 72 FORDHAM L. REV. 2677, 2712 (2004) (referring to disparate impact cases as "ex-
pensive, time consuming, and difficult to win").
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law, has chosen to focus on systemic discrimination cases involving mul-
tiple plaintiffs rather than individual-plaintiff cases so as to maximize the
impact of its enforcement efforts.129

The problem of scarce resources is only compounded if disciplinary
authorities are expected to address new theories of liability and new
forms of prohibited discrimination. For instance, prohibiting lawyers
from engaging in family responsibilities discrimination, as does the Dis-
trict of Columbia, would force disciplinary authorities to delve into a fair-
ly technical body of law, FMLA, complete with an elaborate set of tech-
nical regulations.1" Adopting a rule that prohibits lawyers from engaging
in discrimination on the basis of socioeconomic status-as Professor
Wald's proposal would' -would introduce a different problem. There is
very little law on the subject of employment discrimination on the basis
of socioeconomic status, thus likely forcing disciplinary authorities to
establish an entirely new set of standards to guide their enforcement
efforts. Ultimately, disciplinary agencies, as currently constituted,
may lack the resources necessary to effectively address employment
discrimination.

2. Discrimination Lawsuits as a Condition Precedent Professional
Discipline

A related explanation for the limited number of disciplinary deci-
sions involving employment discrimination and a potential limitation on
the overall effectiveness of ethical rules prohibiting discrimination is the
requirement in some jurisdictions that there must first be a judicial find-
ing of discrimination before professional discipline may be imposed. For
example, California requires that before professional disciplinary pro-
ceedings involving employment discrimination can be instituted, there
must first be a judicial finding in a legal proceeding that such discrimina-
tion has taken place.132 The reality is that few employment discrimination
plaintiffs actually survive summary judgment, proceed through trial, and
ultimately prevail before a jury.'33 Discrimination cases are notoriously

129. See William R. Corbett, Unmasking a Pretext for Res Ipsa Loquitur: A Proposal to Let Em-
ployment Discrimination Speak for Itself, 62 AM. U. L. REv. 447, 468 (2013) (discussing the EEOC's
decision to focus on systemic discrimination); Martha Neil, EEOC Takes Bigger Aim: Commission
Announces a 'Systemic' Focus on Discrimination Cases, 5 No. 16 ABA J. E-REPORT 4 (Apr. 21, 2006),
available at 5 No. 16 ABAJEREP 4 (WestlawNext) (describing the EEOC's decision to put more em-
phasis on "high-impact cases, including those that involve multiple plaintiffs"); Maurice Wexler et al.,
The Law of Employment Discrimination From 1985 to 2010, 25 ABA J. LAB. & EMP. L. 349, 382-83
(2010) (discussing EEOC's Systemic Program, with its focus on multiple-plaintiff cases).

130. See Shay Ellen Zeemer, FMLA Notice Requirements and the Chevron Test: Maintaining a
Hard-Fought Balance, 55 VAND. L. REV. 261, 262 (2002) (noting the complexity of FMLA's provi-
sions).

131. See supra notes 109-12 and accompanying text.
132. See supra notes 107-08 and accompanying text.
133. See generally Kevin M. Clermont & Stewart J. Schwab, Employment Discrimination Plaintiffs

in Federal Court: From Bad to Worse?, 3 HARV. L. & POL'Y REV. 103, 103 (2009) (asserting employ-
ment discrimination plaintiffs "have a tough row to hoe" in federal court).
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difficult to win for plaintiffs.'" This is at least as true for plaintiffs suing
law firms as it is for other kinds of plaintiffs."' Indeed, for reasons dis-
cussed later in this Article," employment discrimination lawsuits by law-
yers suing their law firms are relatively rare."' Therefore, to the extent a
jurisdiction seeks to preserve disciplinary resources by requiring a find-
ing of discrimination as a condition precedent to disciplinary action,
there are likely to be few disciplinary actions.

In some jurisdictions, a judicial finding of employment discrimina-
tion is not a prerequisite to professional discipline. 3 Disciplinary author-
ities, however, may be prohibited from proceeding until there has at least
been a resolution of a judicial proceeding involving the same set of facts.
In New York, for example, a complaint regarding employment discrimi-
nation must first be brought before some tribunal other than New York's
Disciplinary Committee.' If there is a finding that the defendant en-
gaged in unlawful discrimination, that determination serves as prima fa-
cie evidence of professional misconduct.'40 But the fact that a legal em-
ployer prevailed in an underlying discrimination lawsuit would seem
likely to deter disciplinary authorities from pursuing disciplinary action.

3. The Clear and Convincing Standard

The fact that disciplinary authorities typically must establish mis-
conduct through clear and convincing evidence rather than by a mere
preponderance of the evidence may also limit the number of prosecu-
tions. In one case, a jury concluded in a civil action that a New Jersey
lawyer had engaged in unlawful disability discrimination against his sec-
retary when he failed to reinstate her following her disfigurement.141

When prosecutors pursued a subsequent disciplinary action against the
lawyer for the same misconduct, however, the lawyer escaped profes-
sional discipline because the New Jersey Disciplinary Review Board con-
cluded that there was no clear and convincing evidence of discriminatory
intent.142 Thus, despite the jury verdict in the underlying discrimination
case, the lawyer was found not to have violated the relevant New Jersey
ethics rule.143

134. See id.
135. See Rhode, supra note 5, at 1065 ("Close to fifty years' experience with civil rights legislation

reveals almost no final judgments of sex or race discrimination involving law firms.").
136. See infra notes 165-67.
137. Levit, supra note 24, at 70.
138. See Cincinnati Bar Ass'n v. Young, 731 N.E.2d 631, 638 (Ohio 2000) (holding that there need

not be a preliminary finding of discrimination in a civil matter before discipline may be imposed).
139. N.Y. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDucr R. 8.4(g) (2015).
140. Id.
141. See In re Gourvitz, No. DRB 05-117 (N.J. 2005), http://njlaw.rutgers.edulcollections/drb/

decisions/05-117.pdf.
142. Id. at 35.
143. Id. at 50.
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4. The Absence of a Rule Prohibiting Employment Retaliation

Another possible explanation for the lack of disciplinary action in-
volving employment discrimination is the fact that in states with rules
prohibiting employment discrimination, there are no complementary
rules prohibiting employment retaliation. Title VII and the other major
anti-discrimination statutes all contain provisions prohibiting employers
from retaliating against employees who oppose unlawful discrimination
or who participate in proceedings to remedy discrimination.'" The inclu-
sion of these provisions reflects a recognition of the fact that fear of em-
ployer retaliation is one of the primary reasons why employees do not
report discrimination.'45 Thus, anti-retaliation provisions are a vital part
of any discrimination statute.146

Importantly, statutory anti-retaliation provisions typically protect
not only the victims of discrimination but also those who voluntarily re-
port discrimination or participate in internal or formal proceedings.147

This is potentially significant, because if discrimination amounts to pro-
fessional misconduct that raises a substantial question as to a lawyer's
fitness to practice as a lawyer, another lawyer who knows of the miscon-
duct has a professional obligation to report it.'" By doing so, a lawyer
may potentially open himself up to retaliation on the part of an employ-
er. Not only is there no rule of professional conduct prohibiting retalia-
tion when a lawyer fulfills this ethical duty, in some states there may also
be no legal remedy for the lawyer who is retaliated against.149 Thus, the
threat of retaliation is a potentially strong deterrent to another lawyer's
participation in the disciplinary process.

5. The Inability to Sanction Law Firms

Another structural limitation on the ability of ethical rules to ad-
dress employment discrimination is the absence of a rule permitting the
imposition of discipline against a law firm. The rules of professional con-
duct in nearly every jurisdiction only permit authorities to impose disci-
pline on individual lawyers.s0 A lawyer who orders or ratifies another
lawyer's misconduct may be subject to discipline, and a law firm partner
or supervisory lawyer may be subject to discipline where the lawyer
knows of another lawyer's misconduct and fails to take prompt remedial

144. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a) (2012) (prohibiting retaliation under Title VII).
145. Crawford v. Metro. Gov't of Nashville & Davidson Cnty., 555 U.S. 271, 279 (2009).
146. See Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53, 63 (2006) (discussing the im-

portance of Title VII's anti-retaliation provision within its remedial scheme).
147. Crawford, 555 U.S. at 279-80.
148. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDucT R. 8.3(a) (1983).
149. See Jacobson v. Knepper & Moga, P.C., 706 N.E.2d 491 (Ill. 1998) (refusing to recognize re-

taliatory discharge claim of lawyer who insisted that law firm cease unethical filing practices).
150. Julie Rose O'Sullivan, Professional Discipline for Law Firms? A Response to Professor

Schneyer's Proposal, 16 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1, 2-3, 7 (2002)
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action."' But as a rule, law firms are not subject to discipline for their
own misconduct, nor are they vicariously subject to discipline for the
misconduct of a firm lawyer.

This general rule of individual liability makes sense in the case of
solo practitioners. But in the case of law firm discrimination, it makes
considerably less sense. There are certainly some discrimination cases -
most notably cases involving sexual harassment-in which there is a sole
wrongdoer. But, as discussed previously,'52 discrimination on the part of
an organization often involves multiple actors and bias embedded within
the structure of the organization. Partnership votes, for example, are
likely to involve multiple decisionmakers, basing their decisions on sub-
jective criteria. This may result in decisions being made on the basis of
implicit biases that are difficult to pinpoint or confine to one decision
maker. Policies and cultures may develop within law firms that, if left un-
checked, may adversely impact nontraditional lawyers. As an ethical
matter, individual partners may have a responsibility to make reasonable
efforts to oversee the firm's internal practices and norms." But as a prac-
tical matter, where a firm's practices and norms have a discriminatory
impact, the problem is most likely a structural one rather than the fault
of any one partner.

B. Limitations on the Ability of Ethics Rules to Address Law Firm
Discrimination

Even if some or all of the above limitations could be addressed by
amending the rules of professional conduct, there are inherent limita-
tions on the ability of ethics rules to address employment discrimination
in the legal profession. First is the inherent complexity of modern dis-
crimination law. To put it mildly, employment discrimination law is a
confusing, complicated area of law.'5 4

Examples abound. For two decades, courts and employment law-
yers could not even agree on such seemingly simple issues as what the
appropriate proof structure was in a case lacking direct evidence of dis-
criminatory intent.15 In theory, the Supreme Court's 2003 decision in De-
sert Palace, Inc. v. Costa shed light on this particular issue, but considera-
ble uncertainty regarding the question remains.'5 As another example,
Title VII has different causation standards depending upon whether the

151. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 5.1(c).
152. See Sturm, Lawyers and the Practice of Workplace Equity, supra note 29, at 281.
153. MODEL RULEs OF PROF'L CONDUcr R. 5.1.
154. See, e.g., Corbett, supra note 129, at 450 (referring to employment discrimination law as

"confused and discredited"); Sandra F. Sperino, Rethinking Discrimination Law, 110 MICH. L. REV.
69, 71 (2011) (noting the "doctrinal, procedural, and theoretical confusion within employment discrim-
ination law" and the field's "endless questions about frameworks" rather than core issues).

155. See Desert Palace, Inc. v. Costa, 539 U.S. 90 (2003).
156. See Corbett, supra note 129, at 490 (noting the "uncertainty and confusion" following Desert

Palace).
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plaintiff is pursuing a discrimination theory or a retaliation theory.' Ti-
tle VII's anti-discrimination provision employs a different causation
standard than does the ADEA's anti-discrimination provision.5 8 And
given the divergent standards in these areas, no one is quite sure which
causation standard applies to ADA discrimination and retaliation
claims."' The standards governing sexual harassment are, by their nature,
vague.'60 The issue of an employer's vicarious liability for a supervisor's
discrimination is far from straightforward, and federal courts are split as
to when an employer is vicariously liable for retaliatory harassment of an
employee by coworkers.'"' Congress' failure to define the language in Ti-
tle VII addressing disparate impact claims has rendered disparate impact
theory a highly confusing and often ignored area.162 While Congress re-
cently amended the definition of disability under the ADA to allow more
individuals to qualify for disability status, Congress failed to clarify when
an accommodation is "reasonable" under the statute and when it impos-
es an "undue burden."' Adding to the confusion is the reality that some-
times state discrimination law does not neatly track federal law, thus cre-
ating the potential for an additional level of complexity."*

If a state chooses to adopt a rule of professional conduct prohibiting
employment discrimination and, in the process, incorporates the existing
body of discrimination law, it will be incorporating a highly complex and
uncertain set of legal standards. Alternatively, states could eschew estab-
lished discrimination law if they choose to amend the rules of profession-
al conduct to prohibit discrimination. However, asking disciplinary au-
thorities to master not only the complexities of modern discrimination
law, but to devise a new and effective enforcement method is asking

157. See Univ. of Texas Sw. Med. Ctr. v. Nassar, 133 S.Ct. 2517 (2013) (explaining why Title VII's
anti-discrimination causation standard does not apply in retaliation cases).

158. See Gross v. FBL Fin. Servs., 557 U.S. 167 (2009) (explaining why Title VII's causation
standard does not apply in ADEA cases).

159. See Brooks v. Capistrano Unified Sch. Dist., 1 F. Supp. 3d 1029, 1037 (C.D. Cal. 2014) (ap-
plying "but-for" causation standard to ADA retaliation claim); Quillen v. Touchstone Med. Imaging
LLC, 15 F.Supp.3d 774, 780 n.10 (M.D. Tenn. 2014) (noting split among federal courts on the issue);
Siring v. Or. State Bd. of Higher Educ. ex rel. Eastern Oregon University, 977 F.Supp.2d 1058, 1062
(D. Ore. 2013) (applying a "motivating factor" to ADA discrimination claims); see also Lisa Schle-
singer, Note, The Social Model's Case for Inclusion: "Motivating Factor" and "But For" Standards of
Proof Under the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Impact of the Social Model of Disability on
Employees with Disabilities, 35 CARDOZO L. REv. 2115, 2117-18 (2014) (noting the existence of a cir-
cuit split on this issue).

160. See Larsa K. Ramsini, Note, The Unwelcome Requirement in Sexual Harassment: Choosing a
Perspective and Incorporating the Effect of Supervisor-Subordinate Relations, 55 WM. & MARY L. REV.
1961, 1962 (2014) (referring to the vague and uncertain standards that exist in the lower courts).

161. See Alex B. Long & Sandra F. Sperino, Diminishing Retaliation Liability, 88 N.Y.U. L. REV.
ONLINE 7, 7 (2013) (discussing the split on this issue).

162. See Joseph A. Seiner, Plausibility and Disparate Impact, 64 HASTINGS L.J. 287, 297 (2013)
(discussing the difficulty of interpreting Title VII's disparate impact provisions); Charles L. Sullivan,
Disparate Impact: Looking Past the Desert Palace Mirage, 47 WM. & MARY L. REV. 911, 958-64 (2005)
(discussing the muddled development of disparate impact theory that has left the theory "a complicat-
ed and confusing doctrine").

163. James Concannon, Mind Matters: Mental Disability and the History and Future of the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act, 36 LAW & PSYCHOL. REV. 89, 114 (2012).

164. Long, supra note 42, at 473.
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quite a bit. Regardless of the approach, if states expect their professional
responsibility organizations to engage in significant enforcement, they
would need to be willing to develop special units with special expertise
and responsibility for addressing employment discrimination.

Another limitation arises simply by virtue of the fact that the re-
spondents in any disciplinary action would be lawyers. Anyone seeking
to prove employment discrimination against a law firm -whether a plain-
tiff in a civil suit or a disciplinary agency seeking to prosecute lawyers
within the firm for misconduct-faces significant problems of proof just
based on the fact that the defendants are lawyers.165 Since the defendants
are lawyers, they may be able to plausibly assert that the evidence neces-
sary to establish discrimination is subject to the attorney-client privi-
lege.'" And while it is uncommon in modern litigation for an employer to
allow "smoking gun" direct evidence of discriminatory intent to exist,
one has to assume that such evidence is even harder to come by in the
case of lawyers (who, one would assume, are well trained enough to
avoid producing incriminating documentation).167

But perhaps the most significant limitation on the ability of ethics
rules to address employment discrimination involves the structure of law
firms. The same law firm norms and practices that may lead to discrimi-
nation and exclusion may also make it exceptionally difficult to actually
prove that same discrimination. Title VII was enacted at a time when an-
imus and outright exclusion were the primary barriers to equal employ-
ment.'" While animus remains a problem, employment discrimination
today typically involves more subtle, less detectable forms of discrimina-
tion. Therefore, as Professor Deborah Rhode has observed, there is a
"mismatch between legal definitions of discrimination and the social pat-
terns that produce it."' 69 As Rhode notes, "most bias is not a function of
demonstrably discriminatory treatment."0 Instead, it is "a product of in-
teractions shaped by unconscious assumptions and organizational prac-
tices" that is difficult to trace to discriminatory motives."' In short, signif-
icant questions remain as to whether existing employment discrimination
statutes are equipped to address the problems of modern workplaces.17 2

165. See Levit, supra note 24, at 69 (noting the "particular difficulties" plaintiffs face when suing
law firms).

166. Id. at 72.
167. Id. at 75; Rhode, supra note 5, at 1066.
168. See Sturm, Second-Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, supra

note 25, at 459-60 (discussing the outright exclusion that initially characterized employment discrimi-
nation).

169. Rhode, supra note 5, at 1065.
170. Id.
171. Id.
172. See Samuel R. Bagenstos, The Structural Turn and the Limits of Antidiscrimination Law, 94

CALIF. L. REv. 1, 3 (2006) ("Unconscious bias . .. generates inequalities that our current antidiscrimi-
nation law is not well equipped to solve.").
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The result is that those seeking to prove employment discrimination
within a law firm may face "insurmountable proof problems."," Courts
frequently require individuals seeking to establish disparate treatment to
present "comparator evidence," i.e., evidence of how the employer treat-
ed an employee who was "similarly situated in all relevant respects."'74

Yet, as Professor Nancy Levit has noted, "most law practice is so indi-
vidualized that comparator evidence simply does not exist."7 Aside from
in smaller law firms, discrimination can rarely be traced to one, single
bad actor.'76 Instead, promotion decisions typically involve multiple deci-
sionmakers, thus making it more difficult to establish that one individu-
al's discriminatory attitudes had any effect on the ultimate decision.77

Moreover, most partnership committees do not base their decisions on a
clearly-defined, fixed standard for promotion."" Instead, they typically
employ more informal, subjective standards. This type of decisionmaking
makes it more likely that cognitive biases and unconscious stereotyping
will influence the ultimate decision.7 9 But it also may make it more diffi-
cult for individuals to prove that they were subjected to discrimination.'

Disciplinary authorities are also likely to confront significant struc-
tural obstacles in attempting to rely on statistical evidence to establish
discrimination. There is certainly considerable statistical disparity in
terms of law firm hiring and promotion numbers.18' Reliance on bottom-
line statistical disparity, however, is insufficient to establish a prima facie
case of disparate impact under Title VII.1 82 Instead, a plaintiff must iden-
tify the specific employer practice that causes the statistical disparity.18

This presents anyone attempting to establish a disparate impact case
against a law firm with some significant problems.

First, most firms are not big enough to allow for meaningful statisti-
cal analysis.'" Second, even if the firm is big enough to permit such anal-
ysis, it may be impossible for disciplinary authorities to identify the spe-
cific practice that has caused the statistical disparity." As Professor Levit
has explained, "lawyers work in varying practice areas and on numerous
different cases, with myriad project assignments, and in constantly fluc-

173. Levit, supra note 24, at 72.
174. Id. at 74.
175. Id. at 73.
176. Rhode, supra note 5, at 1065.
177. See Staub v. Proctor Hosp., 562 U.S. 411 (2011) (involving alleged discrimination by some

actors, but not necessarily on the part of the ultimate decisionmaker); Charles R. Lawrence III, The
Id, the Ego, and Equal Protection: Reckoning with Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L. REv. 317, 319
(1987) ("[W]here several decisionmakers are involved, proof of racially discriminatory motivation is
even more difficult.").

178. Rhode, supra note 5, at 1065.
179. Sturm, Second-Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, supra note

25, at 485.
180. Rhode, supra note 5, at 1065.
181. See supra notes 4-6 and accompanying text.
182. Levit, supra note 24, at 81.
183. Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642, 656-58 (1989).
184. Levit, supra note 24, at 81-82.
185. Id. at 81.
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tuating teams."'" This may make it virtually impossible to establish that
one particular practice caused the disparity. And while it is theoretically
possible to identify an employer's subjective decisionmaking process as
the specific practice producing the disparate impact, plaintiffs have gen-
erally had little success with such claims.'" Finally, even if disciplinary
authorities could overcome these obstacles, an employer may still defend
against a disparate impact claim by demonstrating the challenged prac-
tice was job-related and consistent with business necessity.'" Given the
longstanding practice in the legal field of making promotion decisions on
the basis of "high billable hour counts, rainmaking talent, 'analytical abil-
ities,' or other amorphous partnership-quality measures," it should be a
relatively easy matter for firms to satisfy this defense.'" As a result of
these types of structural obstacles, Professor Levit has observed that
"[t]here are extraordinarily few disparate impact cases filed by lawyers
against their firms."'" Disciplinary authorities proceeding under a sys-
temic disparate treatment theory would face similar statistical problems,
as well as the host of problems presented in individual disparate treat-
ment cases."'

C. Do the Costs Outweigh the Benefits?

As a result of these kinds of problems, there have been few success-
ful employment discrimination suits by lawyers against law firms. Simi-
larly, there appear to have been almost no successful prosecutions for
professional misconduct involving employment discrimination by one
lawyer against another. In the few reported decisions in which a discipli-
nary authority actually charged lawyers with misconduct under these
rules, the alleged discriminatory conduct was typically directed at
nonlawyers and involved fairly straightforward and blatant instances of
discrimination (e.g., unwanted physical contact amounting to sexual har-
assment) instead of the more subtle forms of discrimination that often
take place.192

All of this suggests that simply amending the rules of professional
conduct to prohibit employment discrimination among lawyers and en-
forcing the rule the same way other ethics rules are enforced is unlikely
to have much impact in terms of addressing employment discrimination

186. Id.
187. See Watson v. Ft. Worth Bank & Tr., 487 U.S. 977 (1988) (holding that an employer's subjec-

tive practice may amount to a specific employment practice that is actionable under Title VII); Eliza-
beth Tippett, Robbing a Barren Vault: The Implications of Dukes v. Wal-Mart for Cases Challenging
Subjective Employment Practices, 29 HOFSTRA LAB. & EMP. L.J. 433, 455-56 (2012) (reporting results
of study finding low number of such claims and lower than average success rate).

188. Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105 Stat. 1071, 1071.
189. Levit, supra note 24, at 83.
190. Id. at 81.
191. See id. at 84 ("Systemic disparate treatment cases will encounter many of the same statistical

problems as disparate impact suits.").
192. See Cincinnati Bar Ass'n v. Young, 731 N.E.2d 631, 640 (Ohio 2000); People v. Lowery, 894

P.2d 758,760 (Colo. 1995) (en banc).
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and increasing diversity in the legal profession. The fact that several of
the states with such ethics rules have imposed a requirement-or at least
expressed a preference-for discrimination charges to first be dealt with
through civil litigation perhaps reflects the conclusion that relying upon
disciplinary authorities to police discrimination in the same manner they
police, for example, mishandling of client funds is an inefficient alloca-
tion of scarce prosecutorial resources.

For instance, a comment to New Jersey's rule expressly provides
that employment discrimination is not covered by the rule unless it has
resulted in an agency or judicial determination of discriminatory con-
duct.93 The rest of the comment explains the New Jersey Supreme
Court's thinking regarding this requirement:

The Supreme Court believes that existing agencies and courts are
better able to deal with such matters, that the disciplinary resources
required to investigate and prosecute discrimination in the em-
ployment area would be disproportionate to the benefits to the sys-
tem given remedies available elsewhere, and that limiting ethics
proceedings in this area to cases where there has been an adjudica-
tion represents a practical resolution of conflicting needs.19 4

In light of all of the limitations to effective enforcement identified in
this Article, one might perhaps ask whether it is worth adopting any kind
of ethical rule prohibiting employment discrimination. If disciplinary
prosecutors are going to be unable to prosecute but a few cases, perhaps
it is not worth the added expense of attempted enforcement. Perhaps
employment discrimination in the practice of law is better dealt with as a
matter of law than as a matter of ethics.

This would be an overly narrow view of the purpose of rules of pro-
fessional conduct. As Professor Fred Zacharias once noted, "professional
codes can properly include provisions that the drafters anticipate will be
enforced only rarely; legal ethics regulation typically implements a varie-
ty of functions, some of which are well-served by hortatory rules."195

While amending the rules to prohibit discrimination might not lead to
many prosecutions, it might still produce results that would justify the
costs of doing so.

The lawyer disciplinary process serves multiple functions, including
the dissemination of the profession's values both within the profession
and to the public.'9 Rules of professional conduct might also have what
Zacharias refers to as a methodological objective: "influencing lawyer

193. N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDuCr R. 8.4 (2015).
194. Id.
195. Zacharias, supra note 125, at 974.
196. See generally Balla v. Gambro, Inc., 584 N.E.2d 104, 110 (Ill. 1991) (stating that rules of pro-

fessional conduct "hope to articulate in a concrete fashion certain values and goals"); Gary A.
Munneke, Dances with Nonlawyers: A New Perspective on Law Firm Diversification, 61 FORDHAM L.
REV. 559, 601 (1992) (stating that the rules are an "an expression of the legal profession's duties in
light of professional values"); Fred C. Zacharias, The Purpose of Lawyer Discipline, 45 WM. & MARY
L. REv. 675, 698 (2003) (identifying one of the purposes of the disciplinary process as enhancing the
image of the legal profession).
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behavior by threatening discipline or encouraging introspection."', Pro-
fessional conduct rules that parallel or supplement existing external law
may educate lawyers concerning obligations about which they otherwise
might not give any thought.9 s Such rules may cause lawyers to reflect up-
on the problem the ethics rules and substantive law seek to address,
thereby raising their consciousness concerning an issue." The ABA's
adoption of Model Rule 1.8(j), which prohibits a lawyer from engaging in
sexual relations with a client,2W provides an example. Although such con-
duct might violate other rules of professional conduct as well as a law-
yer's fiduciary duty to a client, the ABA adopted Model Rule 1.8(j), in
part, to "alert[] lawyers more effectively to the dangers of sexual rela-
tionships."2 0 1 Finally, as Zacharias notes, professional conduct rules may
also supplement inadequate external law by informing lawyers as to their
obligations and perhaps reducing their resistance to complying with the
external law on the subject.12

Amending the rules of professional conduct to more explicitly ad-
dress bias, including employment discrimination, in the practice of law is
consistent with these objectives. A new rule of conduct addressing these
issues could be used to encourage legal employers to reevaluate and
monitor their firm's practices as part of a comprehensive attempt to elim-
inate bias and employment discrimination, promote equal access to jus-
tice, and increase diversity. While the threat of professional discipline
might provide some limited encouragement, the more realistic objective
would be for the rule to raise awareness concerning these issues, thereby
encouraging voluntary compliance.203

There are several reasons why the adoption of such a "soft" regula-
tory approach2" to the problems of bias, discrimination, and underrepre-
sentation is particularly appropriate in this instance. First, existing em-
ployment discrimination law is decidedly inadequate when it comes to
addressing implicit biases and the structural causes of discrimination.
Moreover, it is likely to remain that way for the foreseeable future. A
rule of professional conduct could supplement this existing body of law

197. Fred C. Zacharias, Specificity in Professional Responsibility Codes: Theory, Practice, and the
Paradigm of Prosecutorial Ethics, 69 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 223,227 (1993).

198. Id. at 255 n.99.
199. Id.
200. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDucr R. 1.8(j) (1983).
201. REPORTER'S EXPLANATION OF CHANGES Rule 1.8(), available at http://www.americanbar.

org/content/dam/abalmigrated/cpr/e2k/10_85rem.authcheckdam.pdf (last visited Jan. 8,2015).
202. Zacharias, supra note 197, at 255.
203. Interestingly, there is also a history of using the law in a similar manner in the employment

discrimination field. Professor Susan Carle has argued that the earliest employment discrimination
laws at the state level used "regulatory techniques to induce employers to voluntarily scrutinize and
revise traditional employment practices to open more employment opportunities for racial minori-
ties." Susan D. Carle, A Social Movement History of Title VII Disparate Impact Analysis, 63 FLA. L.
REv. 251, 255 (2011). The original supporters of these laws "viewed law as a means of motivating em-
ployers to engage in voluntary self-scrutiny and revision of their employment practices to increase mi-
nority employment opportunities." Id.

204. Id. at 251.
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to help bring about reform. Much in the same way the rule of profession-
al conduct prohibiting sex with a client may help to educate lawyers re-
garding their preexisting common law fiduciary duties with respect to cli-
ents,2 05 a rule addressing bias, discrimination, and diversity may help to
educate lawyers about the subtle ways in which employment discrimina-
tion operates. Relatedly, much in the same way that the rules regarding
pro bono legal services and court appointments may serve to help edu-
cate lawyers about the problem of access to justice, such a rule could help
legal employers better understand the nature of the problem and the
need for change. In this sense, the rule could serve an important purpose
despite the likelihood that it will be enforced infrequently.

In addition, adopting a specific rule that takes a comprehensive
view of the problems could be a means of communicating the legal pro-
fession's commitment to the core values of equality of opportunity, equal
treatment, access to justice, and diversity.206 The legal system is, of
course, based on principles of equality. Discriminatory conduct on the
part of lawyers is especially troubling because it displays a lack of respect
for these fundamental principles.2I In short, discriminatory conduct on
the part of a lawyer raises a serious question regarding that lawyer's fit-
ness as a lawyer. The legal profession's toleration of such conduct-or at
least its failure to expressly condemn it-sends a signal to the public and
members of the profession about the extent to which the profession has
truly internalized these principles.

For example, while there is considerable disagreement whether in-
civility is prevalent enough within the profession to justify the establish-
ment of rules of professional conduct prohibiting incivility, there should
be no dispute that expressions of racial or similar forms of bias or preju-
dice directed at other lawyers or participants in the legal process are in-
tolerable. There are certainly enough cases involving this type of mis-
conduct to suggest that it is at least something of a problem within the
profession.2" But while some rules of professional conduct might indi-
rectly speak to this type of misconduct, there is no express disapproval of
such conduct in the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct that sig-
nals to the public and members of the profession that it is intolerable.

Discriminatory conduct, including employment discrimination, may
also have potential consequences in terms of the public's access to jus-
tice. The legal profession's commitment to ensuring access to justice and
a client's right to counsel of her choice is embodied in numerous rules of
professional conduct, including the rules regarding pro bono services,209

205. See Zacharias, supra note 197, at 255 n.99.
206. See generally Wald, supra note 1, at 1092 ("Arguably, by remaining silent about fostering

diversity and combating discrimination in its most significant role-attomey regulation-the organized
bar sends an implicit message of ambivalence regarding diversity legitimizing inaction by other legal
constituencies.").

207. See supra note 19 and accompanying text.
208. See supra notes 79-81 and accompanying text.
209. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CoNDuCr R. 6.1 (1983).
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accepting court appointments,210 a client's absolute right to discharge her
lawyer,211 and agreements that limit a lawyer's right to practice, including
as part of a settlement agreement.2 1 2 To the extent a client's choice of
lawyer or overall ability to receive legal services is impacted by an em-
ployer's discriminatory practices or conduct, the client's right to counsel
of her choice and the public's interest in access to justice are compro-
mised. To the extent lawyers engage in harassment, bias on the basis of
race or other characteristics against clients or others, or the unwillingness
to make the reasonable modifications necessary to allow clients with dis-
abilities to receive legal services, they may likewise limit access to justice
and impede the proper functioning of the legal process.

In addition, employment discrimination among legal employers has
obvious ramifications for the goal of diversity within the profession. Dis-
criminatory employment practices often leads to lawyers exiting the prac-
tice of law.213 In turn, the lack of diversity within the profession may have
implications for the public's perception of the legal profession. As the
ABA's Presidential Diversity Initiative has explained, "Without a di-
verse bench and bar, the rule of law is weakened as the people see and
come to distrust their exclusion from the mechanisms of justice."2

1
4 Partly

for this reason, diversity has increasingly come to be seen by the legal
profession as a fundamental value of the profession.2 s A rule specifically
addressing employment discrimination and diversity would be a step to-
ward articulating the legal profession's commitment to this value.

At present, the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct do little
to express the legal profession's commitment to equality and diversity.
The clearest indication of this commitment is buried in a comment to
Rule 8.4(d)'s prohibition on conduct prejudicial to the administration of
justice.216 If the legal profession wishes to send a clearer message on the
subject, the ABA and states should amend their rules of professional
conduct to expressly prohibit employment discrimination.

V. A PROPOSED RULE

If a new rule designed to cover employment discrimination is in or-
der, what should it look like? The rules that currently exist in some juris-
dictions might provide some possible models. After considering possible

210. See id. R. 6.2.
211. See id. R. 1.16(c); id. cmt. 4.
212. See id. R. 5.6(b); id. cmt. 1.
213. See Levit, supra note 24, at 68.
214. AM. BAR ASSN, PRESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY INITIATIVE, DIVERSYTY IN THE LEGAL

PROFESSION: THE NEXT STEPS 9 (2010).
215. Christopher J. Whelan & Neta Ziv, Law Firm Ethics in the Shadow of Corporate Social Re-

sponsibility, 26 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHics 153, 182 (2013).
216. See supra note 71 and accompanying text. It bears mentioning that the impact of this com-

ment is undermined somewhat by the fact that the comment goes on to explain that the fact that a
judge has found a lawyer to have used his peremptory strikes in a discriminatory manner is not a basis
for discipline. MODEL RULES OFPROF'LCONDUcr R. 8.4 cmt. 3.
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models, this Part of the Article proposes a new Model Rule of Profes-
sional Conduct that speaks to diversity and discrimination.

A. The Need for a More Specific Rule

As discussed, a number of states have rules of professional conduct
that simply prohibit a lawyer from engaging in bias in a lawyer's profes-
sional capacity.217 Such a rule has at least two disadvantages. First, it fails
to speak directly to the subject of employment discrimination. Second, it
is so broadly worded that it potentially covers a range of conduct, includ-
ing statements made by a lawyer in a bar journal article or while serving
as a legislator, which would be likely to arouse the opposition of mem-
bers of the bar.218

As discussed, there are also a number of states that have rules pro-
hibiting harassment219 that might potentially serve as a model for a new
rule. These rules speak more directly to the problem of employment dis-
crimination. They are limited only to harassment, however, and do not
address the range of other discriminatory practices lawyers have engaged
in, including other forms of employment discrimination.

The rules that exist in some states that specifically prohibit em-
ployment discrimination2 2 0 or discrimination in violation of law 2 2

1 hold
more promise. Even these rules, however, are somewhat limited. First,
while they prohibit employment discrimination, they provide little other
guidance to lawyers. They do not address the structural nature of much
of employment discrimination, nor do they provide law firm partners
with much guidance as to what steps they can take to develop a structure
that promotes equality of opportunity.

Second, the rules are underinclusive to the extent that they fail ad-
dress the full range of discriminatory conduct that stands in conflict with
the fundamental values of the legal profession. Employment discrimina-
tion is certainly an issue in the legal profession. But other forms of dis-
crimination outside of the employment context may also undermine the
legal profession's commitment to equality and access to justice. For ex-
ample, there are numerous cases involving lawyers who engaged in im-
proper sexual conduct toward clients.22 This has included such behavior

217. See supra notes 75-85 and accompanying text.
218. When the Tennessee Board of Professional Responsibility proposed a rule that would have

prohibited bias in a lawyer's professional capacity, the Tennessee Bar Association opposed the
amendment and raised concerns that the proposed rule would cover statements made in the state
legislature, statements made in CLEs, statements in advertisements for legal services, and statements
made in professional articles, books, or opinion columns. Public Comments to Proposed Amendment,
available at http://www.tncourts.gov/sites/default/files/comments_-proposed-amendment_tosupre
mescourLrule_8_section_8_4_5.pdf.

219. See supra notes 86-93 and accompanying text.
220. See supra notes 101-07 and accompanying text.
221. See supra notes 94-100 and accompanying text.
222. See, e.g., McDaniel v. Gile, 230 Cal. App. 3d 363, 373 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991); Brett v. Berko-

witz, 706 A.2d 509, 513 (Del. 1998). See generally Alex B. Long, Lawyers Intentionally Inflicting Emo-
tional Distress, 42 SETON HALL L. REv. 55,81-84 (2012) (discussing similar cases).
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as threatening to withdraw from representation unless a client submitted
to the lawyer's sexual advances,2

2 sending a series of sexualized commu-
nications to a client,224 and manipulating a client into posing nude under
the pretense that it was necessary to advance the client's personal injury
claim.21 This is conduct that is currently regulated in most states, if at all,
by tort law and disciplinary rules that were not designed to address such
misconduct and that provide for an uneasy fit. 226 Similarly, most rules of
professional conduct do not specifically address incivility on the basis of
race or other factors. For example, one lawyer's discriminatory and abu-
sive comments toward another lawyer in the course of a deposition
would not be covered under a rule prohibiting employment discrimina-
tion or discrimination in violation of law. Instead, it would be dealt with,
if at all, by other somewhat ill-fitting rules of conduct or local civility
codes.227 These are situations, however, in which the conduct in question
undermines core values of the legal profession. At present, the legal pro-
fession deals with them in only an indirect manner.

B. The United Kingdom Approach

If a state chooses to amend its rule to include an express prohibition
on discrimination, it should do so in a manner that speaks clearly to the
range of discriminatory conduct that undermines the fundamental values
of the legal profession. The United Kingdom might provide a possible
model. In an effort to address the underrepresentation of women and
minorities in the legal profession in England and Wales, the Legal Ser-
vices Board, the independent body responsible for overseeing the legal
profession in those countries,228 released a report containing recommen-
dations for increasing diversity within the profession.2 29 The report identi-
fied numerous causes of underrepresentation, including inflexible work
policies, informal work practices and policies that work to the disad-

223. McDaniel, 230 Cal. App. 3d at 370.
224. See In re Dudley, 2013-OLR-5 (Wis. 2013), http://www.wicourts.gov/services/public

lawyerreg/statuspublic/dudley.pdf.
225. Iowa Sup. Ct. Bd. of Prof'I Ethics & Conduct v. Steffes, 588 N.W.2d 121,122-25 (Iowa 1999).
226. Model Rule 1.80), which prohibits a lawyer from engaging in sexual relations with a client,

would probably not address the case of the lawyer who manipulates a client into posing nude since
such conduct does not seem to qualify as "sexual relations." Charles W. Wolfram, Ethics 2000 and
Conflicts of Interest: The More Things Change ... ,70 TENN. L. REV. 27, 55 (2002).

227. See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDuCr R. 3.5(d) (1983) (prohibiting conduct intended to
disrupt a tribunal); id. R. 4.4(a) (prohibiting a lawyer from using "means that have no substantial pur-
pose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third person"); id. R. 8.4(d) (prohibiting conduct
prejudicial to the administration of justice); Katherine Sylvester, I'm Rubber, You're Sued: Should
Uncivil Lawyers Receive Ethical Sanctions?, 26 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1015, 1015-16 (2013) (discuss-
ing the relation between civility codes and legal ethics).

228. LEGAL SERVICES BOARD, http://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/ (last visited Jan. 8,2015).
229. Hilary Sommerlad et al., Diversity in the Legal Profession in England and Wales: A Qualita-

tive Study of Barriers and Individual Choices, LEGAL SERVICES BOARD, available at http://www.
legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_wedolResearchlPublications/pdfsb-diversity-injthelegal-profe
ssion final-rev.pdf (last visited Oct. 8, 2015).
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vantage of women and racial minorities, and stereotyping.230 The report
made various recommendations to increase diversity within the profes-
sion, including the suggestion (eventually adopted) that law firms collect
data on diversity within their firms.231

The legal profession has adopted other rules-based measures to in-
crease diversity and to address bias and prejudice within the profession
to approach the issue of diversity. The U.K. Legal Services Act of 2007
sets forth eight "regulatory objectives," one of which is "encouraging an
independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession."232 The Solici-
tors Regulatory Authority ("SRA"), the "front-line regulator" for solici-
tors in England and Wales, and the Bar Standards Board ("BSB"), the
front-line regulator for barristers in England and Wales,233 have both
adopted rules of professional conduct addressing diversity and discrimi-
nation. In addition to articulating clear standards regarding diversity and
discrimination, the rules take a structural approach to dealing with the
problems.

For example, Chapter 2 of the SRA's Code of Conduct does several
noteworthy things. First, it makes a clear statement as to the importance
of "encouraging equality of opportunity and respect for diversity, and
preventing unlawful discrimination. . . . "2 Second, it takes a holistic ap-
proach to these values that is not limited to employment discrimination.
Instead, the duty applies to a lawyer's relationship with his client and
others, including other lawyers.235 Thus, the duty extends to the employee
recruitment process, the provision of legal services to clients, and the
treatment of third parties in connection with client matters.36 Third, the
Code establishes a series of mandatory outcomes with which lawyers
must comply. These include:

230. Id. at 6-7.
231. LEGAL SERVICES BOARD, INCREASING DIVERSITY AND SOCIAL MOBILITY IN THE LEGAL

WORKFORCE: TRANSPARENCY AND EVIDENCE 2-3 (2011), available at http://www.legalservices
board.org.uk/whatwe_do/consultations/closed/pdf/decision.document_diversity and-social-mobility
_final.pdf.

232. Legal Services Act c. 29 § 1, 2007 (U.K.), available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpgal
2007/29/section/l. The full list of regulatory objectives is as follows:

(a) protecting and promoting the public interest;
(b) supporting the constitutional principle of the rule of law;
(c) improving access to justice;
(d) protecting and promoting the interests of consumers;
(e) promoting competition in the provision of services within subsection (2);
(f) encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession;
(g) increasing public understanding of the citizen's legal rights and duties;
(h) promoting and maintaining adherence to the professional principles.

Id. For a broader discussion of the LSA, see Andrew Boon, Professionalism Under the Legal Services
Act 2007,17 INT'L J. LEGAL PROF. 195 (2010).

233. Laurel S. Terry, Transnational Legal Practice, 47 INT'L LAW. 485,485 (2013).
234. SRA CODE OF CONDUCT ch. 2 (2011), available at http://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/handbook/

code/content.page.
235. Id.
236. Id.
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(1) Avoiding unlawful discrimination and avoiding victimization or
harassment of others;

(2) providing services to clients in a way that respects diversity;

(3) making "reasonable adjustments to ensure that disabled clients,
employees or managers are not placed at a substantial disad-
vantage compared to those who are not disabled," and that the
costs of these adjustments are not passed on to these disabled cli-
ents, employees or managers;

(4) ensuring that the firm's approach to recruitment and employ-
ment encourages equality of opportunity and respect for diversi-
ty; and

(5) dealing with complaints of discrimination "promptly, fairly,
openly, and effectively."3

Importantly, Chapter 2 emphasizes the need for these values to be
"embedded" within a law firm and for firm partners to adopt policies to
promote these values.23 Chapter 2 lists several actions that might indicate
that a law firm is in compliance with its obligations under this chapter.
These include having a written equality and diversity policy that, among
other things, details how the firm "will ensure equality in relation to the
treatment of employees, managers, clients and third parties instructed in
connection with client matters" and how it will deal with complaints of
discrimination.239 Also indicative of a firm's compliance with its obliga-
tions would be the fact that the firm provides employees and managers
with training on the subjects of equality and diversity and that the firm
reviews and updates its internal policies regarding these issues.' Thus,
Chapter 2 recognizes that bias and discrimination may be structural
problems that can only be dealt with adequately by internalizing these
values and developing effective polices and supervisory methods to pre-
vent bias and discrimination from occurring.

The BSB has adopted its own set of Equality and Diversity Rules as
part of the Code of Conduct contained in its Handbook.2 4

1 Like the solici-
tors' rules, the BSB's Equality and Diversity Rules take a structural ap-
proach to the issues of diversity and discrimination. Barristers' chambers
are required to have in force "a written statement of policy on equality
and diversity" and "a written plan implementing that policy."2 42 They
must also have an Equality and Diversity Officer, training in fair re-
cruitment and selection processes, recruitment and selection processes
that use "objective and fair criteria," fair distribution of work opportuni-

237. Id.
238. Id.
239. Id.
240. Id.
241. BAR STANDARDS BOARD HANDBOOK D1.2 (2015), available at https://www.barstandards

board.org.uk/media/1663630/bsbhandbooksept_2015.pdf.
242. Id.
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ties, an anti-harassment policy that sets out a procedure for dealing with
complaints of harassment, as well as other measures, including "a policy
aimed at supporting disabled clients, its workforce and others including
temporary visitors." 2 43 The Rules also require that an office engage in
monitoring and regular review of its policy in order to ensure that it
complies with the Rules.244

C. A Proposed Rule

To address the concerns raised in this Article, the ABA and state
supreme courts should adopt a rule along the lines of the following:

Rule 9.1: Diversity and Equality
(a) Lawyers should aspire to further the principles of elimination

of bias, equality of opportunity, equal access to the courts and
its institutions, and diversity.

(b) It is professional misconduct for a lawyer, in the lawyer's pro-
fessional capacity:
(1) To engage in employment discrimination prohibited by

federal or state law;
(2) To engage in harassment or to knowingly manifest, by

words or conduct, bias or prejudice toward clients, law-
yers, judges, or others on the basis of race, sex, religion,
national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or soci-
oeconomic status;

(3) To fail to make reasonable modifications in policies, prac-
tices, or procedures as necessary to enable clients with
disabilities to receive legal services unless doing so would
fundamentally alter the nature of the services provided, or
to fail to take such steps as may be necessary to ensure
that clients with disabilities are not denied services be-
cause of the absence of auxiliary aids and services, unless
the entity can demonstrate that taking such steps would
fundamentally alter the nature of the legal services being
offered or would result in an undue burden.

(c) It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to retaliate
against any individual because the individual has, in good
faith, opposed any practice made professional misconduct
by this Rule, or because the individual has made a charge,
testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in an in-
vestigation, proceeding, or hearing concerning any prac-
tice made professional misconduct under this Rule.

(d) A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or
together with other lawyers possesses comparable mana-

243. Id.
244. Id.
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gerial authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable ef-
forts to ensure that the firm has in effect measures giving
reasonable assurance that no individual is subjected to
conduct in violation of this rule.

Several features of the proposed rule bear explanation.

1. Furthering the Principles of Equality of Opportunity, Equal Access to
the Courts and Its Institutions, and Diversity

Proposed Rule 9.1(a) articulates the legal profession's commitment
to equality of opportunity, equal access to the courts and its institutions,
and diversity. Much like the Model Rule regarding the provision of pro
bono services, the proposed rule establishes an aspirational goal on the
part of lawyers.245 Imposing a mandatory duty to further the principles of
equality of opportunity, equal access to the courts and its institutions,
and diversity would invite a host of unresolveable interpretation issues
that would render the rule unenforceable. Thus, like a lawyer's obliga-
tions regarding pro bono services, Rule 9.1(a) is aspirational in nature.

Comments to the rule could clarify the meaning and extent of the
rule. For example, borrowing from the ABA's Presidential Diversity Ini-
tiatives, a comment could explain the connection between diversity and
respect for the rule of law.2 46 The same comment could also explain why
other principles, such as promoting equal access to the courts and its in-
stitutions, are core values of the legal profession.

A comment could also identify ways in which lawyers may comply
with the rule. This could include attending continuing legal education
("CLE") courses on such topics as how to identify ostensibly neutral em-
ployment practices that have a disparate impact on women and minori-
ties; education concerning implicit bias as it relates to hiring practices
and the practice of law more generally; how to address negative attitudes
or comments on the part of other lawyers or judges; what a lawyer's legal
and ethical obligations are with respect to clients with disabilities and
what the legal obligations of public entities are with respect to making
courtrooms and court proceedings accessible to people with disabilities;
and measures law firms can take to increase diversity in the workplace.247

245. MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CoNDucr R. 6.1 (1983).
246. See supra note 214 and accompanying text.
247. For example, the State Bar of California requires lawyers to have at least one hour of CLE

credit devoted to the elimination of bias in the legal profession. Some of the examples included above
are courses that qualify for credit under the rule. The State Bar of California, Qualifying Activities,
CAL. BAR http://mcle.calbar.ca.gov/Providers/EducationApproval/QualifyingActivities.aspx (last visit-
ed Jan. 8, 2015). Examples of approved courses include "How to Address Negative Attitudes or Com-
ments of a Judge Toward Minority Attorneys; Sexism in the Field of Criminal Law, and Bias Against
Women in Law." Press Release, State Bar of California, MCLE Provider Press (2009), available at
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/Portals/0/documents/certification/MCLE Provider-PressSpringO9.pdf.
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2. Engaging in Employment Discrimination

To convey a clear message about the profession's core values, any
rule of professional conduct addressing diversity and equality should
speak specifically to employment discrimination. Moreover, by linking
the rule to established federal and state law, rulemakers can eliminate at
least some potential interpretive issues and simplify the disciplinary pro-
cess. The prohibition on employment discrimination, however, should
specify that the rule is limited to violations of federal and applicable state
law rather than listing a series of protected characteristics as some exist-
ing rules of professional conduct do. In theory, positive law reflects
shared values. A rule of professional conduct that references existing
federal or state law would reflect those values.m Prohibiting discrimina-
tion on the basis of traits that are not covered under existing law invites
controversy and confusion in implementation.

To further address the problems of complexity and inadequate re-
sources, a comment should clarify that disciplinary authorities should or-
dinarily defer or abate disciplinary proceedings while a civil case or ad-
ministrative proceeding is still pending that involves the same facts.
Abatement of disciplinary proceedings is already a common practice in
many jurisdictions and is a means of allowing other proceedings to help
develop a factual record, thereby conserving the resources of disciplinary
authorities.2 4 9 For example, a comment to the District of Columbia's rule
of professional conduct regarding employment discrimination notes the
expertise of agencies such as the EEOC on the subject of employment
discrimination, and another comment notes that disciplinary authorities
may defer or abate disciplinary proceedings until the resolution of an-
other agency or civil proceeding.2 5 0 This approach represents an im-
provement over the requirement in some states that there must first be a
judicial finding that discrimination has occurred before disciplinary pro-
ceedings can commence.2s1 This approach prevents disciplinary authori-
ties from acting where an otherwise potentially meritorious civil case is
dismissed on procedural grounds or where a plaintiff settles prior to trial.
Because so few cases actually proceed to trial and result in a finding of
liability, some instances of discrimination may go unaddressed under this
approach. Thus, a finding of liability should not be a condition precedent
to professional discipline. At the same time, it represents a means of con-

248. Because lawyers are licensed on a statewide basis, the rule should not include local law. A
contrary approach would invite confusion and subject lawyers to differing standards. Chapman v.
Bearfield, 207 S.W.3d 736 (Tenn. 2006).

249. Vincent R. Johnson, Essay, On the Abuse and Limits of Lawyer Discipline, 44 CONN. L. REV.
53,57 (2012).

250. D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CoNDUCr R. 9.1 cmt. 3 (2015) ("If proceedings are pending before
other organizations. such as the D.C. Office of Human Rights or the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, the processing of complaints by Bar Counsel may be deferred or abated where there is
substantial similarity between the complaint filed with Bar Counsel and material allegations involved
in such other proceedings.").

251. See supra notes 106-108 and accompanying text.
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serving disciplinary resources while allowing for full development of the
factual record and legal arguments.

3. Engaging in Harassment and Manifesting Bias and Prejudice

Proposed Rule 9.1(b)(2) is part of the attempt to take a comprehen-
sive approach to the problem of bias in the legal profession. Specifically,
it represents an attempt to address the problem of bias and discrimina-
tion outside the confines of the employment relationship. As such, it is
designed to cover misconduct that is covered only indirectly by existing
rules, such as one lawyer's discriminatory statements or conduct to an-
other lawyer or a third party in the course of representing a client as well
as a lawyer's harassing sexual behavior toward a client.252

Importantly, this part of the rule (along with Rule 9.1(b)(1)) is lim-
ited to conduct occurring in the lawyer's professional capacity. Because
some misconduct may occur outside the course of representing a client-
such as the case where a lawyer sexually harasses a prospective client or
a lawyer harasses a former client on the basis of a race253-a broader rule
is needed. A comment, however, should be included to limit the reach of
the phrase "in the lawyer's professional capacity" to those and similar
situations. Thus, the lawyer who engages in bias or prejudice while serv-
ing as an elected representative in the state or legislature or who makes
racist statements on a legal blog or in a book or article should not be sub-
ject to discipline under the rule. Consistent with longstanding norms of
the legal profession, the comment could also clarify that a lawyer's deci-
sions with respect to whether to represent a client are not within the
scope of the rule.

4. Failing to Make Reasonable Modifications

Rule 9.1(b)(3) addresses the special nature of disability discrimina-
tion, including the fact that the failure to provide legal services to a disa-
bled client in a readily accessible manner effectively deprives that client
of full access to justice. In this sense, the rule parallels the ADA's provi-
sions with respect to the provision of services by places of public accom-
modation.254 The proposed rule is also part of the attempt to address
equality issues in a comprehensive manner. Comments to the rule should
clarify that the rule covers the provision of auxiliary aids or interpreters
as necessary to effectively communicate with a client. Moreover, the
comments should clarify that, consistent with the ADA, the costs of mak-
ing any necessary modifications or acquiring any necessary aids or inter-
preters may not be passed along to a client.255

252. See supra notes 77-81 and accompanying text.
253. See supra notes 89-92 and accompanying text.
254. 42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(iii) (2012).
255. 28 C.F.R. § 36.301(c) (2014); supra note 237 and accompanying text. In another article, I

proposed a comment to Rule 1.4, the rule regarding communication with a client, to clarify the scope
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5. Retaliation

Proposed Rule 9.1(c) is designed to address the potential for retalia-
tion. The proposed rule largely tracks the language of Title VII's anti-
retaliation provision.25 6 In order to reduce unnecessary complexity, a
comment could clarify that, to the extent feasible, the rule should be in-
terpreted in a manner consistent with federal law. Thus, for example, it
would be professional misconduct for a lawyer to take any action in retal-
iation against an individual for engaging in protected activity under the
proposed rule that might dissuade a reasonable person from opposing
professional misconduct under the rule or making or supporting a charge
of professional misconduct under the rule.25 7

6. Special Responsibilities of Law Firm Management

Finally, proposed Rule 9.1(d) attempts to address the structural
causes of the problems of bias, inequality, and underrepresentation.
Much like current Model Rule 5.1, the proposed rule would impose upon
law firm partners and those with similar managerial authority an affirma-
tive obligation to develop and monitor law firm policies and proce-
dures.258 But the proposed rule would be broader in that it would speak
directly to policies and procedures designed to address employment dis-
crimination and the other forms of misconduct identified in the rule.
Drawing upon the U.K. experience,259 a comment to the rule could identi-
fy several indicators of compliance with rule. These might include the
fact that the lawyer's firm has a written equality and diversity policy, that
the firm provides employees and managers with training on the subjects
of equality and diversity, that the firm provides training in fair recruit-
ment and selection practices, that the firm has an anti-harassment and
discrimination policy with detailed procedures for dealing with com-
plaints, that the firm has a policy aimed at supporting disabled clients,
employees, and others (including visitors to the firm), and that the firm

of a lawyer's duty with respect to communicating with and providing competent representation to a
client with disability. Long, Reasonable Accommodation as Professional Responsibility, Reasonable
Accommodation as Professionalism, supra note 6, at 1803. That same comment could be added to pro-
posed Rule 9.1: "Comment: A lawyer who undertakes to represent a client with whom effective direct
lawyer-client communication can only be maintained through an interpreter, auxiliary aids and ser-
vices, or alternative forms of communication must consider the most appropriate means of communi-
cation necessary for effective representation and, where necessary, secure and pay for the services of a
qualified interpreter or provision of auxiliary aids and services." Id.

256. Cf 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a) (2012). I have previously argued in favor of a separate rule of pro-
fessional conduct that would prohibit retaliation against a lawyer who complies with his or her ethical
duty to report professional misconduct under Rule 8.3(a). See Alex B. Long, Whistleblowing Attorneys
and Ethical Infrastructures, 68 MD. L. REv. 786, 814-16 (2009).

257. Cf Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53, 68 (2006) ("In our view, a plain-
tiff must show that a reasonable employee would have found the challenged action materially adverse,
'which in this context means it well might have dissuaded a reasonable worker from making or sup-
porting a charge of discrimination."').

258. Cf MODEL RULEs OF PROF'L CONDuCT R 5.1 (1983).
259. See supra Part V.B.
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reviews and updates its internal policies regarding these issues.26o While
the existence of such measures within a firm would be indicators of com-
pliance with a lawyer's obligation under the rule, the rule still imposes an
individual duty upon law firm partners.261 Thus, a firm partner who ac-
tively engages in discrimination or who otherwise fails to make reasona-
ble efforts as required under the proposed rule would still be subject to
discipline despite the existence of firm-wide policies and procedures ad-
dressing bias and diversity.

VI. CONCLUSION

The lack of diversity within the legal profession remains a serious
problem. But existing employment discrimination statutes are poorly
equipped to address the structural causes of workplace discrimination
that often occur. It is therefore unrealistic to expect rules of professional
conduct based on these laws to root out discrimination and increase di-
versity in the legal profession in the traditional sense.

But that is not a reason to reject the adoption of ethics rules that
speak to the problem of employment discrimination and, more generally,
the problems of bias, access to justice, and underrepresentation in the le-
gal system. By adopting such rules, the legal profession could take a soft
regulatory approach to these problems in an attempt to educate and mo-
tivate lawyers and law firms with regard to the problems. This type of
gentle regulatory nudge might potentially yield more dividends than reli-
ance on legal rules alone.

260. See supra notes 238-44 and accompanying text.
261. Ideally, the rule would impose a duty upon the firm itself. However, since nearly every state

has rejected the idea of law firm discipline, the proposed rule reflects a concession to reality.
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6,980
respondents

from 

135
countries

Conducted in

6 languages: 
English, French, Italian, 

Portuguese, Russian, Spanish

Respondents were:

67% female 32% male 0.2% non-binary/self-defined
From across the spectrum of the legal profession: law firms, in-house, barristers’ chambers, judiciary, government.

Bullying is rife in legal 
workplaces, affecting:

1 in 2 female respondents and
1 in 3 male respondents.

Sexual harassment is 
also common, with:

1 in 3 female respondents and
1 in 14 male respondents 
having been sexually harassed in a work context.

57% of bullying cases and
75% of sexual harassment cases, 
the incident is never reported.

Targets do 
not report. In: Targets don’t report due to:

the status of the perpetrator,  
fear of repercussions and the incident 
being endemic to the workplace.

More needs to be done. Of respondents’ workplaces, 
53% had policies and 22% undertook training
to address bullying and sexual harassment.

Statistics: the largest-ever survey on bullying  
and sexual harassment in the legal profession
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Policies and training do not appear to be having the desired impact.
Respondents at workplaces with policies and training are just  
as likely to be bullied or sexually harassed as those at  
workplaces without.

Targets are leaving unsupportive workplaces.
65% of respondents who have been bullied and
37% of respondents who have been sexually harassed
left or are considering leaving their workplaces.

% of respondents bullied

insufficient data

52-74

45-51

37-44

29-36

15-28

% of respondents sexually harassed

insufficient data

24-35

21-23

18-20

13-17

8-12

Bullying

Sexual harassment

Bullying and sexual harassment by country*

*Gender-weighted
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10. Maintain momentum
 Change is not inevitable. But it is possible, if individuals, workplaces and institutions work together to eradicate 

bullying and sexual harassment from the profession.

9. Appreciate the wider context
 Bullying and sexual harassment do not occur in a vacuum. Mental health challenges, a lack of workplace satisfaction 

and insufficient diversity are all related issues. These dynamics need to be understood and addressed collectively.

8. Engage with younger members of the profession
 Younger legal professionals are disproportionately impacted by bullying and sexual harassment. They must be  

part of this conversation – they will play a major role in developing and implementing solutions and shaping  

workplace culture.

7. Explore flexible reporting models
 Legal professionals do not report bullying or sexual harassment often enough, at the time it happens or at all. We 

need to improve existing reporting channels and explore new ones, to make reporting a better experience for targets.

6. Gather data and improve transparency
 Data about the nature, prevalence and impact of bullying and sexual harassment is important – we don’t have 

enough. Once we have the data, we need to be open about it. Transparency will help us to address these issues.

5. Take ownership
 This is everyone’s problem. From senior leaders of the profession to incoming graduates, we all need 

to take ownership of the problem and work towards a more harmonious legal profession.

4. Increase dialogue and best-practice sharing
 A problem shared is a problem halved. Let’s work together to address the scourge of bullying 

and sexual harassment in the profession, sharing what works and what doesn’t.

3. Introduce regular, customised training
 Effective training can reduce the prevalence of workplace bullying and sexual harassment. 

Training must be the norm, not the exception.

2. Revise and implement policies and standards
 Policies to address bullying and sexual harassment are under-utilised and not sufficiently effective. 

We need more effective policies and better implementation.

1. Raise awareness
 The legal profession has a problem. Spread the word – it is the first step towards achieving change.

Recommendations
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Executive Summary

The legal profession has a problem. In 2018, the International Bar Association (IBA) and market 

research company Acritas conducted the largest-ever global survey on bullying and sexual harassment 

in the profession. Nearly 7,000 individuals from 135 countries responded to the survey, from across 

the spectrum of legal workplaces: law firms, in-house, barristers’ chambers, government and the 

judiciary. The results provide empirical confirmation that bullying and sexual harassment are rife in 

the legal profession. Approximately one in two female respondents and one in three male respondents 

had been bullied in connection with their employment. One in three female respondents had been 

sexually harassed in a workplace context, as had one in 14 male respondents. This report provides a 

succinct analysis of that data, to raise awareness about the nature, extent and impact of the problem 

and inform the development of solutions. 

This report finds that these issues are ongoing, with a considerable proportion of cases occurring 

within the past 12 months. It identifies chronic underreporting of incidents, with 57% of bullying cases 

and 75% of sexual harassment cases not reported, for reasons including the profile of the perpetrator 

and the target’s fear of repercussions. Even when targets report such incidents, workplaces are failing 

them – official responses are considered insufficient or negligible, perpetrators are rarely sanctioned 

and, in many cases, the situation is exacerbated. Bullying and sexual harassment hurt the profession. 

According to the survey data, targets often want to move workplaces, and some even wish to leave the 

sector entirely. Legal workplaces are not doing enough. This report finds that policies – while present 

in more than half of workplaces – are not having the desired effect. Although training does have some 

positive impact, only one in five legal workplaces are educating their staff to prevent and properly 

respond to bullying and sexual harassment.

Change is needed. This report provides ten recommendations to assist legal workplaces and the 

profession as a whole in addressing these issues. The recommendations are underpinned by the 

empirical findings of this survey, extensive secondary research and consultation with stakeholders. 

Change will not occur overnight, particularly as these issues are not unique to the legal profession 

but reflective of wider societal challenges. Yet there are compelling moral, ethical and commercial 

imperatives for the profession to act urgently. Individually and together, legal professionals and the 

legal profession must eliminate bullying and sexual harassment from our workplaces. It is hoped 

that this report can make a modest contribution towards genuine change.
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Introduction

In 1983, lawyers at the Atlanta office of a major United States law firm decided they wanted to hold 

a ‘wet T-shirt’ competition for female summer interns. In the face of resistance from colleagues, 

the organisers instead held a ‘swimsuit’ competition. Several participants told The Wall Street Journal 

‘that they felt humiliated and that they didn’t protest only because they were candidates for year-

round jobs with the firm’. A student from Harvard Law School ‘won’ the competition, and was 

subsequently offered a job at the prestigious firm. ‘She has the body we’d like to see more of’, one 

partner quipped. Some lawyers defended the incident as an example of the ‘rollicking good fun’ 

characteristic of the firm’s social events. Other observers called it out for what it was: unacceptable.1

Six years later, a survey of female lawyers from 250 US law firms found that 60% had been sexually 

harassed.2 In 1992, the American Bar Association adopted Recommendation 117, recognising sexual 

harassment as a ‘serious problem’ in legal workplaces. In 1994, a San Francisco jury awarded a legal 

secretary US$7.1m (£5.5m at the time – more than £10m in real terms) after she was groped by her 

supervisor, a senior partner with a major international firm. Although damages were halved on appeal, 

it was thought that the judgment would act as a ‘wake-up call’ for the profession.3 These incidents were 

by no means isolated to the US. Emerging research in Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and 

elsewhere in the 1990s began to reveal sexual harassment and other unacceptable behaviour in legal 

workplaces.4 In one particular incident in London, a junior female lawyer was told to accompany a 

client to a strip club.5

Thirty-six years after the swimsuit competition generated concern, it appears that only limited progress has 

been made to eliminate sexual harassment, bullying and other unprofessional behaviour from the legal 

profession. While the nature of such conduct may have changed, it remains pervasive in workplaces. In 

2017, the IBA undertook a survey of almost 6,000 legal professionals globally for its Women in Commercial 

Legal Practice report. This was undertaken to understand why, despite the achievement of entry-level 

gender-parity in many jurisdictions, women remain significantly underrepresented at senior levels in the 

profession. By June 2017, the results were available. Almost one in three female respondents reported being 

sexually harassed in their current workplace, while one in two female respondents and one in three male 

1 James Stewart, ‘Are Women Lawyers Discriminated Against at Large Law Firms?’ Wall Street Journal (New York, 20 
December 1983) 1; Nina Burleigh and Stephanie B Goldberg, ‘Breaking the Silence: Sexual Harassment in Law Firms’ 
(1989) 75 American Bar Association Journal 46.

2 Emily Couric, ‘Women in the Large Firms: A High Price of Admission?’ National Law Journal (Washington, DC,  
11 December 1989) S2.

3 Jane Gross, ‘When the Biggest Firm Faces Sexual Harassment Suit’ The New York Times (New York, 29 July 1994) B7.

4 See, eg, Joan Brockman, ‘The Use of Self-Regulation to Curb Discrimination and Sexual Harassment in the Legal 
Profession’ (1997) 35 Osgoode Hall Law Journal 209; Terese Ching and Brian Kleiner, ‘Discrimination and Harassment 
in Law Firms’ (2001) 20 Equal Opportunities International 106; Hilary Sommerlad, ‘Women Solicitors in a Fractured 
Profession: Intersections of Gender and Professionalism in England and Wales’ (2002) 9 International Journal of the 
Legal Profession 213; Australian Law Reform Commission, Equality Before the Law: Women’s Equality (Report 69 Part 2, 
1994); Patricia Easteal, Less Than Equal: Women and the Australian Legal System (Butterworths, 2001) ch 11.

5 Robert Verkaik, ‘Law: “You Have to Fit in With the Laddish Mentality, or Lose Out”’, The Independent (London, 18 
February 1998).
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respondents had been bullied. When the subsequent report was two months from publication, the Harvey 

Weinstein scandal broke.6 As the #MeToo movement erupted globally, the legal profession was not immune.

In the following year and a half, some of the world’s biggest law firms were rocked by the departures 

of senior partners following sexual harassment allegations. In the UK, the number of reports of sexual 

harassment to the Solicitors Regulation Authority rose considerably in 2017–18,7 while calls regarding 

bullying and sexual harassment to mental health hotline LawCare almost doubled.8 In a case currently 

before Britain’s employment tribunal, a junior solicitor alleged she was forced to attend a sex show 

with a partner – and had her employment terminated after rebuffing his advances.9 In New Zealand, 

law students took to the streets to protest against rampant sexual harassment following an incident 

at one prominent firm.10 In South Korea, allegations of sexual harassment saw a senior prosecutor 

jailed and kick-started the country’s ‘own #MeToo movement’.11 In India, a Bombay High Court judge 

criticised ‘the archetypal, nauseating patriarchy of our legal profession’. Although sexual harassment 

within the profession ‘is not discussed’, Judge Gautam Patel said, ‘it happens everywhere’.12

No part of the legal profession has been unaffected by these issues. No less a legal luminary than 

US Chief Justice John Roberts warned that ‘the judicial branch is not immune’.13 Indeed, in 2017, 

an Israeli judge was convicted of sexual harassment offences, having ‘cynically exploited his senior 

position against a young employee’.14 In Pakistan, the Chief Justice was criticised in 2018 for sexist 

public comments.15 Past research also indicated that, in those jurisdictions with a bifurcated bar, 

6 Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey, ‘Harvey Weinstein Paid Off Sexual Harassment Accusers for Decades’, The New York 
Times (New York, 5 October 2017) www.nytimes.com/2017/10/05/us/harvey-weinstein-harassment-allegations.html 
accessed 5 April 2019.

7 Suzi Ring and Aine Quinn, ‘Sex Misconduct Claims Among UK Lawyers Hit Record After #MeToo’, Bloomberg (New 
York, 14 June 2018) www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-14/sex-misconduct-claims-among-u-k-lawyers-hit-
record-after-metoo accessed 5 April 2019.

8 Richard Simmons, ‘Harassment-Related Calls to LawCare Surge in Wake of #MeToo Revelations’, The Lawyer (London, 
22 January 2019) www.thelawyer.com/lawcare-stats-2019-harassment-metoo accessed 5 April 2019.

9 The partner has denied the incident. Zoie O’Brien, ‘Married Millionaire, 49, “Constantly Groped” Solicitor, 27, Took 
Her to an Amsterdam Sex Show and Secretly Filmed Her on a Work Trip to Dubai Before Firing Her Two Hours After 
She Rebuffed His Sexual Advances, Tribunal Hears’, Daily Mail (London, 25 February 2019) www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-6742773/Married-millionaire-49-groped-solicitor-27-took-sex-secretly-filmed-her.html accessed 5 April 2019.

10 Frances Cook, ‘Law Students March for End to Sexual Harassment’, New Zealand Herald, (Auckland, 15 March 2018) 
www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12012775 accessed 5 April 2019.

11 Suyin Haynes and Aria Hangyu Chen, ‘How #MeToo Is Taking on a Life of Its Own in Asia’, Time (New York, 9 October 
2018) http://time.com/longform/me-too-asia-china-south-korea accessed 5 April 2019; Choe Sang-Hun, ‘Ex-Prosecutor 
in South Korea #MeToo Case Is Sentenced to 2 Years in Prison’, The New York Times (New York, 23 January 2019) www.
nytimes.com/2019/01/23/world/asia/south-korea-prosecutor-sexual-misconduct.html accessed 5 April 2019.

12 ‘Judiciary Too Plagued By Rampant Sexism: Bombay HC Judge’, The Times of India (Mumbai, 12 October 2018)  
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/judiciary-too-plagued-by-rampant-sexism-bombay-hc-judge/
articleshow/66189124.cms accessed 5 April 2019.

13 David Cohen, ‘Roberts: Judicial Branch “Not Immune” From Sexual Harassment Issues’, Politico (Arlington, 31 December 
2017) www.politico.com/story/2017/12/31/roberts-judiciary-sexual-harassment-319826 accessed 5 April 2019.

14 Sharon Pulwer, ‘Former President of Nazareth District Court Convicted of Sexual Harassment’, Haaretz (Tel Aviv, 8 May 2017) 
www.haaretz.com/israel-news/premium-former-israeli-judge-convicted-of-sex-harassment-1.5469806 accessed 5 April 2019.

15 ‘Pakistan’s Chief Justice Saqib Nisar Faces Women’s Ire On “Skirt” Analogy’, Financial Express (Noida, 24 January 2018) 
www.financialexpress.com/world-news/pakistans-chief-justice-saqib-nisar-faces-womens-ire-on-skirt-analogy/1027623 
accessed 5 April 2019.
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many barristers suffer from bullying and sexual harassment within chambers and in courtrooms.16 

In a lecture in late 2018, British barrister Jo Delahunty QC admitted that ‘what I had previously 

thought were problems of the past, are very much problems of our present … We have a duty to 

change the culture that permits harassment at the Bar’.17

In some ways, it is not surprising that bullying and sexual harassment are widespread in the profession. 

Researchers have identified characteristics that increase the likelihood of negative workplace 

behaviours – these include ‘where leadership is male-dominated… where the power structure is 

hierarchical, where lower-level employees are largely dependent on superiors for advancement, and 

where power is highly concentrated in a single person’.18 These factors describe many, if not most legal 

workplaces. It may also be that cultural and structural features of the profession, including the pressure 

of billable hours and the adversarial nature of much legal work, exacerbate the risk of bullying and 

sexual harassment. Scholar Margaret Thornton has suggested that the ‘hypercompetitiveness’ brought 

about by the globalisation of the legal market ‘has resulted in increased levels of incivility’.19 Several 

bar associations and law societies have conducted jurisdiction-specific research that has demonstrated 

the prevalence of bullying and sexual harassment in their domestic legal sector.20 In New Zealand, 

for example, a 2018 survey found that 52% of lawyers had been bullied and 18% of lawyers had been 

sexually harassed at some point in their working life.21 A 2017 report prepared by the Bar Council of 

England and Wales found that 21% of employed and 12% of self-employed respondent barristers had 

been bullied or harassed at work in the two years prior to the survey.22

However, the scale of the problem on a global level remains unclear. Therefore, in early 2018, the 

IBA set out to undertake the largest-ever international survey on bullying and sexual harassment in 

the legal profession. It was hoped that the worldwide span of this survey would provide unparalleled 

insight into the nature, prevalence and impact of these phenomena. The anonymous survey sought 

to gather a range of quantitative and qualitative data to provide a comprehensive picture of bullying 

16 See, eg, Owen Bowcott, ‘Harassment Rife in Chambers and Courts, Barristers’ Group Says’, The Guardian (London,  
24 May 2018) www.theguardian.com/law/2018/may/24/harassment-rife-chambers-courts-behind-gown-barristers-
group-fight-abuse-power accessed 5 April 2019; Freya Michie, ‘Almost Two Thirds of Victoria’s Barristers Say They’re 
Bullied in the Courtroom’, ABC (Sydney, 18 October 2018) www.abc.net.au/news/2018-10-18/barristers-complain-of-
bullying-judges-and-magistrates/10393470 accessed 5 April 2019.

17 Jo Delahunty QC, ‘Sexual Harassment at the Bar’ (Speech delivered at Gresham College, London, 29 November 2018).

18 Nancy Gertner, ‘Sexual Harassment and the Bench’ (2018) 71 Stanford Law Review 88, 94. See also Kimberly Schneider, 
John Pryor and Louise Fitzgerald, ‘Sexual Harassment Research in the United States’ in Ståle Einarsen and others 
(eds), Bullying and Harassment in the Workplace: Developments in Theory, Research, and Practice (2nd edn, CRC Press 2011) 
245, 250–252; Skye Saunders and Patricia Easteal, ‘The Nature, Pervasiveness and Manifestations of Sexual Harassment 
in Rural Australia: Does “Masculinity’ of Workplace Make a Difference?” (2013) 40 Women’s Studies International 
Forum 121, 121; Maryam Omari and Megan Paull, ‘“Shut Up and Bill”: Workplace Bullying Challenges for the Legal 
Profession’ (2014) 20 International Journal of the Legal Profession 141, 142.

19 Margaret Thornton, ‘Squeezing the Life Out of Lawyers: Legal Practice in the Market Embrace’ (2016) 25 Griffith 
Law Review 471, 471. See also Suzanne Le Mire and Rosemary Owens, ‘A Propitious Moment? Workplace Bullying and 
Regulation of the Legal Profession’ (2014) 37 University of New South Wales Law Journal 1030.

20 See, eg, the Victorian Bar, ‘Quality of Working Life Survey: Final Report and Analysis’ (October 2018) 16; Colmar 
Brunton, ‘New Zealand Law Society: Workplace Environment Survey’ (May 2018); Bar Council, ‘Barristers’ Working 
Lives 2017: Barristers’ Experience of Harassment, Bullying & Discrimination’ (2018); Law Council of Australia, 
‘National Attrition and Re-engagement Study’ (NARS) Report’ (2014); Lauren Stiller Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace 
Conduct and Behaviors in Law Firms’ (Women’s Bar Association of Massachusetts, 2018).

21 See Colmar Brunton (n 20) 16, 33. 

22 See Bar Council (n 20) 8. 
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and sexual harassment in legal workplaces. While much contemporary debate has focused on 

private practice, the survey was designed to include in-house lawyers, advocates, government legal 

professionals and the judiciary. It is intended that the resulting data will be one small but formative 

step on the road towards meaningful change.

Sexual harassment

The prevalence of workplace sexual harassment began to be publicly recognised in the 1970s.23 

Sexual harassment is typically defined as involving unwanted sex-related behaviour. While there is 

‘no universal definition’, most legal and sociological approaches have similar elements, ‘such as 

descriptions of the conduct as unwanted or unwelcome, and which has the purpose or effect of being 

intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive’.24 To take one indicative example, from the 

Supreme Court of Canada: ‘Sexual harassment in the workplace is unwelcome conduct of a sexual 

nature that detrimentally affects the work environment or leads to adverse job-related consequences… 

By requiring an employee, male or female, to contend with unwelcome sexual actions… sexual 

harassment in the workplace attacks the dignity and self-respect of the victim both as an employee and 

as a human being’.25 While it takes many forms, sexual harassment is predominantly ‘a question of 

power and not sex.’26 Today, the prevention of sexual harassment is a prominent international issue, 

and in a majority of jurisdictions globally, the conduct is legislatively prohibited. In the past decade 

alone, 35 countries introduced relevant laws.27

Sexual harassment has profound effects. This conduct has direct professional, psychological 

and financial implications for individual targets.28 It has been linked to reduced job satisfaction, 

commitment and productivity, as well as absenteeism, deteriorating relationships with colleagues and 

withdrawal from the workplace.29 Sexual harassment can also cause depression, anxiety and other 

health issues.30 At an organisational level, the consequences of sexual harassment include higher 

employee turnover, increased recruitment, training and development costs and possible litigation.31 

23 Paula McDonald, ‘Workplace Sexual Harassment 30 Years on: A Review of the Literature’ (2011) 14 International 
Journal of Management Reviews 1, 2; Catharine MacKinnon, ‘Directions in Sexual Harassment Law’ (2007) 31 Nova 
Law Review 225, 226–227.

24 See McDonald (n 23) 2.

25 Janzen v Platy Enterprises Ltd (1989) 1 SCR 1252, 1253.

26 Law Council of Australia, ‘National Inquiry into Sexual Harassment in Australian Workplaces’ (Submission to Australian 
Human Rights Commission) 26 February 2019, 26.

27 World Bank Group, ‘Women, Business and the Law 2019: A Decade of Reform’ (2019). Note, however, that 68 countries 
still do not provide workplace-specific legislative prohibitions on sexual harassment: World Policy Analysis Center, 
‘Preventing Gender-Based Workplace Discrimination and Sexual Harassment: New Data on 193 Countries’ (2017) 3.

28 See McDonald (n 23) 4. See also Jennifer Freyd, ‘When Sexual Assault Victims Speak Out, Their Institutions Often 
Betray Them’, The Conversation (London, 11 January 2018) https://theconversation.com/when-sexual-assault-victims-
speak-out-their-institutions-often-betray-them-87050 accessed 5 April 2019.

29 See McDonald (n 23) 4; Heather McLaughlin, Christopher Uggen and Amy Blackstone, ‘The Economic and Career 
Effects of Sexual Harassment on Working Women’ (2017) 31 Gender & Society 333, 335.

30 See Chelsea Willness, Piers Steel and Kibeom Lee, ‘A Meta-Analysis of the Antecedents and Consequences of Workplace 
Sexual Harassment’ (2007) 60 Personnel Psychology 127, 138–139; Morten Birkeland Nielsen and Ståle Einarsen, 
‘Prospective Relationships Between Workplace Sexual Harassment and Psychological Distress’ (2012) 62 Occupational 
Medicine 226, 226–228.

31 See McDonald (n 23) 4.
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In 2015, sexual harassment complaints filed in the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

were estimated to have cost organisations US$46m (£35m).32 Another study estimated that for each 

employee who experienced sexual harassment, the associated productivity loss costs their employer on 

average US$22,500 (£17,000).33 Alongside these direct costs, failure to take action to address a culture 

of sexual harassment can harm an organisation’s reputation.34 

Bullying

Workplace bullying is typically understood as exposure to aggressive behaviour or incivility by 

supervisors, colleagues or third parties.35 Like sexual harassment, cultural and legal recognition of 

workplace bullying is a relatively recent phenomenon. The first research into workplace bullying, 

referred to as ‘mobbing’, took place in Norway in 1973.36 Today, regulatory responses to bullying and 

perceptions of acceptable office behaviour vary widely across jurisdictions.37 In Australia, for example, 

if ‘an individual or group of individuals repeatedly behaves unreasonably towards a worker or a group 

of workers at work’ and that behaviour ‘creates a risk to health and safety’, employees are empowered 

to seek ‘stop bullying’ orders from a workplace tribunal.38 However, in many jurisdictions, there are no 

standalone legal prohibitions against bullying. Cultural differences occur not only at a societal level 

but also between organisations and workplace culture has been shown to impact rates of bullying.39 

Factors including low job autonomy, high workload and role ambiguity are associated with higher rates 

of bullying.40 Conversely, ‘constructive leadership, perceived organisational support and organisational 

anti-bullying policies’ can mitigate the effects of workplace bullying and reduce its prevalence.41

32 See McLaughlin, Uggen and Blackstone (n 29) 335.

33 See Willness, Steel and Lee (n 30) 127–162.

34 See McLaughlin, Uggen and Blackstone (n 29) 335; Serena Does, Seval Gundemir and Margaret Shih, ‘Research: How 
Sexual Harassment Affects a Company’s Public Image’, Harvard Business Review (Brighton, 11 June 2018), https://hbr.
org/2018/06/research-how-sexual-harassment-affects-a-companys-public-image accessed 5 April 2019.

35 Helge Hoel and Maarit Vartia, ‘Bullying and Sexual Harassment at the Workplace, in Public Spaces, and in Political Life 
in the EU’ (European Parliament’s Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs at the request of 
the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality (FEMM), March 2018) 12.

36 Chantal Gautier, ‘Are You a Bully? Here’s How to Tell’, The Conversation (London, 1 November 2018) https://
theconversation.com/are-you-a-bully-heres-how-to-tell-105874 accessed 5 April 2019.

37 See, eg, Katherine Lippel, ‘The Law of Workplace Bullying: An International Overview’ (2010) 32 Comparative Labor 
Law & Policy Journal 1–14; Jacqueline Power and others, ‘Acceptability of Workplace Bullying: A Comparative Study on 
Six Continents’ (2013) 66 Journal of Business Research 374, 374–379.

38 Fair Work Act 2009 (Australia) s 789FD(1). The effectiveness of this mechanism has been questioned by Allison Ballard and 
Patricia Easteal, ‘The Secret Silent Spaces of Workplace Violence: Focus on Bullying (and Harassment)’ (2018) 7(35) Laws 1, 7.

39 Irena Pilch and Elżbieta Turska, ‘Relationships Between Machiavellianism, Organizational Culture, and Workplace 
Bullying: Emotional Abuse from the Target’s and the Perpetrator’s Perspective’ (2015) 128 Journal of Business Ethics 
83, 85. See also Nathan Bowling and Terry Beehr, ‘Workplace Harassment from the Victim’s Perspective: A Theoretical 
Model and Meta-Analysis’ (2006) 91 Journal of Applied Psychology 998, 999; Stig Berge Matthiesen and Ståle Einarsen, 
‘MMPI-2 Configurations Among Victims of Bullying at Work’ (2001) 10 European Journal of Work and Organizational 
Psychology 467, 469; Mogens Agervold, ‘The Significance of Organizational Factors for the Incidence of Bullying’ (2009) 
50 Scandinavian Journal of Psychology 267, 274 

40 M Sandy Hershcovis, Tara C Reich and Karen Niven, ‘Workplace Bullying: Causes, Consequences, and Intervention 
Strategies’ (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology White Paper Series, 2015) 8. 

41 Vivien Kemp, ‘Antecedents, Consequences and Interventions for Workplace Bullying’ (2014) 27 Current Opinion in 
Psychiatry 364, 366, citing Helena Cooper-Thomas and others, ‘Neutralizing Workplace Bullying: The Buffering Effects 
of Contextual Factors’ (2013) 28 Journal of Managerial Psychology 384, 384–407. 
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Workplace bullying has substantial detrimental effects for targets, their colleagues and the workplace 

generally. For the target, bullying can have severe health implications and is associated with increased 

psychological stress, depression, anxiety and burnout.42 It has also been linked to a higher risk of 

cardiovascular health problems and sleep issues.43 At an organisational level, bullying contributes 

to workplace dysfunction.44 Research has shown that bullying affects productivity and profitability.45 

In 2015, the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service estimated that workplace bullying costs 

Britain’s economy £18bn each year.46

Distinct but related

The distinction between bullying and sexual harassment is not always clear.47 The terms are often 

used interchangeably, especially when ‘sexual’ is omitted and the label ‘harassment’ is used more 

broadly. This carries risks: given the differences between bullying and sexual harassment, merged 

efforts to address them may prove ineffective. Feminist scholars have argued ‘it is vital not to 

conflate types of harassment in a way which obscures distinctive dynamics’.48 While this report 

has grouped the two forms of conduct for both conceptual and practical reasons (as have other 

significant pieces of research in the area),49 it proceeds aware of their differences and the risk of 

conflation. It should also be noted that the concept of sexual harassment is not confined to overtly 

sexualised behaviour and includes sex-based harassment (such as sexist comments).50

This report is conscious that gender and other individual characteristics – including race, age, sexual 

preference and physical ability – influence experiences of bullying and sexual harassment. Women are 

disproportionately affected by both bullying and sexual harassment.51 However, these are not ‘women’s 

issues’. One in three male respondents to the survey indicated that they had experienced bullying, and 

one in 14 male respondents had been sexually harassed. This report demonstrates that bullying and 

sexual harassment affect all genders, both directly (as targets) and indirectly because of the adverse 

42 See Kemp (n 41) 366; Margaret Hodgins, Sarah MacCurtain and Patricia Mannix McNamara, ‘Workplace Bullying and 
Incivility: A Systematic Review of Interventions’ (2014) 7 International Journal of Workplace Health Management 54, 55.

43 Tianwei Xu and others, ‘Workplace Bullying and Workplace Violence as Risk Factors for Cardiovascular Disease: A 
Multi-Cohort Study’ (2019) European Heart Journal 1124–1134; Hershcovis, Reich and Niven (n 40) 9–10.

44 See Kemp (n 41) 366; Steven Appelbaum, Gary Semerjian and Krishan Mohan, ‘Workplace Bullying: Consequences, 
Causes and Controls (Part One)’ (2012) 44 Industrial and Commercial Training 203, 205.

45 See Kemp (n 41) 366.

46 Acas, ‘Acas Study Reveals that Workplace Bullying is on the Rise with Many People Too Afraid to Talk About It’  
(16 November 2015) www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=5543 accessed 5 April 2019.

47 Carol Jones, ‘Drawing Boundaries: Exploring the Relationship Between Sexual Harassment, Gender and Bullying’ 
(2006) 29 Women’s Studies International Forum 147; Carlo Caponecchia and Anne Wyatt, ‘Distinguishing Between 
Workplace Bullying, Harassment and Violence: A Risk Management Approach (2009) 25 Journal of Occupational 
Health and Safety, Australia and New Zealand 439.

48 Deborah Lee, ‘Bully for Men’ (2001) 42 Trouble and Strife 48, 51; Deborah Lee, ‘“He Didn’t Sexually Harass Me, As in 
Harassed for Sex… He Was Just Horrible”: Women’s Definitions of Unwanted Male Sexual Conduct at Work’ (2001) 
24(1) Women’s Studies International Forum 25.

49 See Hoel and Vartia (n 35) 11–14.

50 See generally Margaret Thornton, ‘Sexual Harassment Losing Sight of Sex Discrimination’ (2002) 26 Melbourne 
University Law Review 422; O’Callaghan v Loder [1983] 3 NSWLR 89 (Australia).

51 As are non-binary members of the profession. Of the 14 survey respondents who identified as non-binary or self-
defined, 71% had been bullied and 43% had been sexually harassed – albeit the small sample size means it is not 
possible to draw broader conclusions from these results.
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workplace impacts. Comparative research in the education sector has found that ‘an environment of 

bullying drags everyone’s achievement down, not just that of the victims’.52

Not alone

The legal profession is not atypical in facing these issues. A 2018 report of the European Parliament 

on bullying and sexual harassment found that, at any one time, five to ten per cent of the European 

workforce is subjected to bullying at work.53 In 2018, the Australian Human Rights Commission found 

that 20% of Australian workers had been sexually harassed in the workplace within the past 12 months.54 

There is also increasing awareness of the problem internationally. For example, the International 

Labour Organization has engaged with the issue of violence and harassment at work and there have 

been calls for an international convention to ‘signal without ambiguity that violence and harassment is 

unacceptable and the antithesis of decent work and… demands serious and urgent attention’.55

Industries including healthcare,56 accounting,57 finance,58 engineering59 and technology60 have all 

been shaken by reports of workplace bullying and sexual harassment in recent years. The ‘Big Four’ 

accounting firms recently revealed that, over the past four years, dozens of partners resigned or were 

dismissed following allegations of inappropriate behaviour.61 In 2018, Google employees in offices 

52 Yekaterina Chzhen, ‘School Bullying Harms Everyone, Not Just the Victims’, United Nations International Children’s 
Emergency Fund (UNICEF), 12 November 2018, www.unicef-irc.org/blogposts/79 accessed 5 April 2019; UNICEF,  
‘An Unfair Start: Inequality in Children’s Education in Rich Countries’ (Innocenti Report Card 15, 2018).

53 See Hoel and Vartia (n 35) 8.

54 Australian Human Rights Commission, ‘Everyone’s Business: Fourth National Survey on Sexual Harassment in Australian 
Workplaces’ (2018) 25.

55 International Labour Office, ‘Ending Violence and Harassment Against Women and Men in the World of Work’ (1st edn, 
International Labour Organization, 107th session, 2018) 100; International Labour Office, ‘Ending Violence and Harassment 
Against Women and Men in the World of Work’ (2nd edn, International Labour Organization 107th session, 2018) 9. 

56 See, eg, Wendy Crebbin and others, ‘Prevalence of Bullying, Discrimination and Sexual Harassment in Surgery in 
Australasia’ (2015) 85 ANZ Journal of Surgery 905, 905–907; Paula Johnson, Sheila Widnall and Frazier Benya, Sexual 
Harassment of Women: Climate, Culture and Consequences in Academic Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (Washington, DC, 
The National Academies Press 2018); Rhea Liang, Tim Dornan and Debra Nestel, ‘Why do Women Leave Surgical 
Training: A Qualitative and Feminist Study’ (2019) 393 The Lancet 541; Sarah Marsh, ‘Bullying and Sexual Harassment 
“Endemic” in NHS Hospitals’, The Guardian (London, 24 February 2019) www.theguardian.com/society/2019/feb/24/
bullying-sexual-harassment-nhs-hospitals accessed 5 April 2019.

57 See, eg, Madison Marriage, ‘Accounting Watchdog Criticised Over Stance on Sexual Harassment’, Financial Times 
(London, 13 December 2018) www.ft.com/content/0cd6827e-fe33-11e8-ac00-57a2a826423e accessed 5 April 2019.

58 See, eg, Motoko Rich, ‘Top Finance Official in Japan Resigns Over Harassment Accusations’, The New York Times 
(London, 18 April 2018) www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/world/asia/japan-sexual-harassment-junichi-fukuda.html 
accessed 5 April 2019; Jamie Smyth, ‘ANZ sacks banker over sexual harassment’, Financial Times (London, 29 November 
2017) www.ft.com/content/91b77352-d4ba-11e7-8c9a-d9c0a5c8d5c9 accessed 5 April 2019.

59 See, eg, Johnson, Widnall and Benya (n 56); Society of Women Engineers, ‘Report: Half of All Women in Engineering 
Schools Experience Sexual Harassment’, Associated Press News (New York, 19 October 2018) www.apnews.com/19d55b25
79fd7421be5970840a3ba532 accessed 5 April 2019.

60 See, eg, Julie Bort, ‘A LOT of Tech Workers Are Being Bullied at Work’, Business Insider (New York, 18 February 2015) 
www.businessinsider.com/it-pros-bullied-at-work-2015-2?r=US&IR=T accessed 5 April 2019; Brinda Sarkar, ‘#MeToo in 
Tech: 87% Women Would Opt Out of a Firm If Sexual Harassment Takes Place, Reveals Survey’, The Economic Times 
(Mumbai, 25 March 2019) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/metoo-in-tech-87-women-
would-opt-out-of-a-firm-if-sexual-harassment-takes-place-reveals-survey/articleshow/68558526.cms accessed 5 April 2019.

61 Kaya Burgess and Tabby Kinder, ‘Revealed: 37 Partners at Big Four Accounting Firms Leave Over Sex and Bullying 
Claims’, The Times (London, 11 December 2018) www.thetimes.co.uk/article/revealed-37-partners-at-big-four-
accounting-firms-leave-over-sex-and-bullying-claims-cr2stzd0f accessed 5 April 2019.
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all over the world staged a walkout, beginning in Singapore, to protest gender inequality and the 

company’s reaction to workplace sexual harassment.62 In the same year, more than 20 intellectuals 

and media personalities were accused of sexual misconduct in China,63 while in India, a high-profile 

billionaire resigned after an investigation into allegations of sexual harassment.64 Movements like 

#MeToo have not been universal, though, and some jurisdictions have seen a significant backlash.65

The prevalence of these issues in other professions indicates that workplace bullying and sexual 

harassment have societal and structural causes. That bigger picture should inform the legal profession’s 

response and encourage us to collaborate with other sectors in addressing these issues. It is not an 

excuse. The New Zealand Law Society’s President, Kathryn Beck, explained in an open letter in 2018: 

‘A natural response is to ask what happens in other businesses and professions. That would be to deflect 

from the real issue. We can’t afford to do that’.66 While the legal profession may not be unique in facing 

these challenges, this report is about the profession, and the profession alone has responsibility for 

addressing bullying and sexual harassment within our workplaces. 

Structure and terminology

This report begins by explaining the research methodology adopted, before outlining survey 

demographics. It then proceeds with three primary sections: bullying; sexual harassment; and policies 

and training aimed at addressing and preventing this conduct. Each section draws extensively on 

survey data to provide a comprehensive examination of the nature, prevalence and impact of these 

forms of conduct within the profession. Throughout these sections, qualitative responses to the survey 

are included to add personal perspectives. Where necessary, these were edited to decrease the risk 

of the respondent or their workplace being identifiable. Next, the report assesses the data for nine 

jurisdictions – Australia, Brazil, Costa Rica, Malaysia, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, the UK and the US 

– to highlight regional trends and divergences. Finally, it articulates ten recommendations, informed 

by the literature, survey data and stakeholder engagement during this research, and outlines steps the 

IBA will take to advance each recommendation. For transparency, the survey questions are extracted 

62 ‘Google Staff Walk Out Over Harassment, Inequality’, The Straits Times (Singapore, 2 November 2018) www.straitstimes.com/
world/united-states/google-staff-walk-out-over-harassment-inequality accessed 5 April 2019; Matthew Weaver and others, ‘Google 
Walkout: Global Protests After Sexual Misconduct Allegations’, The Guardian (London, 1 November 2018) www.theguardian.
com/technology/2018/nov/01/google-walkout-global-protests-employees-sexual-harassment-scandals accessed 5 April 2019.

63 Maria Repnikova and Weile Zhou, ‘#MeToo Movement in China: Powerful Yet Fragile’, Al Jazeera, (Doha, 22 October 2018) 
www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/metoo-movement-china-powerful-fragile-181022082126244.html accessed 5 April 2019; 
Lily Kuo, ‘#MeToo in China: Movement Gathers Pace Amid Wave of Accusations’, The Guardian (London, 31 July 2018) www.
theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/31/metoo-in-china-movement-gathers-pace-amid-wave-of-accusations accessed 5 April 2019.

64 Megha Bahree, ‘Flipkart CEO Binny Bansal Resigns After Probe Into Personal Misconduct’, Forbes (Jersey City, 13 
November 2018) www.forbes.com/sites/meghabahree/2018/11/13/flipkart-ceo-binny-bansal-resigns-after-probe-into-
personal-misconduct accessed 5 April 2019. 

65 See, eg, Karla Adam and William Booth, ‘A Year After it Began, Has #Metoo Become a Global Movement?’ The Washington 
Post (Washington, DC, 5 October 2018) www.washingtonpost.com/world/a-year-after-it-began-has-metoo-become-a-
global-movement/2018/10/05/1fc0929e-c71a-11e8-9c0f-2ffaf6d422aa_story.html accessed 5 April 2019; Lynsey Chutel, 
‘The #MeToo Movement Should Listen to the Silence of African Women’, Quartz Africa (New York, 23 December 2018) 
https://qz.com/africa/1501088/the-metoo-movement-should-listen-to-the-silence-of-african-women accessed 5 April 2019; 
Repnikova and Zhou (n 63).

66 New Zealand Law Society, ‘Letter from Kathryn Beck to All New Zealand Lawyers’, 30 May 2018, www.lawsociety.org.nz/
news-and-communications/latest-news/embracing-the-power-of-real-disruption accessed 5 April 2019.
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in an appendix. A comparative summary of different approaches to regulating bullying and sexual 

harassment is also appended.

An explanation of terminology is required. Throughout this report, ‘target’ is used to refer to survey 

respondents who reported experiencing bullying or sexual harassment. Target is used rather than 

‘victim’, in light of the pejorative connotations often associated with the latter term. ‘Perpetrator’ 

refers to those alleged to have bullied or sexually harassed – it is not intended to suggest a finding 

of civil, criminal or administrative liability. All percentages and decimals cited in this report have 

been rounded to the nearest whole number. Throughout the report, differences between figures are 

expressed in terms of percentages or percentage points. It is useful to clarify the difference between 

these phrases. Say, for example, that 10% of female respondents and 20% of male respondents had 

witnessed sexual harassment.67 Female respondents would be 50% less likely than male respondents 

to have witnessed harassment (because twice as many male respondents had witnessed this conduct). 

However, female respondents would be only ten percentage points less likely to have witnessed 

harassment (20% minus 10%). 

67  These figures are examples only. For actual data, see the Sexual Harassment chapter. 
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In Their Own Words

“  I was advised by the (female) practice manager that if I showed a sexual interest in my principal, 

he would be nicer to me. This was after he had thrown a phone at my head.

Female, law firm, UK 

United States

The epicentre of the #MeToo movement, workplace sexual harassment has gained unprecedented 

public attention in the US since late 2017.168 As awareness of the nature and extent of this issue 

has grown, the legal profession has begun to grapple with unacceptable workplace behaviour. 

However, cultural characteristics continue to pose a barrier to preventing bullying and sexual 

harassment in American legal workplaces. One commentary observed, ‘some law firms and 

their membership … diminish reports of misconduct, condone a hostile work environment, and 

penalize those who speak out about these wrongs. In effect, lawyers can become the antithesis of 

advocates when it comes to supporting and protecting the victims among them’.169

From a legislative perspective, sexual harassment is classified as a type of discrimination and is 

prohibited under federal law where it results in a hostile or offensive work environment or where it 

is associated with adverse employment action.170 Several states have also passed legislation addressing 

this issue.171 Unlike sexual harassment, there are no specific workplace anti-bullying laws at a federal 

or state level.172 Protections do apply if the conduct amounts to harassment on the basis of a protected 

characteristic.173 There is also increasing public interest in this issue, and there has been some 

legislative movement at a state level.174

168 At least 200 prominent men have left their jobs following allegations of sexual harassment: Audrey Carlsen and others, ‘#MeToo 
Brought Down 201 Powerful Men. Nearly Half of Their Replacements Are Women’, The New York Times (New York, 29 October 
2018) www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/23/us/metoo-replacements.html accessed 5 April 2019. The percentage of 
Americans who classified workplace sexual harassment as a serious problem rose more than 15 percentage points in 2017: Caitlin 
Gibson and Emily Guskin, ‘A Majority of Americans Now Say that Sexual Harassment is a Serious Problem’, The Washington 
Post (Washington, DC, 17 October 2017) www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/a-majority-of-americans-now-say-that-sexual-
harassment-is-a-serious-problem/2017/10/16/707e6b74-b290-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html accessed 5 April 2019.

169 The Young Lawyer Editorial Board of The American Lawyer, ‘YL Board: This Is What Sexual Harassment in the Legal 
Industry Looks Like’, The American Lawyer (New York, 28 February 2018) www.law.com/americanlawyer/2018/02/28/
yl-board-this-is-what-sexual-harassment-in-the-legal-industry-looks-like accessed 5 April 2019.

170 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (US); US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, ‘Harassment’ at  
www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/harassment.cfm accessed 5 April 2019; US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 
‘Sexual Harassment’ at www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/sexual_harassment.cfm accessed 5 April 2019.

171 See, eg, Kathleen Pender, ‘New California Harassment Laws Take Effect Jan. 1’, San Francisco Chronicle (San Francisco, 
31 December 2018) www.sfchronicle.com/business/networth/article/New-California-harassment-laws-take-effect-
Jan-1-13499089.php accessed 5 April 2019; Texas Workforce Commission, Sex Discrimination https://twc.texas.gov/
jobseekers/sex-discrimination accessed 5 April 2019.

172 Rickey Richardson, ‘Workplace Bullying in the United States: An Analysis of State Court Cases’ (2016) 3 Cogent 
Business & Management (online) 1, 4.

173 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (US). 

174 See Richardson (n 172) 4. For example, 31 legislatures have introduced the Healthy Workplace Bill, which would 
provide ‘an avenue for legal redress for health harming cruelty at work’: Healthy Workplace Bill, ‘State Activity’ 
https://healthyworkplacebill.org/states accessed 5 April 2019; Healthy Workplace Bill, ‘Quick Facts About the Healthy 
Workplace Bill’ at https://healthyworkplacebill.org/bill accessed 5 April 2019.
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A total of 359 legal professionals from the US responded to the survey. Of these, the majority were 

female, and worked in law firms. US respondents reported higher rates of both bullying and sexual 

harassment than the global average: 63% of female respondents and 38% of male respondents 

reported that they had been bullied. Of those who had been bullied, 89% had been bullied more 

than once. Female targets were 16 percentage points more likely to have been bullied within the  

past year. Sexual harassment was also commonly experienced by US legal professionals: 54% 

of female respondents and 11% of male respondents had been sexually harassed (above global 

averages). Sexual harassment most commonly occurred at the physical workplace (79%) and at  

work social events (51%).175 

In Their Own Words

“  One senior partner would assign certain work for certain clients on the basis of looks (‘[client] 

likes blondes’). This same partner would routinely force you to sit in his office as he regaled you with 

stories of the sex acts he had engaged in with various women.

Female, law firm, US

Respondents in the US reported higher utilisation of policies than the global average – 71% 

reported that their workplace had a policy or policies addressing bullying and sexual harassment. 

Most were aware of who was responsible for handling complaints under the policy (78%) and 

expressed confidence in those people (63%). Respondents in workplaces with policies were 

less likely to be bullied or sexually harassed than those at workplaces without policies. Training 

was also significantly more common in the US than globally – 46% of respondent’s workplaces 

conducted training (over 20 percentage points higher than the global average); 66% of American 

respondents viewed their workplace’s training programme as adequate. Respondents at workplaces 

with training were slightly less likely to have been bullied, but no less likely to have been sexually 

harassed. Overall, 61% of respondents rated their workplaces’ prevention policy as sufficient or better.

In Their Own Words

“  He was an elected official and I didn’t think I would be believed. There were witnesses to the 

[seriously inappropriate physical contact], but I was afraid they would tell people that the act was 

consensual. No one stopped his behaviour at the time.

Female, government, US 

175 Respondents could select more than one location, hence the cumulative total exceeds 100%.
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Recommendations

Informed by the above data, extensive secondary literature and dialogue with stakeholders 

from different spheres of the profession globally, the IBA Legal Policy & Research Unit (LPRU) 

has developed the following ten recommendations. We claim no monopoly on wisdom. These 

recommendations are starting points for ongoing discourse regarding how the legal profession 

can effectively and proactively address workplace bullying and sexual harassment. The voices of all 

stakeholders are welcome in this dialogue.

1. Raise awareness

Before a problem can be addressed, it must be known. As American jurist Louis Brandeis famously 

quipped: ‘Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is 

said to be the best disinfectant; electric light the most efficient policeman.’176 The driving purpose of 

this research is threefold: to gain an empirical understanding of the nature, prevalence and impact 

of bullying and sexual harassment; to inform the profession; and to provide a platform for efforts to 

achieve change. An awareness of this and similar research is essential for leaders of the profession, 

who are best placed to achieve change; for targets and future targets, to know that they are not 

alone and to help minimise stigma; and for all of us, to motivate individual and collective efforts to 

improve legal workplaces.

The profession should ensure that this report and similar research is widely distributed. Law firms 

and other legal workplaces should consider internal dissemination of this report (or a summary). 

Bar associations, law societies and legal regulators should consider holding events, possibly 

for continuing legal education credit, for the discussion of these issues among members. All 

stakeholders need to be involved in this discourse – as this research has shown, bullying and sexual 

harassment affect all parts of the profession. From trainees to partners, readers to Queen’s Counsel, 

junior government legal professionals to Attorney-Generals, entry-level in-house lawyers to general 

counsel, and judicial associates to Supreme Court judges, every member of the profession has a role 

in eliminating bullying and sexual harassment. Beyond official events and research distribution, 

these conversations need to continue in workplaces. Supervisors must take responsibility for 

discussing these issues with their teams on a regular basis.

The IBA will undertake a global engagement campaign to raise awareness about these issues 

and encourage dialogue among all stakeholders. Following the launch of the report on 15 May 

in London, the IBA will hold events across six continents in collaboration with member bar 

associations, law societies and group member law firms. At the time of writing, events are planned 

for Edinburgh, Budapest, Mexico City, Washington, DC, New York, Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, 

Auckland, Santiago, Buenos Aires, São Paulo, Doha, Johannesburg, Addis Ababa, Madrid and 

Brussels. The campaign will culminate with a showcase session at the IBA Annual Conference in 

Seoul in September 2019. The report and its findings will also be promoted widely  

via social and traditional media channels.

176 Louis Brandeis, Other People’s Money: And How The Bankers Use It (Frederick A Stokes Publishers 1914) 92.
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2. Implement and revise policies and standards

As this report has found, policies are no panacea. But they are a necessary starting point. 

Articulating clear standards of workplace conduct, outlining the procedures to be followed in the 

event of a complaint and regularly reminding staff of the content of policies are important steps in 

addressing bullying and sexual harassment. Workplace-specific policies can also be reinforced by 

macro-level standards articulated by regulators, bar associations and law societies.

Given that this survey highlighted that almost half of respondents’ workplaces lacked policies, legal 

workplaces without adverse behaviour policies should immediately investigate the adoption of such 

documents. Policies should be tailored to the individual workplace and properly implemented – 

not documents purchased ‘off the shelf’ and then left to ‘gather dust’. Nor should the presence of 

policies induce complacency. One commentator has warned in a related context of the risk that 

‘employers and employees alike tend to equate the mere presence of these structures with legal 

compliance and become less aware of whether the structures actually promote legal ideals’.177

Policies should be broadly framed and not constrained by strict legal definitions; as the Women’s 

Bar Association of Massachusetts recommends, ‘firms should not erect barriers that require a legal 

definition to be met before they can respond to behaviours that undermine a culture of civility and 

respect’.178 This is necessary because, as the report found, much bullying and sexual harassment in 

the profession occurs at the lower end of the severity scale, which may not give rise to legal liability 

but has adverse individual and workplace consequences. Policies should also be alert to the variable 

work environments of legal professionals, which might include client offices, other legal workplaces, 

chambers, courts etc – all possible sites of bullying or sexual harassment. Workplaces must remain 

vigilant, habitually updating policies to incorporate internal and external developments. Workers 

should regularly be reminded of the policies’ content and procedures – the survey found that just 

one in five respondents’ legal workplaces frequently raised awareness about relevant policies. It is 

hoped that this report will be a timely reminder for all legal workplaces to review their bullying and 

sexual harassment policy arrangements.

The profession should collectively endeavour to introduce or revise policies. Regulators of the 

profession should consider the appropriateness and efficacy of introducing mandatory requirements 

for workplace policies to address bullying and sexual harassment, as has been done in some 

jurisdictions (whether via workplace-wide legislative obligations or profession-specific regulatory 

commitments). Regulators, bar associations and law societies should develop or update standards of 

conduct (whether mandatory or guiding), making it clear that bullying and sexual harassment have 

absolutely no place in the profession. The Law Society of England and Wales and the UK’s Ministry 

of Justice, for example, are shortly releasing a Women in Law Pledge, which will see signatory 

organisations ‘[c]ommitting at senior level to tackle sex discrimination, bullying and sexual 

harassment in the workplace’. The Bar of Ireland, meanwhile, is amending its Code of Conduct  

177 Lauren Edelman, Working Law: Courts, Corporations, and Symbolic Civil Rights (University of Chicago Press 2016) 12.

178 See Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace Conduct’ (n 20) 34.
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to expressly prohibit bullying and sexual harassment.179 This combination of micro and macro-level 

discourse will reinforce normative standards against bullying and sexual harassment.

The IBA will first review and revise its own workplace policies, including by undertaking a workplace 

culture survey to understand staff attitudes at its headquarters in London and regional offices. 

Second, the IBA will introduce a harassment policy addressed at conduct occurring at the 60 or so 

conferences it holds across the world each year. A short version of the policy will be included in all 

conference programmes, with the full version available online. Steps will be taken to raise awareness 

about the content of the policy at all IBA events. Third, on the occasion of the next revision of the 

IBA’s International Principles on Conduct for the Legal Profession, it will be put to the IBA Council to 

consider amending the commentary to Principle 2 (‘Honesty, integrity and fairness’) to articulate 

that bullying and sexual harassment is incompatible with the duties of legal professionals.

3. Introduce regular, customised training

Notwithstanding the absence of a definitive correlation between workplace training and reduction in 

rates of bullying and sexual harassment, this report and other studies have highlighted the benefits of 

training to address such conduct.180 Survey respondents at workplaces with training were significantly 

less likely to have been bullied or sexually harassed within the past year. They were also less likely to 

have been bullied or sexually harassed by their supervisor/line manager, and more likely to have 

reported via internal channels. Despite these positive effects, too few legal workplaces are conducting 

regular and tailored training. Only 22% of respondents’ workplaces conducted training to address 

bullying and sexual harassment. Accordingly, there is considerable scope for the legal profession to 

increase the prevalence and reach of training.

Such training should be ‘supported at an organization’s highest levels, held regularly but in a varied 

and dynamic way, conducted… in an interactive manner, and regularly evaluated for efficacy’.181 

This report found that a mix of internally and externally provided training appears to be the most 

effective approach; organisations that entirely outsourced their training received the worse adequacy 

ratings. This reflects that workplace-relevant examples, scenarios and procedures are essential 

elements of effective training. Training should be more than just compliance-orientated, aimed only 

at meeting strict legal definitions and providing a shield against liability. Training should target all 

forms of negative workplace behaviour, including those not prohibited by law: ‘incivility often acts  

179 See Aedamair Gallagher, ‘Women’s Issues? The Findings of a Recent Survey on Women at the Bar are Outlined’ (2016) 
21(2) Bar Review 50–53.

180 It should be reiterated that existing empirical research on training has significant limitations. As the US Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission’s landmark study observed, ‘the results of [training] studies implicate only 
the effectiveness of the specific trainings that were evaluated. The data cannot be extrapolated to support general 
conclusions about the effectiveness of training. Indeed, our most important conclusion is that we need better empirical 
evidence on what types of training are effective and what components, beyond training, are needed to make the 
training itself most effective’: Feldblum and Lipnic (n 96) 49.

181 Susan Bisom-Rapp, ‘Sex Harassment Training Must Change: The Case for Legal Incentives for Transformative 
Education and Prevention’ (2018) 71 Stanford Law Review 62, 71.
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as a “gateway drug” to workplace harassment’, so training should attempt to ‘stop improper behavior 

before it ever rises to the level of illegal harassment’.182

Workplaces should also consider specific training for managers on how to prevent and respond to 

incidents, and bystander intervention training – an area identified ‘as showing significant promise 

for preventing harassment in the workplace’.183 Whatever the exact nature, training is unlikely to be 

impactful if undertaken in isolation; ‘effective training does not occur within a vacuum’.184 Instead, it 

must be ‘part of a holistic effort undertaken by the employer to prevent harassment’,185 including by 

pursuing several of the other recommendations articulated in this report.

The profession should make a concerted effort to improve the frequency and quality of training 

to address bullying and sexual harassment. Individual workplaces that do not currently undertake 

training should consider doing so on a regular and customised basis. Workplaces that do run training 

should review their methods and frequency. Bar associations and law societies should consider 

producing jurisdiction-specific training materials and offering training courses for continuing legal 

education credit.186 Legislators and professional regulators should consider the appropriateness and 

efficacy of mandatory training requirements.

The IBA will create an online resource hub to serve as a clearing house for materials on effective 

training – including guidelines and best practice materials. As part of this hub, the IBA will create 

a series of videos explaining the findings and recommendations of this report, which will feature 

clear statements from senior officers of the IBA that bullying and sexual harassment is unacceptable. 

Workplaces might wish to incorporate these into their training programmes.

4. Increase dialogue and best practice sharing

This report demonstrates that bullying and sexual harassment affect all parts of the legal profession 

across the globe. Yet, despite the idiom that a problem shared is a problem halved, too often individual 

workplaces feel the need to address these challenges alone. While confidentiality obligations and 

defamation risk may inhibit the sharing of details of particular cases, members of the profession should 

come together to discuss challenges and trends and share ideas as to what works and what does not.

The profession should consider creating networks to discuss these issues and approaches to them, 

sharing best practice, insight and encouragement in efforts to address bullying and sexual harassment. 

These could be established informally or semi-formally at the initiative of several legal workplaces 

in a particular location, whether involving managing partners, staff partners or human resources 

managers (or their non-law firm equivalents), or formally via standing working groups or committees 

of bar associations and law societies. At the regional and global level, bar associations, law societies and 

professional regulators should engage more actively with their counterparts on these topics (the latter, 

perhaps, through fora such as the International Conference of Legal Regulators).

182 US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, ‘EEOC Launches New Training Programme on Respectful Workplaces’ 
(Press Release, 4 October 2017) www1.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/10-4-17.cfm accessed 5 April 2019.

183 See Feldblum and Lipnic (n 96) 54.

184 Ibid 48.

185 Ibid 45.

186 See New Zealand Law Society Working Group (n 110) 99–101.
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The IBA will encourage its divisions and committees to regularly include sessions on bullying and 

sexual harassment as part of the IBA Annual Conference and regional conferences. These efforts will 

commence with a showcase session in Seoul at the 2019 IBA Annual Conference in September. During 

the global engagement campaign to follow this report, outlined above, the IBA will seek to facilitate a 

frank discussion between different segments of the profession to encourage immediate and ongoing 

dialogue and best practice sharing. The IBA will also follow the lead of the American Economic 

Association in seeking to engage, collaborate and share information with professional bodies from 

other sectors, to ensure efforts to address these societal-wide issues are not undertaken in isolation.187

5. Take ownership

Cultural change starts from the top. Both prior research and stakeholder engagement for this 

report indicated that workplace change is most effective when driven by senior leadership. 

Bullying and sexual harassment flourish in workplaces were employees perceive that such conduct 

is not taken seriously by management.188 Conversely, workers are more likely to consider that 

addressing unacceptable behaviour is a high collective priority when leaders emphasise the need 

for change.189 Senior leaders must be vocal about how bullying and sexual harassment cannot and 

will not be tolerated.

While culture may begin at the top, all layers of the profession can and must take responsibility for 

addressing these issues. As the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission noted in its 2016 

workplace harassment research, ‘reinforcing that culture can and must come from the bottom, middle, 

and everywhere else in between’.190 Taking ownership of the problem extends to accepting responsibility 

for, and taking action to address, situations where the risks of misconduct are increased. This report 

found that work-related social events are the second most common location for sexual harassment to 

occur. Alcohol is often cited as a contributing factor to misconduct in such environments.

Taking ownership of the issue also requires members of the profession to draw attention to 

inappropriate conduct when it happens and respond accordingly. For too long, the onus has 

been on the target to initiate a formal complaint before any action is contemplated. Bystanders 

must take a more prominent role in preventing and addressing bullying and sexual harassment 

– they can no longer be silent. To borrow a phrase from an entirely different context, ‘if you see 

something, say something’.

The profession should, individually and collectively, vocalise the position that bullying and sexual 

harassment in the profession is unacceptable, and when necessary call out inappropriate conduct. 

187 American Economic Association, ‘A Message From the AEA Leadership on the Professional Climate in Economics’ 
(Press Release, 18 March 2019) www.aeaweb.org/news/member-announcements-mar-18-2019 accessed 5 April 2019.

188 Chloe Hart, Alison Dahl Crossley and Shelley Correll, ‘Leader Messaging and Attitudes toward Sexual Violence’ 
(2018) 4 Socius 1, 2; Louise Fitzgerald, Suzanne Swan and Vicki Magley, ‘But Was It Really Sexual Harassment? Legal, 
Behavioral, and Psychological Definitions of the Workplace Victimization of Women’ in William O’Donohue (ed) 
Sexual Harassment: Theory, Research and Treatment (Allyn & Bacon 1997) 5; Theresa Glomb, ‘Ambient Sexual Harassment: 
An Integrated Model of Antecedents and Consequences’ (1997) 71 Organizational Behavior and Human Decision 
Processes 309; Cooper-Thomas and others (n 41) 384–407; Hoel and Vartia (n 35) 24.

189 Ibid Fitzgerald, Swan and Magley (n 188) 9; Cooper-Thomas and others (n 41) 384–407. 

190 See Feldblum and Lipnic (n 96) 58.
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Managing partners, senior barristers, general counsel, judges and other leaders of the profession 

should, within their workplaces and publicly, deliver this message and take actions available to 

them to achieve positive change. Senior leaders should be role models for expected standards of 

behaviour and be a visible presence in the committees, working groups and initiatives created to 

implement strategies for achieving change. Workplaces should encourage responsible drinking at 

social events and take steps to minimise excessive alcohol consumption, in light of the exacerbated 

risk of negative behaviour.

The IBA will, via its senior officers and President, take a public stance on the need to urgently 

address bullying and sexual harassment in the profession following the publication of this report. 

This message will consistently be delivered throughout the current presidential term (to December 

2020), including during the President’s addresses at the 2019 IBA Mid-Year Meetings in Budapest 

and the 2019 IBA Annual Conference in Seoul. The IBA will also seek to empower other leaders 

of the profession to be vocal on these issues, by developing publicly accessible talking points and 

guidance. As outlined above, the IBA has introduced a harassment policy for its conferences and is 

liaising with all organisations that hold side-events to make the IBA’s expectations clear. The IBA is 

also reviewing the format of its social gatherings to reduce the risk of excessive drinking of alcohol.

6. Gather data and improve transparency

This report was predicated on the need for more and better data on bullying and sexual harassment 

in the legal profession. The IBA is not the only organisation to recognise the difficulties posed by a 

dearth of comprehensive data. The British House of Commons Women and Equalities Committee’s 

2018 inquiry into workplace sexual harassment noted: ‘A recurrent theme of this inquiry has been 

a lack of awareness about the extent of sexual harassment… Without robust data about prevalence 

and outcomes, the Government cannot gauge whether policy interventions, legal changes and 

enforcement processes are effective in making workplaces safer.’191

While the absence of data may pose particular problems at the macro level, it also affects micro-level  

interventions. Given that a workplace’s culture has a direct impact on experiences of bullying 

and sexual harassment, it is important that employers have access to data regarding the particular 

challenges in their workplaces. To this end, it is useful for workplaces to undertake ‘internal self-

assessment[s] to determine areas of particular change’, such that interventions can be appropriately 

targeted to the specific workplace culture.192 Data collection should not be limited to bullying and 

sexual harassment, and should form part of broader initiatives to gather data about diversity, mental 

health and workplace satisfaction in legal workplaces.

Transparency is crucially important, both as a symbolic step and to aid efforts to address negative 

workplace behaviour. In several jurisdictions, professional regulators have publicly reiterated the 

need for legal workplaces to report incidents of bullying and sexual harassment in light of good 

character obligations and prohibitions on serious misconduct.193 This is a necessary starting point, 

191 See House of Commons Women and Equalities Committee (n 167) 46.

192 See Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace Conduct’ (n 20) 33. See Feldblum and Lipnic (n 96) 37. 

193 See, eg, New Zealand Law Society Working Group (n 110) 99–101.
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but transparency should go beyond that. Legal workplaces should consider following the example  

of the ‘Big Four’ accounting firms, which released data regarding the number of partners who  

left their jobs in the past four years following allegations of inappropriate workplace behaviour.194  

In that instance, one firm led the way by publicly releasing its data, which prompted the other three 

to follow. It might be hoped that if several major law firms took similar steps, it may result in broader 

disclosure of these issues in the profession, with the attendant benefits of awareness and transparency.

The profession should, at an individual workplace level, commit greater resources to gathering and 

analysing data on internal bullying and sexual harassment, and related issues. Workplaces should 

consider undertaking regular workplace climate surveys, with distinct sections on bullying and sexual 

harassment. Data from complaints, outcomes and climate surveys should be used to measure progress 

and the efficacy of strategies adopted. While this will require financial and human capital investments, 

the benefits of increased productivity as a result of more harmonious workplaces should soon justify 

those outlays. Workplaces should also consider making summaries of annualised data publicly 

available. These are highly sensitive issues and there may be resistance to such radical transparency, 

but the profession would benefit from legal workplaces being open about the nature of the challenges 

they face. Law societies, bar associations and professional regulators should consider undertaking their 

own surveys or conducting other data-gathering activities, and doing so on a regular basis.195 The Bar 

Council of England and Wales, for example, ran its Barrister’s Working Life survey in 2011, 2013 and 

2017. Regulators should release annual data on complaints relating to bullying and sexual harassment, 

as well as relevant trends.

The IBA will seek to undertake a second version of this survey in 2024, to provide further data on 

bullying and sexual harassment within the legal profession, and enable comparisons with the data 

underlying this report. The IBA will also collate existing data-rich studies on this topic, many of which 

have been cited in this report, and include them in the online resource hub to enhance the visibility 

of their findings. A summary of this report will be translated into, at minimum, the six languages the 

survey was available in (English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish), to ensure this data 

and recommendations are available to the largest possible audience.

194 See Burgess and Kinder (n 61).

195 A former Australian judge recently wrote: ‘A particular responsibility rests with those who hold positions of influence, 
such as those who control the Law Council of Australia, the Law Societies and the Bar Associations. Should they 
commission a prevalence study of sexual harassment within the profession, broadly comparable with the study undertaken 
for Universities Australia? With the benefit of the results of such a survey, they could seek expert advice about what, if 
anything, should be done next’: Catherine Branson, ‘Making the Law Safer for Women’ (2018) 144 Precedent 2.
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7. Explore flexible reporting models

Effective reporting systems that empower targets of bullying and sexual harassment to report 

their experiences are ‘among the most critical elements’ of a strategy to address such conduct. 

Yet this report finds that the reporting mechanisms at many legal workplaces are failing: 75% of 

sexual harassed respondents and 57% of bullied respondents had never reported. Among the 

most commonly cited reasons for not reporting was fear of repercussions and a lack of confidence 

in reporting procedures. Elsewhere, psychological research has found that reporting can take 

a tremendous toll on those who do decide to report, worsening job, psychological and health 

outcomes for targets.196

The profession should therefore urgently consider revising existing reporting models, both at 

individual workplaces and in external organisations that receive reports (a function often held 

by professional regulators or law societies and bar associations). Emphasis should be placed on 

flexibility: ‘[workplaces] should offer reporting procedures that are multi-faceted, offering a 

range of methods, multiple points-of-contact, and geographic and organizational diversity where 

possible, for an employee to report harassment’.197 Targets should feel they can report incidents 

whatever the severity, and that incidents will be dealt with sensitively, proportionately and – to  

the extent necessary – confidentially.

Legal workplaces should seek to develop or consolidate office cultures that support, rather than 

distrust, reporting of incidents – both in the present context and more generally.198 Workers must 

feel safe raising concerns: too often there is ‘clear pressure in the workplace to avoid being viewed 

as humorless or as not a team player’.199 Workplaces should also consider whether independent 

reporting processes are appropriate to ensure that staff can report to persons separate from the 

workplace’s hierarchy.200 Improving flexible reporting models will not be a cure-all; the most 

common reason for not reporting was the profile or status of the perpetrator, and better reporting 

models will never overcome these concerns entirely. But by emphasising that workplaces are taking 

these issues seriously, are open to reports through various, flexible channels and are determined 

to prevent retaliation, even this most significant barrier to reporting can be eroded.

One possible model for consideration is the internal grievance process adopted in 2018 by the 

bar in Victoria, Australia. In addition to formal complaint channels available via the professional 

regulator and other institutional bodies, this policy empowers targets to lodge either a complaint 

‘seeking investigation and response’ or a report ‘for the purpose of improving the implementation 

of the training and awareness objectives’ of the policy. Complaints are investigated, where possible 

conciliated by a trained, senior member of the bar, and, in some circumstances, referred to the 

196 See, eg, Mindy Bergman and others, ‘The (Un)Reasonableness of Reporting: Antecedents and Consequences of Reporting 
Sexual Harassment’ (2002) 87 Journal of Applied Psychology 230–242; Matthew Hesson-McInnis and Louise Fitzgerald, 
‘Sexual Harassment: A Preliminary Test of an Integrative Model’ (1997) 27 Journal of Applied Social Psychology 877, 896.

197 See Feldblum and Lipnic (n 96) 43.

198 See, eg, International Bar Association, ‘Whistleblower Protections: A Guide’ (April 2018).

199 See Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace Conduct’ (n 20) 8.

200 Ibid; House of Commons Women and Equalities Committee (n 167) 26–27. 
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professional regulator. Reports, on the other hand, are anonymised and used only for statistical 

purposes and to inform the Victorian Bar’s initiatives to address bullying and sexual harassment. 

This model offers targets an avenue to have their voices heard in circumstances where they do not 

otherwise wish to formally proceed with a complaint and concomitant investigation.201

Technology might offer other tools to enhance existing reporting models. Several major universities 

in the US have adopted a platform provided by Callisto, a non-profit organisation, which enables 

targets to save time-stamped written records of sexual assault.202 Targets can then decide at a later date 

whether to report, and rely on that time-stamped record. Callisto also takes advantage of ‘information 

escrow’ technology, whereby targets can identify the perpetrator, but their report is only submitted to 

the appropriate authority if a second target makes an allegation through the platform against the same 

perpetrator. This minimises the significant ‘first-mover disadvantage’ facing a target who wishes to 

report. Technologies such as these offer significant promise: ‘escrows hold the potential for mitigating 

the twin concerns of initial underreporting of truthful allegations and the subsequent over-reporting 

of false allegations’.203 But they also have drawbacks, and are unlikely to proliferate overnight.

Fostering mentoring relationships between junior and senior legal professionals, both within 

and beyond workplaces, may be another way to increase dialogue and empower junior legal 

professionals to informally share concerns regarding bullying and sexual harassment in their 

workplaces. However, as the Women’s Bar Association of Massachusetts observed, ‘commiseration 

is not a strategy’.204 These relationships should supplement but not supplant formal reporting 

channels: ‘while it is important to be able to have trusted colleagues at work to whom one can 

speak confidentially about sensitive topics, this approach generally will not help the individual’s 

circumstances, and will certainly not bring about any positive change’.205

The profession should review and revise existing reporting procedures, and seek to implement 

a flexible approach to encourage targets to report incidents. This should be undertaken both by 

individual workplaces and by external organisations with a regulatory or quasi-regulatory role. 

Workplaces should engage with their workforces, emphasising a positive approach to reporting 

and seeking feedback as to the failings with existing models. Workplaces should also investigate the 

potential utility of technological solutions, and strengthen formal and informal mentoring schemes. 

The IBA will include information on best practice reporting models on its online resource hub. In 

addition, the IBA will monitor the implementation of its harassment policy for IBA conferences, with a 

view to ensuring the best practice is applied in that context. The IBA will also seek to foster discussion 

on these particular issues during the events it holds on bullying and sexual harassment as part of the 

engagement campaign to follow the publication of this report.

201 Available online: Victorian Bar, Internal Conduct Policies and Reports, 1 July 2018 at www.vicbar.com.au/public/about/
governance/internal-conduct-policies-and-reports accessed 5 April 2019.

202 Ian Ayres, ‘Meet Callisto, the Tinder-like platform that aims to fight sexual assault’, Washington Post (Washington, DC, 9 
October 2015) www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/using-game-theory-technology-to-fight-sexual-assault/2015/10/09/
f8ebd44e-6e02-11e5-aa5b-f78a98956699_story.html accessed 5 April 2019.

203 Ian Ayres and Cait Unkovic, ‘Information Escrows’ (2012) 111 Michigan Law Review 145, 148.

204 See Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace Conduct’ (n 20) 35.

205 Ibid.
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8. Engage with younger members of the profession

This report found that bullying and sexual harassment disproportionately affects younger members of 

the profession. This impact is multifaceted: younger respondents report experiencing more bullying 

and sexual harassment, and indicate less satisfaction with workplace approaches to addressing the 

conduct. These findings are not novel; a study conducted for the Law Society of Scotland in 2011 

found ‘trainees and new solicitors are most impacted by bullying and harassment’.206 The New Zealand 

Law Society’s 2018 survey made similar findings.207

A recurring theme of stakeholder engagement during the report drafting process was the growing 

divergence between attitudes of older and young members of the profession. Young legal professionals 

today are not accepting of conduct that older legal professionals may have ‘tolerated’ in the past as a 

‘fact of professional life’. This partly reflects changing societal perceptions of appropriate workplace 

conduct; in 2018 former Supreme Court of the UK President Lord Neuberger admitted he may have 

acted in a way that ‘would now be considered bullying’ when he was in practice.208 But it seems that 

change is most keenly felt among younger generations, and in hierarchical sectors such as the legal 

profession, there is a risk of a generational disconnect between the profession’s current and future 

leaders. To address this and mitigate potential consequences, the profession should engage with 

younger members on these issues – listening to their distinct perspective and ensuring those voices  

are involved in efforts to address bullying and sexual harassment.

The profession should take all necessary steps to engage with and raise awareness about these 

issues among younger members of the profession. Workplaces and regulators should consider 

specific training to form part of trainees’ entry into the profession; law schools should ensure that 

workplace bullying and sexual harassment are discussed in class. Workplaces should acknowledge 

that hierarchies and power imbalances may prevent younger legal professionals from actively 

advocating on these issues, and find ways to empower those voices (whether through workplace 

committee structures, informal dialogue or anonymous surveys). Finally, senior members of the 

profession should seek to engage with the perspectives of their junior colleagues to develop a 

greater appreciation of changing attitudes to workplace culture.

The IBA will collaborate with its Young Lawyers’ Committee on these issues, holding sessions on 

bullying and sexual harassment in the profession at several of its IBA Young Lawyers’ Training days 

(including alongside the 2019 IBA Annual Conference in Seoul). Throughout the IBA’s global 

engagement strategy across each continent, it will engage with young lawyer bodies in different 

jurisdictions; this engagement will include involving those bodies in primary events (typically held 

in conjunction with domestic bar associations and law societies) and through standalone events 

targeted at younger members of the profession. The IBA will also engage with law schools during  

its campaign to reach legal professionals of the future.

206 Law Society of Scotland, ‘Preventing Bullying and Harassment in the Profession’ (June 2011) Equality Works, 29.

207 See Colmar Brunton (n 20) 7. See also Rikleen, ‘Survey of Workplace Conduct’ (n 20) 33.

208 Max Walters, ‘Neuberger: I Suspect I Have Been Guilty of Bullying’, Law Gazette (London, 20 April 2018) www.
lawgazette.co.uk/law/neuberger-i-suspect-i-have-been-guilty-of-bullying/5065774.article accessed 5 April 2019.
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9. Appreciate the wider context

Workplace bullying and sexual harassment do not occur in a vacuum. There are a range of related 

factors, several of which are currently under the spotlight in the legal community. Mental health 

has a bidirectional relationship with negative workplace conduct: bullying and sexual harassment 

can have adverse mental health impacts, while lawyers who are experiencing mental health 

challenges might be more likely to see their standards of interpersonal conduct decline below 

acceptable levels. Research demonstrates that dysfunctional workplace behaviours have a direct 

negative effect on the wellbeing of targets, perpetrators and third parties.209 It is unlikely to be 

coincidental that bullying is so prevalent in a profession where highly pressured environments and 

associated stress are commonplace. In recent years, the profession has begun to realise that it is 

facing a ‘mental health crisis’.210 Research has found that legal professionals are four times more 

likely than the general population to experience depression.211 The impact of bullying and sexual 

harassment ‘on an already vulnerable profession’ is thereby concerning.212 In 2018, the prevalence 

of mental health difficulties among lawyers was tragically highlighted when a partner at a major 

American firm committed suicide. In an open letter to the profession, the partner’s spouse was 

damning: ‘I keep going back to one thought: “Big Law” killed my husband’.213

For some time, there has been concern about the workplace satisfaction and quality of life enjoyed  

by legal professionals. In 1996, the New York City Bar established a Task Force on Lawyers’ Quality 

of Life in response to concerns ‘that disturbing numbers of lawyers, particularly young lawyers, 

were growing dissatisfied with their professional lives’.214 These concerns have only grown louder 

in subsequent decades as globalisation has spurred increased competition within the profession, with 

client expectations of ‘24/7 availability’ coinciding with the ‘ratcheting up of billable hours’.215  

Studies suggest that legal professionals experience lower levels of job satisfaction than other 

professionals, and are more likely to suffer from anxiety, substance abuse and heart disease.216  

As the American Bar Association stated, this is ‘incompatible with a sustainable legal profession and 

raise[s] troubling implications for many lawyers’ basic competence’.217 In recent years, there have  

209 Paula Baron, ‘The Elephant in the Room? Lawyer Wellbeing and the Impact of Unethical Behaviours’ (2015) 41 
Australian Feminist Law Journal 87, 117.

210 Nicholas Alexiou, ‘The Legal Mental Health Crisis Hits Home’, Above the Law (New York, 16 November 2018)  
https://abovethelaw.com/2018/11/the-legal-mental-health-crisis-hits-home accessed 5 April 2019.

211 William Eaton and others, ‘Occupations and the Prevalence of Major Depressive Disorder’ (1990) 32 Journal of 
Occupational Medicine 1079, 1083.

212 See Law Council of Australia, Submission to Australian Human Rights Commission (n 26) 75.

213 Joanna Litt, ‘“Big Law Killed My Husband”: An Open Letter From a Sidley Partner’s Widow’, The American Lawyer (New 
York, 12 November 2018) www.law.com/americanlawyer/2018/11/12/big-law-killed-my-husband-an-open-letter-from-a-
sidley-partners-widow accessed 5 April 2019.

214 New York City Bar, ‘Report of the Task Force on Lawyer’s Quality of Life’ (July 2002).

215 Thornton, ‘Squeezing The Life Out of Lawyers’ (n 19) 471.

216 See, eg, Baron (n 209) 88–89; Eaton and others (n 211); Adele Bergin and Nerina Jimmieson, ‘Australian Lawyer 
Well-being : Workplace Demands, Resources and the Impact of Time-billing Targets’ (2014) 21(3) Psychiatry, 
Psychology and Law 427; Steve Mark, ‘Impaired Practitioners; Substance Abuse and Mental Illness in the Legal 
Profession’ (2007) 37 Without Prejudice 1; Rick B Allan, ‘Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Lawyers: Are We Ready to 
Address the Denial’ (1997) 31 Creighton Law Review 265. 

217 National Task Force on Lawyer Well-being, ‘Creating a Movement To Improve Well-being in the Legal Profession’ 
(American Bar Association, 14 August 2017) 1.
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been a number of initiatives to improve wellbeing in the profession.218 Some of these initiatives focused 

on underlying factors that influence wellbeing, including bullying and sexual harassment.219

More than a century since women were admitted as lawyers for the first time in some jurisdictions, 

senior leadership positions in the legal profession across the globe remain overwhelmingly male-

dominated.220 In recent years, efforts to improve diversity have gained greater prominence; diversity 

advisers are employed by many large legal organisations, while users of legal services are beginning 

to include diversity requirements in tender processes. Like mental health, the relationship between 

diversity and bullying and sexual harassment is bidirectional. As this report’s predecessor found, the 

widespread prevalence of bullying and sexual harassment is a major barrier to female progression 

within the profession. The overrepresentation of men in workplaces, particularly at senior level, has 

also been identified as a contributing factor to such conduct in non-legal studies. Of course, diversity 

goes beyond gender. A profession that is diverse and inclusive across gender, ethnicity, race, sexuality, 

physical ability, background and other individual characteristics will be a better one in many respects, 

including that it will be one where bullying and sexual harassment is less widespread.

The profession should acknowledge the relationship between mental health, quality of life, diversity 

and negative workplace conduct. Individual workplaces should place emphasis on addressing factors 

that contribute to adverse mental health outcomes, and supporting staff who suffer from mental health 

challenges. Bar associations and law societies should consider what symbolic and practical steps they  

can take to improve mental health and quality of life more generally within the profession.  

For example, in the UK and Ireland, LawCare is an independent charity funded by professional bodies 

and regulators that operates a mental health helpline for the profession. Efforts to increase diversity 

should be continued and expanded at both workplace and profession-wide levels. Stakeholders should 

adopt an intersectional approach to addressing bullying and sexual harassment, and promoting diversity, 

understanding that they are related and cannot be dealt with in an isolated manner.

The IBA will commit to fostering awareness and highlighting solutions to the mental health 

challenges facing the profession. A Presidential Task Force was recently established to address 

mental health and substance abuse in the profession and will report on its efforts at the IBA 

Annual Conference in Miami in 2020. The IBA will continue its thought leadership on diversity and 

inclusion in the profession; the area is currently a Presidential Priority. In 2017, the IBA established 

a Diversity and Inclusion Council to improve diversity and promote inclusivity across all parts of the 

IBA. In February 2019, the Council was given a formal constitutional role as a subcommittee of the 

IBA Management Board, and a Diversity and Inclusion Policy was adopted. Several initiatives are 

currently underway: the development of a diverse speaker bureau, unconscious bias training, and 

218 See, eg, Robyn Ward, ‘Other Supporters: New Campaign Urges Legal Profession to “Look Deeper”’ (23 September 
2015) R U OK? www.ruok.org.au/other-supporters-new-campaign-urges-legal-profession-to-look-deeper accessed 5 April 
2019; ‘Mental Health: Top Law Firms Commit to New Working Practices to Support Employees’, Thomson Reuters Legal 
Insights Europe (London, 16 November 2018) https://blogs.thomsonreuters.com/legal-uk/2018/11/16/mental-health-
top-law-firms-commit-to-new-working-practices-to-support-employees accessed 5 April 2019.

219 Suzanne Poynton and others, ‘Assessing the Effectiveness of Wellbeing Initiatives for Lawyers and Support Staff’ (2018) 
41 University of New South Wales Law Journal 584, 589. 

220 Generally, see Ellis and Buckett (n 78); Margaret Thornton, Dissonance and Distrust: Women in the Legal Profession (Oxford 
University Press 1996).
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a mentoring programme, in addition to formal and informal collaboration with efforts of other 

stakeholders, such as the Law Society of England and Wales’ landmark Women in Law project.

10. Maintain momentum

Negative workplace behaviour is currently a prominent topic. This report will add to a growing body of 

literature produced over the past year on bullying and sexual harassment in the legal profession and 

beyond. In May 2019, the American Bar Association will publish The Shield of Silence: How Power Perpetuates 

a Culture of Harassment and Bullying in the Workplace by noted workplace expert Lauren Stiller Rikleen. Just 

before this report went to print, the American Economic Association announced a range of measures in 

response to a professional climate survey that revealed widespread harassment and discrimination within 

that sector.221 On the same day in May, the New Zealand Law Society and the University of California, 

Berkeley will convene separate international symposiums on these issues. Spurred by the #MeToo 

movement and a broader push in support of workplace diversity and inclusion, it appears that there is 

both appetite for change and an active coalition of stakeholders working towards it.

Change is not inevitable. As the Introduction to this report highlighted, there have been #MeToo-

like moments before. During stakeholder engagement, one eminent academic mused that it felt 

like she had been discussing these issues for her entire (lengthy) professional life. Thirty-six years 

after the swimsuit competition, 27 years after the American Bar Association’s Recommendation 117 

and 21 years after the London strip club incident, bullying and sexual harassment remain rife. As a 

profession, we cannot be complacent. Change will only occur through concerted, collective efforts. 

Otherwise, there is a risk that the #MeToo momentum will dissipate and a similar report will be 

written in another two decades, highlighting the same problems and again calling for change.

The legal profession should take steps to give a structural basis to efforts addressing bullying 

and sexual harassment, as a way of ensuring that action continues on these issues in the medium 

and longer term. Workplaces should consider establishing permanent committees with mandates 

for maintaining efforts to address bullying and sexual harassment, alongside improving visibility 

of these issues at senior leadership levels. As suggested above, bar associations and law societies 

should take similar action, creating standing working groups and other institutional actors to 

initiate and implement strategies to eliminate such conduct. Awareness-raising efforts should be 

continued and steps taken to harness those fora into ongoing, productive dialogues for change, 

rather than one-off initiatives.

The IBA will commit to keeping bullying and sexual harassment high on its policy agenda, through 

its LPRU and its Diversity and Inclusion Council. As indicated above, the IBA will seek to undertake 

a follow-up survey of a similar nature to maintain momentum and identify changing dynamics in 

five years’ time. To secure high-profile symbolic commitment to addressing these issues, now and 

into the future, the IBA President will soon release an open letter highlighting the report’s findings 

and calling for change. The open letter will be provided to every IBA constituent law society, bar 

association and group member law firm, and each will be given the opportunity to co-sign the letter.

221 See American Economic Association (n 187).
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Conclusion

The shoemaker’s son, according to the proverb, often goes barefoot. And so it is that the legal 

profession – predicated on upholding the law, maintaining the highest ethical standards and 

advising other professions on doing the same – is rife with bullying and sexual harassment.  

Such conduct is illegal in many jurisdictions, contrary to professional obligations, and immoral. 

Yet, as highlighted by this global survey – the largest of its kind – bullying and sexual harassment 

affect a significant portion of the legal workforce. From overbearing supervision to physical violence, 

and from sexist slurs to sexual assault, the nature of the conduct varies widely. But these incidents 

are unified by a single factor: such conduct is unacceptable in the modern legal workplace.

It is hoped that this research serves as a wake-up call for the profession. The results will be 

unsurprising for many; anecdotes of bullying and sexual harassment in legal workplaces have long 

been commonplace. However, for too long, these incidents were dismissed as just that – anecdotes, 

representative of a few bad apples and not the profession as a whole. This survey provides empirical 

validation. Bullying and sexual harassment are widespread. They are chronically underreported. 

When incidents are reported, the workplaces’ responses are inadequate and often exacerbate the 

situation. Such conduct is driving people away from their workplaces and the profession as a whole. 

These findings – drawn from almost 7,000 respondents across 135 countries – cannot be ignored.

Change is hard, but it is possible – and urgently necessary. For change to occur, the profession 

must work together. Bar associations and law societies must lead by example, while law firms 

and legal workplaces should ensure that they have appropriate policies and training in place 

and respond sensitively to allegations. Individual members of the profession should take steps 

to ensure their workplaces are free from bullying and sexual harassment. We should call out 

bad behaviour and support those who suffer as a result of it. It is incumbent on all members of 

the profession to work together to address these issues, because the findings of this research are 

damning upon us all. It has been said that ‘the standard you walk past is the standard you accept’. 

For too long, the legal profession has looked the other way. No more. Every member of the legal 

profession has personal responsibility for eliminating bullying and sexual harassment from our 

workplaces. Together, we can achieve positive change.
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This Article advances the legal scholarship on workplace inequality through use
of evidence derived from interviews of a sample of black attorneys who have worked
in large, predominantly white law firms. It does so by calling attention to the manner
in which these firms operate as sites of human capital discrimination-patterns of
mistreatment that deprive many black associates of access to the substantive work
opportunities crucial to their professional development and career advancement.
This Article identifies the specific arrangements and practices within these firms that
facilitate human capital discrimination and describes the varied, often subtle harms
and burdens that they tend to inflict upon black attorneys.

The incidence of human capital discrimination and its deleterious effects are
obscured by the informal and fluid personnel arrangements that are prevalent in
large law firms. As a result, human capital discrimination falls almost entirely
outside of the coverage of Title VII, the restrictions of which are currently limited by
the adverse employment action doctrine. In recognition of this, this Article endorses
two sets of doctrinal reforms that would afford black attorneys greater protections
under Title VII and proposes a series of organizational reforms that law firms
committed to the pursuit of workplace equality should undertake, notwithstanding
the limits of employment discrimination law.
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INTRODUCTION

Persisting racial disparities in America's largest law firms have
generated a rich body of legal scholarship that has resulted in
illuminating insights concerning the difficulties of minority law
associates in predominantly white firms.1 Notwithstanding its
important contributions, this scholarship has devoted little empirical
attention to the day-to-day experiences and career trajectories of actual
minority associates within these firms.2 This lack of empiricism leaves

I See, e.g., Tiffani N. Darden, The Law Firm Caste System: Constructing a Bridge Between
Workplace Equity Theory & the Institutional Analyses of Bias in Corporate Law Firms, 30
BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 85 (2009); Luis J. Diaz & Patrick C. Dunican Jr., Ending the
Revolving Door Syndrome in Law, 41 SETON HALL L. REV. 947 (2011); Veronica Root, Retaining
Color, 47 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 575 (2014); Richard H. Sander, The Racial Paradox of the
Corporate Law Firm, 84 N.C. L. REV. 1755 (2006); Eli Wald, Biglaw Identity Capital: Pink and
Blue, Black and White, 83 FORDHAM L. REV. 2509 (2015); David B. Wilkins & G. Mitu Gulati,
Reconceiving the Tournament of Lawyers: Tracking, Seeding, and Information Control in the
Internal Labor Markets of Elite Law Firms, 84 VA. L. REV. 1581 (1998) [hereinafter Wilkins &
Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament]; David B. Wilkins & G. Mitu Gulati, Why Are There So
Few Black Lawyers in Corporate Law Firms? An Institutional Analysis, 84 CALIF. L. REV. 493
(1996) [hereinafter Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers]; David B. Wilkins,
On Being Good and Black, 112 HARV. L. REV. 1924 (1999) (book review)).

2 But see Kevin Woodson, Race and Rapport: Homophily and Racial Disadvantage in Large
Law Firms, 83 FORDHAM L. REV. 2557 (2015) [hereinafter Woodson, Race and Rapport] (using
interview data from attorney interviews in the context of discussing homophily); Darden, supra
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much of our current understanding of their experiences largely
speculative.

This Article addresses this gap in the literature by drawing
evidence from interviews of seventy-five black attorneys who have
worked as associates at major law firms around the country.3 Through
an assessment of the first-hand experiences of these attorneys, 4 this
Article identifies certain processes, behaviors, and organizational
arrangements that derail the careers of many black attorneys, thereby
sustaining and perpetuating racial inequality throughout the industry.
Specifically, this Article calls attention to the salience and impact of
"human capital discrimination," racially disparate access to high-quality
work opportunities crucial for associates' professional development and
career advancement. This deprivation of human capital-the
accumulated career experiences, knowledge, and skills that determine
associates' future career prospects-constitutes a pernicious form of
institutional discrimination. 5

Human capital discrimination is informal, incremental, and
inchoate in nature. It flows from the subtle mechanisms of employment
disadvantage emphasized in the recent "'structural turn' in
antidiscrimination scholarship."6 It is consistent with a large body of
scholarship on implicit and other forms of racial bias,7 and sociological

note 1 (interviewing very small sample of law firm attorneys concerning issues of racial
diversity).

3 For information about the methodological approaches used in developing this sample
and conducting these interviews, see infra Section II.A.

4 Although this Article focuses specifically on the experiences of black law firm associates,
the concept of human capital discrimination of course affects members of other marginalized
groups in various occupational contexts as well.

5 While human capital discrimination can occur because of racial biases, it also reflects the
tendency of socially similar people to gravitate toward and one another. See Woodson, Race
and Rapport, supra note 2 (discussing cultural homophily-based behavior as a source of
disadvantage for black law firm associates).

6 Samuel R. Bagenstos, The Structural Turn and the Limits of Antidiscrimination Law, 94
CALIF. L. REV. 1, 2 (2006) (discussing this body of work as "[the] 'structural turn' in
antidiscrimination scholarship"). The past two decades have seen an important conceptual shift
in antidiscrimination scholarship away from the traditional forms of employment acts and
harms toward a focus on more nuanced and complicated processes that drive racial and gender
inequality in contemporary occupational settings. See, e.g., Tristin K. Green, A Structural
Approach as Antidiscrimination Mandate: Locating Employer Wrong, 60 VAND. L. REV. 849
(2007); Tristin K. Green, Discrimination in Workplace Dynamics: Toward a Structural Account
of Disparate Treatment Theory, 38 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 91 (2003); Susan Sturm, Second
Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, 101 COLUM. L. REV. 458, 460
(2001) (discussing how "manifestations of workplace bias are structural, relational, and
situational").

7 See, e.g., John F. Dovidio et al., Implicit and Explicit Prejudice and Interracial Interaction,
82 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 62 (2002); Paul Gowder, Racial Classification and
Ascriptive Injury, 92 WASH U. L. REV. 325 (2014); Anthony G. Greenwald & Linda Hamilton
Krieger, Implicit Bias: Scientific Foundations, 94 CALIF. L. REV. 945 (2006) (offering an overview
of the experimental research); Anthony G. Greenwald et al., Understanding and Using the

2016]
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research on the tendencies of individuals to favor others who share
certain social backgrounds and cultural interests.8 Human capital
discrimination does not occur through formal personnel decisions with
immediately tangible career harms, but rather through more subtle,
quotidian forms of disadvantage. Compared to the more obvious forms
of discrimination common in other labor markets,9 the actions and
incidents that produce patterns of human capital discrimination can
seem rather mundane. And yet these seemingly minor disparities can
cumulatively produce substantial disadvantages. Though a single
decision to provide a high-quality assignment to one junior associate
instead of her counterparts may not carry immediately observable
career consequences, if left unaddressed, such disparate treatment over
time can impact an associate's career decisively. Associate careers are
highly path-dependent in that associates' earliest experiences in these
firms structure their later access to the opportunities and support
necessary to thrive long-term. Given this path dependency in the
intensely competitive career ladders of large firms, even relatively minor
inequalities in access to early opportunities to develop human capital
can snowball into insurmountable deficits, contributing to broader
patterns of marginalization and exclusion. Such early discrepancies can
lead to greater job dissatisfaction for black associates, who get choice
assignments less often than their white counterparts, 10 as well as racial
disparities in objective employment outcomes such as promotions and
attrition. Understanding law firm inequality therefore requires a
reconceptualization of employment discrimination as a cumulative
process-a trajectory of inequality-rather than as a result of any one
discrete act. In calling attention to the problem of human capital
discrimination, this Article seeks to clarify the stakes involved in how
employers and courts address relatively minor forms of unequal
employment treatment.

This Article's discussion of human capital discrimination
underscores the limitations of Title VII in addressing systematic forms

Implicit Association Test: I1. Meta-Analysis of Predictive Validity, 97 J. PERSONALITY & SOC.
PSYCHOL. 17 (2009); Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias
Approach to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161 (1995).
See generally IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS ACROSS THE LAW (Justin D. Levinson & Robert J. Smith
eds., 2012) (examining the potential role of implicit bias in contributing to racial inequality and
unjust legal outcomes in a number of doctrinal areas).

8 See LAUREN A. RIVERA, PEDIGREE: How ELITE STUDENTS GET ELITE JOBS (2015);
Woodson, Race and Rapport, supra note 2; Kevin Woodson, Derivative Racial Discrimination,
12 STAN. J. C.R. & C.L. 335 (2016) [hereinafter Woodson, Derivative Racial Discrimination].

9 See generally Devah Pager & Hana Shepherd, The Sociology of Discrimination: Racial
Discrimination in Employment, Housing, Credit, and Consumer Markets, 34 ANN. REV. SOC.
181, 187 (2008) (describing a multitude of studies that found that black workers were subjected
to substantial hiring discrimination).

10 See infra note 44 and accompanying text.
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of racially disparate treatment that occur in large firms and other
employment settings. Human capital discrimination can derail
associates' careers long before it has any impact on the formal terms and
conditions of their employment." Within law firms, dissatisfied black
associates voluntarily leave their firms before the effects of their limited
access to high-quality assignments have fully ripened. 12 As such, most
forms of human capital discrimination fall outside the parameters that
federal courts require before imposing employer liability under Title
VII. Due to the adverse employment action doctrine,13 Title VII liability
primarily extends to employment acts that directly affect the tangible
terms and conditions of a worker's employment.14 Despite their
disastrous career consequences for black attorneys, incidents of human
capital discrimination are frustratingly difficult to identify, let alone
trace, to tangible outcomes. Therefore, though differences in access to
substantive work responsibilities and on-the-job training can make or
break careers, they seldom are cognizable bases for Title VII claims.
These difficulties point to the need for ambitious doctrinal and
organizational reforms, on the part of courts and employers
respectively.

This Article proceeds in four Parts. Part I provides a brief history of
the experiences of black attorneys in large, predominantly white law
firms to demonstrate the systemic, stubborn racial disparities that
persist in these firms despite the profound progress of recent decades.
Part II examines the problem of human capital discrimination through
qualitative empirical evidence from interviews of a sample of black
attorneys. The first-hand reports of these interviewees add texture and
clarity to existing accounts of law firm inequality by describing the
causes, mechanisms, and consequences of human capital
discrimination. Part III provides an overview of the adverse
employment action doctrine of the existing Title VII case law and
explains how it excludes most instances of human capital discrimination
from coverage under the statute. 15 It then considers how organizational

11 See infra note 122 and accompanying text.
12 See infra note 127 and accompanying text.
13 See infra Part III.
14 See infra Part III. A notable exception is the hostile work environment doctrine, which

extends to workplace conduct that cumulatively renders workplace environments hostile or
abusive. See Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 21 (1993) (cause of action requires "severe
or pervasive enough [conduct] to create an objectively hostile or abusive work environment").

15 This Article focuses specifically on disparate treatment theories of liability under Title
VII. Though associates can, in theory, challenge the practices that give rise to human capital
discrimination under disparate impact causes of action, this approach is beset by numerous,
formidable challenges. To pursue disparate impact claims, plaintiffs must prove that a specific
challenged employment practice has a disproportionate negative effect on the members of their
racial group. See Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Tr., 487 U.S. 977, 1001-02 ("[T]he ultimate
burden of proving that discrimination against a protected group has been caused by a specific
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features that are prevalent in large law firms render human capital
discrimination virtually impossible to address under the existing
jurisprudential framework. Part IV considers whether and how courts
and employers might more effectively address racial disparities in
associates' opportunities to develop human capital. It argues for a more
expansive notion of material adversity and even more comprehensive
doctrinal reforms, while acknowledging that legitimate practical
considerations limit their potential effectiveness. This Article concludes
by arguing that true progress can be achieved only through employers,
clients, and other interested industry constituents working
collaboratively to more effectively prevent and address human capital
discrimination, the formal legal process notwithstanding.

I. BLACK ATTORNEYS IN LARGE LAW FIRMS

A. From Complete Exclusion to Partial Inclusion

For more than 150 years after the founding of the first American
law firms,16 black attorneys faced uniform discrimination and near
complete exclusion from the profession. Through the early twentieth
century, very few black Americans were licensed to practice law.17 Those
who were licensed faced severely limited employment options and were
generally confined to working on matters representing other black
Americans.18 Black students were conspicuously absent from the highly

employment practice remains with the plaintiff at all times." (citation omitted)). As an initial
matter, due to the small number of black attorneys employed by these firms, plaintiffs
attempting to sue law firms would struggle to amass the statistical evidence that courts prefer as
proof of disparate impact or to identify the specific employment practices responsible. See
generally Elizabeth Tippett, Robbing a Barren Vault: The Implications of Dukes v. Wal-Martfor
Cases Challenging Subjective Employment Practices, 29 HOFSTRA LAB. & EMP. L.J. 433, 443-44
(2012) (discussing burdensome "evidentiary rigors of a disparate impact claim"). Though
plaintiffs can challenge employers' discriminatory use of subjective practices in general, such
claims face considerable practical and evidentiary difficulties, and are seldom successful. See
Michael Selmi, Response to Professor Wax, Discrimination as Accident: Old Whine, New Bottle,
74 IND. L.J. 1233, 1236 n.8 (1999) ("Although it is theoretically possible to establish a disparate
impact claim based on subjective employment practices, such cases are both difficult and
rare."). These and other difficulties limit the plausibility of disparate impact theory as a means
of addressing human capital discrimination.

16 See Charles Delafuente, The Old One: Philly Firm's History Dates Back to Ben Franklin,
A.B.A. J., Feb. 2014 (the first American law firms were founded in the 1780s).

17 See Charles H. Houston, The Need for Negro Lawyers, 4 J. NEGRO EDUC. 49 (1935).
18 Harry T. Edwards, A New Role for the Black Law Graduate: A Reality or an Illusion?, 69

MICH. L. REV. 1407 (1971); Ernest Gellhorn, The Law Schools and the Negro, 1968 DUKE L.J.
1069, 1070 (1968) ("White law firms, government, business and bar associations were closed to
the Negro. The Negro lawyer had to operate on the fringe of the profession."); William H. Hale,
The Negro Lawyer and His Clients, 13 PHYLON 57 (1952); Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., Black Lawyers
Cannot Be Relegated to a Professional Ghetto, 7 NAT'L BLACK L.J. 57 (1981); William C. Kidder,
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selective law schools where the largest, most elite law firms focused their
associate hiring efforts. The few black law students who were able to
attend these schools were still denied employment in these firms, no
matter how impressive their credentials and accomplishments. 19

The initial fissures in this occupational apartheid emerged in the
1960s, reflecting the profound social and policy evolutions of the Civil
Rights Era. Law schools around the country began admitting
unprecedented numbers of black students-the number of newly
minted black attorneys doubled by the decade's end.20 During this
period, elite law schools launched ambitious affirmative action
admissions programs, 2 1 thereby substantially increasing the population
of black attorneys with the prestigious credentials that America's largest
law firms coveted.22

This new supply of highly credentialed black attorneys arrived at a
favorable historical moment. With liberalized racial norms,
skyrocketing hiring needs,23 and the rise of black political power,2 4 law

The Struggle for Access from Sweatt to Grutter: A History of African American, Latino, and
American Indian Law School Admissions, 1950-2000, 19 HARV. BLACKLETTER L.J. 1 (2003)
(through the mid-1960s, black students accounted for only approximately one percent of law
school students).

19 For example, even William Coleman, who graduated first in his class at Harvard Law
School in 1946 before clerking for Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, was rejected by
firms in Philadelphia, Boston, and New York before finally being hired by Paul Weiss. See
WILLIAM COLEMAN, COUNSEL FOR THE SITUATION: SHAPING THE LAW TO REALIZE AMERICA'S
PROMISE (2010); Tamara Loomis, Practicing What They Preach, MINORITY L.J., Spring 2004.

20 Between 1965 and 1967, the number of black law school graduates roughly doubled, from
around 200 to approximately 400 per year. Gellhorn, supra note 18, at 1080.

21 See, e.g., Macklin Fleming & Louis Pollak, The Black Quota at Yale Law School, PUB. INT.,
Spring 1970, at 44, 44-45 (describing Yale Law School's aggressive new affirmative action
admissions practices); Peter Winograd et al., The Disadvantaged Student and Preparation for
Legal Education: The New York University Experience, 2 U. TOL. L. REV. 701 (1970). Compare
Lino A. Graglia, Special Admission of the "Culturally Deprived" to Law School, 119 U. PA. L.
REv. 351, 352 (1971) (contending that the growing use of special admissions standards for
black law school applicants will "disserve the cause of Negro equality, impair educational
quality, and result in deviation of the schools from their educational function"), with Derrick A.
Bell, Jr., In Defense of Minority Admissions Programs: A Response to Professor Graglia, 3 NAT'L
BLACK L.J. 241, 243 (1973) (arguing that affirmative action admissions standards used at Yale
and other law schools "are not violative but in furtherance of sound educational policies.").

22 See Edwards, supra note 18; Gellhorn, supra note 18, at 1077-85. At Harvard Law School,
one of the primary feeder schools to the nation's elite law firms, the number of black law
students in the entering classes increased from a mere three in 1963 to sixty-five in 1971.
Kidder, supra note 18, at 10. By 1970, black students also constituted ten percent or more of the
entering classes at several other elite law schools, including the University of Michigan and
UCLA. See id.

23 This increase in the supply of black attorneys came about just as law firms began to
rapidly expand their workforces and increase associate hiring. See MARC GALANTER & THOMAS
PALAY, TOURNAMENT OF LAWYERS: THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE BIG LAW FIRM (1991);
ROBERT L. NELSON, PARTNERS WITH POWER: SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE LARGE LAW
FIRM (1988).

24 See Frederick F. Smith Jr., Are America's Law Firms Willing to Make Blacks Partners?, 15
BLACK ENTERPRISE, Nov. 1984, at 63, 66 (the ascent of black Americans to leadership positions
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firms demonstrated an unprecedented willingness to take on black
attorneys.25 In 1968, Law professor Ernest Gellhorn observed that "Wall
Street-type firms that would not have considered hiring Negros ten
years ago now actively recruit them."26 Some of the most prestigious
firms in the leading legal markets of New York, Washington, D.C.,
Chicago, and Philadelphia began hiring small numbers of black
attorneys; several even named their first black partners. 27 Large firms in
other parts of the country soon followed suit.28

Though these developments evidenced an extraordinary
breakthrough on the part of black attorneys, the pace of racial progress
over the next forty years proved to be slow and unsteady. By 1979, only
twelve (<1%) of the 3,700 partners at the fifty largest law firms in the
country were black29 By 1990, the twenty-five largest law firms in New
York City had a total of only twenty-one black partners, 30 and only 157

in some of the nation's largest municipal governments created greater opportunities for black
professionals working in elite professional service firms).

25 A small number of early outliers had each hired a single black attorney by the early
1960s. See PAUL HOFFMAN, LIONS IN THE STREET: THE INSIDE STORY OF THE GREAT WALL
STREET LAW FIRMS (1973); RICHARD L. ZWEIGENHAFT & G. WILLIAM DOMHOFF, BLACKS IN

THE WHITE ELITE: WILL THE PROGRESS CONTINUE? (2003).
26 Gellhorn, supra note 18, at 1071.
27 See Atty. Julian Wilkins, 57, Dies After Lengthy Illness, JET, July 23, 1984, at 12 (Julian

Wilkins became the first black partner of a major Chicago firm at Jenner and Block in 1972);
Trevor Jensen, Charles E. Lomax, 1924-2009: Longtime Lawyer for Don King, CHI. TRIB., (Sept.
25, 2009), http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2009-09-25/news/0909240874 1 sidley-austin-
don-king-productions-mr-lomax (Lomax became one of the first black partners at any large
Chicago law firm when he joined Sidley Austin in 1975); Selected Profiles of Massachusetts
Judges and Lawyers: Attorney Harry T. Daniels, MASS. HIST. SoC'Y, http://www.masshist.org/
longroad/03participation/profiles/daniels.htm (last visited July 22, 2016) (Harry T. Daniels
became the first black partner at a major Boston firm in 1978); Philadelphia Lawyer and Retired
Judge to Receive Lifetime Achievement Award at PBA Minority Attorney Conference, PA. B.
ASS'N (Jan. 26, 2010), https://www.pabar.org/public/news%20releases/prO12610.asp (James
Giles became one of the first black partners at a major Philadelphia law firm in 1974). Conrad
Harper became one of the first black partners at a major New York law firm in 1974. See C.
Harper Becomes First Black to Head N.Y. Bar, JET, June 11, 1990, at 18.

28 Firms in the largest southern legal markets named their first black partners in the late
1970s and 1980s. See Tamara Loomis, Hunton's Change of Heart: How an Old-Line Southern
Law Firm Learned to Embrace Diversity, NAT'L L.J., May, 9 2006 (describing Hunton and
Williams' decisions to hire and promote John Charles Thomas as one of the first black firm
attorneys in the south); Kevin King, 'Texas Super Lawyer' Rufus Cormier Looks Back at His Rise
to the Top, EXAMINER (Feb. 26, 2016, 1:00 AM), http://theexaminer.com/stories/news/
%E2%80%98texas-super-lawyer%E2%80%99-rufus-cormier-looks-back-his-rise-top (Rufus
Cormier became the first black partner at a major Texas firm in 1981); Press Release, State Bar
of Georgia, Celebration of Civil Rights Milestones (June 3, 2015), http://www.gabar.org/
newsandpublications/pressrelease/upload/Program-civil rights-2015.pdf (noting that Charles
Johnson III became the first black partner at a major Atlanta law firm in 1979).

29 Laura A. Kiernan, Survey Finds Only 12 Blacks as Partners in Nation's 50 Biggest Firms,
WASH. POST, July 16, 1979. In 1983, 2.1% of the total attorneys at the top 100 law firms in the
country were black Smith Jr., supra note 24, at 64.

30 Steven Beschloss & Robert McNatt, A Broken Trust: Many Black Professionals Are
Turning Their Backs on Corporate New York and Changing the Rules of Gain, CRANE'S N.Y.
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(2.4%) of the 6,673 associates at these firms were black.31 Decades after
the first black attorneys set foot in the hallowed halls of these firms,
fewer than fifty of the nation's 250 largest law firms had named more
than one black partner. 32

B. Present Inequalities

Though the absolute numbers of black attorneys in elite firms have
risen substantially over the past generation, their relative representation,
particularly in the partnership ranks, have increased only modestly. As
of 2014, only 3% of all attorneys 33 and fewer than 2% of partners 34 at
major law firms were black, a statistic possibly inflated by the inclusion
of black junior and other non-equity partners. 35  Despite the
extraordinary resources that these firms devote toward better recruiting
and retaining attorneys of color,36 and their relative success in hiring
diverse first-year cohorts of junior associates, these firms by and large
have failed to ensure that black associates receive equal treatment and
access to work opportunities.

The failure of these firms to retain and promote black attorneys has
captured the attention of a varied array of outside interests and
observers, including the large corporations who hire them,37 bar

Bus., Oct. 30 1989, at 31; Michael King, Ambition on Trial, BLACK ENTERPRISE, Feb.1990, at
132.

31 Beschloss & McNatt, supra note 30; King, supra note 30.
32 Joel Glenn Brenner, Minority Lawyers Missed Out on Hiring Boom; Study Shows

Underrepresentation in Largest Firms Despite Expansion of Last Decade, WASH. POST, Feb. 13,
1990.

33 Debra Cassens Weiss, Only 3 Percent of Lawyers in BigLaw Are Black, and Numbers Are
Falling, A.B.A. J. (May 30, 2014), http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/only-3-percent of-
lawyers-in biglaw are-blackwhichfirms were mostdiverse; see Methodology: How We
Measure Diversity, AM. LAW. (May 29, 2014), http://www.americanlawyer.com/id=
1202656370271/Methodology- How-We- Measure- Diversity?slreturn =20160706010754 (noting
that black attorneys were "the only minority group to lose ground over the past five years").

34 See Elizabeth Olson, Many Black Lawyers Navigate a Rocky, Lonely Road to Partner, N.Y.
TIMES, Aug. 18, 2015, at B1.

35 See Shannon Henson, Law Firms Take Heat for 'Juicing' Partner Stats, LAW360 (Mar. 15,
2010, 4:43 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/153118/law-firms-take-heat-for-juicing-
partner-stats (noting allegations that a disproportionate percentage of non-equity partners are
women and minorities). See generally William D. Henderson, An Empirical Study of Single-Tier
Versus Two-Tier Partnerships in the Am Law 200, 84 N.C. L. REv. 1691 (2006) (noting that
many of the nation's 200 largest law firms have transitioned to dual-track partnership ranks).

36 See Douglas E. Brayley & Eric S. Nguyen, Good Business: A Market-Based Argument for
Law Firm Diversity, 34 J. LEGAL PROF. 1, 5 (2009) (discussing a survey finding that participating
Am Law 200 firms allocated an average of $513,500 for their diversity managers' offices); Root,
supra note 1, at 598-601 (discussing diversity efforts undertaken by various law firms in
response to client pressure).

37 Corporate clients have played a leading role in efforts to induce large firms to secure
greater racial diversity. See generally If the Client Insists They Be Given a Chance, Minority
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associations, 38  and industry organizations. 39  Despite significant
inducements and pressure from corporate clients40 and a proliferation

Lawyers at Large Law Firms Do Succeed, METROPOLITAN CORP. COUNS., Mar. 2007, at 57
(discussing the efforts of several corporations in promoting greater diversity in the law firms
that service them); Melissa Maleske, Designing Diversity: Law Departments Share Their
Strategies to Drive Inclusion Programs, INSIDE COUNS., June 2009, at 48, 50 (many of the
nation's largest corporations now regularly survey and request information about diversity
statistics and procedures from the law firms interested in competing for their business).

38 The ABA, which had once firmly resisted the entrance of racial minorities into the upper
realms of the profession, formally excluding black attorneys until 1943, eventually came to
embrace the push for greater racial diversity as a top organizational goal, releasing numerous
reports and public statements on the topic. See, e.g., AM. BAR ASS'N, TASK FORCE ON
MINORITIES IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: REPORT WITH RECOMMENDATIONS (1986) (detailing
the persisting segregation in the industry and finding that minorities were still deprived of
equal opportunity); AM. BAR ASS'N, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION RESOURCE GUIDE:
PROGRAMS TO ADVANCE RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION (2000)
(embracing goals of increasing the number of black law students and improving the
recruitment, training, retention and promotion of black attorneys at law firms); Terry Carter,
Diversity and Surprises: Departing President Archer Saw Minorities Advance, Handled
Unexpected Issues, A.B.A. J., Oct. 28, 2004, at 72 (discussing ABA president Dennis Archer's
efforts to renew the organization's focus on diversity by convening conferences and panels
throughout the country).

39 For example, the National Association for Law Placement (NALP), a non-profit legal
industry organization, gathers extensive data about individual law firms. See, e.g., Women and
Minorities Maintain Representation Among Equity Partners, Broad Disparities Remain, NALP:
NALP BULL. (Mar. 2016), http://www.nalp.org/0316research. Industry periodicals use similar
data to develop rankings and reports that are publicly disseminated; see also Law Firms Make
Slow Progress on Diversity, AM. LAW. (June 21, 2016), http://www.americanlawyer.com/
id= 1202758333171/Law- Firms- Make- Slow- Progress -on- Diversity. Stanford University's
"Building a Better Legal Profession" also actively tracks and rates law firms' diversity. See Adam
Liptak, In Students' Eyes, Look-Alike Lawyers Don't Make the Grade, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2007,
at A10.

40 Some corporate clients began pushing for greater diversity many years ago. See ABA
President Dennis Archer: His Goals-And Dedication To Diversity, METROPOLITAN CORP.
COuNS., Feb. 2004, at 37, 38 (in 1988, Harry Pearce, then Vice President and General Counsel
of General Motors, became the first attorney of a major corporation to formally request that his
law firms develop more diverse workforces); Karen Donovan, Pushed by Clients, Law Firms
Step Up Diversity Efforts, N.Y. TIMES, July 21, 2006, at C6 (DuPont began considering diversity
as a criterion for selecting law firms in the 1990s). This issue did not rise to the national
spotlight though until 1999, when Charles Morgan, General Counsel of BellSouth, got
representatives of nearly 500 corporations to sign his proposal, "Diversity in the Workplace, A
Statement of Principle." See Anjali Chavan, Current Development, The "Charles Morgan Letter"
and Beyond: The Impact of Diversity Initiatives on Big Law, 23 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 521, 522-
23 (2010); see also Donovan, supra, at C6 (In 2004, Roderick A. Palmore, then General Counsel
at Sara Lee, authored a more strongly-worded follow-up statement, "The Call to Action" which
insisted that law firms take more proactive measures in improving diversity).

In the past decade, Wal-Mart has received national recognition for its comprehensive,
and at times aggressive, efforts to monitor the diversity of its law firms and to push them to
achieve greater diversity. See, e.g., Donovan, supra (explaining that Wal-Mart terminated two of
its law firms solely because of their lack of progress in meeting diversity objectives); Alana
Roberts, Corporate Push for Law Firm Diversity Enters a New Phase, CORP. COUNS. (July 11,
2008), http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=1202422926103/Corporate-Push-for- Law- Firm-
Diversity- Enters-a-New-Phase (Wal-Mart developed special software to monitor the diversity
of its outside counsel, and, within the first several years of its efforts, the company had awarded
more than $60 million worth of its legal business to firms with minority or female relationship
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of best practices from bar associations and diversity consultants,41 black
attorneys at these firms continue to experience systemic racially
disparate treatment.

Survey data from the "After the JD" study,42 the best available
statistical data on the career experiences and outlooks of law firm
associates,43 reveals some of the racial disparities in treatment from
senior attorneys that black associates encounter in these firms.
Compared to their white counterparts, black associates receive lower
quality assignments,44 have less social contact with partners at their
firms,45 and receive less satisfactory mentorship.46 These racial
disparities culminate in black associates leaving their firms significantly

partners); Kellie Schmitt, Corporate Diversity Demands Put Pressure on Outside Counsel, CORP.
COUNS. (Dec. 28, 2006), http://www.corpcounsel.com/id=900005470357/Corporate-Diversity-
Demands- Put- Pressure-on-Outside-Counsel (Wal-Mart has asked that its law firms supply it
with the names of women or minority attorneys who may potentially serve as their primary
contacts on their cases).

41 See, e.g., AM. BAR ASS'N, DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION: THE NEXT STEPS 26-30
(2010); NAT'L ASS'N FOR LAW PLACEMENT, DIVERSITY BEST PRACTICES GUIDE (2016); ARIN N.
REEVES, AM. BAR ASS'N COMM'N ON WOMEN IN THE PROFESSION, FROM VISIBLE INVISIBILITY
TO VISIBLY SUCCESSFUL: SUCCESS STRATEGIES FOR LAW FIRMS AND WOMEN OF COLOR IN LAW
FIRMS (2008).

42 See After the ID, AM. B. FOUND., http://www.americanbarfoundation.org/publications/
afterthejd.html (last visited Sept. 6, 2016).

43 See id. (describing After the JD as "the first and most ambitious effort to gather
systematic, detailed data about the careers and experiences of a national cross-section of law
graduates"). Though it represents an impressive undertaking, the After the JD study is not
without its limitations. Most notably, the sample includes only a relatively modest number of
black associates with jobs at large law firms and suffers from significant nonresponse and
attrition rates. See id. Therefore, though the survey is nationally representative by design, these
data issues may compromise its effectiveness in providing precise generalizable insights about
black law firm associates.

44 See, e.g., Monique R. Payne-Pikus et al., Experiencing Discrimination: Race and Retention
in America's Largest Law Firms, 44 L. & SOC'Y REV. 553, 567, 569 (2010) (finding that white
associates in large law firms report doing a lesser proportion of routine legal work compared to
their black and Hispanic counterparts); Sander, supra note 1, at 1800-02 (black attorneys less
likely to report handling an entire matter on their own, being involved in formulating strategy
on half or more of their matters, or being responsible for keeping their clients updated); id. at
1802 (black attorneys were more likely to report spending "100+ Hours Reviewing Discovered
Documents/Performing Due Diligence on Prepared Materials."); Jee-Yeon K. Lehmann, Job
Assignment and Promotion Under Statistical Discrimination: Evidence from the Early Careers of
Lawyers (Aug. 10, 2011) (unpublished manuscript), https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/33466/1/
MPRA-paper. 33466.pdf.

45 See Payne-Pikus et al., supra note 44, at 567-72 (2010) (discussing difference in black
and white law firm associates' social support).

46 See id.; Sander, supra note 1, at 1798 ("Nonwhites-especially blacks-exhibit a striking
concern over the absence of mentoring and training in their jobs, relative to white men").
Though mentorship is subject to any number of different definitions, each with distinct
nuances, the term can generally be understood as describing developmental relationships
between individual workers (prot~g~s) and more senior workers (mentors). See George F.
Dreher & Taylor H. Cox, Jr., Race, Gender, and Opportunity: A Study of Compensation
Attainment and the Establishment of Mentoring Relationships, 81 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 297, 298
(1996).
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more rapidly than white associates, 47 usually well before they are eligible
to be considered for partnership.48

Although the available statistical evidence demonstrates the
existence of these highly concerning black-white differences, our
understanding of racial inequality in America's large law firms remains
limited by a lack of in-depth qualitative research into the lived
experiences of black associates. The following Part will examine more
closely the specific challenges and problems that black associates
experience during their day-to-day lives in these firms. Using evidence
from an empirical study of black attorneys who have worked in large
law firms, the following Part will bring into focus the problem of human
capital discrimination, the process through which unequal access to
quality work assignments limits the careers of black associates and
reinforces racial inequality.

II. HUMAN CAPITAL DISCRIMINATION: EMPIRICAL INSIGHTS

A. Empirical Methodology

This Part presents findings from personal interviews of seventy-
five black attorneys who worked as associates at large, predominantly
white law firms during the first decade of the twenty-first century. 49 The
members of this interview sample all began their legal careers as first-
year associates between 1999 and 2009, with most joining their firms
between 2003 and 2007. These interviewees were a subsample of a larger
sample of interviews that I conducted for my dissertation research on
the significance of race for the current generation of young black
professionals working in elite firms in a number of high-status
industries.50 I developed this sample through use of chain referral (or
"snowball") sampling methods, an approach commonly used to gather

47 See Payne-Pikus et al., supra note 44, at 559-60; Sander, supra note 1, at 1805-07 (black
associates more likely than white associates to leave their firms); Liane Jackson, Minority
Women are Disappearing from BigLaw-and Here's Why, A.B.A. J. (Mar. 1, 2016, 12:15 AM),
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/minority women are disappearing-from-
biglaw and heres why.

48 See Payne-Pikus et al., supra note 44, at 559-60.
49 Kevin Woodson, Fairness and Opportunity in the Twenty-First Century Corporate

Workplace: The Perspectives of Young Black Professionals (Nov. 2011) (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Princeton University) (on file with author) [hereinafter Woodson, Fairness and
Opportunity]. They ranged in age from twenty-six to forty, with most in their late twenties or
early thirties. Id. at 249. I conducted all of these interviews between 2009 and 2011. The vast
majority of these interviews (seventy) were conducted by phone, while five were conducted in
person. Id. at 251.

50 Id.
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participants from not easily accessible populations,s including black
workers in high-status jobs.52

I conducted these interviews in a semi-structured life history
format.53 Participants began their interviews by providing narrative
information about their personal backgrounds, childhood experiences,
educational trajectories, and work experiences prior to entering the legal
profession. The interviews then focused on participants' experiences
working at large law firms. Interviewees discussed their overall
experiences and impressions of their firms broadly, and also were asked
specifically to describe whether and how "race" had affected their career
experiences and outcomes, if at all.54 The interviews were on average
between sixty and ninety minutes in length.

These interviewees reported a diverse array of career experiences
and shared sharply diverging views about the significance of race for
black associates working in their firms. On one hand, approximately a
quarter (n=20) of all interviewees reported that they had not
experienced or observed any treatment indicating that black associates
were disadvantaged by race in their firms.55 On the other, the remaining
interviewees (n=55) perceived that black associates faced career
disadvantages in their firms.56 This latter group articulated a wide array

51 See Patrick Biernacki & Dan Waldorf, Snowball Sampling: Problems and Techniques of
Chain Referral Sampling, 10 SOC. METHODS & RES. 141, 141 (1981) (explaining that this method
is well-suited for research on sensitive topics); Oisin Tansey, Process Tracing and Elite
Interviewing: A Case for Non-Probability Sampling, 40 POL. SCI. & POL. 765, 770 (2007)
(snowball sampling is "particularly suitable when the population of interest is not fully visible").

52 See, e.g., LOIS BENJAMIN, THE BLACK ELITE: FACING THE COLOR LINE IN THE TWILIGHT
OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (1991); Sharon M. Collins, Black Mobility in White Corporations:
Up the Corporate Ladder but Out on a Limb, 44 SOC. PROB. 55 (1997).

53 See generally TOM WENGRAF, QUALITATIVE RESEARCH INTERVIEWING: BIOGRAPHIC
NARRATIVE AND SEMI-STRUCTURED METHODS 5 (2001). At the beginning of each interview, I
asked that they begin by telling me about their personal circumstances and educational
experiences during childhood, and I explained that I would ask clarifying and follow-up
questions according to their comments. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Samantha (Jan. 15,
2010). Interviewees were asked to discuss the racial and socioeconomic demographics of their
schools and communities, and their encounters with racial mistreatment. Id. Interviewees were
then asked to discuss their college and professional experiences and to explain what led them to
pursue employment in large corporate law firms. Id. I asked them to discuss their career
experiences at their firms, and to discuss any ways in which they believed that they or other
black workers there were affected by race. Id.

54 Woodson, Fairness and Opportunity, supra note 49, at 250-51. Some of the interviewees
volunteered their perceptions concerning the racial fairness of their firms early in their
discussions of their experiences at their firms, without any direct prompting.

55 To be clear, even these attorneys generally allowed for the possibility that race might
affect black associates at their firms in ways that were difficult to detect.

56 See infra Sections II.B-C. These interviewees differed in subtle but important ways in
their descriptions and explanations of these problems. While approximately half of this group
sensed that at least some partners in their firms discriminated against black associates on the
basis of race (for example, racial biases and stereotypes), the others sensed that white partners
at times provided preferential treatment to white associates on the basis of shared social and
cultural common ground that better enabled them to develop rapport with one another.
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of anecdotes and examples of racial unfairness in their firms, covering
everything from deliberately racially offensive and antagonistic
comments by partners, to lack of mentorship and social inclusion, to
unfair treatment during their annual performance evaluations. The
concern that appeared most salient to the broadest number of
interviewees, however, was that black associates in their firms lacked
equal access to the type of high-quality work assignments that would
enable them to develop human capital and valuable professional skills.
This concern was raised by more than a third (n=21) of this latter group
of interviewees. Those perceiving human capital discrimination were a
diverse group. Some were junior and mid-level associates struggling to
succeed in their firms despite these obstacles. Others were counsels and
partners who, despite faring well in their firms, resented having to take
on extra, unfair burdens en route to achieving career success. And a
third cohort had already left their firms in frustration, unable to
overcome the debilitating effects of their unequal access to
developmental work assignments and mentorship. The remainder of
this Part will examine the experiences and perspectives of these
attorneys in order to flesh out the workings and consequences of
BigLaw's human capital discrimination problem.

B. Human Capital: The Essence ofAssociate Careers

In the early 1960s, a group of influential economists developed the
concept of human capital to emphasize the manner in which workers
spend considerable time and energy investing in and cultivating skills
and knowledge that enhance their productivity.57 This formulation of
human behavior emphasized that workers do not simply sell their labor
power but also invest in it in ways that can benefit them in the future. As
economist Theodore Schultz explained, "[1]aborers have become
capitalists.., from the acquisition of knowledge and skill that have
economic value. This knowledge and skill are in great part the product
of investment."58 Scholarship relating to the accrual of human capital
has addressed a broad range of productivity inputs, from activities that
sustain the physical health of workers,59 to knowledge- and skill-based
investments that enhance worker productivity over longer time
horizons, such as formal education,60 on-the-job training,61 and

57 See Gary S. Becker, Investment in Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis, 70 J. POL.
ECON. 9 (1962); Theodore W. Schultz, Investment in Human Capital, 51 AM. ECON. REV. 1
(1961). Economists had long recognized the underlying concept concerning the value of
workers' particular skills and talents, dating back to the writings of Adam Smith. See id.

58 Schultz, supra note 57, at 3.
59 ld. at 4-5, 9.
60 Id. at 1.
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informal leisure-time learning.62 A critical distinction with respect to
human capital is that between firm-specific capital, which only increases
a worker's productivity within her current employment context, general
human capital provides workers portable skills that thereby increase
their value to other employers.63 For attorneys, the most highly valued
forms of human capital tend to be general skills that increase their value
to employers throughout the industry.

Though the opportunity to develop general human capital has
become an increasingly important implicit condition of employment in
a variety of industries and occupations,64 it is particularly consequential
for the career prospects of law firm associates. Access to "training work"
assignments-the high-level legal tasks that provide instrumentally
valuable skills and experiences65-determines whether associates will be
able to compete for partnership at their current firms or for desirable
positions elsewhere in the profession. Despite having prestigious
educational credentials, junior associates at large firms begin their
careers with very little training with respect to the actual legal services
performed by practicing attorneys. These newly minted attorneys
therefore must develop their professional skills and judgment on the
job, by handling increasingly sophisticated assignments under the
guidance of more senior attorneys.66 Experience handling skill-
enhancing work responsibilities therefore emerges as an especially
valuable, if intangible, asset that acts to credential certain associates as
more advanced and more proven than their less experienced peers. 67 As
law firm partners Luis Diaz and Patrick Dunican Jr. explain, "Over time,

61 Id. Nobel Laureate Gary Becker called attention in particular to the manner in which
workers "increase their productivity by learning new skills and perfecting old ones while on the
job." Becker, supra note 57, at 11.

62 See Schultz, supra note 57, at 1.
63 See Katherine V.W. Stone, The New Psychological Contract: Implications of the Changing

Workplace for Labor and Employment Law, 48 UCLA L. REv. 519, 535 (2001).
64 In The New Psychological Contract, law professor Katherine Stone posits that in

abandoning the traditional internal labor market model of employment, in which workers
enjoyed long-term job security, employers embraced a new incentive structure in which the
opportunity to develop career-enhancing human capital became a principal means of inducing
worker loyalty and motivation. Id. at 521. This arrangement essentially transformed the
promise of long-term employment into a promise of long-term employability, made possible by
the valuable, portable skills that workers developed on the job. Id. at 570.

65 See Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament, supra note 1, at 1608-13.
Interviewees used different terms to describe this work, including "good work," "real work,"
and "getting experience."

66 See GALANTER & PALAY, supra note 23, at 5 ("[A]ssociates ... are given a prospect of
eventual promotion to partnership after an extended probationary period during which they
work under the supervision of their seniors, receive training, and exercise increasing
responsibility.").

67 For these reasons, access to these assignments also functions as an informal status marker
that designates some associates as being more highly valued and possessing brighter futures in
their firms.
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the pattern of assignments given to professionals will profoundly
influence their professional development, their worth to the firm and
clients, and their satisfaction with the firm, and, as a result, their
motivation and productivity."68

The value of training work opportunities and its impact on
associates' career prospects was a common point of discussion during
these interviews. Interviewees recognized that their law school training
had not provided them the specific skills necessary to perform the day-
to-day responsibilities of their jobs and understood that, as a result,
their career prospects, more so than many of their counterparts in other
fields, depended upon their ability to learn on the job. One interviewee,
Samantha, a mid-level litigation associate, emphasized this point by
contrasting legal and medical careers. 69 She explained that unlike in the
medical profession, where new physicians emerge from their residencies
with the skills necessary to function as doctors, "when you come out to
large law firms, you are still being taught."70 Elizabeth, a mid-level
transactional associate, suggested that associates who did not receive
sufficient access to such work were not "real lawyer[s],"71 but rather,
glorified paralegals72 or "Due Diligence Queen[s]."73 She drew a stark
contrast between assignments that provided associates experience
developing deal strategies and experience managing client relationships
and the more mundane, low-value tasks that junior associates (and less
fortunate mid-level and senior associates) worked on in her group. 74

[W]hen you're a junior associate, you're doing junior stuff. You're
doing due diligence. But then when you become a mid-level, it
becomes very important that you start doing substantive work like
drafting, that you start at least observing the negotiations more ....
As a mid-level, it's very, very critical that you start getting senior
associate type work because otherwise you could end up getting
pigeon-holed into the junior responsibilities that you'll never grow
into partner-level experience. 75

As Elizabeth's observation implicitly suggests, not all associates
receive equal or adequate access to such work opportunities. The law

68 Diaz & Dunican, supra note 1, at 975.
69 Telephone Interview with Samantha, supra note 53.
70 Id. This Article identifies interviewees through pseudonyms, in order to protect the

confidentiality of all study participants.
71 Telephone Interview with Elizabeth (Aug. 2, 2009).
72 Id. Elizabeth quipped that "a legal assistant" could probably perform the undesirable due

diligence assignments handled by many associates in her department. Id.
73 Elizabeth described one of her colleagues, a mid-level associate who had begun to refer to

herself as "the Due Diligence Queen" because she received a disproportionate share of low-level
work assignments. Id.

74 Id.
75 Id.
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firm personnel model, in which associates sit in virtual labor pools and
are assigned to assist more senior attorneys as needed, tends to produce
surplus supplies of associate labor, enabling partners in some instances
to funnel their assignments to their chosen associates while neglecting
or avoiding others. Brad, a mid-level associate, contrasted this
arrangement with the team-based approach of investment banking,
which in his view provided senior professionals far greater incentives to
enhance the human capital of their junior colleagues.

[The way] banks work is you're on a team.... [E]veryone there at
least on your team has a vested interest in you getting better because
the better you are, the quicker you get things done. Whereas at law
firms, they don't have the same vested interest in training you
because if [Brad] can't get it done then screw it, we're just going to
give it to [another associate] and overwork her. And so there's more
"languish". [L]aw firms will let you sit there and make money,
and not teach you anything. That's one of the key differences in that
a law firm can have this benign [neglect] attitude toward you .... 76

Although many law firms have attempted to limit the leeway of
individual partners in allocating opportunities to their preferred
associates by designating assignment coordinators and developing
centralized assignment protocols, these efforts have had limited
effectiveness. A number of interviewees explained that the formal
assignment processes of their firms generally only provided access to the
least desirable work assignments on low-value matters. 77 As a general
matter, partners who bring business into their firms are able to staff
their matters as they see fit, 7

8 formal rules notwithstanding. As such,
interviewees regarded these formal channels as last resorts only fit for
desperate associates unable to find work through their relationships
with senior attorneys.

In their foundational article, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers
in Corporate Law Firms?, law professors David Wilkins and Mitu Gulati
present a stylized model in which law firm associates are placed in one
of two internal career "tracks."79 Under this conceptual model, some
associates receive prized developmental assignments while others are

76 Telephone Interview with Brad (Feb. 5, 2010). This observation was consistent with some
of those offered by investment bankers whom I interviewed for my dissertation. See Woodson,
Fairness and Opportunity, supra note 49.

77 See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Horace (July 15, 2009) ("If you're working for the
managing partner of the firm or... the department head, then your rewards are much more
plentiful. Rather, if you're working with the assignment pool process, you're probably generally
working for lower level partners .... You're working for people who ... don't have as much
pull.").

78 See Diaz & Dunican, supra note 1, at 975.
79 Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 1, at 499.
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tasked with less rewarding assignments. 80 Wilkins and Gulati make clear
the importance of training work and the human capital that it provides
associates for their promotion prospects within their firms.81 This
human capital can be just as critical, however, for the many law firm
associates who have no interest in competing in their firms' partnership
tournaments. 82 Because of the highly leveraged, pyramid-shaped
employment structures of large law firms,83 virtually none of the junior
associates who begin their careers at one of these firms will be able to
ascend to its partnership ranks. Instead, most newly hired attorneys
ultimately end up seeking employment elsewhere within a few years of
joining these firms.84 Those departing attorneys, particularly those who
wish to vie for competitive employment positions elsewhere-including
jobs at other large firms and certain in-house counsel and governmental
positions-also benefit from developing as much human capital as
possible, as early as possible in their law firm careers.

Naomi, a junior litigation associate, explained the value of human
capital for all junior associates, whatever their ultimate career
ambitions. Though Naomi had never intended to remain at her firm
long enough to compete for promotions,85 she was still cognizant of the
risk of being pigeonholed into low-level assignments that would deprive
her of the human capital necessary to pursue positions outside the firm.
She explained the risk of being swamped with too much "scut work."86

80 Id.
81 Id.
82 As several interviewees noted, many attorneys begin their careers at these firms with no

real interest in competing for partnership. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Alexis (Jan. 28,
2010) ("So many people... come in not wanting to make partner.... A lot of people just use
the firm as your holding pattern. It's a place for you to make a lot of money, pay off your loans,
and figure out what do I really want to do."). Associate positions provide young attorneys
opportunities to earn high salaries, enhance their resumes, and develop skills and training that
will enable them to lead successful careers upon leaving their firms to pursue other
opportunities. See, e.g., id.; Telephone Interview with Bruce (Mar. 5, 2010) (explaining that the
skills and exposure he gained performing high-level associate work eventually enabled him to
attain a position in the legal department of a prestigious corporate client). Interviewees
suggested that this might be especially true for black associates, many of whom may arrive with
such plans either because they possess alternative career goals and interests or because they
suspect that the odds of making partner as a black associate are prohibitively low. See
Telephone Interview with Harmony (Aug. 5, 2009) ("To be honest, this is my own personal
view [but] I don't think a lot of black people come to law firms wanting to be successful. In the
sense that, I think they're there to make good money and leave after a few years .... "). For
these attorneys, the prospect of promotion to partnership in eight (or more) years is an
afterthought to their more immediate and direct professional development goals.

83 See GALANTER & PALAY, supra note 23, at 60-64.
84 Id.
85 Telephone Interview with Naomi (July 29, 2009). Naomi explained during our interview

that she had always intended to work at a large firm for only a couple of years. Id.
86 Id.
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[T]here's a point where you end up where that's all you're doing and
you're not really growing or developing. So what happens is there's a
point where you find yourself a couple years down the road where
you're technically a third-year associate but you don't have the skills
that a third year associate should have because you were just getting
piled with work that wasn't really teaching you or advancing
you.... [A]t the end of the day if you leave somewhere after being
there for several years and you don't have the experience that [an
associate] who's been there for several years should have, wherever
you're [seeking employment], they're not going to say "Oh, we
understand, someone probably strong-armed you and didn't allow
you to do anything substantive"; they're going to be looking for
someone who has that [experience].87

To avoid such outcomes, Naomi found that it was necessary at
times for associates to proactively seek out "substantive work that
requires your analytical skills or intellect, that will expose you to new
experiences and develop your skill set."88

Though associates of all races are at risk of the fates described by
Naomi and Elizabeth above, many of the attorneys interviewed for this
study perceived that black associates were particularly susceptible to
such human capital deprivation.89 The following section will call
attention to the disparate treatment of black and white associates during
assignment decisions at large law firms through the first-hand accounts
of some of the attorneys who were interviewed for this study.

C. Racially Disparate Access to Human Capital

At its core, human capital discrimination consists of patterned
differences in the allocation of work assignments from senior attorneys
(partners and senior associates) to more junior attorneys of particular
racial or gender groups. 90 The results of this study, and data from
previous surveys, 91 suggest that human capital discrimination is a

87 Id.
88 Id.
89 See infra Section II.C.
90 Though these discrepancies are primarily qualitative in nature, reflecting disparities in

the sophistication and developmental value of the assignments received by individual workers,
some interviewees also reported that black associates in their departments occasionally suffered
from quantitative differences in the amount of work of any kind made available for them. See,
e.g., infra notes 93-99 and accompanying text. These disparities can prevent black associates
from meeting their firms' billable hour expectations. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Aja
(Sept. 27, 2009) (explaining that she and a black associate classmate each billed a total of fewer
than fifty billable hours during a recent two-month period). This Article does not view such
disparate treatment as human capital discrimination per se though, as access to such
assignments does little to provide associates access to career-enhancing human capital.

91 See supra note 44 and accompanying text.
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problem for many black associates in large law firms. Nearly a third of
the seventy-five attorneys interviewed for this study reported that they
personally had received reduced access to developmental work
assignments when compared with their white associate counterparts. 92

In explaining how they came to perceive themselves as victims of
human capital discrimination, these interviewees situated their own
personal experiences, including incidents involving specific colleagues,
within the broader context of systemic racial disparities in the
distribution of premium work assignments within their firms or
departments.

Many of these interviewees emphasized that human capital
discrimination began affecting black workers from the very beginning of
their careers. These attorneys discerned immediate, obvious differences
in the work opportunities made available for certain newly-arrived
white associates, and those that they and their black counterparts
received. Clara, an attorney working at a Midwest law firm, observed
that a new white associate on her hall at the firm regularly received work
opportunities that were not made available to new black associates.

The [white] guy who was in the office across from me .... had come
straight from law school, didn't have any experience or anything, but
he would get tons of work. He would just have so much work that he
would have to turn down people all the time.... I would see people
coming in and saying, "Hi, how are you? I've got this new case, do
you want to be a part of it?" And when I saw new black associates
come in they didn't get that same kind of treatment. 93

Though Clara recognized soon after joining her firm that she
"wasn't getting as much work as some other people,"94 through

discussions with other associates, she eventually learned that many
other black associates in her firm also had been receiving far less
substantive work than their white counterparts.

[W]e literally had meetings, the associate meetings, where.., the
managing partner.., would go around and ask people sometimes,
"what are you working on?," and you could hear the lists. You could
hear the difference in the types of work too. "This is what I'm
working on" with some of the white associates who were around the
same year versus what the black associates were working on and it
was just totally different. 95

Other interviewees offered similar accounts of gradually
recognizing their own difficulties as reflecting broader problems of

92 See supra Section II.A.
93 Telephone Interview with Clara (Jan. 14, 2010).
94 Id.
95 Id.
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racially disparate access to work opportunities in their departments.
Shortly after joining his firm, Langston, a mid-level bankruptcy
associate, began to sense that senior attorneys in his group were offering
him fewer and less substantive assignments than his white peers. He
gradually grew convinced that his own difficulties were part of a larger
pattern of human capital discrimination within the group when he
realized that many of the other black associates in his department
received similar treatment.

[Y]ou start seeing who's getting what and you look at how [black]
people who are senior to you are also getting distributed work and
then you start realizing that it's not about me or my capabilities
because this person is as good ... as their counterparts and yet
they're not getting what they deserve.96

In addition to these group-level patterns, several interviewees also
reported specific instances when white senior attorneys in their firms
deprived black associates of valuable opportunities by providing them to
white associates instead.97 Langston shared an anecdote concerning a
case in which two mid-level associates, a black woman, "who only got
on the case because she had to fight and complain about the fact that
they weren't giving her work," and a white male, who had strong
informal social ties with the partners running the case, 98 were chosen by
partners to "run point" on a case. Early on, the white male associate
"complained off of the case" because he was too busy with other
assignments. The female associate, who was less busy at the time, ran
the case herself. As the matter progressed, however, the partners
eventually cast her aside in favor of the white male associate.

[As] soon as this other guy freed up, her responsibility on the case
was substantially diminished ... and it's perceived to be that they
were trying to make sure that this person had [his] hours to keep him
at the firm, etcetera. Because the female associate should have
been.., running the point for this case. 99

This sequence of events, which Langston offered as an illustration
of the racial disparities in the opportunities to develop human capital at
his firm, underscores that much of the disadvantage encountered by
black associates may stem from seemingly benevolent actions of senior
attorneys working to advance the careers of their prot~g~s and other
favored junior colleagues.

In a similar vein, Elizabeth described an incident where a white
male senior associate in her department blatantly reallocated work

96 Telephone Interview with Langston (Mar. 5, 2010).
97 See infra notes 98-104 and accompanying text.
98 Id.
99 Id.
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responsibilities to provide more human capital development for a
specific white male junior associate, at Elizabeth's expense.100 When
Elizabeth asked the junior associate to handle certain low-level
document management related tasks on the project, a role typically
filled by the most junior associates on deal teams in her department, 101
he went over her head to complain to the senior associate and requested
that he be allowed to work on some of the higher level responsibilities
that had been designated for Elizabeth initially. 102 Instead of
maintaining the agreed-upon division of labor, the senior associate
agreed to steer higher quality assignments to the junior associate and
told Elizabeth that she should "share the crappy work" despite her
relative seniority. 103 During our interview, years after the fact, Elizabeth
described this incident as a "fraternity type of situation,"104 with evident
anger. The success of the white male junior associates in securing
preferential treatment through informal, exparte communications had a
zero sum effect, depriving her of important opportunities to develop
valuable human capital. 105

The racial disparities described by these interviewees do not occur
in a vacuum. Human capital discrimination often stems from disparities
in the relationships (social capital) that junior associates have with
senior colleagues. The instrumental importance of interpersonal
relationships in the workplace has been the topic of extensive research
and commentary. 106 Workers who have stronger professional
relationships enjoy greater access to many important resources,
including high-quality work opportunities, advice, support, and
generous performance reviews. The rapport and goodwill that
colleagues develop through informal relationships with one another
renders them more likely to go above and beyond the formal
requirements of their work roles in order to help advance their

100 Telephone Interview with Elizabeth, supra note 71.
101 Id. Elizabeth also indicated during our interview that the senior associate had agreed to

this arrangement beforehand. Id.
102 Id.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id. Dissatisfied with the manner in which the senior associate had given some of her

substantive responsibilities to the white male junior associate, Elizabeth ultimately left the case
entirely. Id.

106 See, e.g., ROSABETH MOSS KANTER, MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CORPORATION 54 (1977)

(discussing the known importance of "social connections" for career advancement at a large
corporation); Erika Hayes James, Race-Related Differences in Promotions and Support:
Underlying Effects of Human and Social Capital, 11 ORG. SCI. 493, 503 (2000) (finding that
workers who had stronger interpersonal relationships with colleagues received more
psychosocial support).
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careers. 107 At law firms, mentors often help their proteges develop
human capital by steering valuable work opportunities their way. 108

Black associates tend to possess less workplace social capital than
their white counterparts,109 which renders them more susceptible to
human capital discrimination. Many interviewees observed this of black
associates at their firms. 110 In this respect, human capital discrimination
is consistent with the conceptual framework of "second generation
discrimination."111 Second generation discrimination, as developed by
Susan Sturm, emphasizes the relational and interactional dimensions of
employment inequality by positing that group-based exclusion often
occurs "as a byproduct of ongoing interactions shaped by the structures
of day-to-day decisionmaking and workplace relationships." 112

The interviewees who reported patterns of human capital
discrimination in their firms emphasized that they did not believe that
these discrepancies could be explained by racial differences in merit.
Clara, for example, rejected the suggestion that black associates had
greater difficulty getting work at her firm for performance-based
reasons.

[S]ometimes people try to make it seem like [the problem is that
black associates] do a project poorly and then someone just doesn't
return [with more work opportunities]. That's not always how it
works-there are a lot of people who don't get the initial project at all
because some of those, particularly white partners, and a lot of the
older ones especially, won't even think to talk to you to begin with.
So they don't know what your work product is like. They have no
clue because they've never tried to give you any work. 113

107 See Woodson, Race and Rapport, supra note 2, at 2565-67 (explaining that law firm
associates who have higher quality relationships with colleagues may gain access to more
desirable work assignments).

108 See id.
109 See id. at 2567-68.
110 Langston, for example, reported that a predominantly white male social clique shared

high quality work assignments with each other to the disadvantage of outsiders, including the
group's black associates. Telephone Interview with Langston (Mar. 5, 2010).

111 See generally Sturm, supra note 6, at 460 (explaining that second generation
discrimination involves "social practices and patterns of interaction among groups within the
workplace that, over time, exclude nondominant groups").

112 Id. at 469.
113 Telephone Interview with Clara, supra note 94. This Article does not assume the truth of

Clara's interpretation of the partners' behavior-it is possible, for example, that they criticized
her work product because it was not up to par. Nonetheless, her account is important in that it
calls attention both to the subjective nature and discretion of performance reviews and the
possibility of them being distorted by racial biases.
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Clara also noted that certain favored white associates, including her
neighbor, continued to receive high quality opportunities even when
they underperformed on their assignments. 114

I'd hear, "Oh, that person forgot a deadline" or didn't come in for the
hearing .... It could be big things but it was always "Aww, you didn't
do it. You have to remember-you have to get -your secretary to
remind you." [in a lighthearted, forgiving tone] And it's like, oh my
god, if I did something like that-that would have been the end
probably. 115

Other interviewees voiced the same insistence that mistakes that
brought seemingly no consequences when committed by their white
counterparts would have significantly reduced their access to further
high-quality work had they been black. 116 Still others reported that even
black associates who performed ably on their initial assignments often
fell through the cracks and received fewer opportunities to further
develop human capital than their white counterparts."17 Brad, a mid-
level associate, reported observing that black associates at his firm were
not "getting the same opportunities that I see some of my white peers
getting."118 He explained that even some black associates who got off to
promising starts at his firm and performed impressively on their initial
assignments never received the social support necessary to thrive long-
term. "I see [black associates] who are actually really thorough with their
work and no one really cares to extend themselves. And that's
something I don't really see with white associates. When they're good,
people take note and start training them to be even better.""9

The accounts of Brad and other interviewees discussed in this
section demonstrate the endless opportunities for various forms of
human capital discrimination to disadvantage even the most talented
black attorneys in large law firms, as everyday actions and decisions
cumulatively produce substantial racial inequalities. The following
Section will identify some of the various harms that these quotidian
forms of institutional discrimination inflict upon black associates.

114 Id. Although Clara heard people criticize her white neighbor's work performance and
professionalism, those criticisms did not prevent them from giving him more work
opportunities or chances to correct his mistakes. See id.

115 Id.
116 See, e.g., Interview with Langston, supra note 96. Langston, for example, explained that a

white male associate in his department had turned in a sloppy, unfinished draft of the filing to
his partners very shortly before the filing deadline. See id. He was incredulous that the associate
was able to maintain his preferred status among partners despite his abysmal performance,
stating "that would not have happened to me. A forgivable crime if it happens with other
[white] people." Id.

117 Infra notes 118-19 and accompanying text.
118 Telephone Interview with Brad, supra note 76.
119 Id.
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D. The Subtle Harms of Human Capital Discrimination

Human capital discrimination is a subtle phenomenon with
intangible harms that are often difficult to identify, let alone measure. Its
effects are most evident in the aggregate, when associates come to realize
that their failure to develop sufficient human capital has limited their
career prospects within the firm and beyond. For example, Dawn, who
had left her firm as a mid-level associate after a highly unsatisfying
career there, explained that although the partners in her group kept her
busy with a heavy workload, most of her tasks consisted of low-level
assignments that seldom provided the skills necessary to develop into a
proficient attorney. Looking back on her experience in frustration, she
stated that "at the end of the day, even with all the work that I did, I had
nothing-I had no skill set." 120

In the competitive domain of law firm careers, even relatively
modest differences in treatment if left unchecked can develop into
virtually insurmountable disparities.121 It is in the self-interest of
partners to steer their more challenging work assignments to associates
who already have developed the skills to handle them through their
experience with similar assignments in the past. One attorney,
Samantha, contrasted her experience with that of a white associate in
her group who started working at the firm the same day as her. She
described in great detail how the unequal access to human capital that
she suffered during her first months on the job eventually snowballed
into a virtually insurmountable skill gap.

She billed 180 hours the first month; I billed 60. There should not
have been that big of a disparity because we were both starting out.
You can't say I was doing bad work because I had just started out.
That to me illustrates one of the issues that I was having, getting
work. Why is she getting three times as much work as me and I
haven't messed up? All along, I'm asking for work-I documented it
too .... During my second month, I asked for work but I only got
put on a non-billable project.... I only billed 30 hours [the second
month]. Now at this point, the discrepancy sets in-she's getting
training, she's learning things so that in July when they ask who can
draft a promissory note, she'll be able to say "yeah," and I'll have to
say that it would be my first time. So then there's a perception of one
of us being more qualified than the other. 122

120 Telephone Interview with Dawn (July 17, 2009).
121 See generally Catherine L. Fisk, Knowledge Work: New Metaphors for the New Economy,

80 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 839, 854 (2005) ("[I]t is the nominally small opportunities that matter in
determining which employees have the chance to compete in later rounds.").

122 Telephone Interview with Samantha, supra note 53.
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Though Samantha's initial problems were perhaps atypically dire, her
experience underscores the cumulative nature of human capital
deprivation and its potential long-term consequences.

Similarly, Elizabeth, who already had fallen behind her white male
classmates by the end of her second year, explained how this early
deficit perpetuated itself for the remainder of her career at the firm, as
she requested in vain that the partners in her group provide her with
opportunities to work on more substantive work assignments.

[M]ost partners want to get the work done.... [T]hey're not really in
this to train you. They don't want to work with someone who's never
done it before.... it was one of those "chicken and the egg" scenarios
[where t]hey only really wanted to work with you if you had that
experience. But how am I going to get that experience unless you
work with me?123

Elizabeth explained that her efforts to seek out new work were for
naught and possibly self-defeating, as she was outing herself as less
qualified to handle high-level assignments than her more experienced
peers. 124 Her difficulties underscore the extent to which initial
inequalities compound over time. Without the help of mentors and
sponsors personally invested in their career development, associates in
Elizabeth's position may struggle to overcome early skills deficits.125
Though they generally have the same salaries and nominal job titles as
the members of their associate classes who have handled more
substantive assignments, they can fall further and further behind their
more fortunate classmates in career development and reputational
standing. 126

This human capital deprivation plays a key role in prompting
many black associates to leave their firms voluntarily, before they have
been fired or subject to any formal reprimands. In fact, one interviewee,
Brad, reported that partners in his firm seemed to intentionally deprive
certain workers of access to substantive work opportunities for the very
purpose of inducing them to leave.

[Tlhere are certain ways that the firm appears to push you out
without actually doing it. You get this bad review from someone in

123 Telephone Interview with Elizabeth, supra note 71.
124 Id. (describing her decision to inform partners that she had not received the same quality

of opportunities as her classmates as "probably the worst thing you can do").
125 See generally Wilkins & Gulati, Why Are There So Few Black Lawyers, supra note 1, at

568 ("In order to get on the training track, an associate has to have mentors among the firm's
partners or senior associates who can provide the Royal Jelly of good training.").

126 See, e.g., Interview with Dawn, supra note 120 (explaining that although she had been
earning a six-figure salary at her firm, she left after a few years because she was not receiving
the types of substantive assignments necessary to develop the professional skills necessary given
her career goals).
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your group and all of a sudden that person is powerful enough to
convince other people to not work with you, and you find yourself
sitting there four weeks without work and then when you ask for
work they give you something shitty that someone two or three years
beneath you could do. That's their way of saying, "Hey, we're not
going to give you anything complex anymore so you need to start
looking for a new gig."... [T]here's a freeze-out. There's a kind of
taking you off the project without telling you why. And then you're
just wondering what the heck happened. 127

As discussed later,128 when black associates are nudged to leave their
firms in this manner, without having been formally terminated or
demoted, it effectively forecloses any possible recourse to the
protections of Title VII.

Though the effects of human capital discrimination become most
evident after the careers of black associates who have failed to gain
access to sufficient work opportunities have come to an end, significant
but subtler harms are inflicted upon many black associates well before
then. Human capital discrimination not only deprives black associates
of valuable skills, it also imposes psychological harms that can
undermine their self-confidence and career aspirations. Agnes, a mid-
level associate, described the damaging effects that being denied high-
quality opportunities early on had in weakening her self-esteem and
causing her to abandon any plans of pursuing a long-term career at her
firm.

[W]hen we just started, this guy next to me... would get
work.... My mentor was asking him to be on trials with him.
Whenever I was asked to do something with my mentor it was, "can
you come with me to the [local government agency]" where I would
be a black face basically. And of course I harbored resentment for
that .... Psychologically it affected me.... You start feeling
like.., they don't have faith in me, and it almost transferred into me
going, "Well, can I do this?"129

127 Telephone Interview with Brad, supra note 76. This subtle process also prevents
associates from challenging other more determinative forms of discrimination, as human
capital discrimination cumulatively creates actual racial differences in worker qualifications and
performance that can be used to justify later adverse promotion and termination decisions. To
the extent that racial disparities in promotion and termination decisions reflect these
differences, courts will not likely find that they reflect mistreatment on the basis of race. See,
e.g., Mungin v. Katten Muchin & Zavis, 116 F.3d 1549, 1556-57 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (finding law
firm's decision not to consider a black associate for partnership justified by the black associate's
lack of sophisticated work experience, even though the associate had alleged that the firm's
failure to provide him high-level work was racially discriminatory).

128 Infra Part III.
129 Telephone Interview with Agnes (July 29, 2009).
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Attempting to overcome such limited access to human capital-
building assignments comes with a number of additional dignitary,
psychological, and other costs. Several interviewees spoke at length and
with evident frustration about their perceived need to put forth
additional intra-firm "job search" activities to solicit the types of high-
quality assignments that their white peers received as a matter of
course. 130 Interviewees grew fatigued and felt demeaned by these unfair
self-promotion demands. Interviewees explained that this dynamic
contributed to their decisions to voluntarily leave their firms to pursue
career opportunities elsewhere. Clara described how the frustration
from this manifest unfairness contributed to black associates burning
out and leaving her firm.

[T]here's that extra layer of you have to constantly do more in terms
of promoting yourself within the firm .... There were times when I
had to look for work. There were times when I felt that I was bugging
people.... [It] just becomes uncomfortable and people get tired of
begging for work; people get tired of feeling like an outsider.... I've
been out of law school now... years ... and it gets to be frustrating
when you're always trying to make someone even remember your
name... I get tired of having to sell myself, and having to tell them
"you know I did this project" and "I handled that case and I was
successful"-within the firm.... [Tlhat constant trying to promote
yourself, it gets tiring. 131

Clara's exasperated account of her uphill battle to gain recognition and
inclusion at her firm was echoed in the accounts of many other
interviewees. Diana, a mid-level associate at another firm, offered a
similar narrative of frustration. She explained that she had given up
attempting to advance her career at her firm after partners in her group
refused to provide her substantive opportunities, despite her active
efforts to lobby them. She explained, "I really tried.... But I was
constantly asking for work, making my rounds, going to partners-this,
that and the other-and it still wasn't working."132 Diana's report of her
experiences further highlights the difficulty of linking human capital
discrimination to its ultimate career impact. Although the partners in
her group did not outwardly hint to Diana that she should seek
employment elsewhere, she felt that her consistent inability to access the
type of work assignments necessary to develop key professional skills
required her to do so in order to save her career.133

130 See infra notes 131-38 and accompanying text.
131 Telephone Interview with Clara, supra note 94. Clara also recalled the experiences of a

new Asian associate who only billed eight hours in one of his first months at the firm because
he was not assigned sufficient work. Id.

132 Telephone Interview with Diana (Aug. 2, 2009).
133 Id.
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Even some of the more successful interviewees reported being
unfairly denied equal access to human capital development and
described the unfair extra efforts they felt required to undertake to
advance their careers. One such interviewee, Earl, a junior partner,
emphasized that the work opportunities vital to his success at the firm
and development as an attorney had not been as available for him as
they had been for his white associate peers. 134 "[T]here were
[opportunities that] my peers got that I didn't get. There were
[opportunities] that I thought that I was entitled to get that I did not
get."135 Earl explained that to overcome this unfair treatment, he had to
"work... like a dog in exchange for a couple of good opportunities,"136
billing over 3000 hours for multiple years. 137 Though he was able to
advance in his career through these herculean efforts, he resented that
many white associates received the opportunities necessary to thrive at
the firm without such extra labor. 138 Although he suffered none of the
ultimate harms required by current employment discrimination law-
he may have even earned higher bonuses because of his billable hours
and he ultimately made partner-he did so only because he worked
more hours than similarly situated white associates for the same human
capital and reputational rewards.

These psychological and dignitary burdens may be especially acute
for those black associates who feel the need to perform additional
assimilationist identity work to comply with the social and cultural
expectations of their firms. 139 These burdens, which minority associates
may consider exhausting and demeaning, potentially affect successful
and unsuccessful attorneys alike. As the following Part will explain,
however, though it unfairly disadvantages many black associates, in
some instances completely derailing their law firm careers, human

134 Telephone Interview with Earl (Sept. 1, 2009).
135 Id.
136 Id.
137 He explained,

I worked a lot harder.... [T]here were years I billed over 3000 hours. Some of that
was intentional because of the experiences that I chose. I wanted to go to trial, there
were certain cases I wanted to have under my belt, there were certain opportunities
that were out there.

Id.
138 Id. ("[T]here's a ton of white lawyers around here who don't have to bill 3000 hours to

get those kind of opportunities.").
139 For an extended discussion of the potential dignitary harms of such assimilationist

demands, see Devon W. Carbado & Mitu Gulati, The Fifth Black Woman, 11 J. CONTEMP.
LEGAL ISSUES 701, 719-20 (2001); see also Tristin K. Green, Work Culture and Discrimination,
93 CALIF. L. REv. 623, 633 (2005) [hereinafter Green, Work Culture and Discrimination]
(referencing "harms in time and energy devoted to engaging in appropriate work culture
behavior").
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capital discrimination is virtually impossible to address under existing
Title VII jurisprudence.

III. TITLE VII AND THE "IMMATERIALITY" OF HUMAN CAPITAL
DISCRIMINATION

The shortcomings of the current jurisprudence for Title VII have
been well documented in the existing employment discrimination
literature. Although Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act has eliminated
much of the more blatant, egregious modes of employment
discrimination, it has fallen far short of its overall goal of eliminating
employment practices that sustain unnecessary racial hierarchy.140 In
recent years, antidiscrimination scholars have examined this failure at
length, addressing various forms of institutional discrimination that
continue to produce unfair racial and gender disparities in American
employment. 141 This literature has called attention in particular to the
incapacity of the existing Title VII doctrine to attend to the subtle,
concealed, and potentially subconscious biases that may be responsible
for much of the continuing employment discrimination in the modern
workplace. 142 These doctrinal defects present a formidable impediment
for workers seeking to hold their employers liable for discriminatory
misconduct.

This Part calls attention to another aspect of Title VII
jurisprudence that further insulates law firms (and other employers)
from liability for certain forms of employment discrimination including,
especially, human capital discrimination: the adverse employment
action doctrine. Even if courts were more willing to accept implicit bias
as a pervasive determinant of employment behavior and adjusted
plaintiffs' evidentiary burdens accordingly, the material adversity
requirement established by federal district and appellate courts would
insulate employers from liability for most of the ostensibly minor
personnel acts and decisions that constitute human capital
discrimination. This Part will provide an overview of this doctrine and

140 Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 429-30 (1971). ("The objective of
Congress .... was to achieve equality of employment opportunities and remove barriers that
have operated in the past to favor an identifiable group of white employees over other
employees.").

141 See, e.g., Green, Work Culture and Discrimination, supra note 139, at 654-58 (discussing
several practical and doctrinal barriers that prevent advocates from forming successful Title VII
claims).

142 See Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach
to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity, 47 STAN. L. REv. 1161, 1164 (1995)
("[T]he way in which Title VII jurisprudence constructs discrimination ... is inadequate to
address the subtle, often unconscious forms of bias .... ).
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its impact in excluding most forms of human capital discrimination
from the scope of Title VI's coverage.

A. The Adverse Employment Action Doctrine

Most people with a passing understanding of employment
discrimination law are likely familiar with the burden-switching
framework of McDonnell Douglas.143 To present a triable claim of
disparate treatment discrimination under Title VII, a plaintiff must
establish a prima facie case of discrimination by demonstrating that "(1)
she is a member of a protected class; (2) she was subjected to adverse
employment action; (3) her employer treated similarly situated male
employees more favorably; and (4) she was qualified to do the job."144
When plaintiffs are able to meet these requirements, the burden of
production then shifts to employers to articulate a legitimate, non-
discriminatory explanation for the employment action being
challenged.145 Plaintiffs then are afforded the opportunity to challenge
those nondiscriminatory explanations as pretextual. 146

Many people, however, would be astonished to learn that this
framework, as applied by the federal courts, does not in all instances
hold employers liable for discriminating against their employees on the
basis of race. Although Title VII bans employment practices that
"discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation,
terms, conditions, or privileges of employment,"147 the adverse
employment action doctrine largely limits the reach of Title VII to
particular types of discrimination that have direct, tangible effects on
employees. Other, lesser forms of discrimination are often deemed
immaterial and insufficiently adverse to justify holding employers
liable.148 Though this material adversity requirement is nowhere to be
found in the statute itself,149 it has become a well-established part of

143 McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973).
144 Maniccia v. Brown, 171 F.3d 1364, 1368 (1999); see also McDonnell Douglas Corp., 411

U.S. at 802-04.
145 McDonnell Douglas Corp., 411 U.S. at 802.
146 Id. at 804.
147 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (2012).
148 See, e.g., infra notes 157-71 and accompanying text.
149 Ernest F. Lidge, III, The Meaning of Discrimination: Why Courts Have Erred in Requiring

Employment Discrimination Plaintiffs to Prove that the Employer's Action Was Materially
Adverse or Ultimate, 47 U. KAN. L. REv. 333, 335 (1999) ("The statutes banning employment
discrimination ... do not require the plaintiff to prove an adverse or materially adverse or
ultimate employment action. The laws require only that the plaintiff show he suffered
'discrimination,' or differing treatment in compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment, because of his race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, or disability."
(footnotes omitted)).
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Title VII jurisprudence over the past two decades. This doctrine, which
protects the interests of employers by both preserving their traditional
autonomy and protecting them from frivolous employee grievances,
does so at the expense of mistreated workers.150 Its impact is profound:
with no guidance from the Supreme Court, 151 lower federal courts have
developed this doctrine in a manner that substantially limits the
potential reach of Title VII, virtually immunizing employers from
liability for all but the most extreme instances of human capital
discrimination.152 Though even seemingly minor disparities in access to
substantive assignments can produce catastrophic long-term career

This doctrine is in tension with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's
(EEOC's) own interpretation of the scope of Title VII liability, as evident in some of the
examples of impermissible discrimination included in its Compliance Manual. See U.S. EQUAL
EMP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'N, COMPLIANCE MANUAL SECTION 15: RACE & COLOR
DISCRIMINATION (2006) [hereinafter EEOC, COMPLIANCE MANUAL SECTION 15]. See generally
Melissa Hart, Skepticism and Expertise: The Supreme Court and the EEOC, 74 FORDHAM L. REV.
1937, 1937 (2006) ("[A] n examination of decisions interpreting Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
("Title VII"), the Age Discrimination in Employment Act ("ADEA"), and the Americans with
Disabilities Act ("ADA"), reveals that ... the EEOC receives remarkably little respect from the
Court."). In its Compliance Manual, the EEOC provides an example that illustrates the
potential process through which disparities in assignments cumulatively produce
insurmountable human capital disparities. EEOC, COMPLIANCE MANUAL SECTION 15, supra at
44-45. The document provides a hypothetical example of a black woman, Mary, the only black
associate in her cohort at a consulting firm, who receives fewer complex assignments than her
counterparts, despite her stellar performance on her initial assignments and her requests for
more challenging work. Id. As a result, Mary realized that she had lower status than her peers at
the firm by the end of her first year and she decided to leave the firm to pursue her career
elsewhere. Id. To the EEOC, the federal agency tasked with enforcement of Title VII, the
deprivation of opportunities to develop human capital is an illustrative example of
impermissible discrimination in the terms and conditions of employment. See id. However,
because Mary voluntarily left her firm before her treatment had produced any tangible
employment outcomes, it seems unlikely that courts would hold Mary's employer liable for the
treatment that she experienced.

150 See Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53, 54 (2006) (characterizing the
materiality requirement as reflecting the need to "separate significant from trivial harms");
Lewis v. Chicago, 496 F. 3d 645, 653 (7th Cir. 2007) (explaining that the purpose of this rule is
"to provide a reasonable limiting principle for the type of conduct actionable under the statute,"
and to eliminate "'trivial personnel action[s]' brought by 'irritable, chip-on- the-shoulder
employee[s]"' (alterations in original) (quoting Phelan v. Cook County, 463 F.3d 773, 780 (7th
Cir. 2006) and Herrnreiter v. Chic. Hous. Auth, 315 F.3d 742, 745 (7th Cir. 2002))); Herrnreiter,
315 F.3d.at 745 (7th Cir. 2002) (positing that the EEOC is "staggering under an avalanche of
filings too heavy for it to cope with" and that lesser forms of discrimination, such as a trivial
personal action, "do not justify trundling out the heavy artillery of federal antidiscrimination
law"); Mungin v. Katten Muchin & Zavis, 116 F.3d 1549, 1556-71 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (suggesting
that the adverse employment act doctrine reflects a reluctance by federal courts to engage in
"the judicial micromanagement of business practices").

151 See Autumn George, Comment, "Adverse Employment Action"-How Much Harm Must
Be Shown to Sustain a Claim of Discrimination Under Title VII?, 60 MERCER L. REV. 1075, 1082
(2009) ("To the extent, however, that the plaintiff's claim alleges neither an employment
detriment that entails immediate and obvious economic consequences nor severe and pervasive
harassment, the circuit courts are left to reach their own conclusions about how much harm
must be shown to satisfy the harm element of § 703.").

152 See infra note 157 and accompanying text.
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consequences for minority associates, in most instances such forms of
racially disparate treatment will not meet the materiality threshold of
the existing case law.

In perhaps the most influential formulation of the adverse
employment act doctrine, the Seventh Circuit, in Crady v. Liberty
National Bank & Trust, explained that a materially adverse employment
act "might be indicated by a termination of employment, a demotion
evidenced by a decrease in wage or salary, a less distinguished title, a
material loss of benefits, significantly diminished material
responsibilities, or other indices that might be unique to a particular
situation."13 Although this language on its face has a ring of broad
inclusiveness, the voluminous case law demonstrates that courts have
applied the doctrine quite narrowly and restrictively. 154 Most successful
claims involve one of the first two types of adverse employment actions,
terminations or personnel acts that reduce employees' salaries or other
income. 5 The latter two Crady examples, significantly diminished
responsibilities and "other indices that might be unique to a particular
situation,"156 are potentially broad enough to encompass many forms of
assignment-related discrimination. However, courts have been reluctant
to deem employment actions that deprive workers of access to human
capital and substantive work opportunities materially adverse. As the
Eleventh Circuit explained in Kidd v. Mando American Corp., "it's a rare
case where a change in employment responsibilities qualifies as an
adverse employment action."l17

Some courts have thus far refused to recognize changes in work
responsibilities as adverse employment actions in the absence of

153 Crady v. Liberty Nat'l Bank & Tr. Co., 993 F.2d 132, 136 (7th Cir. 1993).
154 There is variation, however, in how courts apply this doctrine, with some circuits more

accommodating to plaintiffs than others. In Hillig v. Rumsfeld, for example, the Tenth Circuit
rejected precedents from other circuits that interpreted the requirement stringently as
"inconsistent with our own precedents which require us to 'liberally construe' the term 'adverse
employment action,' and to take 'a case-by-case approach, examining the unique factors
relevant to the situation at hand."' 381 F.3d 1028, 1035 (10th Cir. 2004) (quoting Sanchez v.
Denver Pub. Sch., 164 F.3d 527, 532 (10th Cir.1998)).

155 This extends not only to employment acts that directly lower workers' salaries but also to
acts that reduce their commissions, gratuities, and eligibility for bonuses. See, e.g., Kassner v.
Second Ave. Delicatessen, Inc., 496 F.3d 229 (2d Cir. 2007) (waitresses assigned to less desirable
and profitable shifts and stations potentially suffer adverse employment actions); Haynes v.
Level Three Commc'ns, L.L.C., 456 F.3d 1215 (10th Cir. 2006) (repeated removal of an
employee's accounts constituted an adverse employment action because the employee was not
given the credit for sales that she deserved).

156 Crady, 993 F.2d at 136.
157 731 F.3d 1196, 1204 n.ll (1lth Cir. 2013); see also Williams v. U.S. Dep't of Navy, 149 F.

App'x 264, 269-70 (5th Cir. 2005) (the "loss of some job responsibilities" does not meet the
adverse employment action requirement under Fifth Circuit case law); Mungin v. Katten
Muchin & Zavis, 116 F.3d 1549, 1557 (D.C. Cir. 1997) ("[Clhanges in assignments or work-
related duties do not ordinarily constitute adverse employment decisions if unaccompanied by
a decrease in salary or work hour changes.").
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tangible economic harms.158 In Davis v. Town of Lake Park,159 a black
police officer alleged that in discriminatorily stripping him of his "OIC
[Officer in Charge] designation,"160 his employers had "diminished his
prestige and deprived him of [supervisory] experience which might
make him more likely to obtain ... promotions in the future."161 In
dismissing his lawsuit for failing to state an adverse employment action,
the Eleventh Circuit explained that "[a]lthough the statute does not
require proof of direct economic consequences in all cases, the asserted
impact cannot be speculative and must at least have a tangible adverse
effect on the plaintiffs employment."162 Noting that the changes in the
officer's work assignments did not "cause[] any economic injury,"163 the
court opined that "Congress simply did not intend for Title VII to be
implicated where so comparatively little is at stake."164

Other courts have allowed plaintiffs to challenge discriminatory
transfers or changes in work responsibilities without proof of tangible
economic harms, but only if they can demonstrate that their new
positions are "objectively worse" than the former ones. 165 Courts have
often applied this standard in an arbitrary and exacting fashion,
dismissing complaints about substantial unfavorable changes to work
responsibilities as frivolous grievances concerning "mere
inconveniences,166 matters of subjective preferences,167 and "bruised
egos."168 In Crady, for example, the Seventh Circuit affirmed the lower
court's holding that a worker who was involuntarily transferred from his
position as assistant vice president and branch manager to a loan officer
position at a different branch did not experience an actionable adverse
employment action. 169 In Williams v. U.S. Department of the Navy, the
Fifth Circuit found that a worker who suffered a twenty percent

158 See McCoy v. Shreveport, 492 F.3d 551, 559 (5th Cir. 2007).
159 245 F.3d 1232 (11th Cir. 2001).
160 Id. at 1243.
161 Id. at 1240.
162 Id. at 1239.
163 Id. at 1240.
164 Id.
165 See Pegram v. Honeywell, 361 F.3d 272, 283 (5th Cir. 2004) ("[A]n employment transfer

may qualify as an adverse employment action if the change makes the job objectively worse."
(internal quotation marks and citation omitted)).

166 See Crady v. Liberty Nat'l Bank & Tr. Co., 993 F.2d 132, 136 (7th Cir. 1993) ("a mere
inconvenience or an alteration of job responsibilities" does not constitute "a materially adverse
change in the terms and conditions of employment").

167 See Brennan v. Tractor Supply Co., 237 F. App'x 9, 24 (6th Cir. 2007) ("[A]n employee's
subjective impressions as to the desirability of one position over another are not relevant."
(citations omitted)).

168 See Flaherty v. Gas Research Inst., 31 F.3d 451, 457 (7th Cir. 1994) ("Although the
[employment act] may have bruised [plaintiffs] ego ... a plaintiffs perception that a lateral
transfer would be personally humiliating is insufficient, absent other evidence, to establish a
materially adverse employment action.").

169 See Crady, 993 F.2d at 136.
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reduction in her substantive responsibilities without any effect on her
compensation did not allege an adverse employment act. 170

Courts generally have found personnel decisions that limit
workers' access to human capital opportunities without directly altering
their tangible terms and conditions of employment actionable under
Title VII only in extreme circumstances171 They have done so, for
example, where employers have formally stripped workers of all higher-
level responsibilities or so drastically limited or reordered their work
responsibilities as to effectively demote them to entirely different
occupational positions.172 Courts have found material adversity, for
example, in instances where plaintiffs have been stripped formally of all
higher-level responsibilities. 173 In Czekalski v. Peters, 74 the D.C. Circuit
found that a government employee had alleged a potential175 adverse
employment action when she claimed that her transfer to a new position
decreased her supervisory responsibilities from nine-hundred and sixty
employees to fewer than ten, 176 diminished her budget responsibilities
from $400 million per year to essentially none, 177 and required her to
report to a former peer. 178 In Thompson v. Waco,179 the Fifth Circuit
held that a black detective, who was subject to a number of punitive
restrictions that prevented him from performing his essential duties as a
detective without supervision from other detectives, 180 experienced an
adverse employment act equivalent to a demotion, even though his

170 149 F. App'x 264, 269-70 (5th Cir. 2005).
171 See Davis v. Lake Park, 245 F.3d 1232, 1245 (11th Cir. 2001) ("[Iln unusual instances the

change [in work assignments] may be so substantial and material that it does indeed alter the
terms, conditions, or privileges' of employment.").

172 See, e.g., Thompson v. City of Waco, 764 F.3d 500 (5th Cir. 2014), reh'g denied en banc,
779 F.3d 343 (5th Cir. 2014); Czekalski v. Peters, 475 F.3d 360 (D.C. Cir. 2007).

173 See. e.g., Czekalski, 475 F.3d at 369 (drastically reduced supervision and budgetary
responsibilities met adverse employment act requirement).

174 Id.
17s Reflecting the restrictiveness of the adverse employment action doctrine, this court only

found that these substantial downward changes constituted a potential adverse employment
action raising a question of triable fact. Id.

176 Id. at 364-65.
177 Id.
178 Id. at 365. See also Schirle v. Sokudo USA, L.L.C., 484 F. App'x 893, 898-99 (5th Cir.

2012) (manager stripped of substantial proportion of his sales responsibilities suffered adverse
employment action to overcome a granting of summary judgment to employer); Evans v.
District of Columbia, 754 F. Supp. 2d 30 (D.D.C. 2010) (rejecting motion to dismiss where
plaintiff alleged that her employer had drastically reduced her work responsibilities and
excluded her from important meetings with supervisors).

179 764 F.3d 500 (5th Cir.. 2014), reh'g denied en banc, 779 F.3d 343 (5th Cir. 2014).
Thompson proved rather controversial, as one judge dissented in the case and four judges later
dissented to the Fifth Circuit's denial of a petition to rehear the case en banc. Id.

180 The restrictions specified that Thompson could not "(1) search for evidence without
supervision; (2) log evidence; (3) work in an undercover capacity; (4) be an affiant in a criminal
case; (5) be the evidence officer at a crime scene; and (6) be a lead investigator on an
investigation." Id. at 502.
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formal title and compensation had not changed.181 In Rodriguez v.
Board of Education,182 the Second Circuit allowed a teacher
discriminatorily transferred from high school to elementary school to
proceed with her claim on the basis of evidence demonstrating that the
two jobs were so "profoundly different" as to render her twenty years of
prior experience "useless." 183 The court agreed that this transfer was "in
effect, a demotion that would constitute a serious professional setback
and stigma to her career."184 Courts also have found that formal
transfers to new jobs universally regarded as less prestigious can also
constitute demotions and that denial of transfers to more prestigious
positions are equivalent to denials of promotions. 185

Although courts may accept negative performance evaluations as
materially adverse when plaintiffs can demonstrate that they have
significantly compromised their job security or career prospects, 18 6

181 Id. at 506; see also Lavalais v. Village of Melrose Park, 734 F.3d 629, 633-35 (holding that
the plaintiff successfully pleaded an adverse employment action where facts alleged by plaintiff
indicated that his duties were so restricted on the midnight shift that "it is as if he is not a
sergeant").

182 620 F.2d 362 (2d Cir. 1980).
183 Id. at 366. But see Galabya v. N.Y.C. Bd. of Educ., 202 F.3d 636, 641 (2d Cir. 2000)

(teacher assigned to new school did not demonstrate that transfer "was to an assignment that
was materially lerE pretigiouF, materially less suited to his skills and expertise, or rwaterialy less
conducive to career advancement"); Ticali v. Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn, 41 F. Supp.
2d 249, 265 (E.D.N.Y. 1999) (teacher challenging her transfer from first-grade to pre-
kindergarten failed to present sufficient evidence that her reassignment "obliged her to perform
tasks that were less appropriate for her sl-dlls than her prior position or adverse to her in any
other legally cognizable way").

184 Rodriguez, 620 F.2d at 365.
185 See Alvarado v. Tex. Rangers, 492 F. 3d 605 (5th Cir. 2007) (adverse employment act

where employer denied Texas state trooper's requested appointment to the exclusive Texas
Rangers division, which was universally regarded as equivalent to a promotion in large part due
to its immense prestige). The court also identified the "complexity of the selection process" and
intense "level of competition" for the position as evidence that it was equivalent to a
promotion. Id. at 615; see also de la Cruz v. N.Y.C. Human Res. Admin. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 82
F.3d 16, 21 (2d Cir. 1996). (suggesting that transfer from Adoption Unit to less prestigious
Foster Care Unit "quite thin" but potentially an adverse employment action).

186 See, e.g., Jackman v. Fifth Judicial Dist. Dep't of Corr. Servs., 728 F.3d 800, 804 (8th Cir.
2013) ("An adverse employment action is defined as a tangible change in working conditions
that produces a material employment disadvantage, including.., changes that affect an
employee's future career prospects .... ); Hillig v. Rumsfeld, 381 F.3d 1028, 1035 (10th Cir.
2004) (divided panel found adverse employment action where plaintiff presented testimony
demonstrating that extremely negative assessments of her performance-including one that
described her as a "shitty employee"- "seriously harm [ed]" her future employment prospects,
and posed an insurmountable competitive disadvantage to other candidates); Herrnreiter v.
Chic. Hous. Auth., 315 F.3d 742, 744 (7th Cir. 2002) ("[B]y preventing [a worker] from using
the skills in which he is trained and experienced, so that the skills are likely to atrophy.");
Thomas v. Eastman Kodak, 183 F.3d 38, 50-51 (1st Cir. 1999) (explaining that employers can
be held liable for "harms stemming from discriminatory evaluations" when they rely upon the
evaluation as grounds for terminating an employee). But see Hillig, 381 F.3d at 1039 (10th Cir.
2004) (O'Brien, J., dissenting) (insisting that such "[s]peculative harm does not constitute
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courts routinely dismiss evaluation-based Title VII claims on the
grounds that the plaintiffs have failed to convincingly establish such
connections.187 Courts also have used the materiality standard to dismiss
discrimination claims against employers who allegedly had failed to
provide employees with human capital-enhancing mentorship and on-
the-job training.I88 In Higgins v. Gonzalez, 189 Sally Higgins, a Native
American Assistant United States Attorney, presented evidence that her
boss had failed to provide sufficient mentorship and training while
offering greater support to one of her white peers.190 Although Higgins
alleged that this treatment had prevented her from developing job-
relevant skills in a manner that "set[] her up to fail" in her career as a
federal prosecutor, 191 the court rejected Higgins's claims on the grounds
that she had failed to link this lack of mentorship to any tangible adverse
career outcomes.192 Other courts have similarly held that the failure to

adverse employment action" (quoting Aquilino v. Univ. of Kan., 268 F.3d 930, 936 (10th
Cir.2001)).

187 See, e.g., Davis v. Town of Lake Park, 245 F.3d 1232, 1241 (llth Cir. 2001) (analyzing
large body of cases from various federal courts and concluding that "criticisms of an employee's
job performance-written or oral-that do not lead to tangible job consequences will rarely
form a permissible predicate for a Title VII suit"); id. at 1243 ("Any job criticism or negative
job review carries with it the possibility that the employee's future prospects may be prejudiced
if that information is disclosed. A negative evaluation ... will rarely, if ever, become actionable
merely because the employee comes forward with evidence that his future prospects have been
or will be hindered as a result."); Spears v. Mo. Dep't of Corr. & Human Res., 210 F.3d 850, 854
(8th Cir. 2000) ("An unfavorable evaluation is actionable only where the employer
subsequently uses the evaluation as a basis to detrimentally alter the terms or conditions of the
recipient's employment."); Smart v. Ball State Univ., 89 F.3d 437, 442-43 (7th Cir. 1996)
(unfavorable performance reviews are not, by themselves, adverse employment action). Under
this doctrinal framework, the obvious intangible consequences of discriminatory performance
evaluations-the frustration, discouragement, and demoralization-are irrelevant. See Baloch v.
Kempthorne, 550 F.3d 1191, 1199 (D.C. Cir.2008) ("[P]erformance reviews typically constitute
adverse actions only when attached to financial harms."); Tapia v. Albuquerque, 170 F. App'x
529 (10th Cir. 2006) (reprimand letter not materially adverse).
188 See, e.g., Hollimon v. Potter, 365 F. App'x 546, 549 (5th Cir. 2010); Higgins v. Gonzalez,

481 F.3d 578 (8th Cir. 2007). This, too, is contrary to the EEOC's interpretation of the statute.
See EEOC, COMPLIANCE MANUAL SECTION 15, supra note 149, at 46. The EEOC provides a
hypothetical example of an office in which under- performing white workers receive coaching
and support while minority workers receive less feedback and are therefore more likely to
continue to make mistakes until they are terminated. Id. The EEOC finds this to be evidence of
an unlawful termination. Id.

189 481 F.3d 578 (8th Cir. 2007), abrogated by Torgerson v. City of Rochester, 643 F.3d 1031
(8th Cir. 2011).

190 Id. at 582. Higgins also alleged that her employer had subjected her to various other
forms of adverse treatment. See id. at 584-88 (holding that plaintiff's allegations of
mistreatment, which included removal from primary job, denial of "supervision, mentoring,
and training"; creation of a "shadow file" and "whisper campaign" by a superior; being
subjected to vague complaints by a superior; employer's failure to perform a mid-year
evaluation; supervisor's recommendation of termination; and eventual transfer to a different
office, neither individually nor aggregated amounted to an adverse employment action).

191 Id. at 582.
192 Id. at 585.
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provide workers equal opportunities to develop human capital through
employee training programs only rises to the level of materiality when it
affects tangible employment outcomes.193

Courts have also required employees to show that they have been
subjected to adverse employment acts in First Amendment retaliation
claims against government employers.194 In this line of cases, several
courts have found that involuntary job transfers and undesirable
changes in responsibilities were sufficiently adverse.195 Though these
cases involve different substantive claims and legal standards than those
in the employment discrimination context,196 the precedents may hold
some value for employment discrimination plaintiffs. For example, in
Dahm v. Flynn, a Title VII case, 197 the Seventh Circuit offered by way of
example that "if the duties of an assistant prosecutor were changed from
trying cases to sharpening pencils, that change would be materially
adverse."198

193 See, e.g., Hollimon, 365 F. App'x at 549 ("[A] refusal to train is not an adverse
employment action under Title VII." (citation omitted)); Rossi v. Fulton Cty., No. 1:10-CV-
4254, 2013 WL 1213205, at "13 (N.D. Ga. 2013) ("A denial of training that does not result in the
loss of some tangible job benefit does not constitute an adverse action."); Wheeler v. Chertoff,
No. C 08-1738, 2009 WL 2157548, at *6 (N.D. Cal. 2009) (refusing to find that denial of
training constituted an adverse employment action because plaintiff "made no showing that his
inability to attend such training had any material impact on the terms and conditions of his
employment"); Spencer v. AT&T Network Sys., No. 94 C7788, 1998 WL 397843, at *5 (N.D. In.
1998) ("[plaintiff] failed to present evidence that the denial of the training opportunities of
which she complains had any impact on her inability to retain her... position.").

194 See Meyers v. Neb. Health & Human Servs., 324 F.3d 655, 659-60 (8th Cir. 2003)
(explaining the standard for establishing a First Amendment retaliation violation).

195 See, e.g., Meyers, 324 F.3d at 659-61 (transfer to position with "a considerable downward
shift in skill level" was potentially an adverse employment act); Sharp v. City of Houston, 164
F.3d 923, 933 (5th Cir. 1999) ("The jury could have viewed transferring from the elite Mounted
Patrol to a teaching post at the Police Academy to be, objectively, a demotion."); Dahm v.
Flynn, 60 F.3d 253, 257 (7th Cir. 1994) ("[D]ramatic downward shift in skill level required to
perform job responsibilities can rise to the level of an adverse employment action ... "); id. at
256-57 (finding that evidence presented by plaintiff that her employer had undermined her
supervisory role and reassigned all of her duties presented a triable question of fact); see also
Forsyth v. City of Dall., 91 F.3d 769, 774 (5th Cir. 1996) (in applying Texas Whistleblower
statute, court found adverse employment action where jobs "were more prestigious, had better
working hours, and were more interesting").

196 This area of law traditionally has used a more lenient adversity requirement. See Rosalie
Berger Levinson, Superimposing Title VII's Adverse Action Requirement on First Amendment
Retaliation Claims: A Chilling Prospect for Government Employee Speech, 79 TuL. L. REv. 669,
677-87 (2005).

197 See Dahm, 60 F.3d at 253.
198 Id. at 257 n.2; see also id. at 257 (suggesting that the shift from more "intellectually

stimulating" job responsibilities to more routine ones could constitute an adverse employment
action).
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B. Incompatibility with Law Firm Associate Career Contexts

Although courts have in some rare instances found adverse
employment actions where workers have suffered reduced or unequal
opportunities to develop human capital, the plaintiffs who were able to
proceed to trial in these cases worked in occupational contexts that
differ in critical respects from those of law firm associates. This Section
will explain how certain features of law firm associate careers,
particularly the variability of associate work and both the prevalence
and importance of various informal personnel processes, serve to
obscure the existence and consequences of human capital
discrimination in ways that render it all but impossible to address under
Title VII.

As difficult as it is for plaintiffs to challenge job transfers and
reclassifications that formally alter the terms and conditions of their
employment, it is even harder to contest the types of informal
differences in assignment quality that damage the careers of law firm
associates. To understand why this is so, consider the processes through
which law firm associates are stripped of, or denied access to, work
responsibilities and opportunities. When employers in other industries
formally alter their employees' work roles and assign them to new
positions-for example, when police officers are formally stripped of
critical job duties, 199 managers officially relieved of their supervisory and
budgetary responsibilities,200 or teachers reassigned to new jobs at
different schools201-there is no ambiguity concerning how the workers'
new responsibilities will differ from those of their previous roles or
those of their colleagues.

By contrast, the process through which law firm associates are
denied access to beneficial developmental assignments or relegated to
tasks with less substantive responsibilities generally occurs subtly,
incrementally, and with less rigid certainty. As law firm associates are
essentially hired into flexible internal labor pools with ad hoc work roles
and responsibilities (according to the needs of more senior attorneys),2 2

the quality of their work assignments can fluctuate a great deal;2" 3 their
work roles are almost never definitively altered or redefined by any
single assignment. Associates are seldom stripped of existing
responsibilities; more often, they are denied access to new high-quality

199 See supra notes 179-81 and accompanying text.
200 See supra notes 174-78 and accompanying text.
201 See supra notes 182-84 and accompanying text.
202 See generally Diaz & Dunican, supra note 1, at 975-76 (describing the informal

assignment practices used at many law firms).
203 Some interviewees, including Naomi, spoke of receiving both substantive and low-quality

assignments. Telephone Interview with Naomi, supra note 85.
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assignments that might offer them more substantive responsibilities.
Associates are not barred formally from receiving such assignments, so
it often remains possible that any disparities in access to developmental
work opportunities are simply a temporary aberration rather than a
permanent inequality.204 As the occupational role of law firm associate
encompasses both "training"205 and "paperwork,"'206 associates may
work on assignments involving significantly different levels of
sophistication and developmental value from one day to the next. An
associate who develops valuable human capital while working on a case
in which she files motions, takes depositions, and assists in strategic trial
preparations, may end up working on far more mundane document
review tasks on another case as soon as her work on the previous matter
runs its course.

Associates often only gradually end up on particular career "tracks"
at their firms.207 Those fortunate enough to develop the right
relationships or reputations of excellence end up receiving far greater
access to more valuable assignments and work responsibilities than their
classmates.208 A select group, who some associates refer to as "tapped"209
or having received "the golden treatment,"210 are eventually able to
avoid almost all lower-level assignments altogether, as their senior
colleagues come to depend on them to assist with higher-level
responsibilities.211 Consistent with the available survey data on law firm
racial and gender disparities,212 interviewees widely reported that these
"chosen" associates were disproportionately white males.

Less successful associates find themselves frozen out of these
developmental work opportunities, saddled instead with assignment
diets consisting entirely of "paperwork" not conducive to their

204 See id.
205 See Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament, supra note 1, at 1608-13 (describing

instrumentally valuable "training work").
206 See id. at 1609-10 (describing low-value "paperwork").
207 This is evident, for example, in Brad's description of the graduate process through which

some associates find that they have been relegated to strictly low-level work in their
departments. See supra note 127 and accompanying text. But see Wilkins & Gulati,
Reconceiving the Tournament, supra note 1, at 1651-53 (discussing certain associates who are
"seeded directly" onto their firm's "training track").

208 See generally Diaz & Dunican, supra note 1, at 975-78 (describing the importance of
relationships in providing access to assignments in both "informal" and "free market"
assignment systems).

209 Telephone Interview with Roger (Nov. 11, 2009).
210 Id.
211 In certain instances, some end up working as de facto supervisors to some of their cohort

members., for example, in supervising document review projects.
212 See supra notes 44-46 and accompanying text.
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professional growth.213 Some minority and female associates have a hard
time gaining access to high quality work from the start of their careers at
these firms,214 producing immediate disparities that can eventually
harden into insurmountable deficits. To the extent that they do not
receive the same presumptions of competence as their white male
counterparts, or lack strong informal relationships with the senior
attorneys in their groups, 215 minority associates who err on early
assignments may find their access to such assignments especially short-
lived. In the worst case scenario, these associates are de facto blacklisted
and pushed out of their practice groups for shortcomings that would
have been handled more constructively-or perhaps overlooked
altogether-if committed by certain white male attorneys. Though this
de facto blacklisting produces racial disparities in human capital and
career outcomes, sometimes at greater levels than formal performance
evaluations, these informal personnel acts are exceedingly difficult to
identify, let alone challenge, under the existing Title VII framework.216

Most associates, however, have at least some possibility of receiving
more substantive work opportunities in the future. Variation in work
quality is an expected part of associate life. Even highly successful
associates who eventually go on to make partner spend significant
amounts of time "paying dues" on assignments that offer little direct
professional benefit or reward. Associates who find themselves bogged
down with an inordinate amount of grunt work in some instances
eventually gain access to higher quality assignments and opportunities
that provide them with the human and reputational capital to either
advance with their colleagues or eventually transition to desirable
external positions. This fluidity in their roles makes it difficult to
determine whether an individual associate has in fact been deprived of
equal access to human capital or functionally relegated to a less desirable

213 See, e.g., Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament, supra note 1, at 1611-13
(discussing the predicament of "paperwork attorneys" who do not substantive work
assignments); supra notes 71-75 and accompanying text.

214 See supra notes 93-94 and accompanying text.
215 Several interviewees reported these dynamics as contributing to racial inequality in their

firms. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Brad, supra note 76 (alleging that black associates
have to work to overcome white partners' negative biases toward them); Telephone Interview
with Langston, supra note 96 (reporting that black associates in his group were disadvantaged
by their lack of relationships with influential attorneys).

216 Associates lack access to the informal word-of-mouth between partners concerning
themselves or other associates and would have great difficulty directly connecting them to
tangible employment outcomes. Even if it were possible to draw such connections, the
deference that courts show to employers in positions requiring subjective assessments of
performance and career-relevant traits would still present virtually insurmountable hurdles for
law firm associates seeking to advance Title VII challenges to their performance assessments.
See Nancy Levit, Lawyers Suing Law Firms: The Limits on Attorney Employment Discrimination
Claims and the Prospects for Creating Happy Lawyers, 73 U. PITt. L. REV. 65, 79 (2011).
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occupational position, and nearly impossible to determine if such
actions occurred on the basis of race.

Given these occupational features, and the restrictive adverse
employment action requirement of the existing Title VII jurisprudence,
black associates will often face great difficulty in attempting to establish
that they have been treated more harshly than white counterparts.
Making headway against BigLaw's human capital discrimination
problem therefore requires ambitious doctrinal innovations and new
efforts on the part of law firm employers.

IV. POTENTIAL DOCTRINAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL REFORMS

Although the processes of human capital discrimination addressed
in this Article largely fall outside the scope of Title VII's coverage, this
Part will briefly identify a number of potential collaborative steps that
courts, law firms, and other interested parties can take to better protect
minority associates from these career-debilitating inequalities.

A. Doctrinal Reforms

1. A More Sensible Adverse Employment Action Doctrine

If in the interests of judicial efficiency and fairness to employers217
courts insist on retaining the adverse employment action doctrine, they
must recognize the denial of equal opportunities to develop human
capital as a mode of discrimination that materially and adversely alters
the terms and conditions of employment for law firm associates. As this
Article has demonstrated, the racially inequitable allocation of work
assignments within large law firms deprives high-potential black
attorneys of valuable professional skills,218 handicaps them in their
efforts to compete for partnership,219 exacts damaging psychological and

217 See supra note 150 and accompanying text. It is worth noting though that several scholars
have called for the judiciary to dramatically curtail or abandon this doctrine altogether. See, e.g.,
Lidge, supra note 149, at 336 (arguing that the requirement "is not justified by the statutory
language, Supreme Court decisions, legislative history, or sound policy"); id. at 400-01 (noting
that the vagueness of the standard requires courts to use subjective judgment with minimal
guidance or standards); Rebecca Hanner White, De Minimis Discrimination, 47 EMORY L.J.
1121, 1151 (1998) (arguing that this entire jurisprudential framework misapplies the language
of Title VII's "compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges" requirement, which is "better
read as making clear that an employer who discriminates against an employee in a non-job-
related context would not run afoul of Title VII, rather than as sheltering employment
discrimination that does not significantly disadvantage an employee" (footnote omitted)).

218 See supra Section II.C.
219 See supra Section II.D.
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dignitary harms,220 and presents unfair burdens and obstacles for even
some of the most successful black attorneys. 221 In instances where
human capital discrimination is not directly or obviously linked to
tangible employment outcomes, it remains a critical mechanism of
racial inequality that limits and derails the careers of black attorneys.
When minority associates receive demonstrably less substantive work
opportunities than their white counterparts under conditions that raise
the inference of racially disparate treatment, 222 those who are willing to
pursue disparate treatment actions against their employers should be
deemed to have raised triable questions of fact. Such a doctrinal
improvement would potentially provide legal recourse for a far greater
number of disadvantaged black associates (and perhaps workers in
other human capital intensive occupations) and would provide greater
incentives for employers to implement organizational reforms designed
to address these problems.

As a practical matter, however, even this important jurisprudential
change would likely produce only modest results, for a number of
reasons. First, many black associates would still face considerable
difficulties in establishing that the white associates who received greater
opportunities to develop human capital were in all relevant respects
similarly situated to them. In employment contexts such as those of
large law firms, where personnel decisions and evaluations are
necessarily discretionary and highly subjective, employers should have
little difficulty in distinguishing between different workers on
performance and other non-racial grounds. Further, even when black
associates are able to establish prima facie cases of racial discrimination
and proceed to trial, most law firms likely would have very little
difficulty meeting their burden of production in offering alternative
race-neutral explanations for the racial disparities in treatment. Finally,
and partly reflecting these challenges, very few black associates are likely
to sue their law firm employers for such ambiguous mistreatment. Even
black associates with triable claims will likely fear being stigmatized in
ways that limit their future employment prospects.

220 See supra notes 129-39 and accompanying text.
221 See supra notes 135-38 and accompanying text.
222 Plaintiffs lacking direct evidence of racial intent generally must demonstrate that the

white counterparts who were treated better than them were in all respects similarly situated. See
Smith v. Stratus Comput., Inc., 40 F.3d 11, 17 (1st Cir. 1994). This is often a difficult burden,
and thus constitutes an important limiting requirement that would still prevent every
disgruntled minority associate from proceeding to trial with their claims, even if courts were to
recognize human capital discrimination as an adverse employment action.
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2. An Employer Duty of Care Standard

As I have argued elsewhere,223 effectively addressing the ongoing
problems of institutional discrimination in law firms and other
contemporary workplaces may require a far more ambitious
reconceptualization of Title VII, one that replaces the current individual
justice model with a more expansive regulatory model that places an
affirmative duty on employers to avoid unnecessarily reproducing racial
hierarchy. As articulated by antidiscrimination scholars including, most
notably, Richard Thompson Ford,224 such an approach could require
employers to implement best practices approaches approved by
researchers, experts, and judges.225 Under this new jurisprudential
framework, employers who fail to meet such standards would face
potential liability to minority employees, while those who do meet such
standards would be able to avoid liability and potentially costly
litigation.226 Such an expansive reorientation of Title VII would provide
a potential avenue of relief for black associates who suffer racially
disparate experiences and outcomes that they are unable to link to
particular decision-makers and employment acts. Given the difficulty of
knowing, let alone proving, whether particular experiences are
motivated by impermissible racial intent or materially affect an
associate's future career trajectory, this shifting of the burden onto
employers could facilitate real progress for the many black associates
who would otherwise have no recourse at all.

B. Employer Initiatives

Regardless of whether courts are willing to undertake such an
ambitious revision of Title VII, sustained progress for black law firm

223 See Woodson, Derivative Racial Discrimination, supra note 8.
224 See Richard Thompson Ford, Bias in the Air: Rethinking Employment Discrimination

Law, 66 STAN. L. REV. 1381, 1384 (2014) (arguing that antidiscrimination law should require
employers "to meet a duty of care to avoid unnecessarily perpetuating social segregation or
hierarchy"); see also Green, Discrimination in Workplace Dynamics, supra note 6, at 94
(proposing a new Title VII approach that would "place an affirmative obligation on employers
to manage diversity within their institutions to minimize the operation of discriminatory bias");
David Benjamin Oppenheimer, Negligent Discrimination, 141 U. PA. L. REV. 899, 900 (1993)
(advancing a theory of negligent discrimination in which an employer would be found liable
"when the employer fails to take all reasonable steps to prevent discrimination that it knows or
should know is occurring, or that it expects or should expect to occur").

225 See Woodson, Derivative Racial Discrimination, supra note 8.
226 Richard Thompson Ford, Rethinking Rights After the Second Reconstruction, 123 YALE

L.J. 2942, 2959 (2014) ("An employer who fails to meet the duty should be punished in some
way .... Conversely, an employer who meets the duty should not face liability for otherwise
lawful adverse decisions.").
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associates will require collaborative efforts between law firms, partners,
clients, and other industry constituents interested in racial progress. The
qualitative data from my interviews particularly calls attention to the
need for earlier interventions and proactive preventative measures
designed to ensure that the most junior minority associates are not left
behind before their careers even begin. Given the cumulative and often
intangible harms brought about by human capital discrimination,227
there is little reason to believe that later corrective measures will ever
effectively undo the professional damage suffered by its victims.

In an earlier Article on racial disadvantage in corporate law
firms,228 I introduced several policies and practices that might help in
this respect. To address this problem most directly, firms should
consider developing special assignment programs that would ensure
that black associates receive access to more equitable shares of premium
work opportunities. 229 More generally, employers should strive to
implement management cultures that place a greater emphasis on fully
developing, properly utilizing, and accurately evaluating the talent of all
junior workers.230 Although formal mentorship programs have had
mixed results in improving racial diversity,231 firms should deepen their
commitments to such programming in order to further bridge the social
capital gap between black and white workers.232 Mentors can enhance
black associates' human capital by providing them with informal
training in the form of constructive criticism, useful feedback, and
advice concerning their work product. Mentorship relationships
provide junior workers guidance that enables them to better meet the

227 See supra Section II.D.
228 Woodson, Race and Rapport, supra note 2.
229 See id. at 2573.
230 See id. at 2571.
231 Organizational researchers have found that formal programs, where mentees are assigned

to individual mentors, may be less effective than mentorship relationships that develop
informally. See Belle Rose Ragins & John L. Cotton, Mentor Functions and Outcomes: A
Comparison of Men and Women in Formal and Informal Mentoring Relationships, 84 J.
APPLIED PSYCHOL. 529, 540-44 (1999) (finding that workers perceive organic mentorship to be
more effective than formal mentoring relationships). This may not be a fair comparison,
however, as the ability of individual workers to develop mentors independently of formal
programs may in some instances reflect aptitudes and characteristics relevant to work
performance and career success. In other words, this may reflect some selection effect, wherein
the individuals who found mentors organically would have outperformed their mentorless
colleagues even in the absence of their mentorship relationships. See id. at 544 (providing this
disclaimer).

232 See Woodson, Race and Rapport, supra note 2, at 2572-73 (discussing the potential value
of more meaningful, comprehensive mentorship efforts); see also Alexandra Kalev et al., Best
Practices or Best Guesses? Assessing the Efficacy of Corporate Affirmative Action and Diversity
Policies, 71 AM. SOC. REV. 589, 590 (2006) (finding that formal mentorship produced
significant career gains for black and white women).
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technical demands and informal expectations of their jobs.233 This type
of on-the-job tutoring can prove invaluable in helping associates to
maximize their performance on work assignments and thereby positions
them for further high-quality assignments in the future. To pursue these
strategies effectively, firms will need to put in place the diversity
infrastructure necessary to monitor, measure, and investigate
employment practices and progress.

One collaborative approach, that employers truly committed to
making progress on this front could pursue, entails collecting more fine-
grained data concerning the quality of work assignments received by
their associates as well as making this data more readily available to
clients and various industry observers. This information would be far
more useful than the current population statistics used in existing
diversity rating systems, and more consistent and comprehensive than
the information occasionally sought by particular corporate clients.234 If
sufficiently transparent and available, such record keeping would
provide extraordinary incentives for firms to pay far closer attention to,
and more proactively attend to, the human capital opportunities of their
minority associates.

These reforms will by no means eradicate the problem of human
capital discrimination, particularly without a more expansive
conceptualization of Title VII. Even the firms most fully committed to
racial diversity and fairness will not be able to wholly prevent individual
partners and senior associates from treating minority associates with
greater scrutiny or interpreting their performance less generously than
their white counterparts. These forms of disparate treatment, whether
driven by implicit bias or other subtle social tendencies, may function as
asymptotic limits to the progress that firms can achieve in this realm.
Nonetheless, they represent viable means of securing greater racial
equitableness than existing practices currently allow.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of empirical insights from interviews of a sample of
black law firm associates, this Article has sought to refine the existing
understanding of the nature of racial inequality in large law firms by

233 See, e.g., Payne-Pikus et al., supra note 44 (finding that racial disparities in black and
white associates' relationships with partners were associated with racial disparities in various
career outcomes); Terri A. Scandura, Mentorship and Career Mobility: An Empirical
Investigation, 13 J. ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAV. 169 (1992) (finding that mentorship was related
to workers' salary and promotions); Scott E. Seibert et al., A Social Capital Theory of Career
Success, 44 AM. MGMT. J. 219, 232 (2001) (finding that "people with whom one has a strong
relationship are likely to provide one with more information and assistance").

234 See supra note 40 and accompanying text.
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calling attention to human capital discrimination as a major
impediment to the career prospects of black law firm associates, both
within their firms and elsewhere. In doing so, it has contributed to an
important body of legal scholarship that seeks to illuminate and
challenge contemporary forms of institutional discrimination that
continue to disadvantage racial minorities and female workers in white
male dominated workplaces. Addressing human capital discrimination
will require ambitious doctrinal reforms and resource-intensive
employer efforts. Although firms already devote significant resources
toward improving racial diversity and fairness, further progress toward
the important goal of finally providing talented black attorneys greater
opportunities of forging successful careers will demand even more
commitment on the part of employers, clients, and other industry
intermediaries. While this Article has focused specifically on the
experiences of black law firm associates, its insights also potentially
apply both to law firm associates from other disadvantaged social
identity groups and to black workers in other occupational contexts.
Future scholarship could further flesh out the nature of human capital
discrimination more broadly by attending to the experiences of the
members of other such disadvantaged and marginalized groups.
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PANELISTS BIOGRAPHIES 
 
Faith Alejandro practices law at Sands Anderson, where she helps employers navigate through 
conflict in the workplace. She regularly represents and trains companies and local governments 
in a broad spectrum of management, operation, and planning issues, and routinely advises 
employers on compliance issues under the myriad of state and federal laws that apply to the 
workplace. She provides litigation defense in employee grievances and legal actions for 
discrimination and harassment, wage and hour violations, unemployment insurance claims, as 
well as contract disputes, including non-compete agreements.  
 
Since 2015, Faith has been named among the “Legal Elite” by Virginia Business magazine, 
which profiled her in 2016 as prominent young lawyer.  Since 2016, Faith has been recognized 
with the Super Lawyers designation, and the Virginia Lawyer’s Weekly honored Faith as a 
member of its 2017 class of “Up and Coming Lawyers.” Faith chairs Sands Anderson’s Diversity 
and Inclusion Committee, and in that role, she leads the Firm’s work towards eradicating hidden 
bias in the workplace and fostering inclusion in the legal profession. She helps with her firm’s 
summer associate and lateral recruiting and mentoring efforts, and she is an active member of the 
Richmond Chapter of the Asian Pacific American Bar Association. 
 
Faith’s practice benefits from the time she spent clerking with the City of Richmond Circuit 
Court following her graduation from law school at the University of Richmond, where she 
served as the Executive Editor for the Richmond Law Review. Before law school, she was a 
state-certified mediator and worked in the field of dispute resolution, an interest she cultivated 
while completing her undergraduate studies at the University of Virginia.  
 
Faith is married with two young children, serves on several nonprofit boards, and volunteers her 
time singing with the Richmond Symphony Chorus. 
 
Marni E. Byrum is a principal in the firm of McQuade Byrum and focuses her practice on labor, 
employment and personnel law. She handles litigation before state and federal courts, as well as 
the Merit Systems Protection Board, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, National 
Labor Relations Board and Federal Labor Relations Authority, involving wrongful termination, 
prohibited personnel practices, discrimination, handicapping conditions and unfair labor 
practices.  She advises clients in the negotiating of employment contracts and severance 
agreements as well as the drafting of policy and procedure manuals. She provides in-house 
training and conducts neutral investigations and evaluations of personnel matters. Her clients 
include both public and private employees, local governments, small businesses and major 
corporations. Ms. Byrum is a frequent lecturer regarding ethics issues, labor and employment 
law and alternative dispute resolution.  
 
Ms. Byrum is President of the Virginia State Bar.  She chairs the Standing Committee on Budget 
and Finance and is a member of the Special Committee on the Future of Law Practice.  She is 
past chair of the Virginia State Bar Standing Committee on Legal Ethics, the VSB’s Judicial 
Candidate Evaluation Committee and the Multi-jurisdictional Practice Task Force. She is a Past 
President of the Virginia Women Attorneys Association, the Arlington County Bar Association, 
and the Northern Virginia Legal Services Board. In addition, she is active with her alma mater, 
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Virginia Tech, having served on the Alumni Board, the President’s Advisory Board, the Dean’s 
Round Table for the College of Arts and Sciences and currently serves on the Dean’s Round 
Table for the College of Science.  
 
Ms. Byrum is AV rated by Martindale-Hubbell and is listed in the Bar Register of Preeminent 
Attorneys. She was named a Fellow of the Virginia Law Foundation in 2013 and was recognized 
as a Leader in the Law in 2014. In addition to her work within the legal community, she has been 
recognized for her public and volunteer service receiving the Alumni Distinguished Service 
Award from Virginia Tech, the Women of Distinction Award from Soroptimist International and 
the Person of Vision Award from the Arlington Commission on the Status of Women.  

James M. McCauley is the Ethics Counsel for the Virginia State Bar. Jim manages the Ethics 
Department of the Virginia State Bar which handles the “Legal Ethics Hotline” and writes legal 
ethics opinions and amendments to the Rules of Professional Conduct. Jim served on the faculty 
of the Virginia State Bar’s Mandatory Professionalism Course from 2004-2010. He taught 
Professional Responsibility at the T.C. Williams School of Law at the University of Richmond 
and served on the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Legal Ethics and 
Professionalism from 2008-2011. In 2018, Jim was elected to the Virginia Lawyers Weekly 
“Leaders in the Law,” and was chosen “Leader of the Year.” Jim earned his J.D. from the 
University of Richmond and his B.A. from James Madison University. 

Eric M. Page serves on the Virginia State Bar Council and is the immediate past chair of the 
Bar’s Standing Committee on Legal Ethics.  He is a former chair of the Bar’s Mandatory 
Continuing Legal Education Board. Eric is a Richmond-based member of Eckert Seamans 
Cherin & Mellott, LLC. He represents regulated and non-regulated utilities and handles a wide 
range of regulatory and administrative matters for insurance companies, producers, and agencies 
in licensing, enforcement, and registration proceedings. His representation of utility companies 
and other regulated entities includes regulatory proceedings involving rates, services, affiliate 
transactions, transfers, financing, and other proceedings as well as transactional matters. He also 
represents securities dealers and brokers, financial institutions, and other clients in administrative 
proceedings before regulatory commissions. In his telecommunications practice, Eric assists 
numerous competitive local exchange carriers, Internet service providers, broadband companies, 
interexchange carriers, and Virginia municipalities in certification, transactional, and 
administrative matters in the competitive telecommunications industry. Eric earned his J.D. from 
the University of Richmond and his B.A. from Cornell University.   

D. Patricia Wallace is a commercial litigator based in Richmond. Her practice focuses on defense 
of SEC enforcement actions, prosecution of broker misconduct claims, and appeals. Prior to 
moving to Virginia in 2017, Patricia practiced in Florida, where she served for six years on The 
Florida Bar’s Ethics Committee. She volunteers with VAratifyERA, a nonpartisan grassroots 
campaign for Virginia’s ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment. Patricia earned her J.D. 
from the University of Miami, her Ph.D. in Medieval Studies from Cornell University, and B.A.s 
from Oxford University and UNC-Chapel Hill.       

Kevin Woodson is a Professor of Law at the T.C. Williams School of Law at the University of 
Richmond, where he teaches Professional Responsibility, Criminal Procedure, and Education 
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Law. Prior to joining the faculty in Richmond, Kevin was an associate professor at the Thomas 
R. Kline School of Law at Drexel University in Philadelphia, where his scholarship focused on 
employment discrimination, racial diversity in higher education and the professions, and 
education reform. His works have appeared in Fordham Law Review, Cardozo Law 
Review, and Georgia Law Review, amongst other venues, and he is currently working on a book 
entitled Beyond Bias? The Significance of Race for the New Black Elite. Woodson was an 
associate at Wilmer Cutler Pickering Halle & Dorr in Washington, D.C. He earned his Ph.D. in 
Sociology & Social Policy from Princeton University, his J.D. from Yale Law School, and his 
B.A. from Columbia University. 
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